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I.

THE LITERARY HISTORY OF CALVIN’S
“

fT^HE

Institutes

INSTITUTES.
the

of

Christian

”

Religion

b}r

John Calvin

merely on the score of its position in the history of Christian thinking on the themes of the Gospel, even though it were as dull and as alien from our own modes
It is, on the contrary, however,
of thought as the Zend-Avesta.
the fundamental treatise in the development of that evangelical
theology to which the Reformed Churches are committed, and it is

might well claim

I

attention,

must look back as the first serious attempt to cast
body of truth to which they adhere as taught in
And from the point ol view of mere literary
the Holy Scriptures.
standing, the Institutes of John Calvin holds a position so supreme
in its class that every one who would profess to know the
world’s best literature must perforce make himself acquainted
to

it

that they

into a system the

with

it.

It

is

saying

too

to

little

say that,

in reading this

work, we are brought into contact with a great book would
we justly express its eminence, we must say that it is one of the
:

world’s greatest books

What Thucydides

is

— absolutely the greatest

among Greek,

century' English historians,
tists,

among

or the Iliad

dogmatic

book of its class.
Gibbon among eighteenth-

what Shakespeare

epics, that

is

among dramais among

Calvin’s Institutes

“The Institutio of Calvin,”
whom will be conceded a right

treatises.

Cunningham,*

or

says Dr. William

to an opinion in
such a matter, “is the most important work in the history of
theological science, that which is more than any other creditable
* Reformers,

13

to

etc., p. 295.

—
,

,
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to its author,

and has exerted directlv or indirectly the greatest

and most beneficial influence upon the opinions of intelligent men
on theological subjects. It may be said to occupy in the science
place which it requires both the Novum
Bacon and the Principia of Newton to fill up in
physical science,
at once conveying, though not informal didactic
precepts and rules, the finest idea of the way and manner in which
the truths of God’s word ought to be classified and systematized,
and at the same time actually classifying and systematizing them,
in a way that has not yet received any very material or essential
improvement.
It is only a kind of perverse moderation, thereof theology, the

Orgunum

of

—

"

fore

— born

fundamental lack of sympathy with Calvin
which leads Dr. Schaff to praise it in such measured terms as even
these may, in the circumstances, be accounted:* “It threw into
of his

the shade the earlier Protestant theologies
.and Zwingli’s
lias

Commentary on

hardly been surpassed since.

— as Melanchthon’s Loci,
— and

True and False Religion,

the

Asa

it

classical production of theo-

logical genius it stands on a level with Origen’s De P rincipiis
Augustin’s De Civitate Dei, Thomas Aquinas' Summa Theologise,
and Schleiermacher’s Der Christliche Glaubep These are all great

works that he names, though the greatest of them, Augustine’s
The City of God, is not properly a dogmatic treatise but an apology
for the Christian religion, and therefore comes into comparison with
Calvin’s Institutes only so far as the latter may be looked upon in
that apologetic aspect which was given it by the circumstances of its
first publication.
But Calvin’s Institutes attained something even
above their level, and there is no danger of speaking unguardedly
if we give enthusiasm itself the reins and adopt as a sober critical judgment the glowing praise of the famous distich of the Hungarian reformer and poet, Paulus Thurius, which
so the editors oftell
of
the
old
the Strasburg edition
us
many
owners and readers
of the Institutes have written lovingly on its front:

—

—

“ Pneter apostolicas post Christi tempoia chartas,
Huic peperere libro stecula nulla parein.'’ f
* History of the Christian Church

vii,

262.

This famous distich was first mentioned by Thurius’ countryman and fellowstudent at the feet of Stephen Szegedin, Matthew Skaricza in his Vita et
Obitus Stephani Szegedini, prefixed to Szegedin’s Loci Communes Thcologice
t

Sincerce, published at Basle, 1585,

who was Reformed

and

at least four times subsequently.

pastor at Keri, visited

Geneva and wrote before

1571.

Skaricza,

He

tells

how, at his request, Beza “showed him. under the simple sod, the grave of the
great Calvin, who had commanded that he should be buried thus without any
monument" and, after praising Calvin’s doctrine of the Lord’s Supper and the
“ And espec’ally what
general adamantine character of his reasoning, proceeds
work was ever more vigorous, more acute, more exact than the Institutes,
whether it be the language or the matter that you consider and weigh? So

—

:

:
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indeed no more than what the greatest scholar of Cal-

—

own age

did that Joseph Scaliger (1540-1609), whose caushave made so many scholars writhe “0 what a good
book is the Institutes ,” he exclaims “ Calvin stands alone among
theologians (solus inter theologos Calvinus).”
And this is no
Baum, Cunitz and Reuss,
other than what the Strasburg editors
certainly among the most learned and least extravagant critics of
our own day have done. For they do not scruple to adopt Thu-

vin’s

tic criticisms

:

;

—

—

rius’

expression into the well-weighed Latin of their critical prole-

gomena, and to give

book.*
of the

that our Paul

as their deliberate

it

Among

*

Tliuri

has not unjustly said,

the distich was derived by

Du Buc

( Institution.es

judgment upon the merits
them to

the other reasons which have led

Gerdesius

(

Prater,

Thence probably
II, i, 451) and

etc.”

Scrinum Antiquarium,

Theologicce, 1630,

praef.).

Du

Buc, iu apologizing for

writing, enumerates his predecessors in the field of Protestant dogmatics

:

such

he says, the works of those great theologians, Melanchthon, Musculus and
Peter Martyr, and “that truly golden Institutes of the Christian Religion of John

as,

Calvin’s concerning which Paul Thuri said most truly, Prceter etc.”
,

tial facts

concerning Thuri (one of

gary in the sixteenth century) are

name who

five of the

summed up

The

achieved fame in

in the epitaph written

by

essen-

Hun-

his son,

the learned poet George Thuri

“Turinum

genuit, docuit Witeberga Philippo

Doctore, ossa tenet Szantovia, Astra

Tur (where there

animam.”

Having
gymnasium) under Szegedin (whom he calls a second Cicero), and afterward (1553)
at Wittenberg, he became a professor at the Reformed School at Talna (15561560), where (1557) he wrote his book, Idea Christianorum Ungaricorum sub
Tyrannide Turcica which lay in MS. until it was published by Molnar at
Oppenheim in 1616. In 1560 he became pastor at Sajo Szent Peter, and finally
While at the former place
(after 1565) at Szanto, where he died in 1574 or 1575.
he engaged in the controversy between the Reformed and Lutherans, and while
studied (1551) at

is still

a strong Reformed church and a

,

He enjoyed a high
ranked by Lotichius among the best Latin poets of the
Notices of him are generally accessible in Bod, Historia Hungarorum Eccleage.
siastica (Lugduni, 1888, i, p. 263) and in Andr. Schmalii Adversaria, p. 125 (in

at the latter in the great controversy with the Unitarians.

reputation as a poet and

is

Monumenta Aug. Conf.

in

Hungaria

Historica, Vol.

William Cunningham

ii).

Reformers etc., p. 299): “But
whether we look to the powers and capacities with which God endowed him, the
manner in which he employed them, and the results by which his labors have been
or to the Christian wisdom, magnanimity, and devotedness which
followed,
marked his character and generally regulated his conduct, there is probably not
one among the sons of men, beyond the range of those whom God miraculously
inspired by His Spirit, who has stronger claims upon our veneration and
“The main features of the
gratitude.” He had just before said (pp. 296, 297)
representation which he put forth of the scheme of divine truth, might be found in
in neither singly, but in the two conjointly.
the writings of Augustine and Luther,
But by grasping with vigour and comprehensiveness the whole scheme of divine
truth and all its various departments, and combining them into one harmonious
and well-digested system, he has done what neither Augustine nor Luther did or
could have done, and has given conclusive evidence that he was possessed of the
highest intellectual powers, as well as enjoyed the most abundant communications
* Cf.

also

Dr.

(

,

—

:

—

;

,
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devote their time and labor to an edition of Calvin’s works, they
tell us, is the unique preeminence and high authority enjoyed by
this

Lycurgus of the Reformed Churches.

“

For,” they continue,

“ though Luther

was supremely great as a man, anti Zwingli was second to none as
a Christian citizen, and Melancbtlion well deserves the appellation of the most
learned of teachers, Calvin

may justly

he called the prince and standard-bearer of
For who will not marvel

theologians (theologorum principem et autesignarum).
at

his

command

of

language and

The copiousness

of learning?

letters,

the entire sphere

at his control of

of his erudition, the admirable disposition of his

material, the force and validity of his reasoning in dogmatics

;

the acuteness and

subtlety of his mind, and the alternating gay and biting saltness of his polemics
the felicitous perspicuity, sobriety and sagacity of his exegetics the nervous

;

;

eloquence and freedom of bis panenetics

and wisdom

;

his incomparable legislative prudence

and governing of the churches— all this
is fully recognized among men of learning and candor.
Even among Romish
controversialists themselves, there is none to-day possessed of even a moderate
knowledge of these matters or endowed with the least fairness in judgment, who
does not wonder at the richness of his reasoning and ideas, the precision of his
language, the weight and clearness of his diction, whether in Latin or French.
All these qualities are of course present in his other writings, but they are
especially resplendent in that immortal Institutes of the Christian Religion
which beyond all controversy far excels all expositions of the kind that have
been written from the days of the apostles down, including, of course,
Melanchthon’s Loci Theologici
and which .captivates even to-day the learned
and candid reader, even though he may be committed to different opinions, and
wrests from him an unwilling admiration.”*
in the constitution, ordering

So estimating the Institutes it is no wonder that these learned
This is how
editors wished to begin their corpus with this work.
,

they explain their procedure

:

“In undertaking a new collection
memory — a body of writings worthy of

John Calvin, of immortal
have determined to
begin with the Institutes of the Christian Religion. That work does not, to be
sure, hold the first place among his writings in the order of composition, though
very few of them preceded it but none of them is superior to it in the fame
it enjoys.
It has often happened that a book set apart by the great applause
of men has afterwards fallen into neglect through the harsher judgment or the
careless indifference of a later time
often, too, that one which reached few minds
at first, and almost escaped notice, has, as time proceeded, emerged from obscuiity
and is daily celebrated with increasing praise. But with regard to this book,
seized upon from its very cradle with great and widespread avidity, and scrutinized
by its very adversaries with a zeal born of envy, its glory has abided the same,
intact now through three centuries, without the least diminution or fading,
despite the frequent changes which successive schools of theology have introduced
into the treatment of Christian doctrine.
If it were the custom of our time, as it
was formerly, to collect at the beginning of volumes eulogies pronounced on their
writers by various authors, we could gather here a great harvest of laudations, and
time and paper would fail us before the material at our disposal would be
of the

works

his great

of

name

— we

:

;

exhausted. ”f
of God’s Spirit.”

Accordingly he finds what has come to be called Calvinism in
(p. 337): “And this combination of Lutheranism and

just this combination

Augustinianism is just Calvinism, which is thus the fullest, most complete, and
most comprehensive exposition of the whole scheme of Christian doctrine.”
* Corpus Reformatorum, xxix

(

Calvini Op.,

i), p. x.

f Do., p. xxi.

TIIE
lie

plied
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who would see this omission of the Strasburg editors supmay consult the copious collection of Opinions and Testi-

monies Concerning

Writings of Calvin given in the last volume*
by the Calvin Transla-

the

,

of the- translation of his works published

(Edinburgh, 1854, pp. 376-464), or the shorter collec-

tion Society

tion
the

given by Dr. Schaff in the seventh volume of his History of
Christian Church (pp. 272-295).
We may for the present rest

content with the testimony to the quality of the book offered

by

“ Altogether
immediate and continued extreme popularity.
innumerable,” says one of Calvin’s best biographers, E. Stahlin,f
“ is the circle of readers which have successively gathered out of
all conditions and nations about Calvin’s book, The Institutes of the
Christian Religion; altogether immeasurable the influence which
its

it

has exerted in the course of the centuries

editions (and they

still

;

the

number

of its

continue to be issued) exceeds the limits

it may be asserted without fear of exaggeration that
no other book of similar scientific form and extent has ever
reached a like circulation.”
One of the marvels connected with this remarkable book is the
youth of its author when it was written.
We do not indeed know
with exactitude precisely when it was written.
But, as the colo-

of reckoning

phon of the

;

was published at Basle in March,
King of France, which
was written, as we know, sometime after the book itself, is dated
the 23d August, and that this means August, 1535, Reuss (among
others
has fully shown. In the opening words o this Preface,
Calvin explicitly declares that when the work was written he had
“ When I first put hand
no thought of presenting it to Francis.
to this work,” he says, “nothing was less in my thoughts, most
illustrious king, than to write a book which should be presented
to your Majesty.
My intention was only to inculcate some elementary truths, by which those interested in religion might be
trained to true piety— and at this task I toiled chiefly for our
French, multitudes of whom 1 saw to be hungering and thirsting
after Christ, but very few to be possessed of even a slight knowledge of Him.
That this was my purpose, the book itself shows
by its simple and elementary manner of teaching.” It would
seem natural to suppose, therefore, that the book was composed
some weeks or possibly even months before the middle of 1535—
perhaps even in 1534. There are not lacking some further considfirst

edition tells us,

it

1536, and the Prefatory Address to the

:{:)

*

i. e.,

f

Johann

j Cf.,

the Commentary on Joshua.
Galvin,

e. g.,

i,

59ff.

Beveridge

lation of the Institutes.

in the Preface to the Calvin Translation Society’s trans-

—
a
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A

which support this supposition.
direct statement to
made, indeed, by an almost contemporary author
Florimond de Eaemond (1540-1602), counsellor of the Parlement
of Bordeaux, who wrote from the .Romish point of view a Histoire
erations

this effect is

de

la

Xaissance

Progrez

,

et

Decadence de V Heresie de

ce

SQcle

and again 1623). His statements are, to be sure,
scarcely worthy of credence when unsupported
but when, as in
the present case, they are corroborative of what is otherwise
probable, they may be worth our attention.
He represents Calvin
as, on leaving Paris, sojourning three years at Angouleme
manifest error* and continues as follows:
(Paris, 1605,

;

—

—

‘Arngouleme was the forge where this new Ynlcan heat out the strange opinions
which he afterwards published for it was there that he wove to the astonishment
of Christendom the fabric of his Institutes which may be called the Koran or
rather the Talmud of heresy, being, as it is, a mass of all the errors that have ever
:

,

He

existed in the past, or ever will exist, I verily believe, in the future

was commonly

from the name of his patron, the cure of
Claix, because he made a constant parade of his Greek, without, to be sure,
This Greek of Claix, then, held in high esteem
knowing very much of it
called the

Greek

of Claix,

and reputation, and loved by all who loved letters, would weave into his speech
remarks about religion and continually drop piquant words against the authority
and traditions of the Church. He enjoyed the favor of many persons of authority,
especially of

Pope

Anthony

Chaillou. Prior of Bouteville,

of the Lutherans,

and

of the

Abbe de

Bassac,

who has since been called the
two men of letters, eager to

gather together all the good books they could meet with, and of the Sieur de

who

Torsac, brother of President la Place,

afterwards became the historian of

Calvin was often with these two, in the company of du Tillet

Calvinism.

also.

Their rendezvous was in a house outside the town of Angouleme, named Girac,
where the Prior of Bouteville ordinarily made his dwelling. There he entertained

them with the sketches for his Institutes, laying open to them all the secrets
theology, and read to them the chapters of his book as he composed them,
ing so assiduously on

it

that he often passed entire nights without sleeping and

whole days without eating.
of this

man

fatal to

It is

it

inform myself of the truth, I

There
of

is

a pleasure to

me

to follow step

our France, and to touch upon

because no one has written

ture

some

of his

labor-

all

by step the course

the details of his training,

down before. And as I have taken the trouble
make no complaint of the trouble of writing it.”f

vra.isemblance

in

this

rather over-drawn

to

pic-

Calvin working out his treatise in his retirement at

Angouleme, though it is quite clear >not only that the author has
wrongly given to Angouleme the whole three years that extended
between Calvin’s flight from Paris late in 1533 and his arrival in
Geneva late in July 1536, but also, as Reuss points out, that he has
in mind the Institutes not as first published in the spring of 1536,
but in the elaborated form which it took only later. That the
book may have been written in Angouleme, where Calvin seems to
,

* Cf. Schaff, as cited,
| p.
iii,

883

p. xii.

et seq. of

book

p. 325,

note

cited, ed.

2.

of 1623, as extracted

by Reuss, Opera,

etc.,
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have spent the greater part
to the

du

autumn

list

may

from the autumn

of

1533

of 1534, in the house of his wealthy friend, Louis

Tillet, is in itself,

position

of the year
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however, certainly possible

account for Beza’s placing

of Calvin’s

it,

;

and such a sup-

in the chronological

works which he published immediately

master’s death, directly after his

first

publication, the

after his

commen-

tary on Seneca’s de Clementia, which appeared in April, 1532, and
before his

next published book, the Psychopannychia, which was
It may, indeed, be said that Beza wus demon-

issued in 1534.

strably laboring under a misapprehension as to the date of

the-

and that it is due to this error that he
so places it in his catalogue, and not to the influence of knowledge
on his part that the book was written earlier than the date of its

publication of the Institutes

publication.

He

,

certainly says in the

first

edition of his Life of

France in 1534, and had his first Institutes
printed that same year at Basle, as an apology addressed to King
Francis, first of the name, in behalf of the poor persecuted beGalvin that Calvin

lievers,

upon

whom

‘‘left

the

name

of

Anabaptists was imposed in order

to excuse the persecution of the Gospel in the eyes of the Protes-

—

was certainly wrong in so saying as is
evident, were there nothing else to show it, from the fact that the
persecutions in question did not begin until early in 1535.
Nevertheless, it is not clear that knowledge on Beza’s part that the Institutes was written in 1534 may not be rather the cause of his error
here as to the date of its publication: an error of which he
seems subsequently to have become aware, as he suppressed the
whole passage in the second edition of his book.*
Whatever support may come from these doubtful passages,
however, the main ground for supposing that the Institutes was
composed at some point earlier than the middle of 1535, when the
Epistola nuncupatoria was written, must be drawn from the
pointed discrimination that is made by both Calvin and Beza
between the writing and the publishing of the book as determined by wholly different motives, arising out of changing circumAs we have seen,
stances, and therefore arguing different times.
opening
words
of
the epistle itself,
in
the
this is plainly asserted
where his motives in writing his Institutes are declared by Calvin
This account is supplemented bv the full account of his
himself.
tant princes:” and he

—

motives in publishing the book, given in that precious autobiographical fragment which is included in the Preface to his Commentary on the Psalms. It will be wise to have this pretty fully
before

us, as it will

be of use in the discussion of more than one

point in the history of the Institutes.
* For this

whole matter see Reuss, Opera

,

iii,

p. xvii.
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“ Leaving my native country, France,” says Calvin, “I in fact retired into
Germany, expressly for the purpose of being able there to enjoy in some obscure
corner the repose which I had always desired, and which had been so long denied
me. But lo whilst I lay hidden at Basle and known only to a few people, many
faithful and holy people were burnt alive in France
and the report of these
!

;

burnings having reached foreign nations, they excited the strongest disapprobation

among a great part of the Germans, whose indignation was kindled against the
authors of such tyranny. Iu order to allay this indignation, certain wicked and
lying pamphlets were circulated, stating that none were treated with such

who by their perverse railings and
were overthrowing not only religion, hut also all civil order.
Observing that the object which these instruments of the court aimed at by their
disguises was not only that the disgrace of shedding so much innocent blood
might remain buried under the false charges and calumnies which they brought
against the holy martyrs after their death, hut also that afterwards they might be
able to proceed to ihe utmost extremity in murdering the poor saints without
exciting compassion toward them in the breasts of any, it appeared to me, that
unless I opposed them to the uttermost of my ability, my silence could not he
vindicated from the charge of cowardice and treachery. This was the consideration
which induced me to publish my Institutes of the Christian Religion. My
objects were, first, to prove that these reports were false and calumnious, and thus
and
to vindicate my brethren, whose death was precious in the sight of the Lord
next, that as the same cruelties might very soon after he exercised against many
unhappy individuals, foreign nations might be touched with at least some
compassion toward them and solicitude about them. When it was then published,
it was not that copious and labored woik which it now is, but only a small

cruelty hut Anabaptists and seditious persons,
false opinions

;

treatise,

containing a

summary

of the principal truths of the Christian religion

;

was published with no other design but that men might know what was
the faith held by those whom I saw basely and wickedly defamed bv those flagiThat my object was not to acquire fame, appeared
tious and perfidious flatterers.
from this, that immediately afterwards I left Basle, and particularly from the
Wherever else I have gone,
fact that nobody there knew that I was the author.
and I had
I have taken care to conceal that I was the author of that performance
re-olved to continue in the same privacy and obscurity, until at length William
Farel detained me at Geneva, not so much by counsel and exhortation, as by a
dreadful imprecation, which I felt to be as if God had from heaven laid His
mighty band upon me to arrest me.”*
and

it

;

The

plain implication of this passage

is,

MS.

that Calvin had the

of his Institutes by him, and was led to publish

it

as

an apologeti-

document by the malignant aspersions on the character of the
France as if they were a body of mere fanatics by
reading it the world would know the sort of doctrine held by the
French martyrs. How long he had had it by him we have no
means of certainly divining but the persecutions in France had
begun early in 1535, and it does not seem as if the book could
have been so spoken of if' it had been written subsequently to this.
Whether, however, it was written in Angouleme in 1534 or in
Calvin was born July 10,
Basle in 1535 makes little difference.
His dedicatory letter to Francis I is dated August 23, 1535
1509.
The Institutes was beyond questwenty-six years afterwards.
cal

saints slain in

:

:

—

* Calvin Society translation,

i,

pp. xli, xlii.
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tion written, then, before he had completed his twenty-sixth year,
and possibly before he had completed his twenty-fifth year. It
was in the hands of the public before he had completed his

twenty-seventh year.
In estimating the nature of this performance, there are two
other facts which we should take into' consideration, one of an
enhancing, the other of a moderating character.

We

must bear

on the one hand, that the young Calvin’s book had practically no predecessors, but broke out a new path for itself
but also,
the other hand, that when it was first given to the public it was on
far from being the complete treatise in dogmatic theology which we
know, but was, as he himself describes it in the extract already
quoted from the Preface to his commentary on the Psalms, doubt-

in mind,

;

with some exaggeration of

less

its

unimportance, not “ densum

hoc et laboriosum opus, quale nunc exstat, sed breve duntaxat
enchiridion”
“ seulement un petit livret contenant sommairement
les principals matieres”
“ a brief handbook,” a “ little booklet.”

—

From

—

it grew under his hand from edition
and was transformed from a short handbook on religion
the people into a scientific treatise in dogmatic theology for

that small beginning

to edition,

for

students of theology.

When we
mean
made

say

it

had

•“

practically no predecessors,”

to obscure the fact that before it attempts
to set forth the

fundamental

as the Protestants conceived them.

we do

not

had already been

articles of the Christian religion

As

a

matter of

fact, Calvin’s

was preceded by three earlier such attempts, two of which
at least were of considerable importance.
The very nature of the
Reformed movement imposed on the Protestant party the necessity of giving a scientific account of itself.
As Reuss admirably
puts it,* such a declaration of principles was necessary in the face
of adversaries armed with an authority consecrated by ten centuries, and charging the new movement with blasphemy, with the
destruction of all order, human and divine, with the overthrow of
the whole social fabric
it was necessary in the face of troubled
friends who gave the reform their sympathy, but were frightened
at the uproar it caused and the very efforts which were requited to
sustain it
it was necessary, above all, in the face of the radical
party which always accompanies the advance of the great movements which agitate humanity, and is always ready to compromise
the good cause and to alienate those who judge things according
to their first results.
It was inevitable, therefore, that even the
Institutes

;

;

very

first

* Opera
is

derived.

,

steps of

the Reformation should produce attempts to

etc., iii, p. vii sq.,

from which the substance

of this

whole paragraph

202
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state in some systematic Avay the recovered truths of the Gospel and
the first Protestant Dogmatics accordingly saw the light scarcely four
;

years after Luther nailed up his theses on indulgences (1521). It did
not, indeed, come from the hand of Luther himself
but it came
;

from the hand of his chief helper in the Gospel, the saintly and
learned Melauchthon.
Thus, as Keuss says, “ the first attempt to
formulate the evangelical doctrine according to the methods of the
schools Avas the Avork of a young professor of the humanities

by this publication laid the
foundations of Lutheran dogmatics and impressed on them the
scarcely tAventy-three years old, Avho

direction Avhicli they did not cease to follow for a whole century.”

The Loci

Theologici of Melanclitlion in

exceeded in

its

first

form scarcely

one of our Catechisms, and, owing

size

tion to a course of lectures on the Epistle to the

its

composi-

Komans given

to

emergence of the topics in
that epistle, and thus lacked all systematic arrangement.*
But it
Avas written in a classic style of great simplicity, which deserved
its great popularity, and Avas gradually wrought by its author into
an ever-improving systematic order. Four years after the publication
of Melanchthon’s Loci Theologici the far better arranged and more
penetrating Avork of ZAvingli appeared (1525), entitled Commentarius
a private class, folloAved in its order the

,

de vera

et falsa religione,

Avritten at the solicitation of the Italian

and French refugees, and, like Calvin’s
a noble dedicatory letter to Francis

than either of these

is

Institutes

,

introduced Avith

Of much

I.

less

importance

the manual of William Farel

— the
—

first

entitled
French language
Summaire hriefue declaration daucuns lieux fort necessaires a ung
chascun Chrestien pour mettre sa confiance en Dieu et ayder son

theological

prochain

,

treatise

etc., a

Avritten

in

the

by

treatise distinguished

simplicity of language,

and pervasive application to the Christian life.f
Whether Calvin was acquainted Avith these Avorks or
It may be assumed.
not, Ave have no direct eAddence to sIioav.
But in any event he Avrote Avith independence, and Avith an unexcelled command of this special field which shoAved itself ever
a truly Biblical popularity

greater Avith each neAV edition.
* Cf. Dr.

William Cunningham ( Reformers

,

etc., p.

295)

:

“The

first

edition

— the only one published before Calviu produced
edition of his Institutes — was not to be compared to Calvin’s work, in the

Melancthon’s Commonplaces

of

the

first

accuracy of

its

representation of the doctrines of Scripture,

completeness of

its

in the fullness

and

materials, or in the skill and ability with which they were

and in the subsequent editions, while the inaccuracy of
statements increased in some respects rather than diminished, it still continued,
to a considerable extent, a defective and ill-digested work, characterized by a good
digested and arranged

;

its

and wearisome repetition.”
Farel’s Summaire was published first in 1524, an edition no exemplar of
which remains the second edition was published in 1534, and has been reprinted
by Baum in 1807.
deal of prolixity
f

;

THE LITERARY HISTORY OF CALVIN’S
Were

made only

indeed the comparison with his predecessors

with the

first

edition of Calvin’s Institutes

marked, would be
Institutes was, as

less

own production.

was published

only the

though

edition of

first

first

the

stage in a devel-

to its author than to

less satisfactory stage

He

himself speaks almost with contempt of

In the Preface to the second edition, which
“ In the first edition of this work
he says

in 1539,

of ours, because I

which God

said,

,

his superiority,

But the

extreme.

we have

opment,* and was a
any of his readers.
his
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“

:

had not the

least expectation of that success

His goodness has given it, I had, for the greater
part, performed my office perfunctorily, as is customary in trivial
undertakings (in minutis operibus).”
Accordingly the title of this
second edition, on which he had bestowed much labor and for the
late appearance of which he apologizes, is made to run
Institutio
C hristianse Religionis nunc vere demum suo titulo respondens. In
it the text is swelled to something more than double its original
bulk and its character is so changed that the reworked volume is
put forth as a totally new book with a different purpose from that
had in view when it was first composed. The book was written as
we are told in the dedicatory letter to Francis I, solely to supply
rudimentary instruction in religion to the neglected multitudes,
and was, therefore, “ composed in a simple and elementary form,
in

:

;

,

suitable for instruction.”

It

was published

,

as

we

are told in the

Preface to the Psalms, to exhibit to the world what the French
Protestants really believed, and to render incredible the calumnies

by which

their judicial

murder was excused.

revised or rather elaborated in order to

fit it

,

theology.

my

“I may add,” continues Calvin

It

was now

to be a text-book in
in his Preface,

object in this labor ” [of reworking the Institutes]

“

“that

was

this:

so to prepare and train candidates in sound theology for the reading

Word that they might both have an easy introducand proceed in it with unfaltering step, seeing I have
endeavored to give such a summary of religion in all its parts,
of the divine
tion to

*

On

it

the editions of the Institutes published during Calvin’s

life,

see Reuss,

and III, xxviii. In the former place, he says “Ten times in all,
so far as we know, the Institutes came from the press in its Latin form during the
author’s life, first at Basle, then at Strasburg and Geneva. These editions differ
among themselves variously and may be distributed into three families, or, as one
would say to-day, recensions. In the first of these we place only the Princeps,
published “per Thomam Platterum et Baltharsarem Lasium,” at Basle, iu 1536.
The second is represented by six issues” belonging certainly together, but distributed into three subfamilies, viz., (1) 1539, (2) 1543 and 1545, (3) 1550, 1553,
1554. The third family is introduced by Stephens’ second edition, that of 1559,
mere copies of which are the two editions of 1561. In the latter place Reuss presents this same classification in tabular form, adding the editions of the French
Opera,

I,

xxii,

:

—

versions iu their places.

See below,

p. 208.

—
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and have digested it into such an order as to make it not difficult
any one who is rightly acquainted with it, to ascertain what he
ought properly to look for in Scripture, and also to what head he
ought to refer whatever is contained in it.” In other words, Calvin
now designed his Institutes to be a doctrinal introduction to the
study of the Scriptures and he goes on to explain that the fact
that this book was accessible would enable him, when writing his
commentaries, to pass over doctrinal points without long discussion.
To this conception he kept, throughout the labor of subsequent revision. For not even the enlarged Institutes of 1539
Six additional revisions were made by him before
satisfied him.
what we may call the definitive edition of 1559 was reached, in
which the Institutes appears not only once more doubled in length
now about five times the size of the “ booklet ” of 1536*

for

;

—

—but entirely altered in arrangement, and presenting,
almost perfect disposition of

down

to us,

and by which

material in which

its

has

it

won

at last, that
it

has come

the unalloyed admiration of

subsequent ages.+
In the Preface to this edition, Calvin, speaking of the labor he

had expended
form, says

:

in bringing the

“

This

I

in every subsequent one the

But though
never

which

I

book

as

first

published to a worthier

attempted not only in the second edition, but

work has received some improvement.

do not regret the labor previously expended,
until the work was arranged in the order

felt satisfied
it

now

appears.”

On

the title-page, accordingly,

“ Institutio Christianas Religionis

,

in libros quatuor

I

in

we read

ad aptissimam methodum
magna accessione ut propemodum opus novum
The first edition was divided into six chapters

digesta, certisque distincta capitibus

aucta etiam tarn
haberi possit.”

:

nunc primum
:

on the Law, Faith, Prayer, the Sacraments, Spurious Sacraments
and Christian Liberty, the first three chapters being essentially
expositions of the Decalogue, the Apostles’ Creed and the Lord’s
Prayer, while the concluding three treated the matters chiefly in

dispute at the time.
increased partly

by

As

the material grew, these six chapters were

division, partly

to seventeen in the second edition

by

insertion of additional topics,

and twenty-one in subsequent

remained in a somewhat artificial arrangement. With
the edition of 1559, however, a totally new arrangement was introduced, which reduced the whole to a simple and beautiful order
redacted into four books, each with its own chapter divisions
ones, but

* In the Strasburg edition the Institutes of 1536 occupy about 220 columns

;

the edition of 1559 about 1086.
‘‘ Methodus profecto adeo insignis est et artificiosa,
t So ScHtrLTlNGIUS says
cum Institntionibus Justiniani conferri possit, quo libro jurisconsulti merito
:

ut

sentiunt, nihil scriptum esse magis methodice.”

f

*
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These

(from seventeen to twenty-five), subdivided into sections.
four books treat in turn of the Father, Son and

—
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Holy Ghost, and

Holy Catholic Church “ of the knowledge of God the Creator,” “ of the knowledge of God the Redeemer,” “ of the mode of
receiving the grace of Christ,” and “of the external means of
salvation.”
The order was suggested by the consecution of
topics in the Apostles’ Creed, and follows what is called the Trinitarian method of arrangement, or the order of God's revelation as
Father, Son and Holy Ghost.
The discovery of this simple principle of arrangement gave the final touch to the Institutes as
a work of art and permitted it to make its due impression upon
the mind of the reader.
What kind of impression it makes on
a spirit sensitive to form and artistic effect, Mr. Peter Bayne may
the

“

The

he says, “ are in all, save material
form, a great religious poem, as imaginative in general scheme,
and as sustained in emotional heat, as Paradise Lost though, of
course, not to be compared, for beauty of language or picturesqueness of detail, with Milton’s poem.
Calvin treats, in four successive books, of Christ the Creator, Christ the Redeemer, Christ the
Inspirer, and Christ the King
if he had written in verse, avoided
argumentative discussion, and called his work The Christiad it
would have been the most symmetrical epic in existence.”
teach

us.

Institutes ,”

,

;

,

It was only, then, in 1559 that the Institutes as we know the
book was finished. Throughout the whole quarter of a century

from the stay in Angouleme in 1531 to the appearance of this, its
eighth edition, it was in a true sense in the making, and not until
its appearance in this form was it completed.
The changes it had
undergone since its composition were immense quintupling its
size, revolutionizing its arrangement, changing its very purpose
and proposed audience. And yet through all these changes it
remained in some true sense the same book, and bore in its bosom
precisely the same message.
In the case of others of the great
writers of the Reformation period, Reuss strikingly remarks, their
several publications may mark the stations of their gradual growth

—

knowledge or conviction

in

editions

mark only

:

Calvin’s

in

case

the

successive

stages in the perfection of his exposition of

principles already firmly grasped and clearly stated

:

—

* The Puritan Revolution, pp. 15, 16. .Some such epic as Bayne here suggests
his Epicinion Christo Cantatum {Opera, v, 423-428)
in sixtyone distichs written at Worms in 1541, “for his private solace, not for publication.”
Calvin did write

—

—

But he did not consider himself a
negat,

studii pius

Schaff,
f

vii,

ardor,

efficit

poet.

He

Ut coner

says of himself

:

“Quod

laudes, Christe, sonare

natura

tuas. ”

(t_f.

380.)

Almost the

sole

mark

of undeveloped Protestant ideas to be found in the

edition of the Institutes is

the

quotation

(p.

159)

of Baruch

ii.

18,

first

with the
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“ The masterpiece of Calvin

We have seen how

offers in this respect

an interest altogether peculiar.

was reworked, how in each rewriting it was enriched
and transformed, how from the little sketch it had been at first it ended by
becoming a thick volume, how the simple popular outline was changed into a
learned system, and nevertheless, through all these metamorphoses, which left no
often

it

single page unaffected, the idea, the theological conception, remained the same, the

principles never varied.

Its adversaries, in whose eyes change was in itself the
worst of errors, vainly strove to discover variations in the doctrine taught in this
book. Calvin added, developed, defined he did not retrench nor retract

—

alter.”*
anything.

And

it

was before he had

finished his twenty-sixth year that

he found

himself in full possession of all the productive truths of his theology and never
afterwards, during a
his

work

Another

of thought

and of incessant mental

labor, did

about the Institutes

of the notable facts

published by

honor

life

either principles to abjure or elements fundamentally to

its

author in two languages

is

he find in
*

that

it

—Latin and French.

was

The

been a perennial matter of dispute between
French edition, copies of which have as yet
however, is that of 1541 and it not only bears

of priority has

the two.

come

The

earliest

to light,

;

formula, “Alter vero propheta scribit,” the reference in the “alter” going back

from Daniel. In the edition of 1539 this has become “ Yerissime
euim simul ac sanctissime scriptum est (a quocunque tandem sit) quod ab incerto
auctore scriptum, Prophet® Baruch tribuitur.” It is worth noting that in the
Psychopannychia (1534) Calvin seems to be in doubt as to Baruch. On one
occasion he quotes it with the formula, “sic enim loquitur propheta,” and on a
subsequent one with, “ lianc sententiam plane confirmat oratio, quae est in
libro Baruch
saltern qui ejus nomine inscribitur” (see Beveeidge's translatiou
to a quotation

:

:

of Institutes,

* Opera,

I,

xxxii).

etc.,

“The

iii,

p.

xi.

Cf. Dr.

William Cunwinghah,

Reformers,

etc.,

The Institution of the Christian
Religion, was published when he was twenty -seven years of age and it is a most
extraordinary proof of the maturity and vigour of his mind, of the care with which
he had studied the word of God, and of the depth and comprehensiveness of his
meditations upon divine things, that though the work was afterwards greatly
enlarged, and though some alterations were even made in the arrangement of the
topics discussed, yet no change of any importance was made in the actual doctrines
which it set forth. The first edition, published at that early age, contained the
substance of the whole system of doctrine which has since been commonly
associated with his name, —the development and exposition of which has been
regarded by many as constituting a strong claim upon the esteem and gratitude of
the church of Christ, and by many others as rendering him worthy of execration
and every opprobrium. He lived twenty-seven years more after the publication of
the first edition of the Institutes, and a large portion of his time during the
remainder of his life was devoted to the examination of the word of God and the
But he saw no reason to make any material chaDge
investigation of divine truth.
and a large proportion of the most pious,
in the views which he had put forth
able, and learned men, and most careful students of the sacred Scriptures, who

p.

294:

first

edition of his great work,

;

;

have since adorned the church of Christ, have received all his leading doctrines as
accordant with the teaching of God’s word.” In a note Dr. Cunningham quotes
Beza’s testimony in his Abstersio Calumnierum. p. 263: “Hoc enim (Deo sit
est, ut quamvis sit ipse ex eorum
numero qui quotidie discendo consenescunt, nullum tamen dogma jam inde ab

gratia) vel ip-a insidia Calvino tribuat necesse

initio

ad hoc usque tempus, in tarn multis et tarn laboriosis seriptis, ecclesi®
quo ilium sententiam mutare et a semetipso dissentire oportuerit.”

proposuerit, in
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on the title-page the declaration that it was “ composed in Latin
by John Calvin and translated into French by the same,” but con“ Seeing
tains in the Preface the following explicit statement
then how necessary it was in this manner to aid those who desire
to be instructed in the doctrine of salvation, I have endeavored,
according to the ability Avhich God has given me, to employ myself
in so doing, and with this view have composed the present book.
And first I wrote it in Latin (et primierement l’ay mis en latin),
that it might be serviceable to all studious persons, of what nation
soever they might be; and afterwards (puis apres), desiring to communicate any fruit that might be in it to my French countrymen.
I translated it into our own tongue (l’ay aussi translate en nostre
:

langue).”

course true that the mere fact that no copy

It is of

an earlier French edition has as yet turned

of

an one

in itself exclude the possibility that such

day chanced upon
just

quoted

may

and

:

it

may even

up does not
be some

may

be allowed that the language

possibly be pressed to refer to the Latin edition

alone—which Calvin considered the first edition worthy
name,* and of which the French is certainly a translaBut in the absence of any trace of an earlier French edition,

of 1539

of the
tion.

we submit, the

We

natural implication of the words

is

that the Latin In-

the fundamental and the French the derived Institutes.

stitutes is

which are said
But these seem capable of

are pointed, indeed, to certain facts

ply an earlier French edition.

to im-

plausi-

The most important of
own writings, notably the
to his Commentary on the

ble explanation without this assumption.

them

consist of passages from Calvin’s

autobiographical passage in the Preface

Psalms,

nobody

where he says that when he published his Institutes
knew that he was the author of the book, and a

at Basle

sentence in a letter to Francis Daniel, written on the 13th October, 1536, in

of our

little

which he speaks of contemplating “
book.”

It

is

a

French edition

argued with respect to the former

it must mean that the first edition of the Institutes
was published anonymously, and that this cannot be said of the

passage that

Latin edition of 1536, since it bore Calvin’s name conspicuously
on its front
therefore the reference must be to a previous French
:

published without the

issue,

name

of

its

author appearing.

Any

careful reading of the passage, however, will convince us that this

explanation cannot stand.

The ignorance

ascribed to the people

of Basle as to Calvin’s authorship of the book
* So,
p.

127

is

evidently repre-

M. J. Vielles, in the Montauban Revue de Theologie, March, 1895,
“ That proves nothing in favor of the edition of 1541 [being the first French

e.g.,
:

edition], seeing that that edition is only the translation

edition of 1539.

It

only amounts to saying

the Institutes in 1539.

I

:

‘

I

word for word of

the Latin

have composed a new edition of

have myself translated this book

in 1541.’ ”

—
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sented as continuing until Calvin liad

by others outside the

left

city at a later date

that city, and as shared

:

in

any event,

therefore,

the Latin edition published before he left Basle comes into ac-

count

he

and

:

it is

speaking

is

plain that

it

is

not anonymous publication that

but cautious conduct on the part of the author

of,

— perhaps

with a reference to the further fact that he lived in
Basle under an assumed name.* The statement in the letter to
Daniel, on the other hand, does

autumn
“ his

of

little

seem

to

show

that already in the

1536 Calvin was contemplating a French version of
book ”+ but whether he means by this the Institutes

—

Psycliopanny ckia

which was published
whether the project was abandoned or
onty fulfilled in the edition of 1541, does not appear: in any
event, it cannot point to an original edition of the Institutes in
French, as it distinctly speaks of the project as of a French edition of an already existent libellus.%
It would seem, then, pretty
certain that the French editions of the Institutes begin with that
of 1511, which is a close rendering of the Latin of 1539.
The first French edition of the Institutes then, that of 1511, is
a careful translation by Calvin himself (as the title-page and
or his

at Basle this

same

,

a second edition of

year, or

,

Preface alike inform us) of the second Latin edition of 1539. The
subsequent revisions of the Latin text repeat themselves in edithe Latin of 1513 (repeated in 1515) in the
tions of the French
the Latin of 1550 (repeated in 1553 and 1551) in
French of 1515

—

;

and

finally the

definitive Latin of 1559 (repeated twice in 1561) in the

French of

the French of 1551 (repeated in 1553 and 1551)

;

1560 (repeated twice in 1561, three times in 1562, and again in
1563 and 1561). There is a remarkable fact about the final
The former
French edition, however, which requires notice.

had repeated, with only the necessary revisions, the
1511.
But the definitive edition of the
evidently
Latin of 1559
seemed to Calvin a new beginning
increased as it was to nearly twice the bulk of its immediate

editions
original

translation of

predecessor
* So both

:

it

announces

Reuss {Op.,

i,

itself,

xxvi) and

indeed,

Beveridge

(i,

on

its

xiii sq.),

title-page,

as

apparently inde-

pendently.

The passage is discussed by Reuss in Op., iii, pp. xxi, xxii.
The latest effort to revive the belief in a French first edition is made by M.
VlELLES in the Revue de Tkeologie, March, 1895. He bases his case on three
facts
the place given by Beza to the Institutes in his list of Calvin’s works
f
f

:

;

Beza’s statement that Calvin published his Institutes in the same year he

left

viz., in 1534
and the statement in the first edition of La France
Protestants (column 519), that “Calvin did not put his name to his Institutes
but so strong an interest was awakened that people were not slow in recognizing the
author’’ a statement doubtless derived by misunderstanding from the Preface to

France,

;

,

—

the Psalms.
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“ augmented by such additions that it could almost be considered
a new work.”*
So looking upon it, Calvin began an entirely new
translation of it
a translation corresponding to nothing in the

—

previous editions even in the parts and phrases where the Latin

had not been changed.

This

new

was continued, how-

translation

The

ever, only to the seventh chapter of the first book.

the volume (except those portions of

rest of

merely taken over from the
earlier editions
about half of the whole) is by another hand than
Calvin’s, as its frequent inexactitudes and even occasional misapprehensions of the Latin text show.
It would seem that Calvin
did not even oversee the proofs of this portion nearly the whole
of the volume.
The French translation of the completed
it

—

—

—

Institutes

cannot,

therefore,

as a second original,! but,

be

treated, as

in large part,

it

often

must take

is

its

treated,

secondary

rank as a mere translation of the Institutes of value only, like
other versions, in giving the great book which it represents a
wider circulation and a greater influence than it could have had in
,

its

Latin form alone.

This important task of diffusing the knowledge of the Institutes

was not left, however, to the French version alone. The book
was fortunate in securing translation almost at once into most of
the languages of Europe,! and it was fortunate in the translators it

The

secured.

Italian version, indeed, did not wait for the publi-

cation of the definitive Latin edition, but (depending mainly on

the French) appeared as early as 1557 from the pen of
Csesare Paschali

Giulio

— an excellent poet, who subsequently published a
the Psalms (1592)§

metrical Italian version of

—and

was

intro*

* The title-page runs
“Institutio Christianae religionis, in libros quatuor nunc
primum digesta, certisque distincta capitibus, ad aptissimam methodum aucta
etiam tam magna accessione ut propeinodum opus novum haberi possit.”
f Beveridge therefore is entirely mistaken when he says (Introductory notice
:

:

to his translation, p. li)

“ Calvin in preparing it [the French translation of 1562]
of Author and Translator” and “has occasionally

:

combined the double character

availed himself of his privilege in this respect, and sunk the Translator in the

Author,” so that “ the French edition

of

1562 partakes somewhat of the character

of an original work, and becomes indispensable in translating the Institutes into

any other language.”

It

is

a good translation, but not

in

any sense a new

original.
t

553,
$

A

list of

and

in

these translations

Henry, Leben

The following is the notice
“Paschali ( Giulio

nomine )

:

given in

is

Calvins
of

,

iii,

him

185
in

Haag, La France

Protestante, iiL

sq.

Bayle

(English ed., London, 1737 sub

Ccesare) was one of those Italians

who

left their

country in the sixteenth century for the sake of the Protestant religion. He was
a good poet in his mother tongue, and published the Psalms in Italian verse at
Geneva in the year 1592. He was then sixty-five years of age. He added to it a

Rime Spirituali, and the first canto of an epic poem entitled
This poem was finished and contained in thirty-two cantos the whole
history of Moses, from the creation of the world to the entry of the Israelites into
collection

Universo.

of
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duced by a dedicatory letter addressed to Galeazzo Caraccioli,
Marquis of Vico, one of the band of nobles who formed the nucleus of the first Protestant Church at Naples*
The English
translation came next (1561, and five times repeated before 1600),
from the pen of a much more notable man, Thomas Norton (15321584), a ripe scholar, able jurist, wise statesman, ardent reformer

and no mean poet, who has left an enviable record of w ork in all
these departments of mental effort, but who is most generally
known doubtless as co-author with his friend, Thomas Sackville,
of the Tragedy of Gorboduc a piece that plays a part in the
The theologians of Heidelberg
history of the English drama. f
issued a German translation at that place in 1572, and a Dutch
In 1597 a Spanish version
translation appeared at Dordt in 1578.
appeared from the pen of Cypriano de Valera, one of the most
notable of the Spanish literary reformers,^; and also an anonymous
German translation, printed at Hanau. Early in the next century a new Dutch version (by Charles Agricola, 1614) and a
Hungarian one (1624) were added. It is not necessary to trace the
As time went
repetitions of these translations in later editions.
needed.
modernized
French
A
on more modern versions w ere
version was begun by Charles Icard, pastor of the French Church
A modern
at Bremen, as early as 1696 and finished in 1713.§
German version, by F. A. Krummacher, of Elberfeld, was begun
Two new English versions have
in 1823 and finished in 1834.
been published in this century those of John Allen (1813,
second edition 1838, and often since) and of Henry Beveridge
r

,

r

—

(1845 and 1863).

"We naturally

As

tions.

a special interest

feel

in the English

transla-

already stated, the Institutes has been tbrice trans-

by Thomas Norton (1561, and often afterby John Allen (1813, and often afterwards), T and by

lated into English

wards),!

:

I do not think he ought to he distinguished from the Giulio
caused to he printed at Geneva in 1557 iu 4to his Italian version

the land of Canaan.
Caesare P.

who

of Calvin’s Institutes

,

and dedicated

it

to Galeas Carraciol,

epistle dedicatory is dated from Geneva,
(

Leben Calvins

,

s.

185, Vol.

iii)

the

4tli

Marquis del Vico.

of August,

1558.”

The

Henry

adds that his translation of the Institutes depends
of the works of the

and that he translated several others
reformers into Italian Viret’s and others.
* See McCrie, Reformation in Italy, pp. 148 and 484.
largely on the French

—

f See fully
xli,

Sidney Lee

in Leslie Stephen's Dictionary of National Biography,

sub nom.

him McCrie’s Reformation in Spain, as per Index.
Book was published 1696 the second, 1697 the whole, 1713.
The British
1562, 1574, 1582, 1587, 1599 in the sixteenth century.

J See concerning
\
||

The

first

1561.

Museum

;

catalogue also has 1611, 1634

;

;

the Seminary Library at Princeton has

also 1762.

1813 and 1838 are in the British Museum. The edition of the Presbyterian
If
” about 1841 and 1842.
Board of Publication is marked “ 6th American edition

—

.

—

,
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Besides
abridgments of it

(1845, and at least once subsequently).*

the whole

these translations of

work, three

Knowledge of
to have been early in circulation in English.
one of them seems to have been preserved only by Maunsell.f It
is given as “ Edm. Dannie, his abridgment of Calvin's Institutes

seem

by Edw. May: London. For William Norton, 1580.”
The Abridgment of W. Laune translated by C. Fetherstone appeared in Edinburgh in 1585, and again in 15874 Finally. The
translated

,

Aphorismes of Christian Religion, or a verie compendious abridgment of M. I. Calvin's Institutions set forth in short sentences
,

M. I. Piscator and now Engle-shed according to the
and last edition, by II. Holland, appeared at London

methodically by
author's third

,

in 1596, and was reprinted as late as 1844.

Norton’s translation

it was, was yet almost preceded by a
note from “ The Printers to the Keders,”

of the whole work, early as

A

yet earlier one.

printed on the reverse of the title-page of the edition of 1561,
which is identified as Norton’s only by the initials “ T. N.,” with
which the last page of the book is signed, tells us of a previous
translation which had been made, but was not published.
Here is

the note in

full

:

“ Whereas some
in us for that

men haue thought and reported it to be [very great neg]ligence
we haue so long kept backe from you [this,] being so profitable a

woorke

for you,

ered

into our handes

it

maister J[ohnne] Dawes had translated it and deliumore than a twelvemoneth past you shall understande
For we
that behalfe, that we could not well imprinte it soner.

namely

sit’ne

:

our excuse in
haue ben by diuerse neeessarie causes constrayned with our earnest entreatance to
procure an other frende of oures to translate it whole agayn. This translation, we
trust, you shal well allow.
For it hath not only ben faythfully done by the
translater himself, but also hath ben wholly perused by such men, whose iugefor

ment and

credit al the godly learned in

sithe

now come

Englande will knowe and esteme. But
If any faultes have
it, and use it.
passed us by ouersight, we beseche you let us have your patience, as you haue had
it is

foorth,

we pray you

accept

our diligence.”

The bare

allusion

we

are given to

it

Maister Dawes' translation was set aside

rouses our curiosity
:

—

a model document it seems to take the reader into
and yet says nothing derogatory to any one.

No

one better

why

certainly the Preface

is

full

confidence,

fitted for the task of retranslating the

book could

Thomas Norton.

His
on the title-page of the third
edition, while to the fourth he prefixes a nobly written Preface
easily

have been found

name appears

at

any

rate than

for the first time

* The British

Museum catalogue lists 1845 and 1863.
See Calvin Society’s edition of Institutes i, p. lxvii, note 2.
X A copy of this is in the Princeton Seminary Library (Puritan Collection). The
second edition of the original is catalogued in the British Museum’s catalogue
f

,

;

“G. Launeum, 2d

ed.,

London, 1584.”
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—

“ T[homas] N[orton,] the Translator to the Reader”
in which is
included an account of how he was led to translate the book, of
the care he took to secure a proper piece of work in the translating,

and of the subsequent means adopted to perfect the printed text.
After a brief account of Calvin and his purpose in the
the Preface continues

Institutes.

:

“ So great a iewel was meete to be

made most beneficiall, that is to say, applied
most common vse. Therefore, in the very beginning of the Queenes Maiesties
most blessed reigne, I translated it out of Latine into English, for the commoditie
of the Church of Christ, at the speciall request of my deare friends of worthy
memorie, Reginald Wolfe* and Edward Whitchurch, f the one her Maiesties
Printer for the Hebrew, Greeke and Latin toongs, the other her Highnes Printer
of the bookes of common praier.
I performed my worke in the house of my said
friend, Edward Whitchurch a man well knowen of upright hart and dealing,
an ancient zealous Gospeller, as plaine and true a friend as ever I knew living,
and as desirous to do any thing to common good, specially by the aduauncement of
to

,

true religion.’’

He

then explains

why he

chose the method of

of paraphrastic translation

and continues

literal

rather than

:

“ In the doing hereof, I did not only trust mine own wit or abilitie, but examined
whole doing from sentence to sentence throughout the whole booke with
conference and ouerlooking of such learned men, as my translation being allowed
by their iudgement, I did both satisfie mine own conscience that I had done truly,
aud their approouing of it might be a good warrant to the reader, that nothing should
herein be deliuered him but sound, vnmingled, and vncorrupted doctrine, euen
in such sort as the author himselfe had first framed it. All that I wrote, the graue,
learned and vertuous man, M. David Whitehead (wliome I name with honorable
remembrance) did amoug others compare with the Latine, examining euery
sentence throughout the whole booke.”

my

:£

The

care taken to bring the text of the

book

in its

new

editions to

greater correctness in the printing being next noted, the Preface

concludes thus

“Thus on

:

the Printers belialfe and mine, your ease and commoditie (good

for.
Now resteth your owne diligence for your owne profit in
To spend many words in commending the worke it self were needelesse
yet thus much I thinke I may both not vntruly and not vainly say, that though
many great learned men haue written bookes of common places of our religion, as

Readers)

is

prouided

studying it.

:

Melanchton, Sarcerius, % and other, whose works are very good and profitable to
God yet by the consenting iudgement of those that vnderstande the

the Church of

same, there

is

:

none

to be

* The printers of the

compared
first

to this

worke of Caluinc, both forhissubstantiall

edition were “ Reinolde Wolfe and Richard Harrison.”

Norf Whitechurch, “the Calvinistic printer,” was Norton’s wife’s stepfather.
ton’s first wife was Margery, Archbishop Cranmer’s third daughter, and his second
wife her cousin, Alice, daughter of
X

Nominated by Cranmer

Edmund

Cranmer, Archdeacon of Canterbury.
and named by Elizabeth to the

to an Irish bishopric

See of Canterbury, which, however, he declined.

and after3 Erasmus Sarcerius (1501-1559), Lutheran divine, lived in Nassau
wards in Leipzig. His works are voluminous and include a Loci Communes
Theologies.
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’

sound declaration of truth in

sufficiencie of doctrine, the

articles of

our religion,

the large and learned confirmation of the same, and the most deepe and strong
confutation of all olde and

new

heresies

:

so that (the holy Scriptures excepted)

this is

one of the most profitable bookes for all students of Christian diuinitie.
Wherein (good Readers) as I am glad for the glorie of God, and for your benefite,

my trauell, so I beseech you let me haue this vse of
your gentlenesse, that my doings may be construed to such good ende as I haue
meant them and that if anything mislike you by reason of hardnesse, or any other
cause that may seem to be my default, you will not foorthwith condemne the worke,
but reade it ofter in which doing you will finde (as many haue confessed to me
that they have founde by experience) that those things which at the first reading
shall displease you for hardnesse, shall be found so easie as so harde matter would
suffer, and for the most part, more easie than some other phrase which shoulde
with greater loosenesse and smoother sliding away deceiue your vnderstanding. I
confesse, in deede, it is not finely and pleasantly written, nor carieth with it such

that you have this profite of

:

:

delightfull grace of speech as
foolisher things, yet

it

some great

wise

without wrong done to the authors meaning

you

shall not faile to

men have bestowed vppon some

conteineth sound truth set foorth with faithful plainnesse,

haue great

profite thereby,

:

and so if you accept and vse it,
and I shall thinke my labour very

well imployed.”

We

have quoted so largely from

this Preface,

because

pears to us an admirable document, altogether worthy of
in the forefront of the Institutes

and of the hand of

its

its

ap-

it

place

author, one

Born
which profession he gained high distinction, Thomas Norton lived on terms of intimacy with the
leaders of the religious Reformation in England, and did his part to
A ripe scholar, he prepared translafurther it by voice and pen.
tions of some of the best books in circulation expository of Christian truth,* and sent forth a number of writings of his own.
A
“wise, bold and eloquent” member of Parliament, he chamof the

most notable

figures in the literary world of his day.

in 1532, bred to the law in

pioned there the movements that tended to the religious settlement
of the land on the lines of a complete reformation.

Possessed of a

he contributed some twenty-eight translations of Psalms
to Sternhold and Hopkins’ collection,! as well as wrought for the
advancement of more secular spheres of English poetry. In every
way he seemed glad to use his high powers freely in the cause of

poetic

gift,

Assuredly, we will say Calvin’s Institutes was introduced
and the excellence of the
hands to its English public
performance seems to be attested by the rapidly repeated issue of

religion.

by

fit

:

editions of the translation during the latter years of the sixteenth

century, and

its

long-continued hold on the religious public.

Midde ” Catechism, along with the original, was
by G. E. Corrie (1853). Cf. Schaff, Creeds etc.,
Jacob, The Lutheran Movement in England, p. 332 Chubton’s Life of

* His translation of Newell’s “
edited for the Parker Society

687
Newell,

i,

;

,

;

p. 183.

f For his place in the history of English poetry, cf., besides the references given
by Sidney Lee, Wharton’s History of Poetry ; Baker’s Biographia Drammatica; Ellis’ Specimens of Ancient Poetry, ii, 136.
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was not until the early years of the present century that Norwas superseded by a modernized translation that of John
Allen, which appeared first in 1813. John Alleu* was a layman like
Thomas Norton a non-conformist school teacher, born at Truro, in
It

—

ton’s

—

Cornwall, in 1771, and for thirty years master of a private school

Hackney, near London, where he died in 1839. His principal
a treatise on Modern Judaism (1816), though he published also a Memoir of Major General Burn (1815), and a translation of some sermons of D. de Saperville (1816) and William
Durham’s Two Dissertations on Sacrifice (1817). He tells us in the

at

work was

Preface to his translation of the Institutes that one of the circum,

was “ the recent controversv
respecting Calvinism, commenced by Dr. Tomline, the present
Bishop of Lincoln.” His interest in that controversy had already
been shown by the anonymous publication in 1812 of a reply to
stances that led

him

to publish it

Tomline’s Refutation of the Charge of Calvinism against the Church
of England which appeared in 1811. Allen's book bore the title,
The Fathers the Reformers and the Public Formularies of England
,

,

Harmony

,

Calvin and against the Bishop of Lincoln.
It
does not conduce to predisposing the reader favorably to Allen’s
in

with

work that he speaks with scant appreciation of Norton’s translathough that, perhaps, was not unnatural in the Preface of a
tion
work designed to supersede it. This Preface is plainly written,
and gives an appreciative account of the book being rendered)
and a statement of the translator’s method of translating which
declining both “ a servile adherence to the letter” and “ a mere
attention to the ideas and sentiments,” “ aimed at a medium be-

—

—

tween

and looseness and endeavored to follow the

servility

style

of the original as far as the respective idioms of the Latin and

English would admit.”
If

Allen

is

chargeable with underestimating the merits of his

predecessor’s work, he certainly was called on to repay his fault

by the treatment he received
Henry Beveridgef who simply

a hundredfold

successor

—

—

hands of his

at the

by

passes

Allen’s

* See Leslie Stephen’s Diet, of Nat. Biog., sub nom., and additional refer-

ences there given.
f

Henry Beveridge was born June

19, 1799, at

Dunfermline

;

acted as tutor in

the family of Mr. Erskine (afterwards Earl of Buchan) from 1821 was licensed as
probationer of the Church of Scotland 1827, but never took a charge served as an
;

;

Tonyburn for a number of years and sat as an elder in the
was called to the bar in 1838, but never practiced the
Assembly of 1837
profession died March 18, 1863. The greater portion of his life was given to
literary labor as a young advocate he reported the cases decided in Court of
elder in the church at
;

;

:

he contributed largely (1848 sq.) to the
Imperial Gazetteer and the Popular Encyclopaedia published by Messrs. Blaikie
<fc Son, of Glasgow (1848 sq.)] and he served as editor of The Banner of Ulster of

Session for the Scottish Jurist (1838 sq.)

;

,
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Allen’s judgment on

all.

Norton’s translation, however, Beveridge repeats with interest

— the gravamen of his charge turning on
‘ 1

its

excessive literalness.

Instead of the pure English of the period at which he wrote,

’ ’

he remarks, “ the utmost he could give was English words in
a Latin idiom.
In this way the translation, which must often
have seemed rugged and harsh to his contemporaries, has become
in great measure unfit for modern use.”
Beveridge, for his part,
avoiding “ overstraining after such scrupulosity as Norton aimed
at.” hopes that, in his own translation “the true meaning
of the author has been given in plain English, and so made
accessible to every class of readers.”
Beveridge’s translation was
issued by the Calvin Translation Society* in 1815, and has probably superseded in Britain the earlier work of Allen.

Meanwhile, however (in 1811 and 1812), f the Presbyterian
Board of Publication at Philadelphia had stereotyped a somewhat
revised edition of Allen’s translation, issuing
ican edition

— and

this has accordingly

it

as the sixth

Amer-

become the one most

acces-

was brought out at the expense of the First
and Second Presbyterian Churches of Baltimore, of which the Revs.
John C. Backus and Robert J. Breckinridge were then pastors, and
v as introduced by a not very attractive Preface written by Dr. William M. Engles, then editor of the Board. IIow far the revision of
“ Lender the
the text extended we do not know. Dr. Engles says
direction of the Executive Committee of the Board, the translation
has been diligently compared throughout with the original Latin
and French, and various corrections have been made to convey the
meaning of the author more distinctly and accurately.
This
laborious duty has been performed by a member of the Publishing Committee.”
This “ member of the Publishing Committee ”
was Mr. Joseph Patterson Engles (1793-1861), a man of varied
and high culture, master of the Classical Institute at Philadelphia
from 1817 to 1845, and from 1845 to his death Publishing Agent
sible in

America.

It

r

:

His chief original work was a Comprehensive History of
and he made the translation of the first three volumes
of D’Aubigne’s History of the Reformation (1844 sq).
He published also a
translation of Paschal’s Provincial Letters (1857).
He becune connected with the
Belfast

(1855-57).

India, 3 vols. (1858-1862);

“Calvin Translation Society” early
Fetherstone’s translation of the
lation

of

that on

Romans

in

its

history,

Commentary on Acts

(1844),

he translated for

and besides editing for it
and Rosdell’s trans-

(1844),
it

the following:

Necessity of Reforming the Church (1843), Tracts Relating

to the

On

the

Reformation,

(3 vols., 1844), Institutes (3 vols., 1845),

Four Sermons, Commentary on Joshua

(1854).
* It was founded in 1842 and issued its

first

instal'ment of translations in 1843.

So we were kindly informed by Dr. Willard M. Rice, Recording Clerk
Board, who has been connected with the Board for a half century.
t

of the
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He was

perhaps most widely known as the editor
with many corrections, of the so-called
Polymicrion Greek Testament (1838, and often afterwards), and was

of the Board.

American

of an

a

man who, by

reprint,

by thorough

clas-

fitted to correct a translation

from

habits of exact accuracy and

sical scholarship,

was eminently

the Latin.*
It is observable that all three of the later rehandlings of the
English Institutes plume themselves considerably on their use of

the French text

—treating

it

as a second original, of equal or almost

equal authority, as a witness to Calvin's meaning, with the Latin.

Allen says

:

“After the greater part of the work had been translated, he [the translator] bad
the happiness to meet with an edition in French, of which he has availed himself
in translating the remainder, and in the revision of what he had translated before.
Every person, who understands any two languages, will be aware that the
ambiguity of one will sometimes be explained by the precision of another and
notwithstanding the acknowledged superiority of the Latin to the French in most
of the qualities which constitute the excellence of a language, the case of the
article is not the only one in which Calvin's French elucidates his Latin.”
:

Beveridge says

:

“ Constant use has also been made

of the last

French translation, revised by

The Latin

Calvin himself, and printed at Geneva in 1562.

text

is

in

general

knowledge of the language, there is
Ambiguities, however, do occur, and it
little danger of mistaking the meaning.
was considered that there could not be a more legitimate and effectual mode of
explaining them than to make the Author his own expositor, and hold the meaning
It has already been
to be what he himself has made it, in his vernacular tongue.
perfectly clear, and

where there

is

a competent

observed that Calvin, in his translation, occasionally avails himself of his privilege
Due attention has been paid to the changes thus made on the

as an Author.
original,

any difference

meaning or

of

notice being given in foot notes.

of expression

In this respect

which seemed deserving of
is hoped that the present

it

Translation possesses a very deoided advantage.”

Dr. Engles says

:

“ The translation has been diligently compared throughout with the original
Latin and French,” etc.

This use of the French, except in the

earlier portion of the first

book (to the seventh chapter), as already pointed out, is liable
For the rest of
to some danger when carried through uncritically.
the book that alone is Calvin’s which has been preserved from the
translation of the earlier editions

puts

it,

“ of fragments of the old

* See, especially for his

Bibliography of the
p.

14

nom.

sq.

Dr.

laborious.

A

composed, as Reuss
where the Latin text

is

New

I. H. Hall, A Critical
Testament as Published in America (1883),

him also occurs in The Presbyterian Cyclopaedia, sub.
“ His revision of the Institutes was thorough and
of the proof-sheets passed under my eye and gave evidence of the

brief notice of

Some

the text

translation,

work on the Greek Testament,

Greek

Eice writes

care with which

:

it

:

was done.”
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too, the changes are somewhat
and a new translation of the complementary additions
which form nearly half the text
Here,” he adds, “ we
meet with not only a great number of inexactitudes, omissions,
meaningless and embarrassing additions, but even passages where
it is evident that the translator did not even understand the Latin
text.”
Striking examples of this are given by Reuss.
It is obvious that an uncritical use of this French translation, as in all its
parts of equal authority for Calvin’s meaning with the Latin
original, is scarcely a commendation of a translation
and we need
no further evidence that, so far as it was used at all, it must have
been uncritically used by our English translators, than the fact that
though each of them compared the French diligently with the
Latin, no one of them discovered those glaring faults in the
French which render it impossible to attribute it to Calvin’s own

remains the same (although there,

frequent),

:

hand.

would be interesting to compare the texts of the several

It

English translations, with a view to discovering:
translations are really independent of the earlier,

how

far the later

and winch repre-

We

sent the original most faithfully, clearly and happily.

undertake that task

now

;

cannot

but we can at least give a specimen of

from which we may perhaps
catch something of the flavor of each. Here is the opening section of the treatise in its three English forms (Book i, chap, i,
their rendering of a typical passage,

§ 1 ):
Norton,

Allen,

1599.

Beveridge,

1813.

The whole summe in
a maner of all our
wisedome, which onely

Our wisdom,

ought to be accounted
true and perfect wisedome,
consisteth in two partes,
that is to say, the knowledge of God, and of our
selves. But where as
these two knowledges
be with many bondes

True and substautial wisdom
the knowledge of God and the knowledge
of ourselves. But while
these two branches of knowledge are so intimately
connected,
which of them precedes and
produces the other, it
parts,

linked together yet
whether goeth before or
engendreth the other, it
:

is

hard
no

to discerne.

For,

is

man

can looke
upon himselfe, but he
must needes by and by
turne all his senses to the
beholding of God, in whom
he liueth and is mooued bicause it is plaine, that
first

:

those giftes wherewith
we be indued, are not of

our

selues, yea,

we haue

being

euen that
nothing

is

an essense in
the one God. Finally, by

els but

not easy to discover.

in the first place,

no

take a survey of himself, but he

must immediately
turn to the
contemplation ofGod, in whom
he “ lives and moves
since
it is evident that
the talents which
we possess are not from

and that

our very existence is nothing
but a subsistence in

God

alone.

it

:

of the two precedes, and
gives birth to the other.
For, in the

For,

man can

j

ourselves,

in so far

ought to be deemed
true and solid wisdom,
consists almost entirely of
two parts the knowledge of God and of ourselves. But as
these are connected together
by many ties, it is not
easy to determine which
as

principally consists of two

1845.

no

man can

survey
himself
without forthwith
turning
his thoughts towards the God
first

place,

in whom he lives and moves
because it is perfectly obvious,
that the endowments which
we possess cannot possibly be
;

from ourselves nay, that
our very being is nothing
else than subsistence in
God alone. In the second place,
;

:
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Norton,

Allen,

1599.

these good things that are
as by dropmeale powred
into ns

from heauen, we
it were by cer-

are led as

taine streames to the
spring head. And so by our
owne needinesse, better

appeereth that infinite
plentie of good things
that abideth in God. Specially that miserable
mine, whereinto the
fall

of the

lift

vs,

not onely being foodelesse
and hungrie, to craue
from thence that which we
lacke, but also being a-

wakened with

feare, to

learne humilitie. For
as there is found in man
a certaine'worlde of all
miseries, and since we haue
beene spoyledof the diuine
apparell, our shamefull

nakednesse discloseth an
infinite heape of filthie
disgracements it must
needes be that euery man be
pricked with knowledge in
:

conscience of his owne vnhappinesse to make him come
at the least vnto some knowledge of God. So by the vnderstandiug of our ignorance,
vanitie, beggerie. weaknesse,

and corruption,
learne to reknowledge
that no where else but in the
Lord abideth the true light
of wisdome, sound vertue, perfect abundance of all good
peruersenesse,

we

ness.
euils

and

puritie of righteous-

And
we

so by our owne
are stirred to con-

God
and we cannot earnestly as-

sider the good things of
pire toward him, vntill

:

we

begin to mislike our selves.
For of all men what one is
there, that would not willingly rest in himselfe?
yea, who doth not rest, so
long as he knoweth not himselfe, that is to say, so long
as he is contented with his
owne giftes and ignorant or
vnmindfull of his owne
miserie? Therefore euery
man is by the knowledge
of himselfe, not onely pricked
forward to seeke God, but
also led as it were by the
hand to finde him.
;

So

far as one

form, as it were, so many
streams conducting us to
the fountain-head.
Our poverty conduces to a
clearer display of the infinite
fulness of God.

are like streams
conducting us to
the fountain. Here, again, the infinitude of

from heaven,

the miserable

wants, but, aroused with fear, to
learn humility. For
since man is subject to
a world of miseries,

and has
been spoiled of his divine
array, this melancholy
exposure discovers an
immense mass of
deformity
every one therefore must be
so impressed with a
consciousness of his

own

in-

felicity, as to arrive

at

good which resides in God
becomes more apparent
from our poverty. In particular, the miserable

min, into which we have
been plunged by the defection of the first man, compels
us to raise our eyes towards
heaven, not only as hungry
and famished, to seek
thence a supply for our

eies,

1845.

those blessings which unceasingly distil to us

Espe-

eompel-

vp our

Beveridge,

1813.

These bounties,
distilling to us by drops
from heaven,

cially,

man

first

hath throwne
leth vs to

things,

:

some knowledge

of God. Thus a sense
of our ignorance,
vanity, poverty, infirmity,
depravity, and corruption,
leads us to perceive and ac-

knowledge that in the Lord
alone are to be found true
wisdom, solid strength, per-

ruin into which the revolt
of the first man

hath plunged us, compels
us to turn our eyes upwards
not only that while hungry and.
famishing we may
thence ask
what we want,
but being aroused by fear
we may learu humility. For
as there exists in man something like a world of misery,
and ever since we were
stripped of the divine
attire

our naked shame

discloses an

immense

series of

disgraceful properties,

every man,
being stung by the
consciousness of his own
unhappiness, in this way
necessarily obtains at least

some knowledge
of God. Thus,
our feeling of ignorance, vanity, want, weakness, in short,
depravity and corruption,
reminds us that in the Lord,
and none but He,
dwell the true light

of wisdom, solid virtue,
and unspotted right- exuberant goodness.
eousness; and so, by our imWe are accordingly urged
perfections, we are excited to a by our own evil things to
consideration of the perfections consider the good things of
of God. Nor can we really as- God and, indeed, we cannot
spire toward him, till we have aspire to Him in earnest until
begun to be displeased with
we have begun to be displeased
with ourselves. For what man
ourselves. For who would
fect goodness,

;

not gladly

is

not disposed to rest

rest satisfied

with himself?

in himself?

Who,

where

man

not actually absorbed in self-

does not thus

rest, so

complacency, while heremains
unacquainted with his true
situation, or content with his

that is, so long as he
contented with his own
endowments, and uncon-

own endowments, and ignorant
own misery ?

unmindful
Every person, therefore, on coming
to the knowledge of himself,
is not only urged to seek
God, but is also led as by

is

the

as

or forgetful of his

The knowledge of ourselves,
therefore,

ment

not only an incite-

is

to seek after God, but

likewise a considerable
assistance towards finding him.

may judge from

so brief

he

self

is

unknown

in fact,

to

long

him-

;

is

scious or

of his misery?

the hand to find him.

an extract,

it

would seem
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entirely independent of Norton’s, and that

worked with

his predecessors’

versions

before

him,

indeed, but with a conscious effort to give a fresh rendering of the
original.

and

Any

one of the three would appear to provide a plain
and faithful rendering of the original, while

sufficiently clear

the “ perfect version,” or the version which in any degree conveys
the sense of delight and satisfaction with which Calvin’s Latin
affects the reader, is yet to seek.

Meanwhile the

original

itself

described as “ out of print.”

is

doubtless

to be

technically

Copies of the numerous early edi-

second-hand shops, among which
is especially sought after.
And the admirable edition of Baum, Cunitz and Beuss, forming the
twenty-ninth and thirtieth volumes of the Corpus Reforma tor um
published at Brunswick by Schwetschke & Son (1863, 1864), may
tions are

still

to

be had

in the

the beautiful Elzevir edition of 1654

,

still be purchased separately, and supplies to the scholar all that
he can ask laying before him, as it does, separately, the texts of

—

the

first

cared for

edition, of the

by

middle editions, and of the

Calvin, provided with every

final

edition

means possible

to con-

But the
Wilhelm Thome, 1834;

ceive of to render their comparison easy and profitable.
excellent edition of Tholuck (Berlin:

second edition, 1846) remains the latest
left

hand

edition

which has

the press.

Princeton.

Benjamin

B.

Warfield.

II.

THE ANTITHESIS BETWEEN SYMBOLISM
AND REVELATION .*
R. PRESIDENT: — It
with much pleasure that I avail

M

is

myself of the opportunity your kind invitation puts in
way, to say a few words to your honored society. It is not

my
my

make a few remarks on a subject that falls within the limits of your interests
and mine. This subject is the current of symbolical religion,
which of late is becoming almost dominant in the Anglo-Saxon
world, and now already in a considerable degree menaces our Cal-

design to give an elaborate lecture, but only to

vinistic church-life.

The

need hardly any proof. All over Non-conformist England there is no end of complaint that so many of the children of
the second generation are abandoning the paths of their fathers,
facts

and are publicly and earnestly declaring their preference for the
Episcopalian services. In one assembly after another, one of the
chief topics in order has been the ever-returning question of how
So far as you have folto keep the rising generation in the fold.
lowed the debates on this question and the resolutions taken, you
also know in what way improvement has at times been looked for.
The extravagant proposition to make Non-conformism more attractive by connecting with the churches a large room for zndoor and a
broad field for outdoor sports, or even a dancing or boxing school,
speaks volumes. I remember that two years ago a Congregationalist

minister touched a different chord,

when he pointed

his audi-

ence to the Calvinists in Wales and Holland, who, keeping more
closely to their Standards, had no difficulty whatsoever in kindling love for their

own churches

But his voice was the voice

in the hearts of their children.

of one crying in the wilderness, and

an uneasv feeling of an approaching ebb-tide among Methodists
and Congregationalists in England is still on the increase. Even
outside the churches, in the daily press, this reflux in the general
spirit is

alism
liberal
*

An

watched so keenly, and the increasing sympathy for rituconsidered to be of so far-reaching consequence, that
papers ascribe to it, in large part, the overwhelming

is

address delivered before the Presbyterian Historical Society, Philadelphia.
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majority which Lord Salisbury secured at the last elections.
three-quarters of a century, as they frankly acknowledge,

For

Non-

conformism had been the stronghold of the Liberals and it is this
remarkable change in the public mind, which, religiously being
more in favor of ritualism, turns politically to the advantage of
the Conservatives and Unionists. The interesting coming forward
of the Unionists under Mr. Chamberlain was no doubt inciden;

brought about by Mr. Gladstone’s persevering support of

tally

Home-rule, but it was countenanced, as they tell us, in no small
degree by this same ritualistic movement.
In the long run our

human mind cannot
which
lowed

it

forsake

its

oneness of impulse.

beats in matters of religion

in social

and

if

The track

almost spontaneously

So much,

political affairs.

that this symbolical movement,

being a mere

is

to convince

carries the day,

it

far

fol-

you
from

on the contrary, impregnated
by an energetic principle, which threatens a reaction upon our
whole human existence and upon the whole history of the world.
The second stage of this movement (for I emphasize that ecclesiastically it has three stages) is to be observed in the Episcopal
Church itself. In the first stage the thirst of the Non-conformist
renegade after more artistic worship is duly satisfied by the plainest service conducted by a Low Church minister.
But for the
Church of England people things are very differently conditioned.
The same attraction which the Low Church is exercising upon a
faltering and wavering Non-conformist, the Episcopalian himself
undergoes from the so-called High Church movement. The Book
of Common Prayer seems to them a dull sailing with quartering
trifle

in church-life,

is,

The
by half-measures.
The more such a passion is indulged in, the more it is aggravated.
Thus from the Low Church they have stepped over into the High
winds,

or,

thirst for

better

still,

a display of the flag at half-mast.

symbolism once

felt is

not quenched

Church, and here they have found the clergy and the bishop
almost constantly engaged in rivalry to go still higher, the highest
also in this ritualistic competition always

having the

lead.

I

and I attended the Episcopal services twenty
years ago, and now well, what was considered very high a quarter of a century ago, is now already in some circles most disdainvisited England,

—

fully

condemned

as being behind the times, if not a derision of

Almost every year

new item

is added to the
where finally this
display of ritualistic inventiveness will stop.
Fully aware of the
danger that lurks behind all this paraphernalia, Sir William Harcourt made an impressive and cogent speech, as you know, upon
this matter in the House of Commons, and recommended that it

the sanctuary.

a

overburdened services, and no one can

foretell
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—

should be thwarted by government as if a deep spiritual movement could ever be checked by the executive power, and as if in
such a case anything short of the reaction of the opposite spiritual
principle could change the mind of the people.

Now there is finally the third stage, which this ritualistic action
must of necessity develop for itself, viz., the going back to Rome.
According to the Roman Catholic weeklies more than one thousand Church of England people are making the decisive step every
month.
And this is quite natural. In every race there is a
goal, and the human mind cannot rest before this goal is reached;
and this goal in ritualism is presented in the most harmonious and
perfect form by the Roman Catholic liturgical services.
There
you find the ripe fruit of a ritualistic development, of more
than twelve centuries’ standing.

At

this point

Rome

is

not to be

which the High Churchmen are
indulging themselves is stealthily borrowed from her treasures.
With Rome is the original, theirs is the apery and mimicry.
What I called “inventiveness” in the second stage, here evidently appears to be nothing but mere imitation of the Romish
pattern.
Or, if you like another simile, the High Churchman
carries a ritualistic bouquet, but the ritualistic rosebush buds and
surpassed.

Every

particular in

blossoms under the shade of the Vatican.

Such

is

the condition of things in England.

In Scotland,

iti

Wales, in your Eastern States, in the Netherlands, in South Africa,
in fact, wherever the spirit of Calvin has won a more thorough,
more absolute and a more permanent victory, this movement still
stumbles and totters in its first stage. The voice that speaks
from the blood of the martyrs is not stifled at once. It would,
however, be closing vour eyes to the realit\r to deny that, like the
white

ant,

it

has succeeded already in piercing our walls, too,

and commencing its destructive work. Although very rarely,
Sermons, before all things, should be
apostasies have occurred.
The differences between one denomination and another
short.
In religious geology the dogmatic stratum
should be obliterated.
should be underground and very thin. The common mind refuses
to be wearied bv such antiquated documents as Confessions and
Catechisms. At this point the breach between parents and children is becoming wider and wider with each succeeding generation.
And especially among the more cultured classes the demand
is more and more general for beautiful church buildings, with
lofty steeples and high spires, for dominating organ music, and for
exquisite choirs and soloists.

ments

in

every particular

Here and there these artistic requireeven pressed in a much

of the service are

more urgent way than the soundness of the soul-saving

truth.
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willingly add that

I

there are not a few important assets that counterbalance these
liabilities.

entirely

Christian liberality as

unknown

it

is

exercised in our days was

A

in the first half of this century.

reciprocal estimation has succeeded to the squabbles

spirit of

and jealousies

former days. The theological hatred, if not entirely put out
and stifled, is glowing in mere embers, and, above all, there is an

of

increase of personal and of

combined activity

in the missionary,

the philanthropic and the hospital domains, far exceeding what

was achieved

in the

highly valuable in
isolated
I

gains so
most glorious days of our fathers
that, were the symbolical sympathy an
;

my eyes

movement

outside the boundaries of our

own

churches.

should feel inclined to connive temporarily at lack of love for

the truth, accepting the assets which I have mentioned as the
prognostics of better times to come, and as fully counterbalancing

the black points.
This, however,
a

little

is

Two

impossible.

or three drops falling from

cloud passing just over your head, will not disturb you.

But if, lifting up your eye, you discern from all sides
and darker clouds gathering on the horizon, now and
rent by a flash of lightning, you feel at once the
danger, and the two little drops become a serious
now it is here. There exists an undeniable affinity
as yet, feeble symbolical action in our own churches
ritualistic cloud hanging over Great Britain.
Both

mon

origin.

They

are, the

a remarkable change in the

much

thicker

then already

approaching
warning. So

between the,
and the dark
have a com-

one as well as the other, the issue of

common

And

sentiment.

without the

danger of being disclaimed by the events as a false prophet,
you may predict, that what is now seen elsewhere is only the

least

true

image of what

allowed to exert

is

its full

set in, springing

But

7

}

energy,

There are

}deld identical results.

world outside.

awaiting

ourselves.

is

The same

cause,

if

always bound in the end to

local changes, not affecting the

as soon as, as here, a universal

movement has
human soul,

forward from the very entity of the

you know beforehand

must become general, and that it
its own bed like a torrent rushing down from the mountain-sides. In serious matters none of us
here should like to be childish, and childish it would be not to
realize at once the inner connection between the general increase of
shall certainly find its

that

it

way, digging

love of the symbolical in literature, in painting, in sculpture, in the

conduct of worship outside our

own

churches, and the clearly dis-

tinguishable changes of religious appreciation

by which no keen
own circles. In

observer can keep from being impressed in our
spiritual things also there is

an atmosphere permeating the whole
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As

life.

days of our fathers, this atmosphere was satu-

in the

with a strong anti- symbolical element, just so

rated

now

is

it

impregnated by an ever more strongly distilled tincture of symbolism.
distinct change, which every thoughtful observer now
already fully realizes, although the bulk of the people, soon
accustomed to symbolism’s peculiar fragrance, and themselves half-

A

way

intoxicated by it, are not
have been already shifted.

This

ritualistic

aware how far the scenes

in the least

change, however,

is

not to be understood as a

supplanting of the religious feeling by the aesthetic.

It is not art

,

but symbolism (and I once more emphasize the expression) that

and the true conception of the new
movement lies in the acknowledgment of the fact that of late
indeed a new religious tide has set in.
The difference between the
has taken hold of the mind

dominating

spirit of the

;

end of the former century and of ours

A hundred

Catholic circles.

years ago Voltaire,

now

Bruneti^re,

And

gives expression to the French mind in the leading classes.
if in

is

Roman

well marked, in Europe at least, both in Protestant and in

the days of the French Convention statesmen and belletrists,

scholars and politicians, were vying in strong an^'-religious utterances, now, on the contrary, an increasing

number of eminent men

of paramount influence, both in the university and in governmental
circles, are

deeming

it

religious sympathies,

a point of honor

and

publicly to declare their

to proclaim their predilections for mys-

tical piety.

Only,

it

should be observed that this newly risen predilection

for the religious

element

is

of a very peculiar kind.

It

is

abso-

Both

lutely devoid of every personal and definite character.

in

the days of the apostles and in the times of the Reformation the
revival of spiritual
after the living

life

originated from a yearning of the heart

In both

God, for salvation and for eternal peace.

instances the cry of the troubled conscience was

:

What

shall I

on the contrary, no such struggle of the
Inoppressed soul is witnessed. It is not Augustine confessing
quietum cor meum donee requiescat in Te 0 Domine— u My heart

do

to

be saved

?

ISTow,

:

,

0

God.” It is not
redemption of
his soul.
It is not Calvin, bidding every earnest man and woman
not to rest before discovering the source of his personal redempOh, no
In this new religious
tion in God’s good pleasure.
there
tide there is no demand at all for deliverance from sin
can rest in Thee,
Luther creeping up the stairs of the Vatican
remains unquiet until

it

for the

!

;

is

no longing whatsoever

after

redemption

;

nowhere

is

there

desire for a conscious personal reunion with the living God, our

Father in heaven.

The adherents

of this

new

religion, belonging
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all to the highly cultured class, are well satisfied with
themselves and with their position in this world, leaving their
future lot in the world to come, if there be such an one, an open

almost

question.

ocean of the Infinite

mos

r

Their watchword
;

is

the merging of the soul in the

the after- thrilling of the soul of the Cos-

in the vibrations of their

own

heart

;

the perception of an

them and the coveting of an everunattainable ideal. And if some of them are still appreciating
some connection between the vocabulary of the old religion and
their new sentiments, it is not the Father, and not the Saviour,
whom they adore, but it is almost exclusively the Holy Ghost,
all-pervading power, inspiring

;

not conceived as a personal God, but as an Infinite, all-pervading
Spirit.

They borrow

more from the
it is no doubt

their choicest expressions

Indian Yedas than from the apostolic documents, and
that pantheism,
is

more than the adoration

of the

Triune God, that
Losing them-

inspiring their songs and their pious utterances.

selves in an unfathomable divine immanence, they are the

absolute Daltonists as to God’s majestic transcendence.

most

And

to

resume it in one word, their constant endeavor is not to fear, to
serve and to love the Living God, their Creator and the Disposer
of their destinies, but to enjoy fully the mystical titillations of a
delightful religious feeling.
Of course, the lower classes do not
catch a suggestion of such religious delicacies.
therefore, is a thoroughly aristocratic one.
ever, of the superiority of their

these refined

The

The movement,
persuasion, how-

own standpoint does not prevent

Buddhists from vouchsafing, by

a

condescending

altruism, the further use of the old Christian religion to the less-

cultured class, provided no attempt
their

own minds and

is

made

to urge

it

back upon

the lead of society in every circle of

life is

guaranteed to their new-born opinions.

Such

is

the general underlying religious stratum in which sym-

bolism stands rooted

;

or to express

it

in another form, such is the

background from which symbolism is radiating its polychromatic
beams and projecting its mysterious shades. The new movement
in itself is devoid of color and outline.
But as soon as its beams
reach the existing churches and pass through the prism of our
Christian Avorship, the refraction sets in and symbolism in its duly
variegated forms

makes

be no mistake, as

if this

its

new

influence

felt.

Therefore, let there

were related in some
way or other to the Christian revival of the beginning of this century.
The Christian revival, both in the Protestant and Boman
Catholic Churches, rendered forever famous by the illustrious
names of D’Aubigne and Vinet, of de Bonald and Chateaubriand,
was the result of the horrors of the Napoleonic oppression, and
15

religious tide

,
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led to the

awaking of the Christian mind from

its sinful

lethargy.

This was no religious revolution but a restoration of what had
been shamefully abandoned a real coming back to Christ and a
,

—

With this revival, therefore, the new
movement from which symbolism borrows its incentive

longing for His salvation.
religious

has no connection whatsoever
to every held

upon which

;

its

it

boldly opposed

it

and

harvest was ripening.

set fire

So much

only can be granted, that both the Christian revival and this new
mystical religious movement were a reaction against the ungodliness of the period of Voltaire and the low vulgarity of the so“ Illumination ” of that time in Germany. But, except this

called

general antithesis, the garments of

common
of this

;

and

new

the two have no thread in

in order rightly to understand the inherent character

we have

religious tide,

to trace the threefold source

the modern philosophy the
from which it originated
school, and the sesthetical development of our times.
:

,

First there

was the new

ing, which, in

its

G erman philosophy

historical

from Kant to Schell-

splendid enthusiasm for organic oneness and

felt painfully offended by the disintegration
which the French revolution had submitted our entire life and
There was, in the second place, the rise of the famous
thought.
so-called historical school of Niebuhr and de Savigny, which, in

systematic conception,

to

its

deep reverence

for the

past, could

not but scorn the light-

heartedness and flimsy superficiality with which the French revolutionists cut off all historical process,

and imagined themselves

able by the whimsical utterance of the popular will of a single

day to renew the face of the world. And in the third place, there
was the revival of art life under the all-permeating influence of
Lessing and Goethe, which, in its adoration for the classical beauty
of the Greek world, must feel scandalized by the ridiculous extolling of uncultured nature, which was to the French revolu,

tionists the real point of departure for their system.

At

that time the almost incredible defeat of Sedan was already

prepared.

The German mind,

rising to its full height of energy,

it annihilated the French army
on the field of battle. The French revolution was a wild stroke
About the middle of this
of madness, bordering upon suicide.
century France sank, Germany rose. In France, ever since the
advent of the second Napoleon, we find only middling-sized capaciwhile in Germany a host of heroes and geniuses have arisen,
ties
and German thought, German science, German education have ruled
The
all Europe and taken the lead in every department of life.
French, by their insane upheaval, had but roused the German mind
and the German strength from their slumbers. In twenty-five years

slew the French spiritually, before

;
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-Germany worked itself up to the full measure of its grandeur, and
then it could nave already been prophesied that henceforward the
combined spirit of the German philosophical, historical and artistic
schools should put its stamp upon the next period of our human
culture.

Now
trait

past,

German movement

in this threefold

there was one

common

the going back from an uncongenial present to an attractive

:

and

in that past the attractive point

was found not

in the

tragic cross of Calvary and the hills of Galilee, but in the Acad-

emy

of Plato and in the studio of Phidias.

back from weak and deathly pale Christianity
Luther translated the
its blossom.
Bible, Schleiermacher Plato’s works
and the fundamental idea of
pantheism, borrowed from the Stoa, was revived, remodeled and
It

was

a running

to old Greece in the acme of

:

deepened, throughout the whole glittering philosophical line of
great

German

philosophers.

The

artistic school

and supplanted the Crucifix and Ecce
Apollo of Belvedere and the Venus di Medici.

track,

came forward

the historical school

so sad a present, and to encourage

the

wisdom

the -av-a

and

pzi xai odd ev

justify

Homo by the
And finally,

this

aversion to

a boundless admiration

for

you remember, how
phzi was once the watchword of the Stoa

the

of

to

followed in the

past.

Moreover,

-

;

by

an uninterrupted
historical process, this school joined the pantheism of the
philosophical school and the Infinite manifesting and developing
thus,

resolving

everything

into

;

itself in

the successive stages of the

finite,

took hold of the mind

which had to direct our investigations.
And all this was suggested and countenanced with such elaborate
study, with such an overflowing abundance of detailed proof, in
such a splendid style, and with such a logical cogency, that science
itself, raised to the higher level of the organic conception, became
as the leading thought

almost identified with this pantheistic world-view.

dared to oppose

They who

were simply deemed unscientific, and, if clever,
men willingly insincere and guilty deceivers of the people.
In this abstract form, however, this new leading thought could
The
not radiate from the German to the Anglo-Saxon mind.
it

Anglo-Saxon, as such,
ical fanatic.

is

neither a born philosopher nor an resthet-

The German

on the wings of idealism

;

likes fluttering in the air

and hovering

the Anglo-Saxon prefers to stand with

both feet firmly on the ground. Hence it came to pass that the
Anglo-Saxon world remained almost unaffected bv this new German development until Darwin gave it its material basis, in the
abolition of real species and the uninterrupted process by which
the plant was metamorphosed into the vertebrate, the vertebrate

;
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mammal, and tlie mammal into man. The idea of the Inbecoming phenomenal in the finite by means of a material
process adapted itself to the Anglo-Saxon mind and from that
moment on, the modern theory of the pantheistic relation between
the Infinite and the finite has mastered the public mind and
encompassed the rising generation all over the world, sweeping

into a
finite

;

everything before

Now

here

it.

the very point at which the need of symbolism

is

announced itself. Every one who, moving in the finite, becomes
aware of the existence of something infinite, has to form a conception of the relation that exists between the two.
Here two possibilities present themselves.
Either the Infinite reveals itself to man,
and by this revelation unveils the really existing relation or
the Infinite remains mute and silent, and man himself has to guess,
to conjecture, and to represent to himself this relation bv means of
his imagination
that is, in an artificial way.
Now the first line
is the Christian one
the Infinite at sundry times and in divers
manners spoke in times past by the prophets, and in these last
days has spoken to us by His Son this Son being not a silent
Paganism,
mystery, but the eternal, creating and speaking Word.
on the contrary, being destitute of revelation, needs the symbol,
and creates it in its idols,— “ having mouths, but they speak not
having ears, but they hear not.” Symbol means a fictitious link
between the invisible Infinite and the visible finite. It is derived
from au[ipd).).siv, and imports bringing two different spheres together.
Symbolism is the grasping of something outward and
material, upon which the imagination may put the stamp of the
unseen and unutterable. The symbol is the middle link, being
related from one side with what you can see and grasp, and from
;

—

;

—

the other side with, what you

feel,

As

fancy and imagine.

soon,

therefore, as the consciousness of the Infinite revives in the public

mind, in antagonism to a God-given revelation, the demand for
itself.
So it was
Of course there exists also an
unconscious, ever-changing relation between the Infinite and the
but this relation, being
finite in the actual phenomena of life
always partial, successive and momentarily gauged, cannot satisfy
What she is longing after is a comprehensive impresthe soul.
sion of the Infinite in its totality, in its all-pervading and all-per-

the symbol necessarily and immediately declares
in the Grecian world, so

it is

now.

;

meating

action;

and this sensation no
because it is finite.

to stir in us, just

finite

realize is a grasping of the Infinite as such;

sensation symbolism
invisible

stamp upon

phenomenon

What

and such an

only can produce, just because
a visible or palpable

is

able

the soul wants to

it

phenomenon.

infinite

puts an

In Free-
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masonry you see quite the same thing. Freemasonry aims at the
but rejects all revelation, and therefore it created from
the very first, and still advocates, the most explicit and elaborated
symbolism. Spiritism, on the contrary, is almost choked with
thirst for revelation from the other side of the tomb, and consequently knows of no symbolical fancy whatsoever.
So Revelation and Symbolism are opposed one to the other in
principle.
Both have in view to establish a perceptible relation
between the Infinite and the finite but they are so diametrically
opposed, that by means of Revelation it is the infinite Being Himself who unveils and stipulates the relation to be accepted by the
while, on tlie other hand, on the field of
finite creature by faith
Symbolism it is the finite man who conventionally coins such a
relation symbolically, to be grasped not by faith, but by sensation.
Now the fact that German pantheism rejects and repudiates
all supernatural revelation, no one will deny.
From the very
beginning its war has been waged against every dogma, every
confession, and every divine authority ascribed to the Holy ScripInfinite,

:

;

,

The very

tures.

idea of a

God

tory was absolutely excluded
to the itwna

/fez,

;

intervening in the process of hisyea, even thrust out.

According

the Infinite, strictly bound to the revealing of

its

essence in the course of successive events, could only throb and
pulsate in the arteries of the cosmos and in man’s soul; but,

beyond that, had to be silent and mute as the idol. In the allembracing antithesis between Revelation and Symbolism, therefore,
the current opinion of the day could not but antagonize Revelaand here Philosophy and Art found
tion and side with Symbolism
;

natural alliance

their

conception raising the
derful

power

— Philosophy
mind

by

its

oneness of

systematic

and Art by the won-

to the Infinite,

of its imaginative gifts creating the corresponding

symbols.

Such

is

the bifurcation of the

close of this century.
to the Orient, there
lation,

excluding

crossed

is

way

of life

at

There are two crossing

the approaching
tracks.

Pointing

the old track of faith in a God-given Reve-

“ will-worship.”

all

by the new road

of

But this old track is now
Symbolism, boldly exhibiting the

word Will-worship on every guide-post down
a cross-purpose antithesis cannot stop

its

to its end.

And

such

diverging result within

the holy precincts. It must lead necessarily to opposite conclusions

both for our social and

and

issues,

tific

views, a fact which becomes self-evident

political,

our moral and scien-

by the simple

obser-

vation that Revelation reveals not only holy mysteries, but also

proclaims irrevocable principles and immutable ordinances demanding obedience while, on the contrary, under the sway of
;

280
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Symbolism, all principles are man’s own contrivances, and all
moral ordinances self-made and conventional. The jurist in the
symbolical

camp does not

hesitate publicly to declare that there

no right except that which is created by the promulgated law,
and that, therefore, what was right to-day becomes injustice
to-morrow, so soon as that law is repealed.
No doubt, therefore, this all-important and dominating antithesis
would have been clearly caught by every student, and symbolism
at once antagonized by every Christian man, if in our actual life
it had made its appearance in its absolute form.
This, however,
is never the case at the rise of such a new tide.
Even Freemasonry borrowed its symbols from the then existing church-building
corporations, and took care to hide its real meaning behind the
mysterious curtain of successively higher degrees.
So Symbolism
always likes to unfold its full blossom only in its esoteric circle,
and exotericallv prefers the life of the parasite, stealthily insinuating its rootlets into the delicate rind of the Christian stem.
Accommodation to existing religion has always been its leading
thought, and this accommodation it achieved at once by taking as
poetry what the Church confesses as the highest reality, by attaching to the holy history the alluring character of the legend and
the myth, and finally by interpreting its acts of worship as mere
I still remember how I once felt shocked
symbolical utterances.
by the church performances of a distinguished adherent of a new
system, who in private conversation made no secret whatsoever to
me of ‘his absolute apostasy from the old Christian faith, but
whom three days later I saw mounting the pulpit, solemnly reading what in the Book of the Kings is written about Elijah’s miracles, and thereupon leading in the collects of the common prayer..
is

r

I confess frankly that I felt unable to explain such a bold contrast

of personal conviction and outward performance.

I

thought

it

the

But how greatly I was mistaken. “ Oh,
What do you
no,” said he, “ there was no unfairness whatever.
think? Would it be unfair if, taking part in the play of your
children, you performed as earnestly as the little ones the part of
king which your boy had assigned you? What hypocrisy, then,
essence of insincerity.

could there be in one playing and singing with the children of

God, as they call themselves, and of partaking in their worship ?
Of course if we ourselves considered all those performances real,
we could not join in them. But now, what, I ask you, should
prevent us from enjoying your Christian high-styled poetry, or
from ennobling our own feelings by partaking in your elaborate

symbolisms ? Even the holy supper to me is a symbolical delicacy.
It is these very church performances that unite the more childlike
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existence of the ordinary people with the more conscious and
cultured

life

of the scientists.”

Hence the advantage which,
symbolists, the

Roman

the opinion of these modern

in

Catholic Church possesses above the Prot-

estant, and among our various denominations the Episcopalian
above the Reformed, in all its branches. Already in the first half
of this century the so-called Romantic School in Germany led to
the conversion of a great many famous Lutheran scholars and
artists to the Church of Rome
and this cannot surprise us. As
with the solution of every vital problem, Rome’s strength lies in
her compromise. Rome has understood perfectly well the two different principles involved in the antithesis between Revelation and
Symbolism, and avoiding, as always, every absolute choice, she has
kept to Revelation in her Confession, but at the same time indulged
in Symbolism for her worship.
So Rome possesses an elaborate
dogmatic system, but does not trouble the mind of the people
with it.
The Church thinks for the people, theirs is the fides
implicita —-the implicit faith.
To adhere to the Church in that
implicit faith is considered to be satisfactory for the laity.
And
Revelation being thus secured, clergy and laity are both allowed
to indulge in the most exquisite, most splendid, and most artistic
symbolical worship. The impression made by a high-mass performance in Saint Peter’s, or in the Cologne or Milan Cathedral,
is indeed overpowering and overwhelming.
But the shady side is
obvious, and at the end of the Middle Ages the lower as well as
the higher classes could witness to what sad results, both for the
Church and for society, this compromise between Revelation and
Symbolism had led. I do not refer here to its abuse. From
abuse every system has to suffer.
I draw your attention merely
to what, at the end of the Middle Ages, proved the downright
consequence of the system itself. God’s holy
ord almost ignored
by the people. An overflow of mystical sensations darkening the
mind. A general bluntness and dullness, rendering both the conscience and the consciousness dim and obtuse, and the separation
between the lower and the higher classes wide and sharp. The
laity overruled by the clergy.
All vital energy broken. And the
spirit of liberty and independence quite crushed down.
At that critical period God sent as a saving angel what we all
still shall honor as the Reformation
and this powerful reaction
against Roman symbolism, partly checked in the Lutheran and even
more so in the Episcopalian Church, has been wrought out fully
only along the Calvinistic line, in Britain, in the Non-conformist
Churches.
These Churches, therefore, took a fully opposite stand.
Instead of relying upon feeling and sensation, they appealed to
;

W

,

—

.
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faith,

tion

and faith here meant both the understanding of the Revelaand its personal application to the soul. They absolutely

denied the necessity of connecting the Infinite with the finite by
symbols.
God had revealed Ilimself, had revealed the mysteries
of salvation, had revealed His ordinances for every sphere of our

what Jesus declares, eternal life was
not to have agreeable sensations, but “ to know Thee, the only

existence, and, according to

God and Jesus Christ whom Thou hast sent.” Hot symbols,
but the “ wisdom of God” was the preaching of the Cross. “ I
speak as to wise men, judge ye what I say,” interpreted the apos-

true

tolic

method of teaching, expounding not

to the clergy alone, but

to all the saints, the mysteries of justification and redemption.

Here, therefore,

the fundamental difference between our old

lies

Calvinistic Churches Avith their bold confession, and

compromise.

Of course there

potencies in our mind, there

is

is

Rome

God

the perception of

emotion in prayer, and there

science, there is the

Avith its

the mystical Avorking of hidden
in the con-

is

the com-

munion with the indwelling Holy Spirit. But these are the mystical gifts, and the aim of God’s ReA'elation is not to abandon us
to shady and dim perceptions, but to declare to us the truth, to
lift us up to its understanding, and so to enable the children of the
kingdom of heaven to kindle the pure and serene light of the
Gospel, to become confessors of a sound and clear confession,
and.

if

necessary, to shed their martyr blood, not for mystical

sensations, but for the inviolability of God’s Revelation.

the circulation of their Bible

among

all

social

classes

;

Hence

the

defined Confessions Avhich they unfolded as their banners
substantial Scriptural content of their preaching

and simplified liturgy

;

and

finally their

ture to God’s holy ordinances.

;

Avell;

the

their purified

submission of every crea-

So standing before the dilemma

of feeling and faith, they chose for faith.

Standing before the

and understanding, they declared themselves
And as to the fundamental dilemma
distinctly for understanding
between Revelation given to us by God and symbolism conventionally coined by man, they firmly antagonized the symbolical
system and stood up for the all-pervading authority of God's holy
This Avas the nerA^e of their strength, and to this
Revelation.

dilemma

of sensation

staunch defense of Revelation OAr er against Symbolism they OAve
for it Avas by thus decidedly
their imperishable glory in history
;

turning the wheel of
its

life

that the

human mind

Avas roused

from

slumbers, that the hidden energies of humanity came fonvard,

that the direct union of the soul Avith
liberty of

God

conscience, liberty of Avorship,

consequence,

social

and

political

liberties,

every nation, following in their track.

and that
and as its immediate
Avere reconquered for

Avas restored,

'

r

r
,
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my
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trust, fully

that the symbolical tide of our days

assertion,

is

most dangerous way the very foundation of all
Calvinistic Churches.
The principle of Symbolism and that of
Calvinism are just the reverse of one another. An abyss gapes
between them. Symbolism in the holy precincts stuns, blunts and
stultifies the organs of understanding, and checks their function
agnostically; our Churches, on the contrary, have not ceased to
pray, with St. Paul, and “ to desire that all the people of God
undermining

might be

in the

filled

all
wisdom and
Symbolism throws us back to that lower
development, which can but stir the feelings

with the knowledge of His will in

spiritual understanding .’

stage of

religious

’

and intoxicate the senses of the masses our churches, on the
contrary, have raised the religious life to that much higher level,
which leads every believer personally to what St. John confessed,
“ that the Son of God has come and has given us the understanding that we might know him.” And so also Symbolism subjects
the laity to the mysterious performances of the clergy and thereby
fosters aristocratic sympathies
our churches, on the contrary,
have united both laity and clergy in one brotherhood, and thereby
laid the foundation for the democratic preeminence of modern
;

;

times.
Let, therefore, no one retort, that whatsoever catastrophe may
be menacing elsewhere, neither ritualism, nor symbolism proper,
has thus far made any noticeable intrusion into our Calvinistic
services.
The fact is beyond question. But do you not know,
that no good arithmetician will cast up the positive figures only,
leaving out the negative ones?
Now, in our case, the positive is
the intrusion of sensual worship but here is also the negative
item, viz., the darkening of the understanding and the slipping in
of Confessional indifference.
Symbolism always begins by silencing the voice of the Confession, and by instilling some slight
aversion toward dogma, so digging out the bed in which the glittering ritualistic stream is to flow.
And now, as I am a foreigner
here, you know your own Churches better than I do.
But are
;

you sure that this negative action of Symbolism is nowhere operating among you ?
Is the danger that the love for the banners
which vour fathers unfolded may be drowned in mere practical
work and beautiful services a chimerical one ? And if not, if
really among you also the old fervent attachment to revealed truth
is abating, and to a certain extent a share of Confessional indifference here also already dampens and thickens the spiritual atmosphere, then let the watchman of Sion mount the belfry, for then
the gate stands ajar and Symbolism lies in wait in the trenches
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before

As

it.

little as

the sailor can conjure the gale that hunts-

by keeping to his helm, so little can you check a symcurrent if you do not emphasize your own Church principle

his vessel

bolical

;

for such a current

an all-permeating, elemental power, to be
checked only by the equivalent power of your attachment to the
revealed Truth.
Let us not deceive ourselves.
Philosophic
is

Pome’s
new school

agnosticism,

implicit faith, Ritschl’s anti-dogmatic teach-

Rome’s concealment of
by Higher Criticism, and
so also the increasing Confessional indifference, are all moving on
the same line, and the terminus of that line is no other than sensual worship and dim symbolical adoration.
Meanwhile let there be no misunderstanding. Pointing to the
serious danger with which Symbolism menaces the future of our
Calvinistic Church life, and pleading for a decided return to our
ing, the

of Sabatier in Paris,

the Bible, as well as the dethroning of

it

and for a firm and staunch devotion to our holy vocation,
do not mean to lay all the fault at the door of our antagonists,
and to exculpate ourselves entirely. There have been and there
are abuses among us also.
In the heat of the battle our fathers
more than once became guilty of one-sidedness and exaggeration.
principle,
I

Our own Church

was often

from being well-balanced, and
without any further essential development, perfect harmony of the different elements in our
worship could be attained. Appreciation of the sound understanding of the truth has often led to an offensive narrow-mindedness, to an odious quarrelsomeness, and to a self-conceit of the
ignorant, by which Christian love has been wounded and the
Holy Spirit of God grieved. Assurance of faith, dependence on
the dogmas of election and of the perseverance of the saints, have
more than once been asserted in such a cold and external way as
life

far

I at least should hesitate to assert that,

down the mystical union with Christ to the freezing point.
Justification by faith alone has too often become an excuse for
to bring

the uncharitable and lazy to abstain from,
tian works.

And

in our

if

not to jest

at,

Chris-

holy services both the ear and the eye

have been and still are frequently offended by a neglect of what
is sublime and beautiful, solemn and dignified, as if Christian
God in
faith and a fair and melodious utterance were antipodes.
Even
of
His Revelation always recommends the Beautiful.
“
Thou art fairer than the children of men.”
Christ it is said
Our decided opposition to symbolism, therefore, should never
:

silence liturgical claims.

mel and Bourgeois,
choir,

And

but of

all

Calvin with his musical friends, Goudiutmost to make the singing, not of a

tried his

the people,

as to the liturgy, let

me

thoroughly melodious

and pure.

draw your attention to a somewhat
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mixed Dutch and English charhad the privilege of republishing forty years ago
of John a Lasco.
The Dutch Calvinists in the middle

elaborate Calvinistic liturgy of a

which
the works

acter,

in

I

century were persecuted to death by Spanish
and sought refuge under King Edward VI in London.
There John a Lasco became their minister, and this sagacious man
predicted to Cranmer, now more than three hundred years ago, all
the pernicious results to which the Book of Common Prayer is
now effectually leading, and in every point proved himself to be
as sound a Presbyterian as you or I can be.
Yet that same man
composed for his Dutch Church in London such a splendid, touching, solemn and elaborate liturgy (published in Latin, so that every
Calvinistic minister could read it), under the title Forma ac Ratio r
that we have only to return to our old treasury in order to have
at hand just the model we want.
Let us never forget that what
John a Lasco, by his rare penetration of mind, prognosticated in
his time, is even more true in our days.
We may not always
keep to the beaten track. Three centuries of increasing civiliza-

of the sixteenth
cruelty,

have refined the public taste in such a remarkable degree,
it would be an un-Scriptural disregard of the inner relation
between natural life and the life of grace, if our Churches did not
tion

that

He who

discern these signs of the times.

debars

all

equitable

demands, and even deems it a point of honor to banish
all that is solemn and harmonious from our services, may suppose
he is opposing symbolism, but indeed it is he who makes its highways straight. All this, however, refers exclusively to the reform

liturgical

of abuses to the balancing of
,

to the harmonizing, if

you

principle itself untouched.

makes us

fall

what

is

one-sided or exaggerated, and

like, of diseordants

Symbolism

back from conscious

;

but

it

leaves the

replaces Revelation

to unconscious religion.

and

Calvin-

ism always places Revelation in the foreground, and tolerates no
other services than such as are able to echo it and remain carefully under its sway.

And now if
me how we

finally, for I

must come

can distinguish

we should

Symbolical, which

the

to

my

conclusion,

pernicious

you ask

influence

of

the

antagonize, from the pure love for

which is to be encouraged, see here, then, my
you have to deal with one who pleads enthusiastically

liturgical reform,

answer.

If

for splendid music, brilliant singing

but

to

whom

immaterial

the

—who

Confession for

and richly decorated churches,
which our martyrs died is

does not care a bit for the most fundamental

points of our Confession, and almost refuses to give an answer
if

a reason

that

the

is

asked of the hope that

symbolical

blood-poisoning

is

in

him

— then

has commenced,

know

and try

;
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him with meekness and fear. But if, on the contrary,
has warmly and even with urgency vindicated the
rights of a more dignified liturgical worship becomes threefold
more earnest and eloquent whenever the foundations of divine

to save

the

man who

truth are assailed
of

symbolism

— then do not be afraid

in his life-blood

and, rather than mistrust him,

;

in

;

such an one has no drop

him speaks the

you might better

true Calvinist

correct your

own

lack of obedience to the law of the sublime and the beautiful

which God has ordained.
Amsterdam.

A. Kuyper.

III.

THE METAPHYSICS OF CHRISTIAN
APOLOGETICS.
The Supernatural.

YI.

T HUS

far the papers of this series

reality for

which we have contended

have confined themselves to

the sphere of the conditioned, the relative, the
is

that

which

finite.

The

consists in per-

manent but not necessarily in independent being. The duality that
we would establish is constituted by two substances, of which the
one, matter, presupposes mind, and of which the other, mind, is,
in all the manifestations of it that we have observed, conditioned
by matter. The personality that we would defend has come under
our view only as the characteristic of finite spirits. The morality
on which we would insist necessarily presupposes a law-giver, and
as necessarily,

is,

that

we

we have

are in ourselves, but

divine plan as

it

is

appears in the constitution of things.

We

new domain.

Absolute,

the

what

chiefly the result of our relation to the

present paper, however, the last of the series,
entirely

The immortality

dependent on our free agency.

striven to prove is not only the consequence of

we

In the

shall enter

an

shall essay to discuss the Infinite, the

Unconditioned.

We

shall

try to

vindicate the

Supernatural.

By

the Supernatural we do not mean, with Bushnell, and some

above physical
Such
being, though spiritual and free and able to break through the
succession of physical causes and effects, is itself both caused and
Hence,
externally, though rationally and so freely determined.
while it overlooks and crowns nature and rises superior to and even
modifies its storms, it yet belongs to it
Even
it is its summit.
the archangels, though they “ excel in strength,” form a part of
nature
they are not self-subsistent
we feel that even they must
have had a creator. By the Supernatural, then, we do mean being
that is above the sequences of all nature substance that is not
caused or externally determined, whether physically and necessarily
or rationally and freely
reality whose essence is that it is uncaused
and self-subsistent.
We call this Supernatural the Infinite to
other Christian thinkers,

merely being that

is

nature, and so outside of the chain of necessary causation.

;

:

;

;

;
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denote the absence of

we

school,

Him

call

Unlike Hamilton and liis
Absolute to express perfect indepen-

limitation.

all

also the

We

call Him, too, the Uncondence both in being and in action.
ditioned to indicate freedom from every necessary relation.
In a

we apply

word,

all

Such

restriction.

three terms to

Him

to

show the absence of all
we are about to con-

the Supernatural that

is

sider.
I.

The inquiry

of

of

is

so to apologetics.

supreme importance.

The subject-matter

the supernaturalness of

It is self-evidently

of this science is the proof

Christianity.

It presupposes,

there-

would be as absurd were the latter not
real as would be the attempt on the part of one in Europe to
demonstrate that he was a citizen of the United States if there
were not any United States.
Nor is it otherwise in dogmatics. Deny the Supernatural and
fore, the Supernatural.

It

the very substance of this science
natural.

would be

It

evaporated.

is

It confines itself

the Supernatural and His relations to the

to the discussion of

as meaningless, consequently, without the

the Supernatural, as astronomy would be

reality of

if

the stars

were but spectres.

The

case

much

is

the same in philosophy.

It is obliged to

Supernatural.

as a philosophy if

does not.

it

to explain the reality in nature

that

is

so.

As

in its sensational form,

if it

It

itself
it fails

denies or ignores the Reality

Indeed, pure naturalism ceases to be a

above nature.

false philosophy.

It postulates the

cannot vindicate

do

has no conception, not even a wrong one, of

It

the aim of philosophy.

This would observe, compare, and classify
would confine itself to giving a correct report of
the outside of things. To do this, however, presupposes inquiry
What a thing appears to be can be seen truly
as to their inside.
only in the light of what it is. To study the actions of a man,
you must remember that he is not a stone nor even a dog. You
will not see all that there is in what he does unless you regard it

Neither

is it science.

phenomena.

It

as the expression of a free self-conscious
science ignores

what

is

above nature,

is

establishing this

Precisely

so, if

to discern rightly

what is in nature.
most significant fact.

certainly to estimate justly

ment

spirit.

it fails

Its

own

“We

and

develop-

cannot over-

Recent Advances in Theistic Philosophy of

look,” says Lindsay (
Religion, p. 74), “ how truly Spencerianism has been tending to

prove that no progress of science shall be able to dispense with
Reality, or to displace metaphysical intuition or

supersensible
belief.”

Even more evidentlv

is

the Supernatural indispensable to moral-
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presupposes a law above nature as well as objective to

It

ity.

Its

self.

289

unique sense of obligation cannot be explained otheris not satisfied if regarded merely as expressing the

This

wise.

demand

The

the constitution of things.

of

latter points to

an authority above

force even of

the

Nature, spiritual no

itself.

less

bound by the law of nature because this law has
and sanction in that which is above nature. This
is being appreciated as never before.
As Lindsay says again
(ibid., p. 62), “ the moral problem is now more clearly seen to
have its ultimate ground or metaphysical basis in the Absolute.”
Doubtless, a morality may be developed independently of this
religious basis.
It must, however, lack permanence as reared on
for
a superficial foundation.
It must also lack completeness
“
(ibid., p. 62)
the ideal law revealed in conscience is fully realized
than physical,
both

its

is

origin
O

;

only as religion possesses the soul.”
In view of

all this, it should go without saying that religion and
and so human achievement depend directly on the conviction of the Supernatural.
It is the heroes of faith who, as a
rule, have been the men of action.
In comparison with them,
what has been accomplished by the champions of unbelief? This
is yet more evident in the case of the nation.
Let a people, as
the Anglo-Saxons, base their institutions on faith in the living
God, and they move to the front and stay there. Let a race, as
the Chinese, substitute agnosticism for religion, and they drop to
the rear and keep there.
More, it would seem, need not be said
to emphasize the importance of belief in the Supernatural.

civilization

Apologetics,

dogmatics,

philosophy,

science,

morality,

religion,

individual progress, civilization in general, presuppose and even

demand

it.

Of

all

most metaphysical, no other truth is
atmosphere is essential to life. Let us,

truths the

so intensely practical.

Its

then, try to bring out,
II.

The

Reality of

the

Supernatural.

— The

question

is

not

whether the Infinite is, as the school of Hamilton would hold, the
all.
Neither is it whether the Absolute exists and acts in entire
isolation.
Nor yet is it whether the Unconditioned sustains no

As we

relations to anything.

noticed in the discussion of the

“ Function of the Reason in Christianity ” (vid. Pres, and Ref.
Rev., Yol. vi, No. 23, p. 483), no one of these positions is essential to

the true conception of the Supernatural.

them

involves, and

Indeed, each one

In
admitted to involve, a contradiction.
a word, not only need not the Supernatural, if He be, be such as

of

has been indicated

;

is

but in the nature of the case

such, even if consciousness did not testify that

The

question, then,

is,

whether there

is

a

He
He

could not be
is

not such.

Being who, though

He
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embraces nothing but Himself, is in Himself boundless whether
there is a Being who, though now He exists in connection with
nature and ordinarily acts through it, is in both His action and His
being entirely independent of it whether there is a Being who.
though He is related to the universe as its Creator and Preserver
and Governor, stands, so far as He himself is concerned, in no
necessary relation to it in short, whether there is a Being who
is supernatural in the sense that, though He has chosen to come
into the closest relations to nature, He was before it and is above
it, and is unrestricted by it, being Himself altogether uncaused,
self-subsistent, and self-determined.
1. The existence of such a Being is denied by extreme positivists
alone.
This denial is the necessary result of their fundamental
position, that we have no knowdedge prior to experience and that
all our knowledge is by induction from sensations.
Since the
Supernatural cannot, as every one allows, be seen or heard or
touched or tasted or smelled, He must, if the fundamental position
Even if He exist, we canof this school be true, be incognizable.
not know it and should we not deny the existence of that whose
Such an
reality we not only do not know, but cannot know ?
This objection may be
existence cannot be existence for us.
refuted on the following grounds
a. The most extreme advocates of the sensationalism whence it
proceeds practically admit the inadequacy of that. Thus Comte,
of all positivists the boldest and most consistent, says (La Phil.
Positive chap. 1): “If, on the one side, every positive theory
must be necessarily founded on observation, it is, on the other side,
equally plain that to apply itself to the task of observation, our
;

;

—

;

:

,

mind has need of some theory. If in contemplating the phenomena, we do not immediately attach them to certain principles,
not only would it be impossible for us to combine those isolated
but we should be
observations, so as to draw any fruit therefrom
entirely incapable of retaining them, and in most cases the facts
would remain before our eyes unnoticed. The need at all times of
some theory whereby to associate facts, combined with the evident
;

impossibility of the

human mind’s

forming, at

its origin,

theories
-

out of observations,

What

is

a fact

which

is

it

impossible to ignore.

’

but an admission that, in order to experiential knowla theory in the mind, if
edge, there must be a priori knowledge
is

this

;

there

is

course,

to

be an induction from

Comte does not mean

mind invents

its

facts outside of the

this.

theory, and then,

tions with its aid, rejects

it.

Even

His explanation

when
this,

mind
is

?

Of

that the

it has made its observahowever, allows that the

mind must have a theory in order to observe and that
orm a theory prior to observation.

it

can

itselt
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b.

necessity of these admissions appears in the very nature
It proceeds in

of induction.
truth

;

every case on the basis of an a priori
same circumstances

that the same causes under the

viz.,

produce the same effects. For example, you conclude that ice
melts at 32° F. because all observation has shown such to be the

But why should you so believe ? From the mere fact that
one phenomenon has always followed another it may not be in-

case.

ferred that

always

it

onlv because there
sequence.

If such a conclusion

will.
is

more

is

drawn,

in its premises than

must be because we know that there

It

it

can be

observed

the
is

power

in

and because we know
that, the power and the conditions of its exercise continuing the same,
the consequent will be the same.
These, however, are a priori
truths.
They are not in any way the results of observation or of
sensation.
All that is given thus is the mere sequence of the phenomena.
This the positivists maintain as strenuously as any.
the antecedent to effect the consequent

;

This is all the explanation that they offer of the principle of cause
and effect. They reduce it to a sequence. Yet if they are to
generalize with confidence from these sequences, they must admit
the a priori principle, that the same causes under the same circumstances produce the same effects.
And so it is that Comte speaks
of the

mind

as obliged to invent a theory before
Is it not

profitably.

more

furnished in advance with a true theory?

can observe

it

rational to conclude that

Indeed,

it

it is

finds itself

contradic-

tory to speak of inventing something the elements of which are
neither discovered without nor discerned within.
itself there is given more than mere sensation.
H. B. Smith says ( Apologetics p. 53), “ There is a
material impact, and also a feeling of resistance, not material, but
conscious
involved (whether
a resisting self, a person, an Ego
or not this is given in the sensation itself is not material, it is cerc.

As

In sensation

Prof.

,

—

—

tainly implied).
And this conscious knowledge cannot be derived
from the external phenomena, but is a distinguishable state of the
ego.
The ego cannot be derived from the non-ego.” Even Mill
confesses that “ a series of sensations conscious of itself is the
ineffable

mystery.”
but that

Positivism

can

describe

the

successive

something whereby we know them as
ours cannot come out of them.
How can a mere sequence
sensations,

of feelings of pain generate the consciousness that
feel

the pain

self

in

Admit

?

order to

the

tree

16

identification

that the sensation of pain

sciousness and even its

A

is

it

is

I

who

Must there not be already the consciousness of
of

the

pain as

my

pain

?

may

be the occasion of self-connecessary occasion, still, can it be its cause ?

the occasion of

my

seeing a tree.

If

no

tree

were
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Yet who may say that the

presented to me, I should not see one.
tree

by

that

it

itself

produces the vision of a tree

produces

to

and thus

to

show

it is

it

does

is

an appropriate

it

is

as

In like manner sensation

is

the occasion of

we become

maintain that sensation of
All that

strictly,

to call the

the faculty of vision that

It is

You may even

self-consciousness.

is

Necessary though the tree

only an occasion.

only in sensation that

we speak

that the faculty in question existed prior

the presentation of the tree.

produces the vision.

or, if

by furnishing

faculty of vision into exercise
object,

;

All that the tree does

at all ?

it

itself

if

you

conscious of

self.

argue,

an occasion,

will,

that

it

is

Yet who mav

gives the consciousness of self

?

and so to
independent

to call self-consciousness into exercise

reveal the self as existing prior to sensation and thus as

When the great Leibnitz was told that the gist of Locke’s
of it ?
philosophy was “ Nihil est in intellectu quod non prius fuerit in
Indeed, the
sensu,” he replied, “ Etiam, nisi intellectus ipse.”
manifests

intellect

even

itself

in

sense

;

a priori

elements

appear

in sensation itself.

d. If there be no knowledge except as the result of induction
from individual sensations, we are involved by the very process of
so-called knowledge in utter ignorance even of what we claim to

know.
that

The

this is

position

is,

we know only what we can observe';
phenomena as anteand that we know the consequents onlv

that

the mere sequence of phenomena,

cedents and consequents

;

In a word, scientific
modes or forms of the antecedents.
knowledge is simply the knowledge of these differing modes.
Suppose, then, that we trace back to the utmost point within our
reach the last inspected consequences. These can be known “ only
as we know the antecedents,” only as “ modes of the anteceThen they cannot be known at all; for by the supposidents.”
Thus the whole process
tion, we cannot reach their antecedents.
As we do not know the ultimate anteof knowing breaks down.
cedent, all our boasted knowledge becomes a chain of total ignoras

“ It

a chain which,” as Prof.

II. B. Smith says (Apolohanging
and
nowhere
hangs.” What is
p. 55),
unknown,
absolutely
we
cannot
being
know even
sense
beyond
the
Hence,
positivist,
to be consistent,
what appears to sense.
ought to be agnostic as to everything. If all that he can know
be consequents as forms of their antecedents, that is, the mere
Thus the
sequence of phenomena, he cannot know even this.

ance.

is

“

getics,

is

all

denial of the Supernatural

is

the denial of the natural also.

word, the refutation of Positivism
belief in
2.

On

any

is

that

it

is

inconsistent

In a

with

reality.

the other hand, the reality of the Supernatural

is

evinced
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considerations than, as

we saw

in the
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first

paper

of this series, confirm our conviction of finite reality.

Universal consent.

a.

—Every school

of philosophy declares for

This is true of the positivists themselves.
Comte repudiates the Supernatural avowedly, but he devises a
most complicated system of worship and finds in “ aggregate

the Supernatural.

humanity” an object

for

Even

it.

most

this

significant con-

Herbert Spencer not
unjustly represents them, and he comes out clearly and strongly
“ The axiomatic truths of physical science
for the Supernatural.
unavoidably postulate Absolute Being as their common basis.
cession

The

does not satisfy his successors.

persistence of the universe

Cause,

Power

phenomena.

which

or Force

Such

is

the persistence of that

is

Unknown

manifested to us through

the foundation of any possible system

is

all

of

—

Deeper than demonstration deeper even
than definite cognition deep as the very nature of the mind is the
Its authority transcends all
postulate at which we have arrived.
other whatever
for not only is it given in the constitution of our
own consciousness, but it is impossible to imagine a consciousness
positive knowledge.

—

;

so constituted as not to give

datum
(

Thus the belief which this
any other whatever

it

’ ’

constitutes has a higher warrant than

First Principles

,

If such is the teaching

pp. 256, 258, 98).

of positivism to-day,

it

certainly

is

not too

much

to claim

philosophy declares for the reality of the Supernatural.

even

that

all

Did not

our limits forbid, nothing could be easier than to illustrate and

by

from such masters in philosKant,
Hegel. Let it be sufficient, however, to summarize their conclusions in the following words of Fichte
must end at last by
resting all existence, which demands an extrinsic foundation, uppn
Being the fountain of whose life is within Himself by allying
the fugitive phenomena which color the stream of time with everchanging hues to an eternal and unchanging essence.” Kor has
the progress of thought since Fichte been away from his position.
On the contrary, as Lindsay writes ( Recent Advances in Theistic

establish this statement

ophy

citations

as Plato, Aristotle, Cicero, Bacon, Descartes, Leibnitz,

:

“We

;

Philosophy

,

p. 5),

“

We

may

surely say that

it

has become more

what thought as to the Primal Reality known
above all else, the fact that such Inscrutable
Reality, or the Unknowable, does undoubtedly exist.”
All this amounts to a great deal. It shows that the ablest
thinkers in all ages, though they do not speak as religious teach,
ers and though some of them speak even as the enemies of the

clearly manifest that
as Grod testifies to

is,

Christian religion, nevertheless, give

it

as the last result of their

deepest and best thinking that the Supernatural both does and
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must

exist.

This, of course,

not a demonstration.

is

The

objec-

be deduced from the subjective. The universal consent,
however, that we have been considering does prove that belief in
tive cannot

the reality of the Supernatural
peculiar thinkers, and that

is

not the idiosyncrasy of some

we must grant

it

to be a true belief or

allow the uselessness and even the folly of the very best thinking

age and the world over.
But this is not all. It may be
urged that philosophy is the product of an artificial humanity, and
in every

that, consequently, it does not voice the natural

ment

of the race.

The

b.

men

as

and so best judg-

need, therefore, to appeal

necessity of religion.

All

sary.

We

— Religion

men and because men

the true way, yet in some way.

is

to,

universal and neces-

are religious,

if

not in

Even those thinkers who have

yielded themselves to an intense

and all-absorbing intellectual

skepticism and whose religious natures have in consequence be-

come atrophied

confess the moral and spiritual necessity of religion,
and their skepticism makes their reluctant confession all the more
impressive.
We have seen this to have been so in the case of
Comte. It might as readily have been shown to have been so in the
cases of J. S. Mill and of many others. What is even more to the
point is that no tribe has been found so degraded as not to evidence
The claims that such had been
at least the beginnings of religion.
discovered of scientists like Sir John Lubbock and of travelers
like Sir Samuel Baker have all been refuted by wider and more
For example, Roskoff has declared that
careful investigation.
“ no tribe has yet occurred without trace of religious sentiments.”
Peschel has decidedly denied “ any tribe having been found quite
without religious emotions and ideas.” In like vein, Hellwald
affirms that “ no tribes completely without religion have thus far
been met with ” ( vid Lindsay’s Recent Advances in Theistic Philosophy p. 54). The universality of religion would seem, therefore,
and the fact that, no matter how debased,
to have been established
man is never observed to be destitute of religion would appear to
show that it belongs to his very essence. So far as can be seen,
he can no more get away from religion than a beast can escape
Indeed, the religious feeling is man's inthe power of instinct.
stinct, and so the highest and noblest of all instincts.
In the next place, religion is impossible if there be no underly.

,

;

ing sense of the reality of the Supernatural.

Were

this

absent,

whatever we might have, we should not have what we recognize
universally as religion.

From

the highest religion to the lowest,

this belief in the reality of the Supernatural is the one

common

and characteristic element. Let there be nothing left of religion
but a vague sentiment, an undefined aspiration, an unintelligent
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impulse

so far as

still,

;

and a craving

goes, this is a belief in

it

In a word, religion

a real Supernatural.

is
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for

the outgoing of the

instinct for a real Supernatural, as truly as appetite is the expres-

sion of the instinct for real food.

we

Further,
gratify

find that every instinct has a real

According

it.

object that

its

to all

craving implies

There

the instinct for food.

object fitted to

observation,

the belief in the real

is justified.

There

food to satisfy

is

the southern land to satisfy the

is

There

swallow’s instinct in winter to fly to the southern land.

the ocean to satisfy the young fish’s instinct which constrains

though

away from the spawning grounds far up the
swim toward the ocean. Hence, to prove the existence

has never been

it

stream, to

of an instinct

Why,

it.

to

is

prove the reality of the object

then, should

the Supernatural

Of

is
it,

Nay, how could

?

fitted to gratify

not be so in the case of the instinct for

it

it

not be so

?

course, this does not demonstrate the reality of the Super-

however, demonstrate that the Supernatural
is an exception to the apparently unitbat this exception is in the case of the
versal law of instinct
highest of all animals, man and that it is in the instance of the
That is to say, the law of instinct breaks
noblest of his instincts.
natural.

exists

:

It

does,

or else, that there
;

;

down, so

far as

we can

of appreciating

it,

see,

who

is

capable

and with reference to that element of his nature

which exalts him most.
reductio ad absurdum ?

we

only in the one creature

This

is

not demonstration, but

not a

is it

This will be shown yet more clearly

if

consider,

c.

The

there
affirm

is
it

necessity of thought.

;

and most evident of all,
In denying it we should

for the denial involves thinking,

Thus thought
Next, there
only that

— First

This no one can deny.

thought.

is

a necessity.

is

As

things are,

a necessity in thought.

we cannot

By

help thinking, but that

accord with certain rational principles.
of finite being, you

it
it

must believe

is

itself

must

thinking.

be.

we mean, not
we must think in
this

For example,

if

you think

in other being that is its ground.

The former, just because it is finite, cannot but be dependent and
what is conceived as dependent can be conceived only as we posit,
We can no more
definitely or not, that which can be its ground.
;

think otherwise than

we can think

of a building that stands and

There is a principle in the
yet has nothing on which to stand.
case that thought cannot set aside any more than it can cause itself
Again, you cannot think of an event, a change, an
and not act on and thus reallv think in accord with the
principle that everything that is finite, that begins to be, must
to

cease.

effect,

have a cause.

If

you

are in pain,

you

try to find out

what pro-
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duced it, and thus you show that, whatever vour theory may be,
you believe that there must be something or must have been
something with power to produce it, that is, a real cause of it.
You may even teach with Hamilton, that there is no “ positive
power ” in a cause that the cause of each and every phenomenon
;

“a

is

negative impotence;” that

causation, not because
unreal.

think
will

even

Still,

it

real,

is

it

we

believe

theory will not

this

the reality of

in

but because we cannot think

make

it

us any abler to

Indeed, our denial of the principle of causation

unreal.

only render more conspicuous and significant our practical

We can no more help acting on it than we can
Once more, we cannot think of acts and not regard
them as the acts of some subject, of some agent. We can consider
acts, as governing, as making, as upholding, as creating, by
themselves
but we cannot conceive of them as taking place by
themselves.
Even when our abstraction of them from their subject is most thorough, it never occurs to us to suppose that in
recognition of

it.

cease thinking.

;

reality they are either separated or separable

think of them singly,
apart

from

bound

to observe.

from

Though we

it.

believe the act to be impossible

This is a principle that thought is
can no more transcend this principle than
Other necessary laws of thought might be

subject.

its

can arrest

it

we must

It

itself.

mentioned, but these are sufficient for our purpose.

Now

these principles reveal the necessity of the Supernatural.

For example, the ground
the finite presupposes

that, as

is,

iu

we have

seen, every

of being, the finite universe,

without a ground,

is

left

thought of

the last analysis, the Supernatural.

Him

Unless you posit this and thus find in

ground

1

a

self-subsistent

which cannot be conceived

without one.

Thus

this

principle of

thought that we are considering discloses to us the necessity,

Though

not the nature, of the Supernatural.
all

that

He

is,

it

does show us that

it

He must

Only His

be.

existence can satisfy the demands of thought.

if

does not show us
real

In like manner,

make up the world require
an absolute or uncaused cause, and so reveal the necessity of the

the manifold changes and effects which
Supernatural.

becomes

Unless we assume this Supernatural cause, nature

at last

a causeless effect

;

and

because nature

this,

essentially finite, is an absurdity, a contradiction.

matters to regard the series of
tute the world as infinite.

finite

Nor

will

it

is

help

causes and effects that consti-

This pushes the

difficulty off

where we

but in so doing it only aggravates it. An infinite
series of finite causes and effects is as truly without a sufficient
cannot see

it,

reason as

is

difference

between the two

a finite series of such causes
is

and

that the former

effects.
is

an

The main

infinite contra-
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diction,

whereas the

latter is

we cannot go back

that

hut a

the point at which the series ends and where
sity of

Nor does

finite one.

in the former case,

As

vigorously as though

it

the fact

even in thought, to

we

discern the neces-

Him

the Self-subsistent Uncaused Cause render

necessity.
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less

a

could see just where such

was required does the mind insist on llis necessity. Only
such a cause can it find the power that it cannot conceive of the
universe as not demanding.
Thus this principle, too, makes
a cause

in

known

to us the necessity of the Supernatural.

Him before us as in a picture,
of Him as the painter of the
So

but

it

It

does not set

will not suffer us not to

passing world-picture that

think

we

can-

Absolute Subject that such acts as
the creating aud the upholding of the universe postulate is the

not help seeing.
Supernatural.

As

also the

every act evinces a subject in action, so these

acts cannot but evidence an Unconditioned or Supernatural

Suband must be themselves unconditioned and so can be the acts only of an unconditioned subject. Nor may it be disputed that these acts are and
must be themselves unconditioned. Let it be remembered that
by the universe we mean the organism into the constitution of
which enter all finite, related, conditioned things, and this will at
once appear. It is not more evident that such a universe requires,
because it is finite, relative, conditioned, to be upheld than that
the upholding of it cannot depend in any way on it, and so must
This should be as clear as
itself be essentially unconditioned.
that the unfailing energizing of Atlas in the fable would have had
to be absolutely unconditioned by the world that he was supposed
Thus this principle, as those
to support on his broad shoulders.
already noticed and as others that might be adduced, is not only

The reason

ject.

for this is that these acts are

a necessity of thought, but necessarily

the Supernatural.

If

it

does not unveil

makes known
all

in thought
His lineaments, it does

reveal His necessity in the necessity of His acts.

In short, the Supernatural
things.

Take

is

at the

end of

a blade of grass and think long

all

thinking as to

enough and deeply

enough with reference to it, and you run up against the SuperEvery line of consistent thinking as to reality brings you
natural.
to Him as directly, as inevitably, as under the Roman Empire all
If any do not find this to be so,
roads led to the “Eternal City.”
it is

not because

their

thought to

it is

its

not so

;

it is

conclusion.

only because they do not follow

Thought

is

not more a necessity

than the Supernatural is the necessity in thought. We cannot
think truly and deeply and not believe practically in His reality.

Hence, again, the already noticed universality of religion.
not only the manifestation of what

we may

It is

call the instinct of

:
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humanity

most profound necessity
it
Handbook of Moral
(
Philosophy, p. 257), “All intelligence moves toward the Absolute
or Self-existent;” and (ibid., p.259), “the essential implication
;

it is

also the expression of the

As Calderwood

of rational thought.

,

being

of intelligence is that all finite

puts

is

traced to a self-existent

fountain of Being.”

Now

“ we find that whatever is necessary to thought in the
sphere of the natural has its correspondent reality in being.”
Does thought affirm that every finite object requires a ground of
support

even the earth, that
an orbit
made by the reciprocal action of well-known forces.
Does
thought declare that every effect must have a cause ? The scientist ferrets it out
though with the naked eye he cannot see the
microbe that produces the pestilence, he detects and studies it with
the microscope. Does thought refuse to conceive of acts save as
the acts of some* subject ?
We always find the subject, if we
look long and carefully enough by the ripple on the water far
away we may know that it is blowing, though we neither hear nor
feel the wind
but let us pull toward the ripple, and soon the
If, then, these principles
breeze itself strikes our drooping sails.
are thus found to be trustworthy in the sphere of the natural or
?

Scientific investigation discovers

seems to hang unsupported

it

:

in mid-air, swings securely in

:

;

finite,

why

should we not trust them in the sphere

natural or Infinite

Nay, we must

of

the Super-

?

trust

Grant that they are “ regulative

them.

Still, it is not of intelligence in itself, but of intelligence as that concerns itself with reality that they are regulative.
As Calderwood puts it (Handbook of Moral Philosophy, p. 264),
“ The whole force of these principles is seen to be concerned with

principles.”

objective reality.”

Whether

there be reality or not outside of

the thinking process, the very significance of
it and insist on
would not be at all,

that they point to

they

are, they

demand
to them
analysis,

They

their character.

they did not do

It is their significance.

reality

is

would not be what
this.

This

what gives
Moreover, as we

of theirs for reality objective to themselves

have already seen, the

may

it.

if

these principles

is

which they demand is, in the last
and unconditioned. This, if we

self-existent, uncaused,

so speak,

is

the significance of their significance.

If,

there-

we
we verify or prove these principles on their lower
have seen that we do, we may not distrust them on the higher.
As Calderwood writes (Handbook of Moral Philosophy, p. 264),
“We cannot regard them as trustworthy in their application to the
side, as

fore,

concrete, yet untrustworthy in their very significance.”

though we were

not able to verify

them on

Thus,

their higher or super-
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natural side, verification on their lower or natural side would imply
verity on their higher.

We

should be bound to believe in the

objective reality as well as in the mental necessity of the Supernatural,

Him
had

;

even though we had no

faculties

with which to apprehend
he

just as the astronomer without a telescope is sure that, if

he would find a splendid planet where his calculawhich hitherto have been invariably sustained, tell him that
one must be. That is, a principle could not justify itself in every
a telescope,

tions,

case within the limits of observation,

if in its very significance it
and the regulative principles that we have been
considering would be untrue in their very significance, if the
Supernatural, on whose objective existence they insist as the reality
of realities, were not itself of all realities the most real.
It is not the fact, moreover, that the principles in question have
no verification when applied to the Supernatural. On the con-

were untrue

;

trary, there is

such a thing as a consciousness of

Shedd says ( Dogmatic Theology Vol.
,

i,

God. As Dr.
“ a universal

p. 210), it is

and abiding form of human consciousness.”
In addition to the
craving after and instinct of the Supernatural, which has been
already noticed as the universal and necessary root of religion,

men may know,

and, as a matter of fact, most

men do know

all

the

Supernatural.
Though they can neither see nor hear nor touch
nor taste nor smell Him, they are often awed by Him in their
;

more

moments they feel His presence and so they must
be conscious of Him. .Thus the principles which we have been
serious

;

considering are verified in the case of the Supernatural as in that

Leverrier and

of the natural.

Adams saw

the planet which their

calculations necessarily called for as the cause of certain perturbations of the solar

system

;

and, in like manner,

we

are conscious

demands

as

the ground and cause of the universe and the agent involved in

its

of the Supernatural that reason with equal urgency

Nor may

creation and preservation and government.
that this consciousness of the Supernatural

is

a

it

be said

mere hallucination.

and especially too constant to be thus explained.
The so-called
the light is turned on them.
illusion of the Supernatural, however, continues
and that, too,
though from the first every effort has been made and is being
made to expose it. Nor may it be urged either that some have
lost this God-consciousness and some seem never to have had it.
This amounts to nothing in view of its prevalence and persistency.
He who does not use his eyes in the light will lose them, and the
fish that are now hatched in the Mammoth Cave have none to
lose.
The significant fact is not that there are a few men who
appear to have no consciousness of the Supernatural it is rather
It is too general

Illusions vanish

when

;

;
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was ever conscious that there was not
Says La Bruy&re ( Les (Jaractbres c. 16), “ Je

that not a single individual
a Supernatural.

sens qu’

il

Beyond
facts,

y

a

uu

all this,

,

dieu, et je ne sens pas qu’

v en ait point.”
what we have already found to be the ultimate

the best attested realities,

much

il

n’

when considered objectively,
when viewed subjectively,

that

is,

in themselves, quite as

is,

as necessities of thought, reveal the Supernatural as the fact

as

that

which they all presuppose, as the reality which alone gives to
them reality. Thus they evidence the Supernatural as truly as a
building evidences its foundation. For example, finite reality, as
we have several times observed, implies infinite or self-subsistent
But for this as its ground, it could not continue reality.
reality.
The more real the world may appear the more deeply is this
dependence written on it. In like manner duality testifies to the
How could real mind and real matter
reality of the Supernatural.
interact and together form the cosmos, did they not have a bond
and controller as real as they, but superior to them and so superSuch also is the witness of personality. The reality of
natural ?
ego involves the Infinite Ego. As the human spirit,
must depend on something
so because he is a
spirit and thus a higher reality than matter, he can depend only
on another and Infinite or Supernatural Ego. Hence, we observe
the

finite

because

finite,

;

that, in proportion as

consciousness of

the

men come

to

know

themselves, does their

Supernatural develop.

Indeed,

self-con-

sciousness cannot be true and not develop .God-consciousness.

Calvin writes ( Institutes

,

i,

1),

“

No man

As

can take a survey of him-

but he must immediately turn to the contemplation of God in
whom he lives and moves.’” So, too, morality. Its objective
obligatory ideal, its law, reveals a law-giver and moral governor

self

!

;

His law is universal, eternal, and immutable,
we see that He Himself must be the Absolute, the Supernatural.
And finally, immortality declares the same. It is not so evidently
a fact as it is evident that it could not be one but for the SuperIf, as we have seen, finite reality can exist only in and
natural.

and

in the fact that

because of the Infinite Reality, how much less could the finite
Thus do these
spirit persist save in the Eternal or Supernatural ?
One and all
first and fundamental truths reveal the Supernatural.
they involve

Of

course,

delusion.

Him

as the reality of realities.

it is

possible to object that all this

We

may

affirm with Mr. Mill, that

is

only subjective

even the necessary

that, for examtwo and two make four in this world it does
not follow that they do so in any other and that, consequently,
he necessity to thought of the reality of the Supernatural argues

principles of thought have no necessary validity
ple, from the fact that

;

;
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nothing as to his actual reality.

We may

that the individual consciousness

is

hold with Maudsley,

untrustworthy

;

there-

that,

though Maudsley, with blessed inconsistency, denied this, the
and,
general consciousness of the race is not to be depended on

fore,

;

hence, that the practically universal consciousness of the Supernatural affords no real verification of our necessary belief in His

We may, after the manner of Kant, in his Critique of
Pure Reason declare that we see things, not as they are, but
our minds project themselves on to them and that thus we

reality.
the

as

,

;

discern the Supernatural as implied in

all

the ultimate verities,

we are, not because of what they are. All
we can do. But is it rational so to do ? This is the question.
Can we think thus and not commit intellectual suicide ? That is,
can we think thus and thought not contradict and so destroy itonly because of what
this

self ?

If its necessary principles, if its deepest consciousness, if its

ultimate verities, are

all to

be set aside,

it

itself

must be utterly

Now, this happening, what is left? Not the external world
we know it only as the object of thought. Not the
knowing self we know it only as it reveals itself in thought. Not
even the certaintv that we do not know the world without or the
self within
to know even this involves the trustworthiness of
thought. Thus the denial of the objective reality of the Supernatural issues in and so means absolute nescience and practical
discredited.
:

:

:

In a word, as Prof. H. B. Smith says ( Apologetics p. 26)>
“ All minds believe and must believe in the Supernatural, unless
they proclaim all Truth and all Being to be a mockery and a delusion.”
To be sure, it may still be replied that even this reductio
ad absurdum is not formal demonstration. It should, however, be
nihilism.

,

answered,

What

use for a demonstration of the Supernatural can

they have whose position with reference to the Supernatural gives
the

lie

to those very intellectual processes in

consists

?

Moreover, that

we have

which demonstration

not framed, and cannot frame,

a formal demonstration of the objective reality of the Supernatural
is

itself

confirmatory of such reality.

If

we

could ground

Him

anything deeper and so prove His existence strictly, we should
only prove that it was not the Supernatural whose existence we

in

had proved.

From His very nature

the Supernatural must be inca-

pable of ^formal demonstration.
111.

The manifestation

of the Supernatural.

—The

question

is

not whether the Supernatural has manifested Himself fully nor

whether He could so manifest Himself. As the only manifestation
with which we are concerned is to us, and thus to the natural,
such manifestation of the Supernatural as the above must, in the
nature of the case, be impossible and even inconceivable.
Be-
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cause infinite and absolute, the Supernatural cannot but be, in
the most real sense,

unknown and unknowable. It is true that
this.
They hold, not only that the Abso-

the pantheists dispute
lute is

known, but that knowledge

knowledge.

Their postulates

are,

stance or absolute idea of which

of the

Absolute
is one

that there

is

absolute

infinite sub-

and finite phenomena
development of the
relative and finite from the Absolute and Infinite, inasmuch as
it is a process necessarily implied in and resulting from the very
nature of the Absolute and Infinite, must be demonstrable and
that thus man, because himself one with the Absolute and Infinite,
and identical in his own consciousness and life with its processes,
can and does know it. That is to say, since man’s thinking is the
immediate activity of the Supernatural, his knowledge of it is as
direct and as complete as it is of himself.
In knowing the latter he
We have seen, however, in the first
really knows the former.
paper of this series, that on “ Reality,” how this position is contradicted and overthrown b} consciousness.
Its deepest and most
characteristic testimony is to the individuality of the self.
So far
from identifying it with the Supernatural, it affirms the sharpest
Thus we cannot take the pantheistic
distinction between them.
position and not invalidate consciousness
but consciousness is the
foundation of philosophy, even the basis of knowledge. Still further, pantheism exposes weakness fatal to itself in the claim which
This claim is that the transition from
it makes and must make.
the Absolute and Infinite to the relative and finite, from the SuperNow
natural to the natural, can be demonstrated and explained.
As Prof. II. B. Smith says ( Apologetics p.
this cannot be done.
equally a problem with pantheist and
69). “ The real problem
are but modifications

all relative

that, consequently, the

;

;

7’

;

theist

to

—

,

—

is

not to

show how the

show that the one includes the other, but rather
transition must or may be made from the one to
c

On either system here is the mystery. Both find at
knot that cannot be untied. The difference between
them is that theism need not untie it, whereas pantheism must.
On the one hand, theism accounts for the natural as the creation of
It is the result of the act of an infinite and
the Supernatural.
the other.’

’

this point a

absolute self-conscious will.

however, the theist

is

The method

of this will’s operation,

He need

not obliged to set forth.

only show,

as he can show, that creation is possible to an absolute will

;

and

mode of creation is a mystery necessarily
he may
beyond the scrutiny of human science. We ourselves so often
make that which is other than we are that we should not stumble
The latter act
at the creation of the natural by the Supernatural.
grant that the

is

one whose possibility does not depend on

its

comprehension by
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Nay, it is one that could not be the kind of act that it is were
comprehended by us. On the other hand, however, pantheism
would explain, and because it admits but one substance must
explain, the natural as an emanation from, as an outgoing of, the
Supernatural.
That is, it may not, as we have just seen that theism
may, leave the mode of transition from the Absolute and Infinite
to the relative and finite a mystery
but it is obliged to explain
the transition as a passing of the Absolute and Infinite into the
relative and finite
as one thing, not making, but itself becoming,
an entirely different thing.
Now this is not a mystery it is a
us.
it

:

;

;

contradiction,

indeed,

may

an impossibility.

We

need

therefore,

not,

and,

not inquire as to the truth of the pantheistic position,

that a knowledge of

the Absolute is absolute knowledge.
In
view of Avhat we have just seen that this position involves such an
inquiry becomes irrational.
The question, however, is, whether the Supernatural has so manifested himself that, though partially, He can be and is really

known by

us.

is denied by the agnostics.
They admit, and many of
them strongly insist on, the reality of the Supernatural; but they
hold yet more tenaciously that He is unknown and even that He
must be unknowable.
For example, Mr. Mansel, though he
1.

This

believes in the reality of the Infinite and Absolute, denies that

He can be present to us in consciousness at all Max Muller,
though he finds the principle of religion in the consciousness of
;

the Infinite, holds that

yond,”

we

are conscious of

it

only as the “ Be-

mere negative of the finite, and so, of course, cannot know it and Mr. Spencer, though he claims that we are conscious of the Absolute and Infinite as the positive basis of all our
consciousness of the relative and finite, nevertheless, insists that
we are conscious of this positive basis as without limits, and thus
as unknown and unknowable.
This theory whose chief forms
have just been indicated is, generally speaking, exposed to the
as the
;

following fatal objections

:

on a false theory of the nature of knowledge. This
is, that to know anything we must know it in
its essence and be
able to define it itself.
This, however, cannot be a true theory of
knowledge. If it were, there could be no knowledge. Not even
a blade of grass do we know absolutely
that is, in its essence and
apart from its relations.
Moreover, we often know certainly that
which we cannot define at all. You may be sure of your friend’s
It proceeds

;

handwriting, though you cannot give the marks
distinguished from that of others.
real,

though

it is

by which

neither absolute nor definite.

it

is

may be
You may know

In short, knowledge
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something, though you do not

know

That

everything.

knowledge does not depend on

reality of

is,

extent or on

its

the
its

definiteness.

Again, the denial that the Supernatural can be
on a false theory of the condition of knowledge.

known

proceeds

This theory

is

knowing with the object known. As
“Quantum sumus scimus, ” and “Simile simili

the identity of the subject

Mansel puts

it,

Hence, unless we are ourselves supernatural, we

cognoscitur.”

cannot know' the Supernatural.

The above-named

identity

is not,

We

know' the

external world, though wr e are not the external world

Indeed,

however, in any sense a condition of knowdedge.

were the theory in question true, self- knowdedge would be the
only knowledge possible.
Once more, the denial that we are considering proceeds on a
false view' of the Infinite or

He is neither the all nor the
Him is not, as the agnostics

As w e have

Absolute.

Hence, the conception- of

unrelated.
hold, the

already seen,

r

negation of the necessary

These objections wall be found more fully
and vindicated in the Presbyterian and Reformed Review, Vol. vi, No. 23, pp. 482, 483. Together or
singly, they are a reductio ad absurdum of the agnostic position;
and thus, though they do not prove the reality of the manifestation of the Supernatural and of our knowledge of Him, they do
open the way for,
conditions of thought.

stated, illustrated,

2.

The

a.

There

following proof:

no

is

a,

priori impossibility

should manifest Himself and should be

Supernatural

the

that

known

as manifested.

mitting that only His bare existence has been established,

it

Addoes

not follow that no more can be established.

Nay, that a thing is
what it is will appear.
attested by the spirit of dis-

often raises a presumption or expectation that

This presumption or expectation
covery which

it

produces.

is

Nor may

be urged that all this
This is to beg the

it

applies only to the sphere of the natural.

question.
b.

The

It is to assert

known

the very thing to be established.

Supernatural cannot be

reality of the

known and

Ilis

some degree at the same time. There
is not anything the existence of which can be apprehended without an idea of at least some of its qualities. It is by means of
nature not be

also to

the acts or the noises or the peculiarities in appearance of a strange

beast that

men

of the beast,

assured of

in the

first

and there

its reality.

become aware of the existence
no other way in which they can be

instance

is

Knowdedge

that

it

sary law of thought some knowledge of

extent the establishment of

its reality

is

involves bv a neces-

what

it is

;

and to this

establishes also that

it

has,

I
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and
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been recog-

this manifestation

cannot be otherwise in the case of the Super-

natural.
Because the law just referred to is a necessary law of
thought as such, if we know the reality of the Supernatural, we
know that to some degree He has manifested Himself, and been
recognized.
We cannot know that He exists and not know something of what He is.
Thus the mere question whether the Supernatural can manifest Himself implies that He has done so already
sufficiently to be apprehended
.But this raises the presumption
at once, and it is from this presumption that our inquiry should

proceed,

the presumption that this manifestation of the Super-

Him by us will keep
Other things being equal, the antecedent likelihood is that
what has been going on will continue.
c. In knowing the existence of the Supernatural we know Him
natural and the consequent recognition of
on.

whose nature

as that

we have
as the

seen,

it is

we know

ground of

the Supernatural as Infinite

all finite

being.

Now

it is

former simply as being tends to manifest

have to admit

For example, as
Being and so
not claimed that the

to manifest Himself.

itself in

that, in order to this, there

Infinite Being, a principle of

movement, an

must
act.

We

the latter.

be, in addition to
Still, Infinite

looks toward finite being, and thus toward manifestation in

Being
it,

so

may be the ground and condition of it. Again,
as we have also seen, we know the Supernatural as the First
Cause.
He is not only Infinite Being. He is also a principle of
movement He has the power to act, to create. Now we do not

far as this, that it

;

hold that the First Cause must produce an effect and so manifest

Himself

in

it.

The

First

Cause need not

be, as

we might show

He

that

could not be, one that acts necessarily. Yet, when there
nothing to the contrary, the presumption in the case of power
that

it

will

exert

and so manifest

itself.

Indeed,

is

is

ordinarily,

power of self-manifestation implies a tendency toward
it.
Once more, as we have seen, too, we know the Supernatural as the Infinite Agent of the infinite acts that the universe,
because finite, presupposes and thus itself evidences
viz., creation, preservation and government.
It must be, then, that in
the

;

these acts and so in their results the Supernatural himself

manifested.

It is as

is

really

impossible that an agent should not express

himself in his acts as that these should not involve an agent.

They

In simply knowing the

are the agent himself in exercise.

existence of the Supernatural, then,

we know Him

very nature

In the Supernatural as Infinite

it is

to manifest itself.

Being we have the necessary ground of the
tent the possibility of His manifestation in

finite

it.

as that

and to

whose

this

ex-

In the Supernatural
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as the First

Cause we have the power of self-manifestation and
tendency toward it.
In the Supernatural as the

in so far forth a

Infinite Agent of the infinite acts that the finite universe implies,
we have the actual manifestation of the Supernatural.
d. The same result may be reached, and just as conclusively,

from the standpoint of the natural and phenomenal. This is the
effect of the Supernatural.
As we have already shown, we cannot really think otherwise, and it cannot be otherwise.
See, however, what this law of cause and effect involves.
The existence
of the universe as an effect not only demands the existence of the
Supernatural as its cause; but inasmuch as a cause must express
itself more or less in its effect, it implies that the universe cannot
but be a manifestation of the Supernatural. In the natural, there-

We

must appear and must be known by

the Supernatural

fore,

could no more avoid this than

knowing the

in his work.

artist

Both the

theory of the universe.

we

This

us.

could avoid seeing and
is

true on any rational

possibility and the fact of such

must be conceded by all who
by those who believe in creation. If
then words have no meaning. Evolution of what ?
Evolu-

a manifestation of the Supernatural

much

hold to evolution as
not,

—

tion in the abstract

Absolute Reality

is

only a

;

if

cells if

he

with

for a possibility, a

is

to

a Supernatural

is

work

term descrip-

Something, an

named

is to become actuality,
Darwin demands living
development hypothesis. Huxley

the possibility

the process conceived

germ

name

There must be

tive of a process.

if

as

to operate.

his

but cannot get along without protoplasm.
Lucretius does not require this, but even he must have atoms.
dispenses

life,

Whence, however, the atom ? Science says that it is evidently
“ a manufactured article.” It, therefore, because an effect, must
be a manifestation of its cause.
Whence protoplasm with its
assumed power of generating life? Yet more, as being a more
pregnant effect, must this be a more pregnant manifestation of its
Whence life ? This is the highest and richest of all.
cause.
Must not, then, its successive evolutions be a continuous as well as
the fullest manifestation thus far considered of the First Cause and

As Prof. H. B. Smith says (Apoloyetics,
?
“
This cuts the roots of the theory that the Supernatural
p. 41),
an unis simply something in itself inscrutable, remote, isolated
for we have obtained not only the Superintelligible abstraction
so of the Supernatural

—

—

natural

itself,

as a

datum

of reason

and philosophy, but also

the

Supernatural manifested as necessary to any evolution, developThat is,
ment, progress, or construction of a universal system.”
the manifestation of the Supernatural in nature and our consequent
,

knowledge of

Him

is

as

much

a

necessity of thought and so as
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Nature canBut what does sbe show Him to be ?

seen to be His existence.

not be and not reveal Him.

This leads to an inauiry as

to,

—

In affirming this we
deny, on the one hand, the rude and antisupernaturalistic materialism of Lucretius, which would account for all things by means

The

IV".

personality of the Supernatural.

atoms and motion modern refined materialism, which for atoms
and motion would substitute physical force idealistic materialof'

;

;

Huxley and

ism, as that of Tyndall,

which

in place of matter
and force would put an inscrutable mode of being whence the}'
both come East Indian pantheism, which regards the Supernatural
as spirit abstract and undefined
materialistic pantheism, as that
Mill,

;

;

of Spinoza, whose Supernatural

pantheism,

istic

that

as

of

is

the absolute substance

Hegel,

Supernatural as thought, with logical
logical law the universe

;

and, on the other hand,

:

ideal-

the theory of the pessimistic philosophy

of Schopenhauer, that the basis and cause of

unconscious will

;

which would conceive the
law, and as developing by
the universe

is

the position of the

“ cosmic philosophy ” of Spencer and Fiske, that the Supernatural
is “ superpersonal
that is, He is infinitely higher than personal,
and so is unknown and must be unknowable. In opposition to all
these views, on the criticism of which our limits forbid us to enter,
we hold that the Supernatural is an identical, self-conscious, selfdetermining being such as we are, only infinite and absolute and
unconditioned. This we would vindicate as follows
1. The Supernatural may be personal.
This is denied by many,
notably by Spinoza and by Fichte in his earlier teaching, on the
ground that personality is necessarily relative. The essence of it,
it is said, is that it implies another outside of itself.
Hence, the
Supernatural or Absolute cannot be personal.
The very essence
of absoluteness is freedom from necessary relations of every kind.
;

:

This position, however, confounds personality with individuality.

The

mere

from other
other
things.
That is,
were
not
be
there
things.
its very existence depends on its relation to other
But
personality is not a mere relation.
As says Prof. H. B. Smith
latter is a

things.

(Introd.

being.”

to

It consists in separation

if

Christian Theology,

Its essence

sons or things

essence

relation.

It could not

is self

;

for

is,

p.

not that

were

it

“It is a point of fixed
marked off from other per-

97),
is

this so, beasts

would be persons

consciousness and self-determination

nal distinguishing of the self as object

from the

;

it is

its

:

this inter-

self as subject,

and

not any relation to other selves or things, that constitutes personality.

The

objection,

therefore,

falls.

Necessary relativity

inconsistent with the Absolute, but personality as such

17

is

is

entirely
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As

self-dependent and so altogether independent.

us

This relativity, however,

relative.

is

it

appears in

it

the result of our

is

We

are persons, not because of it, but in spite of it.
be replied that, though self-consciousness and selldetermination do not involve any external relativity, they are
determinations
that according to the Spinozan maxim, every
determination is a negation
and that on this ground, consequently, if on no other, the Supernatural or Absolute cannot be
personal.
This, however, is to confound the laws of being with
That all determination or definition limits is
those of thought.
true of mathematical quantities and of logical general uotions,
but it is not true of concrete beings. As to these, the opposite is
true.
As Harris says ( Philosophical Basis of Theism p. 291),
“ The moie determinate or specific a being is by the increase or
multiplication of its powers, the greater, and not the less or more
Indeed, being without any determinations
limited, is the being.”
and specifications becomes an abstraction. We can conceive of
it as real, and so as being rather than thought, only as we couceive
Thus do the laws of
of it as constituted in this way or in that.
thought itself themselves witness to the difference between them
and the laws of being. Hence, as we' have all along insisted that
we must do, we can be true to the necessity in the former only as
we recognize this difference. Indeed, as Lindsay puts it ( Recent
finiteness.

Nor may

it

;

;

,

Advances in Iheistic Philosophy of Reliyion,
that his infinitude

the Infinite

and

its

is

self- revelation.”

natural be personal

:

Evidently,

is

yet really

cause.

much

Whatever

be.

He must

will evince

the Supernatural

observed, of His essence that

not more

the Super-

this

be at

He

may

not be,

it

is,

as

a cause than

“

that this cause cannot but be supernatural.

first

we have

should be the First Cause.

must be such

least

For

clearly.

as this is involved in the very nature of a

certain that there

pre-

without some such determination as

at least

Three considerations

example, as

is

its self-assertion

may

therefore,

that of personality the Supernatural could not
2. As there must be a real Supernatural, so
personal.

“It

being personal

of

This self-limitation of

already parted with.

—the great renunciation—

p. 315),

power

cisely in denving the Supernatural the

it is

Now we

It is

certain

have

a

though limited experience of such a cause within ourselves,
and there alone.” We are conscious of being able to originate
action, to initiate events, even in a measure to modify the processes

real

of nature,
tion.

known

in virtue of our free-will or

That

is,

to us is

personality

is

the only finite

first

power

cause,

found to be such because of

what makes

it,

in sp;te of

of self-determina-

we may

if

its

its

so speak,

personality.

limitations,

a

Its
first
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Would

it,
then, be otherwise were all restrictions to be
Nay, could it be so ? It is of the essence of a first
cause that it should be personal.
It could not originate action
were it not self-determining. Unless, then, it continues such, it
must cease to be a first cause. And this will be true whether it
be finite and natural or infinite and supernatural.
The only difference between the two cases will be, not that in the latter it will
not be personal, but that it will be the perfection of personality.
This is so because even the transition from finite to infinite, while
it must involve the perfection of what is under consideration, canHence, unless the
not change its essence and not destroy itself.
Supernatural is to cease to be the First Cause, He nvust be at least

cause.

removed

?

a person as

we

are.

This follows just as surely from the law of “ causal resem-

The

blance.”

which

gist of this

and

be, in its nature

while

law

is

that nothing can be in the effect

not potentially in the cause

is

we can

;

or that the cause

possibilities, superior

believe that a

man

has

to its

must always
Thus

effect.

made a machine, we could
make a man. In the

not believe that any mere machine could

former case the cause would transcend the
cause would

In the latter the

effect.

below the effect, and for this reason would appear
to be and would be impossible as its cause.
Now the universe
contains the personal.
The personal or man is that in it which is
highest.
It is that toward the development of which all tends.
In short, the personal is both the crown and the goal of the world
fall

considered by

meaning

itself.

As

the evolutionists say, the personal

is

the

whole process of evolution. How, then, can the
the
First Cause of
world, the originator even of evolution itself,
be Himself less than personal ? As the inspired psalmist said,
“ He that planted the ear, shall he not hear? He that formed
the eye, shall he not see ?” so consistent thought must decide that
the source of that self-consciousness and self-determination in
which creation cunninaie.- cannot Himself be less than personal.
If He were, the law of causal resemblance, elsewhere universally
true, would break down just where, unless the world were a chaos,
it should hold most strictly.
And this is not all. The law of universal development already
referred to necessitates the same conclusion.
In the eloquent
words of Lindsay ( Recent Advances in the Theistic Philosophy of
“ Do we not see the creation struggling toward
Religion p. 329)
of the

:

,

personality, and

mounting step by step through the preliminary

stages of the vegetable and animal world, until in
attains

mind

?

to individual

Whence

personality,

this universal

and becomes

tendency of

all

man
a

it

actually

self-conscious

that lives toward

;
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be not the law of the world

and whence this law,
an impersonal one ? And if personality constitutes the preeminence of man over the inferior creation, can this preeminence be wanting in the highest Being of all ?
Can God, the most perfect Being imaginable, be devoid of personality, the most perfect form of being ?”
May it not be, however,
personality,

if it

if

the Principle of the world

it

is

;

is

replied, that the Supernatural is superpersonal

Hence,

?

it

should be observed that,
3.

The

He must

Supernatural, though

not be higher than personal.

be

This does not

at least personal, can-

mean

man

that

is

the

measure of the Supernatural. Because supernatural, the Infinite
and Absolute must always be unknown and unknowable to even
the highest mode of the natural.
Spinoza is right and cautious
when he says “ The infinite substance may have infinite modes
of these we know two, thought and extension.”
Even with respect
to the essentials of personality the Supernatural Person must be
infinitely higher than ourselves and so quite different from us.
What self-consciousness is that has absolutely no limitations, what
:

self-determination

imagine, and

is

that has absolutely no restrictions,

we never

we cannot

To the

shall be able to imagine.

natural,

which they are most akin, the SuperThe very
natural is the eternal as well as the supreme mystery.
love of Christ, for example, “ passes knowledge.”
That the Supernatural cannot be higher than personal, however,
does mean, on the one hand, that He cannot be higher in the sense

even

in the respects in

The reason

of less determinate.

being, as

we have

for this

is

already observed, highness
Indeed, absurdity

tion to determinateness.

tion of those thinkers who, as Spencer

is

that in the case of
is

directly in propor-

inherent in the posi-

and Fiske,

in postulating

that the Supernatural, though personally non-existent,

may

yet be

higher than personality, as Lindsay says (Recent Advances in the
Theistic Philosophy of Religion p. 271), “ place being plus intel,

ligence below that which has

it

not.

and who, in spite of the

evidencing power of the theistic idea, assign that which

is

selfself-

conscious and self-determining to a lower platform than that which
blindly

moves on

ends.”

to its

In a word, the Supernatural can-

not be superpersonal in the sense of impersonal, because the super,
personal in this sense

is

really the subpersonal.

Xor, on the other hand, can the Supernatural be morekleterminate than personal, and

be superpersonal.
the highest.

It is not

merely the highest

so, in this

Personality

of

is

wav

of

all

if

not in that just noticed,

possible

modes of existence

simply the highest known to us

which we can conceive

finished, perfect, ultimate.

It

it
;

;

it is

not

reveals itself as

seems to say, not only has develop-
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ment never been traced beyond me, but development ends, and
must end, with me. There may be higher and lower kinds of personality, but no other mode of being can be so high as personality.
If the ground of this assertion be demanded, the one but the sufficient answer is that

it is

an ultimate truth.

Just as in the sphere

of thought reason reveals itself as alone because ultimate, so that

we

and could not be anything
higher than reason
so in the sphere of being personality reveals
itself as alone because ultimate, so that we are sure that in being
there is not and could not be anything higher than personality.
are sure that in thought there is not
;

In self-consciousness and self-determination, that

we meet determination which
Even the

evident.

If not,

this.

Yol.

ii,

why

is

evolutionists

is,

would seem

does Fiske say

(

Thus the existence

felt
,

we have already

— the moral

sense is “the last and noblest product of evolution which

know?”

have

Outlines of Cosmic Philosophy

comes out most clearly

seen, the reality of personality

it is self-

at least to

the moral sense, in which, as

p. 324), that

in personality,

as evidently ultimate as

we can ever

of the Supernatural and His mani-

and through the universe of which He is the Creator
and Preserver and Governor are not more truly necessities of
thought and so realities than is His personality. Indeed, not to
admit this is to give the lie to our own personality, and, consequently, to all else
for, as we saw in the third paper of this
festation in

;

series, it is in

our intense consciousness of our

own

personality that

the conception of reality arises.

V. The Personal Manifestation of the Supernatural.— By this we
mean, such a manifestation as would be such a direct communication from the Supernatural as it is claimed that the Decalogue is
such supernatural works as the miracles, if they were wrought,
must have been such a supernatural act as regeneration, if it
be a real act, evidently is such a supernatural person as Christ
could not but have been, if He was, as He said, “ the Son of
;

;

;

The

God.”

characteristic of these manifestations of the Super-

more truly personal than is His manifesHimself in and through the universe. No matter how
many instruments a person may use, his action is always personal.
No matter how numerous may be the media in and through which
he reveals himself, his revelation is always personal. In the cases
under consideration, however, no instruments are employed,' no
media intervene. God Himself spake the words of the Decalogue
God with His own arm, as it were, wrought the miracles God by
His own power alone quickens into newness of life the soul “ dead
in trespasses and sins;” Christ is “ the image of the invisible
God,” He reveals Him by Himself becoming “God manifest in the
natural

is

not that they are

tation of

;

;
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Such supernatural acts as these, then, are not simply truly
they are only personal
indeed, they are conspicuously
supernatural just because they are only personal
though they
occur in nature, and though they need not and should not be conceived as violating or even as suspending any law of nature, they
are so evidently not of nature, they are so manifestly due to wisdom and power independent of it and superior to it, that they must
proceed from the Supernatural Person.
If they took place, the}’
cannot but be interventions of His in the ordinary course of nature.
Did they, then, take place ? This is the question of questions to
the Christian.
If they did not, Christianity is a lie.
Its most
positive and characteristic claim is that it is based on the personal

flesh."

personal

:

;

;

intervention of the Supernatural in the history of the race, in the

development
1.

The

of the universe.

denials of the possibility of such intervention

They

reduced to one.

all

may

be

take their stand, whether positivistic or

and
been
they do not always hold that what has
is Avhat will be, they do at least hold this to be true to this extent,
that the order and method of the new will be the same with that of
the old in that every thing will still be accomplished through the
forces of nature
there will not be as there could not be the personal intervention of the Supernatural.
This theory, however,
prevalent though it is, is exposed to the following objections
It is at least au open question whether
a. It begs the question.
the course of nature has been uniform.
There is the best of
testimony that it has not been. It is hard to see how the testimony to the resurrection of Christ, for example, can be set aside
and all testimony not be invalidated.
b. It begs a question to beg which is for these theorists suicidal.
As has just been implied, in doing so they knock the ground
transcendental, on the position that the course of nature

must be uniform.

is

If

;

:

from under their own feet. Whether the course of nature has
been or has not been violated can be known only by testimony
there is and can be but negative testimony, that is the absence of
testimonv, that it has not been there is the most positive and
To decide, therefore, that it has
best testimony that it has been.
the
testimony,
and this is to invalinot been is to decide against
;

;

date the one possible ground of judgment.

It is like appealing to

reason to disprove reason.
c. Nor may it be replied that the very point at issue is whether
any testimony can extend to the Supernatural. If this be the
fact, it does follow that we do not know that there have been
supernatural interventions in the course of nature, but it follows
just as surely that we do not know that there have not been any.

.
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possibility of the personal manifestation of tbe Supernatural

is left

where

just

was

it

Nor does the

d.

before.

objector gain anything,

if

we concede

that the

Were

this so,

uniformity of nature never has been interrupted.

we might not

infer that

never could be.

it

Induction from indi-

vidual facts, however numerous or well attested, cannot give neces-

That things have been so and

sary truth.

they will so continue.
which,

facts

so does not prove that

always possible that there are other
considered, would show the possibility, if not the

if

It is

certainty, of change.

This will appear more clearly

e.

the uniformity of nature

name

mode

of a

they are

it

;

causes,

when we remember
not a principle

It does not state

of action.

is

just

what

only the

is

things are as

how

the only principle, the only ultimate truth, the

What

is

there in this to hinder

the personal manifestation of the Supernatural

All that

course of nature.

it

secures

is

no new cause be introduced.

There

?

in the principle to forbid the introduction of a

if

why

it

It

only immutable law, in the case.

form,

:

it is assumed
amounts to no more than this, that the
acting under the same conditions, produce the same

This

results.

is

states only hov: they are, or rather

that they have been.

same

It

is.

is

nothing

new cause

in the

that nature shall be uni-

So

far as the so-called prin-

ciple of the uniformity of nature is concerned, the Supernatural

may come
festation

in at

any point, and when

does His personal mani-

must ensue.

The modern

f.

He

doctrine of the conservation and the correlation

of energy, so far

from opposing, tends to confirm

this

position.

Indeed, this doctrine implies the constant manifestation in nature

The sum

of the Supernatural Himself.

of force in the universe

can continue the same only because the Infinite and Absolute Force
is “ ever reinforcing finite waste, change and decay.”
As Herschel has said vid Smith’s Apologetics p. 43). “ vital force ” does
(

pass away.

ments appear
soul

?

Thus

,

When,

for

example, a beast

iu other forms,
vital

force, at

dies,

his chemical ele-

but what becomes of his

least,

would run

out, if

life,

his

the Super-

natural did not manifest Himself in supplying

it.
In a word, the
very uniformity of nature depends on the coming of the Super-

natural into nature.
far,

then, from

It has

been planned with reference to

personal manifestation of the Supernatural in nature,

seem

it.

So

the objection under consideration disproving the

to suggest, yes,

demand, the proof

of its possibility

would
and even
it

probability.
2.

The following mere

our limits will permit
a.

The

outline of this proof

is

the utmost that

:

abstract possibility of supernatural interventions in the
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The

course of nature cannot be rationally denied.

fact is that the

most consistent skeptics and agnostics have not denied it. Eousseau did not. J. S. Mill was ready to admit the supernatural, if
Matthew Arnold, though he held that with
it could be found.
the progress of science all miracles would be explained away, did
not regard them inconceivable.
Even Hume, though he was the
author of the famous objection that no amount of testimony can
prove a miracle, again and again allows its abstract possibility
(irid. Essays, ii, pp. 181, 182, Edin ed., 1788).
In a word, if the
bare existence of the Supernatural be admitted, His intervention in
nature must be possible a priori.
b. This possibility becomes much clearer in view of the fact that
the Supernatural, as we have already shown, is a person and is
This granted, no objecconstantly acting in and through nature.
tion can be raised to strictly personal action on His part.
As
Mozley says {On Miracles, p. 84), “ The primary difficulty of philIf action is conosophy relating to Deity is action at all
ceded at all, there is no difficulty about miraculous action.” A
being

who

It is

c.

can use tools can certainly work with his own hand.

probable that the Supernatural will choose to do

follows from the fact that

He

is

This

so.

It is the nature of a

a person.

person, not only to manifest himself in action, but also in strictly

personal action.
us to hold

W

own case.
with others by proxy

e see this in our

intercourse

It does not satisfy

We

alone.

must

speak to them ourselves face to face. It does not develop us to do
nothing but tend a machine. There must be some room for handiHence, it is
craft or production will be at the cost of manhood.
onlv to be expected, that the Supernatural Person would express
Himself in a purely personal way: that He would speak to us; that
He would act directly on us that He would do something with His
;

own hand
self

alone in the course of nature; that

come and dwell among

men.
kind,

Were the
we could

natural Person.

us, at least for

He would

a time, as a

even Him-

man

with

Supernatural Person not to do something of this
scarcely conceive of

So

far as

we know,

Him

as being the Super-

a person can hardly be a

person and not will to act thus.
d.

We

are not, however, left to inferences like the above, trust-

worthy though these could be shown

to be.

We

know

that the

Supernatural Person has acted in a purely personal manner.

All

whether of the heavens or of the earth, of the earth
Get rid of all
or of man, must have begun with such an act.
miracles, if you please admit only the uniform sequence of natural
phenomena, if you will and the great miracle of creation remains
and
on any rational theory of the universe, evolutionary or not
It must have taken place
creation is an absolutely personal act.
historic time,

;

:

:

;
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the uniformity of nature, if nothing else,

that

:

and

it

the demonstration of

is

could have taken place only by the immediate and

so personal action of the Supernatural

for before

;

there was nothing in which and through which

Whether,

is

person renders

His very nature as a
and the fact that He must

for us candidly to inquire.

probable that

it

have done so once,

The

could act.

therefore, the Supernatural has so acted again or does

so act to-day

e.

the creation

He

i.

e.,

He

will

;

at the creation, increases this probability.

progressive development of religion

inexplicable unless

is

the Supernatural does continue so to manifest Himself.

Religion,

higher forms, presupposes, not o*nly the possieven the probability, but the fact of such personal manifestations of the Supernatural.
It believes in communion with

at least in all its

bility or

Himself. Were the reality of that to be disproved, its life
would be destroyed. If God did not make Himself known to
those who are in sympathy with Him save as the “ heavens declare
His glory and the firmament shovveth His handiwork,” if H e
could not Himself dwell in us “as a principle of a new and a
divine life; ” the power of such religion as tends to persist as man
develops would be gone. Can it be, then, that such personal

God

manifestation of the Supernatural
religion

is

is

only the most solemn of

all

not real

Can

?

delusions

?

it

be that

If so, there is

no mystery so great as that of its persistence. Nothing has been
able to overthrow it, yet it itself rests ou nothing.
/. Nor may it be replied that were the Supernatural thus to
manifest Himself in nature, such manifestation could not be recognized

by

us.

This overlooks the fact that it is the manifestation
is under consideration.
Now person-

of a person to a person that
ality is

known

be a moral

by personality, and more especially if there
between the persons. You do not need to see

directly

affinity

every beast to be sure that a

and cannot help
self.

feeling, a

You know

directly

man

is

not a beast.

You feel

at once,

unique kinship between him and your-

what he

is.

And somewhat

necessary that you should have surveyed

all

so, it is

not

nature in order to

You feel immedibetween Him and yourself, and also
the infinite difference.
Because He is a person, you recognize at
once His personality and the supernaturalness of His personality.
You know directly what He is, if not all that He is. Of course,
this will depend greatly on the moral affinity between you and
Him. A bad man may become insensible to the supematuralness
of the Supernatural, but he becomes at the same time unconscious
of the personality of the Supernatural.
Both go together and
the former reveals, and cannot but reveal unmistakably, the latter.
Hence, truly to know the manhood of Christ is to feel Him to
recognize the Supernatural as supernatural.
ately both the unique kinship

;

—
;
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be “ the Son of God.”

In a word, as persons we are too much
and too conscious of our superiority
to all else than ourselves in nature not to recognize at once His
infinite superiority.
In the unique light of the kinship between
us and Him we cannot but see His supernaturalness.
Thus in
every respect is the reality also of the personal manifestation of
like the Supernatural Person

the Supernatural a real necessity of thought.
VT.

This concludes our discussion of the “ Metaphysics of

Christian Apologetics.”

It has necessarily

been brief and

at

many

The supreme as well as the general importance
of the subject has, however, we venture to hope, been vindicated
and this is something. “It is well,” says Lindsay ( Recent Adpoints superficial.

;

P hilosophy

“ to remind
ourselves that, when we think we have done with metaphysics,
we are whether we understand it or not done with Deity.”
vances in the Theistic

of Religion

—

—

The

p. 221),

,

metaphysical basis of Christianity has, it is
believed, been evinced
it is so involved in consistent thought
reality, too, of the

;

that to deny
it

means

to stultify reason

it is

at least that

considering or deny that there

whether there

and

:

we must admit
is

this

means

a great deal

we have been
that we know

the truths that

and also

truth

being.

is

Beyond this point we have not gone and are not called on to go.
yet we may not close without directing attention to the self-

And

evident implication

This basis reveals
tianity,

but as

of the

itself

itself

complete and even

metaphysical

basis

Christianity-

of

not only as true and adequate for Chris-

demanding Christianity
intelligible.

but for the God of Christianity

if

is

it

Individual reality

who upholds

all

to

become

— could

it

be

things by His

—

power ? Duality where do we look for the eternal reality of both
mind and matter save in “ the new heavens and the new earth

—

wherein dwelleth righteousness?” Personality in whom could
rest except in a being who was both personal and supernatural,
Morality
the everlasting God and vet our Father and our Friend ?

it

— could there

be an objective and immutable law, if it were not
grounded on the nature of Him of whose essence it is that He is
“ righteous in all His ways?” Immortality would it not become
intolerable if it did not depend on Him whose “ favor is life and

—

whose loving kindness

how can He

is

better than

life

?”

The Supernatural

manifest the higher glory of His personality but in

the plan of salvation?

Tims from

tianity not only appears possible.

its

metaphysical basis Chris-

demanded. It
It becomes
of the fundamental truths

It is evidently

ceases itself to call for justification and explanation.

the explanation and so the justification
of reason.

It is the

Princeton N.

I.

reason of reason.

Wl. BRENTON

GREENE, Jr.

:

IV.

HERBERT SPENCER— “OUR GREAT PHILOSOPHER ” — VERSUS THE KNOWN GOD.
FORMER

paper was given to the discussion of “ The Printhe present is to be devoted
Unknowable
“
The Principles of the Knowable.”
to the consideration of
Having completed his discussion of the Unknowable, Mr.
ciples of the

Spencer proceeds to treat of the Knowable.
properly with a definition of philosophy

lie starts out very

:

“ Having repudiated as impossible the Philosophy which professes to formulate
Being as distinguished from Appearance, it becomes needful to say what Philosophy truly is not simply to specify its limits, but to specify its character within
those limits” (F. P., p. 127).
“ It is the final product of that process which begins with a mere colligation of

—

crude observations, goes on establishing propositions that are broader and more
separated from particular cases, and ends in universal propositions.
the definition to

its

un-unified knowledge
completely -unified

The

Or to bring
knowledge of the lowest kind is
partially -unified knowledge
Philosophy is

simplest and clearest form
Science

;

knowledge”

is

:

;

(

F

.

P., p. 134).

task which the Philosopher sets

later, as follows

before

himself

is

stated

:

“ To formulate the whole series of changes passed through by every existence in
passage from the imperceptible to the perceptible and again from the percepti-

its

ble to the imperceptible”

In

still

set before

task before us, then,

synthetic order.

shown

F

.

P., p. oil).

another passage he expresses his conception of the work

which he has
“The

(

himself
is

that of exhibiting the

that the course of transformation

be that which

phenomena

of Evolution in

Setting out from an established ultimate principle,

we have

seen

it to

among

all

kinds

of existences

it

has to be

cannot but

be.”

In setting about the accomplishment of this task, Mr. Spencer

by means of which he proposes to effect the unification of knowledge and the explanation of
the universe, and then proceeds to apply them in outlining the
scheme of Universal Philosophy.

unfolds

certain so-called principles

In preparing for a criticism of the Philosophy
sary to consider,

Mr. Spencer’s
1.

The

first,

the

Working

Postulates

Working

it

will be neces-

Principles of the Philosophy.

Principles include

:

— treated as the “ Data of

Philosophy ”

— and
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the Essential Elements that are to furnish, so to speak, the raw
material of his system.
2. The Axioms or Laics under which or in accordance with
which the material is to be wrought into the universal system.
These embrace the indestructibility of matter, the continuity of
motion, the persistence of force, and the transformation and equivalence of forces physical and chemical, vital and mental, moral
and spiritual with various so-called corollaries.
3. The Principle as Cause by means of which the whole process
is to take place and to be explained, i. e., Evolution, or, more
strictly, Evolution and Dissolution.
1. The Data of Philosophy consist of the fundamental Postuand the Essential Elements required by the system are
lates
matter and motion with space and time.
(1) Philosophy as thought is impossible without some Postu;

;

lates as the starting-point

“Hence

Philosophy, compelled to

out which thought

with

all

:

is

make

those fundamental assumptions with-

impossible, has to justify

other dicta of consciousness ”

(

F

P„

.

them by showing

Mr. Spencer summarizes his assumptions as follows
“ In brief, our postulates are
able likenesses and differences

their congruity

p. 139).

an Unknowable Power
among the manifestations
:

:

:

the existence of knowof that

Power

;

and a

resulting segregation of the manifestations into those of subject and object ” (F. P.,
p. 157).

A. more utterly fallacious and misleading chapter than that on
“ The Data of Philosophy” was never written by English pen.
It is an attempt to conceal the fundamental errors of his philosophy
under the guise of apparent truth a kind of Trojan-horse scheme
by which to introduce his battalion of “ pseud-ideas ” within the
;

gates of the citadel of philosophic truth.

—

—

First Pseud-idea
that of Mansell.
There is posited, first, the
existence of an “ Unknowable Power.” It has already been seen

that this

is

an assumption which Mr. Spencer has persisted

foisting into his system, in spite of the fact that his

own

in

logic

Moreover Mill has
it “ unthinkable,” and therefore false.
”
well said that this whole discussion of an “ Unknowable Power

renders

manifests “ a prodigious amount of knowledge of the

Unknow-

The very definition that speaks of it as utterly “ unknown
able.”
and inscrutable ” is full of affirmations of knowledge concerning
that
it
it is “ this deepest, widest and most certain of all facts
the Power which the universe manifests to us is utterly inscruBy this statement it is the most certain of all facts that
table.”
it exists.
It is a being the fundamental reality, and not a mere
It is
attribute of something else. It is one Power, and not many.

—

—

,

;
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manifests

it

to us,

manifested to us cannot be entirely unknown.

distinct from the universe

,

which

is

its

Unknow-

the stopping-point of Mr. Spencer’s knowledge of the

may

able depends upon what

It is

Manifestly

manifestation.

not be inaptly styled “ the power of

contrary choice.”

Second Pseud-idea

— that of Positivism. — This

is

the division of

Unknowable and its
unknown being and known phenomena.
Everything but phenomena is excluded from human knowledge.
all

things into the two categories of the

manifestations,

i.

e.,

11

Mr. Spencer has

into

repudiated as impossible the philosophy which

proposes to formulate Being as distinguished from Appearance.”

God and the human mind, First Cause and all other causes, are
swept away by this doctrine of Nescience.
Third Pseud-idea that of Sensationalism.— The entire field of

—

so-called

knowledge

is

confined to experience, or sensations, result-

ing from manifestations of the Unknowable.

been seen,

is

the

lie of

Sensationalism

—an

Sensation

of the plain affirmations of consciousness.

edge

at all.

It

This, as has already

absolute contradiction
is

not knowl-

may accompany knowledge and become

an object

knowledge
but knowledge is something else. When one
looks upon an orange, there may be felt the sensations arising from
the color, etc., but the knowledge of the orange is of something
entirely different from our experiences and outside of them.
Fourth Pseud-idea that of Spencer.
These experiences are
fundamentally divided into two incongruous categories, the vivid
manifestations and the faint.
The former manifestations occur
under the conditions called those of perception the latter under
the conditions known as those of reflection or memory, or imagination, or ideation.
The two constitute the common distinction of
object and subject, not-self and self.
It need only be remarked, that
these experiences
whether known by what Mr. Spencer considers
the dangerous names of impressions and ideas or under his harmless terminology of vivid and faint manifestations
are neither
not-self nor self.
They may be experiences which the self or
of

;

—

—

,

—

,

—

has of external material or internal psychical objects but
they are never the subject, which can only be the self-acting,
thinking self.

subject

The

;

postulates of Mr. Spencer are thus seen to contain all the'

basal errors of agnosticism, positivism, sensationalism and Spencer-

ism.

Not one

common

of them all can be granted.
Neither science nor
sense can be allowed “ from moment to moment ” to

assume them.
In closing his chapter on the Data of Philosophy, the philoso-
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pher prepares the way for

tlie

introduction of the essential ele-

ments, the raw material, of which his philosophic structure

be

is

to

by the new philosophy,

as

built.

The

(2)

Essential Elements required

stated at this point, are matter and motion, force and space and

Says our philosopher

time.

:

“In the chapter on ‘Ultimate Scientific Ideas/ it was shown that we know
nothing of these forms considered in themselves. As, nevertheless, we must continue to use the words signifying them, it is needful to say what interpretations
”

are to be put on these words

(

F

.

P., p. 157).

His readers will recollect that space, time, matter, motion and
were then summarily ejected from the front door of the tem-

force

knowledge

ple of

the system

now

as

interlopers, pseud-ideas

the exigencies of

:

require that they should be brought in at the back

whole stock

door, as constituting the

in trade of material

;

for

what

could the Philosophy of Evolution do without matter set in motion

—

by force in space and time ? These conceptions all of which
were shown to be unreal, there being nothing in the universe but
appearences and experiences, as manifestations of the Unknowable

— are now — by a

somersault in the signification of the word real

shown

to be realities.

reality

we mean

On

persistence in consciousness ”

(

F.

reality ?

P.

,

“ Reality then, as

think

before me. what

me,

my

mv

friend,

is

When I

the reality

think there

I

But

friend.

but

this

whether that which we perceive he the
wrought on us by the Unknowable ” (p. 161).

to us

Realism,

Transfigured

:

being nothing more than persistence in conscious-

effect invariably

topsy-turvy Realism.
again, and

it,

must be the same

Unknowable, or an
is

we

,

“ By

p. 1(30).

the basis of this definition everything becomes easy

ness, the result

This

For what do we mean by

is

or

Realism

by somersault,

or

think I look upon a friend standing

He passes out of sight and returns
man of flesh and blood before
reality of which I am certain is not

?

a real

no, the

“ persistent

consciousness ’’-so-called

by

only by misusing “consciousness” for “perception,”
and affirming of the transient perceptions that they are persistent.
“Our great philosopher ” appears in the role of the dog of the

Spencer,

dropped the bone into the water that he might clutch
and so lost the reality.
unknowable
shadows of space and time, matter, motion
So these
and force, since they “ persist in consciousness,” are just as much

fable, that

at its reflection below,

realities as if

clodhopper.

we looked upon them with the eyes of the common
They are thus all reinstated again in good philosophic

society.

As

matter

is

the

main

factor in

this system,

consider his view of the nature of matter

it

is

— as under

necessary to
his general

.
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plays a most important

be necessary to consider

Mr. Spencer’s use of that term.

The Notion of Matter. — The true and natural philosophy
common sense in affirming that we are real persons,

agrees with

living in the midst of a real,

outward and material world.

That,

in accordance with this doctrine of Natural Realism, matter is real

and knowable,

On

Physics.

forms the only solid basis for the science of
on most others, Mr. Spencer is an

this subject, as

easy believer in

the contradictories.

all

It

may be

said of him, as

has been said of Mill, that he has scarcely expressed an opinion

which he has not himself somewhere furnished the material for
refuting.
Witness his contradictory utterances regarding “ matter

”
:

—

‘‘Hence our firm belief in objective reality a belief which metaphysical critimoment shake ” (
P., p. 93).
“ The Noumenon, everywhere named as the antithesis of the Phenomenon, is
throughout necessarily thought of as an actuality. It is impossible to conceive
that our knowledge is of appearances only, without conceiving a reality of which
they are appearances, for appearance without reality is unthinkable ” (F. P., p. 88)
“ It is impossible to get rid of the consciousness of an actuality lying behind
appearances, and hence our indestructible belief iu that actuality ” (F. P., p. 97

F

cisms cannot for a

.

)

There could apparently be no stronger statements of the doctrine
Natural Realism. But the contradictory statements are everywhere equally emphatic

of

:

“ Our conception of Matter, reduced to

its

simplest shape,

that of coexistent

is

positions that oiler resistance” (F. P., p. 166).

‘‘Matter in

ultimate nature

its

is

absolutely incomprehensible.

we may, we have nothing butaclioiceof opposite

suppositions

Form what

absurdities ” (F. P.,

54).

p.

“ Analysis leads

to

the conclusion that things in themselves cannot be

and that the knowledge

us,

of

them, were

it

possible,

known

would be useless”

(

F.

to
P.,

P- 86).
‘*

By

it, is

reality

we mean

This

Mr. Spencer’s

is

He

of idealism.”
lar

persistence in consciousness

Reality, as

we think

nothing more than this persistence” (F. P., pp. 160, 161).

The

sense.

New

Realism, his cure for the “ inanities

does not use the term “ reality

“ popular

realities,”

the

real

’

in the popu-

material

things

actually existent and constituting the external material world, are

by consciousnesses, mental phantasms, mere shadows of
and then these shadows are boldly affirmed to be

replaced

the substances

;

the true and only realities.

By
tion

reduced to “ permanent possibilities of sensaby Spencer, to the synonymous “ persistence in conscious-

Mill,

”
;

ness.”

matter

The

sufficient,

is

absurdities

of

were there nothing

this

so-called

else, to

philosophy would be

demonstrate

its falsity.

Mat-

—
T1IE
ter is not
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“ mere appearances,” nor “

possibilities of

sensation,”

We

nor “ persistence in consciousness.”
know matter, not inferentially and in the abstract, but immediately and in the concrete

matter as existing in material objects having externality, extension
and tbe other qualities. Appearances or phenomena may accom-

pany the knowledge,
they are

not the

Appearances

may

know more

of

tial

As

also sensation or consciousness

;

but

substance which we call matter.
be manifestations of matter, and may help us to

matter

No

;

succession

the

but they are not themselves the substan-

;

complex

or

Like

material reality.
partial only

may

Sensation and consciousness are states of the mind

reality.

only.

as

reality,

all

but partial knowledge

a basis for this

new

of

them can

other knowledge,
is

constitute the

that of

matter

is

not absolute ignorance.

so-called realism there

is

thus readily

seen to be nothing but speculation, assumption and assertion.

Mr.
Spencer attributes the same kind of reality to motion and force as
to matter.

—

The Notion of Consciousness. But what
mean by consciousness, which thus becomes the
Science?

After ruling

it

does Mr. Spencer

basis of Physical
out of the region of thought as “ un

remarkable fact that he here brings it in as his
main instrument in dealing with the “ Knowable.”
The word is used generally to signify, not a mental power or
activity which “ aggregates” the mental modifications, but as a
generic name for “ the feelings or mental acts or impressions
thinkable,”

it is

a

Denying mind, or making it unknowable, and inmodes of consciousness,” our philosopher makes the soul (if there be any such thing) its own prison.
One’s so-called body and material bodies in general are reduced to
But while
“ persistence in the modifications of consciousness.”
denying the mental power back of the modification, he con-

themselves.”

cluding everything under

veniently uses consciousness in either sense, as best suits his pur-

poses or his muddled thought.

be seen that this whole view of consciousness is that
entirely untenable one which wrecked the thinking of both HamConsciousness is,
ilton and Mill in this department of knowledge.
It will

properly speaking, the power which the rational soul has of know-

ing itself as the subject of

The product

its

of consciousness

own
is

modifications, or acts and states.

the knowledge of the soul itself

and of its acts and states. It is not its province to give the
knowledge of the body nor of the material world. This comes
through the power of external perception or sense-perception.
Consciousness, indeed, always accompanies sense-perception, but it
is no more sense-perception than the man’s shadow is the man.
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garding the “ totality of
“ The totality of

my mind

my

my

in various senses.

consciousness,” he says

consciousness

is
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:

divisible into a faint aggregate

which

I call

a special part of the vivid aggregate cohering with this in various
ways, which I call my body and the rest of the vivid aggregate which has no
;

;

such coherence with the faint aggregate.

which

This special part of the vivid aggregate,

my

body, proves to be a part through which the rest of the vivid
aggregate makes changes in the faint, and through which the faint works certain
I call

changes in the vivid.”*

“Consciousness” is’ here used in the Ilamiltonian sense, as a
“ generic term for every mental modification whatever.” It is
here intended to include our knowledge of the ideas in the mind,
of our own body with its sense-organism, and of external, material
objects.

The confused

conception, with which the philosopher begins, he

more confused by describing the content of consciousness in that language of indefiniteness of which
he has shown himself the great English master; and by making
distinctions between “vivid” and “faint” aggregates of conscious states, that have no foundation in fact.
He describes the “ body ” and “ material objects ” as being
thus proceeds to render

still

But
“vivid aggregates” of feelings or mental modifications.
though they may be the occasion of such “ aggregates,” provided
there be

first

a rational

such mental modification

is

One might

material object.

mental modification
neither man’s body nor any outside

soul, susceptible of

as

well

call

;

his

“appetite” his

“ breakfast.” His description of “ mind ” as made up of “ faint
aggregates ” of something, or of the “ cohesions ” between something, is equally absurd.
Mind is the power that apprehends the
“ cohesions,” or relations, between its own modifications, or
between dtself and the body, or between itself and external objects.
It is not a “ faint aggregate,” nor any other kind of
“ aggregate ”
whatever that may mean but the power that does

—

—

'

the “

aggregating

.'1 1

Mr. Spencer’s distinction of “ vivid ” and “ faint aggregates
doubtless meant to correspond with Locke’s “ ideas of sense
and “ ideas of imagination,” or with Hume’s “ impressions ” and
“ ideas,” and is made to avoid the danger that would threaten his
is

theory from the use of those terms.
one of degree merely, does not hold.

distinction, even as
“ Ideas of sense ” may, as

But the

every one knows, be less vivid than “ ideas of imagination.”
“ Matter” is merely the “ persistence ” of certain vivid modifi-

How, then, does it fare with matter ?
under his umbrella upon the seashore on a bright,

cations of consciousness.

Mr. Spencer

sits

* Principles of Psychology, Vol.

IS

ii,

p. 462.
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and watches the changing scene. “ He sees in broad
the
vivid states—sounds from the breakers, the wind,
procession

sunny

da}',

the vehicles behind

waves,
so,

—-move on

etc.

him

;

changing patches of color from the

abreast unceasing and unbroken.”

but he “ makes the set of visual

umbrella,

move

states,

Not only
which he knows as his

knows as the
the so-called “ persistence ” of his so-

across the set of visual states he

And

shingle and the sea.”

“consciousness” is matter or all we know of matter.
Umbrella, shingle and sea are reduced to “ visual states.”
But in fact this so-called “ persistence ” in consciousness is not

called

,

persistence at all.

The

modifications of consciousness are always
and thus the not-self, the “object,” of Mr.
including the body and material objects in general is

fleeting, transient;

Spencer
left,

—

as a result

—

of this theory of consciousness, in

the limbo of

fleeting states.

But the view of the subject would be incomplete without the
consideration of the errors that arise from different uses of “ consciousness ” in different connections.

sense of consciousness

many

In the broad Hamiltonian

elements are included, to any one of

which the name may be applied.
There is, first, the impression made by some object upon some
organ of sense. This is purely objective and physical, being
neither feeling nor knowledge, and not more like either feeling or
knowledge than would be a similar impression made by a blow
upon a rock.
The impression upon the organ of sense may, in the second
place, occasion neural tremors

,

but these too are purely physical

and have neither feeling nor knowledge in them.
There is, thirdly, sensation or feeling, subsequent to such impression and neural tremors. This has nothing of knowledge in it,
except knowledge of pleasure or pain in the sensation.
There is, fourthly, perception that an impression has been made,
or of the object making the impression which occasions the sensaThis gives real knowledge of material objects, i. e., of the
tion.
sense-organism as affected and of the external object affecting it.
,

There is, fifthly, consciousness in the proper sense, as giving the
knowledge of the thinking soul in its acts of perceiving or thinking.

There is, sixthly and finally, that false sense, just criticised, in
which consciousness is used for the totality of mind.
Now the great advantage which the philosopher gains by
making his “ totality of consciousness” cover everything is, that
he can shuffle together all these senses of the word and his more
It becomes
o-eneral sense, and take out any meaning he chooses.

:
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material blow upon the organs of sense becomes

an impression the impression changes place with the neural tremors these pass over into sensations
the sensations are deftly
transformed into perceptions
these are taken up into consciousness
and all are gradually “ aggregated” and “ differentiated”
and
as “ vivid ” and “ faint ” until the ego and non-ego emerge
on the basis of these appear at last all the higher powers of
understanding and reason and so the verbal ladder on which the
;

;

;

;

;

;

—

philosopher mounts from matter to mind
student

is

aware, his guide has reached

is

its

reared, and, before the

summit.

It is the old

juggling with words.
It is

thus

made

”
manifest that our philosopher’s so-called “ data

made up of assumptions and assertions, none of which can be
The essential elements, the materials, of his system,

are

granted.

utterly fail to stand the test of rational criticism.

from being ultimate principles that the fact

is

So

far are they

that they are in no

intelligible sense truths.

The Axioms

2.

or

Laws

System,

of the

which or under which the material

is

to

in

accordance with

be wrought into the

versal system, include the indestructibility of matter;

uity of motion

;

the persistence of force

equivalence of forces physical

;

uni-

the contin-

the transformation and

and chemical,

vital

and mental,

moral and spiritual with various so-called corollaries. So far are
these from being axioms or principles, that the truth is that most
;

of

them are not even inductive generalizations.
the indestructibility
(1) Take the first axiom

—

of matter.

Mr.

Spencer’s assertion

By

this

is that matter is indestructible.
he means, not the fact, admitted generally, that

“

mate-

by weight, is never known to perish when its
form is changed and some visible object disappears;” but that
matter is self-existent and eternal by a necessity of human

rial

substance, tested

thought.
“

He

says, applying his philosophic test

The annihilation of Matter is unthinkable for the same reason that the creation
and its indestructibility is thus an a priori cognition of

of Matter is unthinkable,

the highest order.”

The simple and
that, as a

sufficient

matter of

fact,

answer

is

that his test

is

worthless

;

neither the creation nor the annihilation

is unthinkable
since both have been common subjects
thought in all ages.
Moreover, matter has been declared to be
merely “ persistence in consciousness,” and is therefore anything
but perdurable. Burn up Mr. Spencer’s “ umbrella,” and the set

of matter

;

of

of “ visual sensations,”
able, cease forever.

which constitute its matter so far as knowLet night come down upon the “ shingle ” and
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the “ sea,” and the set of visual sensations called the shingle and

away forever. The destruction of the only
matter of which Spencer permits us to gain any knowledge is a
thing of constant occurrence.

the sea have passed

Or taking
tion

his affirmation as the conclusion of a so-called induc-

from experience,

ment

it is

found to he wanting in the essential

of an inductive generalization.

On

lacy.

clusion

is

It is a

common

ele-

scientific fal-

the basis of a very narrow observation, the universal con-

reached that

all

matter

indestructible.

is

But though

matter should be shown never to have been destroyed in the entire

range of observation of Mr. Spencer,
the whole

human

indestructible.

or of all his friends, or of

race even, that w'ould be no proof that matter

It

would be necessary

to

show

thing in the nature of matter that renders
cause always insuring

its

it

continued existence.

that there

is

indestructible,

But there

is

is

some-

some

not the

slightest evidence of any such thing.
And yet Mr. Spencer knows
enough of the “Inscrutable Power” to know that it cannot
destroy the equally inscrutable matter, and enough about the

inscrutable matter to affirm that

it is

a self-evident truth that

it is

and that the Bacons and Xewtons and the rest of
mankind who have believed otherwise are idiots
Mr.
(2) Or take the second axiom— the continuity of motion.
Spencer says
indestructible,

!

:

“ The indestructibility of Motion

is

not only to be inductively inferred, but

is

a

necessity of thought, its destructibility having never been truly conceived at all,

now, a mere verbal proposition that cannot be
.Whether the Absolute Keality which
produces in us the consciousness we call Motion be or be not an eternal mode of
But that the relative reality we
the Unknowable, it is impossible for us to say.

but having always been, as
realized in consciousness, a

call

it

is

pseud-idea.

Motion never can come into existence, or cease

to exist, is a truth involved in

the very nature of our consciousness.”

As

matter of fact there is not the slightest difficulty in conceiving of the beginning and cessation of motion. Both the
common people and the scientists are constantly conceiving both.
a

Moreover the
ation

of

false

assumption

the distinctions of

is

easily

the

made

latest

patent

science.

by

a consider-

Prof.

Balfour

Stewart distinguishes between energy in actual motion (Kinetic

Energy) and energy in a state of rest, or potentiality, or equilibBy the principle of conservation ot
rium (Potential Energy).
energy, “ the sum of the Potential and the Kinetic Energies always
remains precisely the same ” in the universe. The sum-total ol
energv remains constant. The sum-total of energy of position is
not constant, nor is the sum-total of the energy of actual motion.
Mr. Spencer has apparently confounded this “conservation ot
energy” with the “conservation of motion” and the constancy
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“locked up” motion is
Besides, he has not taken into
cessation from motion, i. e., rest.
account the cases of pure retardation and acceleration of motion,
which prove the variability of the quantity of motion. If the
universe ever reaches a condition in which all the energy becomes
potential or “locked up.” all motion will then have ceased.
There is therefore absolutely no foundation for the assumption of
of

ibs

fie has forgotten that

quantity,

the continuity of motion.
(3) Or take the third axiom

Spencer considers

this the

— that

Mr.

of persistence of force.

He

mainstay of his philosophy.

says

:

“ The Persistence of Force is an ultimate truth, of which no inductive proof is
possible
Deeper than demonstration, deeper than even definite cognition,
deep as the very nature of Mind, is the postulate at which we have arrived. Its
authority transcends all other whatever for not only is it given in the constitu;

tion of our

own

consciousness, but

constituted as not to give
(F.

R,

it.

The

it is

impossible to conceive a consciousness so

sole truth is thus the Persistence of

Force”

p. 191).

What, then, is the meaning of this ultimate of all ultimates ?
In what sense or senses does he use it ? Are his claims well
founded? He tells us what he means fundamentally, “ the persistence of some power which transcends our knowledge and con“ That which persists is the unknown cause of these
ception.”
“

manifestations.”

In other words, the assertion

is

another

mode

of asserting an unconditioned Reality without beginning or end.”

“The
truth

truth

that

that the

sciousness

Force

unknown

indestructible

is

“

indestructible.”

is

is

the obverse of the

cause of the changes going on in con-

We

are compelled to admit that

we
Hence the Force of which we assert persistence is
that absolute force of which we are indefinitely conscious as the
Force, as

know

it

it.”

exists out of our consciousness, is not Force as

“

necessary correlate of the Force

we know ”

(F. P., p. 189).

perceptions (from which science infers that Matter

amount

simpl}'' to this,

is

“ The

indestructible)

that the force which a given quantity of

matter exercises remains always the same.”
Mr. Spencer’s axiom

is,

then, that the unknowable, immeasur-

concerning which, by an acrobatic logical feat, he
reached the conclusion that the “ widest, deepest and most certain
of all truths” is “that it is utterly inscrutable,” is measurable
able Power,

It persists, i. e., its total
and constant in its measured value.
amount never varies. In other words, the axiom underlying all
“ Of that concerning which the
axioms may be stated as follows
:

deepest and most certain of truths
at all

about

it,

urable and that

we know with
its

measured

increased or diminished to

that

we can know nothing

absolute certainty that

it

is

meas-

never varies, and can never be
This is the plainest
eternity!”

total
all

is
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Being

self-contradiction.

among our

to a place

self-contradictory, its right

is

vindicated

great philosopher’s fundamental and neces-

sary truths, which are mostl}' of that
of a posteriori or inductive proof,

But he changes

it

meaning of Persistence

his

gives another proof of the doctrine
11

is

To

assert that action

same sort. Being incapable
must therefore be true !
of Force, and then

:

and reaction are equal and opposite

is to assert

that force

persistent.”

to be the same as Newton’s Third Law
But while action and reaction are equal, neither the
nor the motions are constant but, as in the case of two

The axiom then claims
of Motion.
forces

;

attracting bodies, falling toward each other from

a state of rest,

are constantly varying.

In short, “ the persistence of force” means almost anything to
suit the necessities of the philosopher

definiteness.
First.

— On

and the philosophy of

Note some of the various meanings
178 he says

p.

“ That, however, which

in-

:

:

most concerns us here to observe, is the nature of the
of Matter is perpetually illustrated to us.
These perceptions, under all their forms, amount simply to this, that the force
which a given quantity of matter exercises, remains always the same.”
It

it

by which the permanence

perceptions

means here the

indestructibility of matter,

which we have

seen to be a sheer assumption.
Second.

“Nor

—On

is it

p. 192c,

he says

:

only in their concrete data that the reasonings of terrestrial and

assume the Persistence of Force. The equality of action and
granted from beginning to end of either argument and to
assert that action and reaction are equal and opposite, is to assert that Force is

celestial physics

reaction

taken

is

for

;

persistent.”

Here “ persistence of force ” is Newton’s Third Law of Motion,
and is taken in the sense already mentioned. Mr. Spencer confounds it with the “ conservation of energy,” a principle that has
been shown to be the poles apart both from Newton’s law and
from Spencer’s so-called law.
Third.

— On pp. 192c and 192d he says

“ But now what

is

Persistence of Force

the Force of which

we

really

mean the

we

it

it

we

.

.

.

.

By

the

some Cause which trauscends

asseit

an Unconditioned Real-

the persistence of the “ fundamental verity,”

the

Power although, judging by the punctuation of the
11
assertion ” and not the
sentence, lie means to say that his

inscrutable
last

is

predicate persistence?

persistence of

our knowledge and conception. In asserting
ity, without beginning or end.”

Here

:

;

“ Unconditioned Reality,”

is

“ without beginning or end.”
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Fourth.
“

If the

—-On

p.

193

says

lie
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:

cooperative forces in the one case are equal to those in the other, each

to each, in distribution and amount, then

impossible to conceive the product

it is

of their joint action in the one case as unlike that in the other, without conceiving

one or more of the forces to have increased or diminished in quantity
is not persistent.”

;

and

this is

conceiving that force

Here it means the constancy of each force in a system of forces,
which is “ directly opposed to all experience and every case of
dynamical reasoning.”
Fifth.
‘‘All

— On

192c he says

p.

:

And

reasoned-out conclusions whatever must rest on some postulate

whoever contemplates the relation

in

which

stands to the truths of science in

it

general, will see that this truth transcending demonstration

is

the Persistence of

Force.”

Here the persistence of force

is

the one fundamental postulate,

all seience.
But in
which we have found him using the

the ultimate axiomatic principle, underlying

which of the four senses
expression

in

?

The

In the first?

indestructibility of matter has

been found

to

be'a baseless assumption.

Newton’s Third Law of Motion holds true so
long as we adhere to the correct and accepted use of the term
It is,
force as that which produces motion or change of motion.
however, a truth that is reached by induction, and so cannot furnish the basis of all induction, unless your inductive elephant can
stand upon his own back. Besides, as has been noted, the philosopher confounds Newton’s Third Law with the “ Conservation of
In the second

?

,

Energy,” an altogether different matter. The sum-total of energy
always remains the same but the sum-total of
force is always changing.
On this point Prof. Tait has said

in the universe

;

:

“ The only

man who,

my

knowledge, ever tried to discover experimentally
what might be correctly called Conservation of Force was Faraday
But
all his skill was insufficient to give him any result.
Faraday’s insight was so
profound that we cannot assert that something may not yet be discovered by
such experiments but it will .assuredly not be a conservation of force.”*
to

‘

’

;

Profs. Stewart

and Tait,

after

commenting on the “ absolute
which has had

ignorance as to the proper use of the term Force

—

and only one, definite sense since the publication of the
Principici ”
shown by the critics, conclude as follows
one,

—

“

We

would now

:

only mention that the sole recorded case of true persistency or

Indestructibility of Force which

we

recollect

having ever met with, occurs in

connection with Baron Munchausen’s remarkable descent from the moon.

no doubt, a very striking case

but

;

it is

apparently unique, and

it

It

jected to scientific scrutiny.’’!

* Recent

Aden nr eft

in Science

,

p. .156, Preface.

t

is,

was not sub-

The Unseen Universe.
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In the third

Then

?

predications concerning

all

the basis of our ignorance.

Unknowable and

the

If

it

are

it

made on

be simply the manifestation of

Inscrutable, then no measuring of

it is

pos-

and no affirmation concerning the constancy of its quantum
in short, no statement that could possibly make it the fundamensible,

,

axiom of

tal

all science.

The individual forces in a system of forces are
?
found to be constantly changing, and all our reasonings concerning
such systems are based upon this fact of variation.
In a fifth and new sense ? Manifestly so, since it must be used
as synonymous with the “ uniformity of causation,” which is the
In the fourth

really

fundamental

scientific principle

underlying

all science.

It

must be used in this new sense, and yet with absolutely no claim
to any such meaning.
Clearly then, Mr. Spencer uses “ persistence of force ” in many
and varying senses, but in no clear, definite consistent
little can be expected of a philosophy that rests upon
such an ever-shifting fundamental axiom. On a chameleon-like
indefinite

But

sense.

basis there can be reared only a chameleon -like philosophy.
(4)

The fourth axiom,

lence of the forces,
so-called system,

is,

that of the transformability and equiva-

after

all,

the gigantic assumption of this

the assumption for which

all

the others only

prepare the way.

The philosopher attempts to establish this so-called principle
The physical, chemical, vital, mental and moral

inductively.

forces are all the

outcome

of the physical,

and are transformable

Everything was in the origi”
“
nal
homogeneous
matter of the universe, and has been developed out of it by the redistribution of matter and motion in
accordance with this doctrine of trausformism and equivalence.
It is not necessary to consider the argument in all its parts and
each into equivalents of the others.

|

details.

It

could be easily shown

how he mounts, by

his verbal

and mind.
There is only need to emphasize the fact that the first step has
not yet been taken toward establishing this new doctrine. All
Material,
forces are related and correlated this is a simple truth.
vital and mental forces interwork harmoniously in the great system

ladder, from matter to life

—

of the universe.
his

fundamental

only by shuffling into the place of this truth

It is
lie,

of

the identity

oiieness of all the forces, that

,

convertibility

and

essential

he succeeds in securing the hearing

of a single intelligent man.
It

has often been shown that the authorities in science repudiate

the doctrine that the various forms of energy are identical

they declare that there

is

not a

shadow

of proof that

life

;

that

can be
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explained upon physical principles that they affirm that there is
an “ impassable chasm ” between cerebral movements and mental
;

Gravitation attracts as the inverse square

facts.

according to some other ratio

;

chemical forces

other forces according to

;

ent laws, as the inverse cube,

etc.;

still differ-

while of mental, moral and

be predicated only in a figurative
and tropical sense. Gravitation acts through the infinite spaces
instantaneously, and nothing has power to interrupt its sweep.
Chemical forces act through insensible distances and require practical contact, with manifold varying conditions.
Electricity moves
with definite velocity, depends upon varying conditions, and is
interrupted by a non-conductor placed in its path.
Mental force is
amenable to such laws only in an almost violently figurative sense,
and its attributes are the contradictories of those of all the so-called
spiritual forces attraction can

physical forces.

With

these fundamental differences

conceive

to

of

so-called

these

is

it

forces

as

manifestly impossible

They

identical.

are

brought into correlation and harmonious working by the will of
the Supreme Intelligence
but that is infinitely removed from
;

their identity and convertibility.

Feeling the unsatisfactoriness of his attempted induction, Mr.

who may

Spencer, for the sake of those

regard the inductive evi-

dence as “ bv no means conclusive even of transformation,
equivalence.” turns to his favorite a priori method

less of
“

To

who think

those

thus,

it

must now however be pointed

much

:

out, that the

universal truth above illustrated under its various aspects is a necessary corollary
from the persistence of force. Setting out with the proposition that force can
neither

come

clusions

into existence, nor cease to exist, the several foregoing general con-

And

follow

(F.

P,

He
cient

p.

its

221).

congratulates himself that this form of proof

—in

absolutely overwhelming

fact,

becomes thus almost a double
is,

persistence of force, being a datum of
unavoidable corollary must be accepted”

since the

consciousness, cannot be denied,

q. e.

d.

—-without

The

reply to

is

quite

suffi-

the other.
of

all

It

which

that the doctrine of the persistence of force being an unwar-

ranted assumption, and Mr. Spencer’s a priori conclusion equally

unwarranted, the vdiole structure disappears in its own smoke.
“ Our great philosopher’s ” Axioms are thus seen to be as worth-

Data
But what

less as his
3.

of Philosophy.
of Evolution as the Structural Principle of

Spencer’s philosophy

The
system,

by which the

principle as Cause

be developed,
is

Dissolution.

in

Air.

?

essential elements are to

accordance with the axioms or law s of

Evolution,

r

or,

Evolution

is

more

strictly

the supreme

the

speaking, Evolution and
magician.

Given inde-
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stmctible matter, “ spinning

down tire grooves

of change,” through

the impulse of persistent Protean Force, under the guidance of
Evolution, and the outcome is this universe of order and beauty.

What,

then, are

we

ciple

by Evolution

to understand

availability for so gigantic a task

is its

:

y

“Evolution, under

its

simplest and most general aspect,

matter and concomitant dissipation of motion
to evolve

is

understand

and

gate,

What

?

Mr. Spencer delines his prin-

?

and expand,
the act of evolving, though

to unfold, to open

to

it.

it

in so far

an expansion of

it,

As
throw out,

is

the integration of

ordinarily
to

emit

;

understood,

whereas, as

we

implies increase of a concrete aggre-

implies that ‘its component matter has

passed from a more diffused to a more concentrated state

— has

contracted’ ”

(

F.P. r

pp. 285, 286).
“ Evolution

is an integration of matter and a concomitant dissipation of motion
during which the matter passes from an indefinite, incoherent homogeneity to a
definite, coherent heterogeneity
and during which the retained motion undergoes;

;

a parallel transformation” (F. P., p. 396).

Such

is

the statement of the presiding principle, the organon, of

By

the universe and of the philosophy of the universe.
of

it

the philosopher proposes to explain

means-

the changes of exist-

all

ence from the imperceptible through the perceptible back to
imperceptible again, without a break
It is

sities.

claimed for

it

that

it is

in

able to take matter in

inal indefinite, incoherent, imperceptible

by

the redistribution of matter

the-

the eternities or immeir

homogeneous

and motion,

its orig-

state,

to organize

and,

into the

it

we find it appealing to our powers of percepand then remand it again to that original imperceptible condition
and that it is able to continue this process in eternally
repeated cycles. As one contemplates the scheme, he is inclined
to ask, Where are the hidings of the power of this new god ?
There are several features of this principle that need to be carepresent universe as

tion,

;

fully considered.
First.

— One needs to note the exact meaning

Evolution,

by the

definition already cited,

is

“ Evolution.”
“ the integration

of

of matter and the concomitant dissipation of motion.”

tinguished from “ evolution ” in the ordinary sense of

It is dis-

“to

unfold,

open and expand,” or in general to develop. It implies that
the component matter has passed from a “ more diffused to a
more concentrated state has contracted.” As an able expounder

to

—

and

critic of

the doctrine has said

:

taken to mean sometimes a process of unfolding,’ but there may be some
themselves Evolutionists, because they believe that all successions of
things are processes of growth or unfolding as if from a germ something like the
development of a plant, or animal, or a society. All such notions and associations,
“ It

who

‘

is

call

—

—

however true they may be, are not to be identified with the doctrine of Evolution
There is no more a process of unfolding in
as expounded by Mr. Spencer
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the formula of Evolution

we

are dealing with than

is
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expressed in the relation of

the size and rates of rotation of an eDgine shaft, and the sizes and rates of motion
of all the wheels and cog-wheels of the machinery.
The notion of unfolding, or
development, is utterly foreign to the formula. It is physics, it is mechanics from

and the formula cannot be amended without radically altering the
it and its processes.”*

first to last,

character and nature of

Mr. Spencer

is

very strenuous in insisting upon this distinction

He

as fundamental.

“ Evolution ”

regrets that he

at all, since it

has

11

is

obliged to use the word

other meanings, some of which

and some even directly opposed to, the
meaning here given to it.” As we have seen, he particularly
cautions his readers against the use of the word in the ordinary
sense of development.
To confound this sense of the word with
that of Mr. Spencer in his formula of Evolution would come very
near to being the capital sin, from the commission of which all the
philosophic world must be warned off.
Second.
One needs to note the requirement to start from the
“ homogeneous.”
The starting-point in the Evolution Philosophy must be found
The forin incoherent, indefinite, imperceptible homogeneity.
mula requires it “ Evolution is a change from an incoherent,
indefinite homogeneity.”
Mr. Spencer does his best to make his
meaning plain and to exclude every other starting-point. In his
“ Summary and Conclusion ” he reiterates what he urges at the
are incongruous with,

—

:

outset of his enterprise

“A
whole

:

philosophy stands self-convicted of inadequacy

if it

does not formulate the

changes passed through by every existence in its passage from the
imperceptible to the perceptible, and again from the perceptible to the imperceptible.
If it begins its explanations with existences that already have concrete forms,
series of

or leaves off while they

still

retain concrete forms, then, manifestly, they had pre-

ceding histories, or will have succeeding histories, or both, of which no account
given.”

He absolutely and irrevocably shuts
“ homogeneous ” as its starting-point.

is

philosophy up to the

— One

needs to note that his formula of Evolution is
and not constructive or causal.
It will be observed that, although Mr. Spencer makes so much
of “ force ” and “ forces ” in his works, there is not a word about

Third

.

descriptive

“force” in his formula of Evolution. It is merely descriptive
and not constructive. There is no “dynamic principle,” as he calls
changes of the universe. Evolution is said
be “ change.” But what is wanted is a power or causal principle which will rationally account for this “ change.”
Changes
do not explain themselves. The very thing needed is an explanato account for the

it,

to

* Guthrie,

On Hr. Spencer’s Formula of Evolution

,

pp. Ill, 112.
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tion of

how

this all-embracing

change comes about, and Mr. Spen-

cer’s explanation consists in merely looking wise as an owl and

saying that “ Evolution

is

a change.”

of the “ indestructible matter,” pushing it
with “ persistent force ” in its “ continuous motion,” according to
If

God were back

some infinitely comprehensive plan of development the scheme
might have something in it but without God and “ development,” with the unknowable and force excluded from the problem,
what is the value of Mr. Spencer’s structural principle ?
,

;

On

the whole, the conclusion

principle

is

is

unavoidable that this so-called

totally inadequate to the

task put upon

As

it.

the

philosopher’s so-called principle of indestructible matter as the
essential element

so-called laws of

proved to be a baseless assumption
its

manifestation

— in

;

as the

the continuity of motion,

the persistence of force, and the convertibility and equivalence of
all

the forces

—-turned

out to be neither ultimate

principles nor

any sense whatever so the principle of the system as
causal or constructive power turns out to be without causal
agency or efficiency and utterly inadequate to explain anything.
The system that ambitiously attempts not only to explain the universe, but to show how it must have been built, is left not
truths in

;

only without principles as essential elements,
ol manifestation,

as

material

that

or

ultimate

laws

might be organized by an

but also without any organic principle
It is philosophy without
to shape the material, if it existed.
principles once more, i. e., not philosophy at all.

architectonic principle,

New

York.

D. S. Gregory.

THE MODERN HYPOTHESIS AND RECENT
CRITICISM OF THE EARLY PROPHETS.*
IY.

Micah.

T HE

prophecy of Micah shares with that of Zechariah the
having been among the first to which the
modern hypothesis of postexilic expansion and redaction w as applied.
Stade’s study on Deutero-Zechariah, wherein the author disclosed
distinction of

r

his

program

for the

new

critical

appeared as the opening
edited

by him

article in the periodical

1881, the Zeitschrift

fur

which has been

die Alttestamentliche

and in the next installment of the same year
was followed by his “ Observations on the Book of Micah.”

Wissenschaft
this

since

treatment of the prophetic writings,

Owing

,

to this early presentation of the case, Stade’s proposals in

reference to Micah have received more elaborate and exhaustive

own standpoint and from that opposed
any other question brought to the front by
the recent development of prophetic criticism.
Apart from current articles and views expressed in works on Introduction and in
the latest commentaries, the controversy has called forth two extended monographs on our subject, that of Ryssel, Investigations
on the State of the Text and the Authenticity of the Book of Micah
(1887), and that of Elhorst, The Prophecy of Micah (1891), the
former a German, the latter a Dutch treatise.
In both not merely
are the points at issue examined, but likewise a full survey is
given of the history of modern critical opinion up to the date of
publication.
Since, however, neither of these two books has
appeared in an English translation, it will not be surperfluous to
give a brief outline of the course taken by the discussion, before
we endeavor to estimate its bearing upon the contest between
the old and the new conception of prophetism and of its place in
Old Testament history.
Stade was not the first who denied to Micah the authorship of
a considerable part of the book bearing his name.
Ewald, in the
second edition of his Prophets of the Old Covenant (1867), assigned
discussion, both from his
to his hypothesis, than

* This paper

is

the

fifth in

a series begun in this

Review,

April, 1898.
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and

the time of Manasseh on account of the totally"
and religious situation reflected in them. Though
admitting that the chronology does not absolutely require this,
yet for reasons found in the dramatic form, the style and the language of this section, Ewald thinks that not Micah, but some
other prophet is the writer.
In reference to chap. ii. 12, 13, also,
this critic anticipated the later conclusions by assuming that
these verses are a marginal annotation either from the hand of
Micah himself, or from an ancient reader, and that they are
intended to illustrate the kind of false prophesying referred to in
While the latter view, in this specific form, was soon
ver. 11.*
shown to be untenable, Ewald’s opinion about a part at least of chap,
vii received the support of AVellhausen.
Wellhausen discriminates
between vi. 1-vii. 6, on the one hand, and vii. 7-20, on the other.
While not positively committing himself for or against the derivation of the former section from Micah, he finds that vii. 7-20 is plainly
written from a standpoint about a century* later than the time of
Manasseh and presupposes the exile, and that the obvious affinity
between it and Isa. xl goes to support this judgment.!
Meanwhile among Dutch critics a discussion had arisen in reference to chaps, iv and v, yvhich in a somewhat similar manner forestalled the yfiews subsequently developed by Stade on this section
of [the book.
In Yol. v of the Theologisch Tijdschrift (1871),
Oort published an article on “ The Beth-Ephrathah of Micah v.
1."
Attaching himself to the conjectural emendation of this
verse proposed by Roorda, so as to make it read, “And thou house
”
of Ephrathah,*' instead of “And thou Bethlehem Ephrathah
Oort infers from Gen. xxxv: 16 seq xlviii. 7,* 1 Sam. x. 2 and
Jer. xxxi. 15. that there yvas an Ephrath in the territory of Benjamin. and that it is this Ephrath that is meant in the emended text of
’’
the prophet. He further identifies the “ house of Ephrathah
with the house of Saul, and on the basis of this identification
makes Micah predict the rejection of the Davidic dynasty, and the

cliaps. vi

vii to

different historical

,

.,

return of that of Saul to

power

in

the

person of the victorious

In the light of this interpretation, Oort then

ruler of the future.

Migdal ‘Eder of iv. 8 another place in Benjamin§
associated yvith the house of Saul, so that this verse contains the
finds in the

* For earlier defenders of this view,
t

cf.

Rvssel, p.

10.

Wellhausen, in the fourth edition of Bleek's Intr duet ion

to the

Old Testament

(1878), p. 425 (note).

“ the same is Bethi According to Oort, in both passages of Genesis the words
lehem ’ are due to a misunderstanding of the redactor, or are at least inserted by
a later band.
i.

Cf.

Gen. xxxv. 16-23

an interpolation

the words. “ Ophel of the daughter of Ziou.’ are
?

;

like Leheru in v.

1.

made

)
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same promise concerning the

restoration of

But, these two fixed points being given,

the contrast to

iii.

12

:

it

v. 1.

follows that iv. 8 brings

Zion to be plowed as a

minite Migdal ‘Eder to rise to royal glory.

must therefore be an interpolation.
the connection between ver. 10 and

house as

this

287

field

What

—the Benja-

stands between

11-18 breaks
ver. Id, and thereby proves
itself foreign to the original prophecy.
These two excised pieces
form a continuous oracle of one of those false prophets so severely
•denounced by Micah. Micah’s genuine discourse consists of iii.
Similarly

iv.

12, iv. 8-10, Id, v. 1 seq .*

This hypothesis of Oort was subjected to a searching criticism

by Kuenenin

the next volume of the same periodical (1872).

article is written in

Kuenen’s best

vein,

and

The

may

be cited not
luminous treat-

only as a masterpiece of that objective, incisive,
ment of a difficult problem in which the author stands unrivaled,
but also as one of the few instances where the arguments advanced
are so final and convincing as to leave the opposing view beyond
all possibility of resuscitation.
The attempted exegesis and
analysis are shown to be impossible as well as unfounded.
Kuenen
does not offer any new theory of his own. In regard to iv. 11-18
he recognizes the

difficulty of reconciling the situation there pre-

supposed with that reflected in the verses preceding. But even
here he does not turn the obscurity of the connection into a plea
for denying the genuineness of the passage.
It is further to be
observed that incidentally in his argument Kuenen quotes from
the concluding section of the book as from a prophecy of Micah,
which leads us to infer that at the time he had not adopted the
view of Ewald.f
* Oort assumes that the combination of Bethlehem and Ephrathah had no basis in
fact,

but was entirely due to the postexilic scribes,

who

first

changed the meaning of

Micah’s prophecy in favor of David’s house, and then introduced the identification

Ephrathah and Bethlehem thus obtained into the Genesis-passages, 1 Sam. xvii.
59 (Sept. ) and into the book’of Ruth ( Theol. Tijdschr., v, p. 510.
% On p. 273 seq. of the same volume Oort formally acknowledges the shipwreck
•of his hypothesis, but also declares that, after its abandonment, Mic. iv, v, become
more of a mystery than ever. This statement is followed (p. 279 seq ) by some
remarks of DeGoeje, proposing several emendations of the text and in general
endeavoring to elucidate the connection of thought on the assumption of its
genuineness as a whole. In reference to the Ephrath-question, DeGoeje suggests
that it is not necessary to assume a Benjaminitic place of that name, since in
(tenesis after all the Judaean Ephrath may be referred to, the expression
“someway” (to Ephrath) being perhaps sufficiently indefinite in character to
of

12, Jos. xv.

.

apply equally well

to

comparatively long as to shorter distances.

A

third part of

some further observations by Kuenen, who insists upon the
two Ephraths and upon considering the words “ this is Bethlehem ” in Genesis a
mistaken geographical gloss. While rejecting most of DeGoeje’s conjectures,
Kuenen makes a valuable contribution of his own toward the better understanding of chaps, iv and v.
the article consists of
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Here the matter rested for almost ten years. The controversy
was renewed along the whole line by the above-mentioned publication of Stade.
Although this critic from the outset confined
himself to chap. ii. 12, 18, and chaps, iv, v, being evidently of
the opinion that the question of the two closing chapters of the
book had been finally disposed of by Ewald, yet in the course of
the discussion it soon appeared that even this later section had not
yet ceased, in the opinion of at least some liberal critics, to be
In regard to

debatable ground.

show

12,

ii.

13,

Stade undertakes to

that the symmetrical structure of the context in which these

verses are placed requires their expulsion and proves the necessity
of connecting

iii.

1

with

As

11.

ii.

to its contents, the passage

common

with the Messianic utterances of Isaiah,
but resembles rather Jer. xxxi. 8 and Isa. Iii. 12. It presupposes
has nothing in

and must be gathered into a flock. All
an exilic or postexilic insertion from the hand of one who lived in the circle of ideas of
Deutero-Isaiah.
Stade also tries to assign a motive for this inserThe
interpolator
may have referred ii. 8-10 to crimes pertion.
petrated on fugitives from Xorthern-Israel, or may have desired to
place his own words about the gathering of Israel from among
the Gentiles in contrast with ver. 9, where the taking away of
Jehovah’s glory from the young children means to drive them into
idolatry by ejection from Jehovah’s land.
that Israel
this leads

in dispersion

is

him

Much more
iv

chaps,

11-v. 4 a
the “

,

to declare these verses

complicated

is

Stade’ s hypothesis in reference to

and v. It may be briefly stated as follows iv. 1-4,
6-14 reveal their close connection by the conception of
:

many nations” which they have

in

common.

But

this is a

conception belonging distinctly to the post-Ezekielian development
consequently we must assume that at some date
of prophecy
;

after the exile the

tinuous discourse to

named were added as a conThe motive for
the genuine work of Micah.

three pieces just

this insertion lay in the one-sidedness
7-

ment

in chaps, i-iii."

At

a

still

uted the whole thus obtained to

of the

prophecy of judg-

some one who attribMicah wondered at the absence
later time

all reference to the Babylonian exile, as an episode intervening between the prophet’s own historical standpoint and the
eschatological era to which the attack of the many nations on

of

Jerusalem belongs.

To

fill

this

gap

in the

assumed perspective of

* It will be observed that this was written before Stade himself had fully grasped

prophecy as a prophecy
assumes that Mieali appeared unique
in this respect to the postexilic reader.
The present idea is that Hose a as well as
Amos, Isaiah almost as much as Micah, were found deficient in the e’ement of
promise and were all expanded and supplemented accordingly.
the

new

critical principle of the one-sided ness of all early

of judgment pure and simple.

He

here

still
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5-10 and v. 4 b 5, were composed and
inserted.
The final arrangement of the inserted material was
determined by the desire to make iv. 1-4 contrast with iii. 12.
Micah, the two passages

From

iv.

,

three quarters these proposals received at least a partial

support, although the particular elements of the hypothesis ac-

cepted or dissented from were in each case different.

First Giese-

brecht expressed himself to the effect that even before the publi-

had become convinced of the

cation of Stade’s views he

spuri-

but could not agree with the rejection of
In replying to this, f Stade endeavors to strengthen his

ousness of chap,
chap, v.*

iv,

by an extended discussion
as well as by an attempt
the polemic against the Asherim and Mazzeboth in

position as regards chap, v

ence to Bethlehem in ver.

1,

of the refer-

to

show that

vers. 12. 13.

proves this passage to be later than the reformation of
Josiah.

On

the former point

Stade seems unaware

it

is

interesting

the thorough

of

King

to observe that

manner

in

which the

Ephrath-question had been sifted and conclusively settled once

by Kuenen in the criticism of Oort above referred to (1872).
Kuenen’s presentation of the case, though written eleven years
before, will serve equally well as an answer to the German critic,
who infers from the identification of Bethlehem and Ephrathah
that the prophecy must be postexilic, as to his Dutch predecessor,
who thought that Micah, because speaking of Ephrath, must have
expected a deliverer from the house of Saul,
for both contentions
rest on the common basis that in the preexilic period emhy a Benjamuiitic Ephrath was known and it was precisely this basis which
Kuenen had effectually destroyed.
Second among the critics to accept Stade’s conclusions was
Cornill.
But while agreeing with him as to chaps, iv and v,
Cornill takes occasion from this avowal to revive the whole
question concerning vi. 1-vii. 6, the debate on which Stade
had treated as definitely closed by Ewald’s and Wellhausen’s
for all

—

,

arguments.

In his opinion, vi. 1 reads as a justification of iii.
and everything in vi. 1-vii. 6, which had been applied to
the reign of Manasseh, will apply equally well to the time of
12,

Ahaz, not excepting vi. 7, so that from a chronological point
of view no objection can be raised against Micah’s authorship.
Cornill declares that the origin of the book becomes a
riddle to him, if after chap, iii nothing is from the hand of the
prophet, for to neutralize the pessimism of chaps,
of chaps, iv and

v

fully sufficed,

and

for

i-iii,

the addition

appending a second piece

* Theologische Literaturzeitung (1881), pp. 443, 444.
c-f. Beitrdge zur Jesnia-Kritik.

For a later view

brecht,

f Zeitschriftfiir die Alttestamentliche Wissenschaft (1883), p. 4 seq

19

of Giese-
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In liis view the book consists of
no further motive existed.
three genuine parts, to each of which a later prophecy has been
joined, viz., chaps, i-ii. 11, with the appendix ii. 12, 13
chap, iii
appendix
chaps,
the
iv
vi-vii.
with
and v chaps,
6, with the
appendix vii. 7-20.*
The third, who accepted Stade's results on some points, while
taking issue with him on others, was Nowack.f The agreement, however, extends no further than ii. 12, 13, whereas
on almost every point of chaps, iv and v the validity of Stade’s
arguments is denied. The latter’s analysis is found faulty: iv.
11-18 do not require v. 1-3, indeed leave nothing to be done
by the Messiah v. 2 even disagrees with the former passage in
which no “giving up” is assumed; iv. 11 seq. similarly contra;

;

;

remnant appears as
11-13 also clash with iii. 12. Consequently these verses, instead of forming a unit with iv. 1-4 and iv.
14-v. 3, 6-14, as Stade had contended, must, according to Nowack,
dicts v. 6 seq., because in the latter only a

being saved

;

finally iv.

be considered a later insertion which introduces a disharmonious
element into the context.;}: Of the remainder Nowack upholds
in iv. 10,
the genuineness, except of the words ‘TOD “1.J7
which are declared a gloss v. 4, 5, which he considers interpoThe
lated; and iv. 5-8, in regard to which he is non-committal.
;

and for adding vers. 5-8,
which was felt to exist bemust be sought
tween Micah’s prophecy of Jerusalem’s conquest bv the Assyrian
and the actual outcome of events. As this will not apply to v.
motive

for inserting the gloss in ver. 10

in the contradiction

Nowack

4, 5,

these verses.

confesses his inability to explain the insertion of

The conclusion of the

article

is

directed against

Cornill’s attempt to save the genuineness of vi. 1-vii.

In a brief statement immediately subjoined to

6.

Nowack ‘s

article,

Stade replied to the

latter’s

arguments, and upheld the soundness

of his hypothesis.

Among

those

new

conclusions was Reuss.§

i-v as

a

chap.

iv.

who expressed dissent from the
Robertson Smith also held to chaps,

single well-connected book, with the qualification that in

8 the words, “ thou shalt

whole of chap.

iv.

come unto Babylon,” and the

11-13, are interpolated, and that

require at least to be transposed.!

ii.

12, 13,

Cheyne contented himself with

IF. (1884), ]). 88 (note).
f Z. A. W. (1884), pp. 277-291.
Robertson Smith on Micah in the Encyclopedia B ritannica, where the
same proposal to excise iv. 11-13 had been made.
cf. E.
\ Geschichte der Eeiligen Schriften Alten Testaments (1881), p. 314

*Z. A.
+ Cf.

;

A.

IF.

(1883),

p. 1 seq.

The Prophets of Israel 1882), L. vii (Notes 4 and 6). In excising iv. 11-13.
Robertson Smith follows Oort, without, however, approving of liis general treat(

||

ment

of the context.

—
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v. 4, 5.*

later origin of iv. 5-10,

29

L

more hearty

defense of the genuineness not merely of the material attacked in
chaps, iv and v, but of the contents of the book as a whole, was made

mentioned at the beginning of this article.
the objections made to Micah’s authorship from the vari-

by Ryssel
Here

all

in his treatise

ous quarters of the critical side are carefully collected and exhaustively investigated.
all possibilities of

Ryssel’ s treatment so fully takes into account

the problem that

it

may

be considered the

final

word on the question from the conservative standpoint.
A new departure was inaugurated by Elhorst, who proposed to
remove all difficulties by assuming that the prophecy was at one
time written in sections forming two parallel columns on the same

A

page.

later copyist, instead of taking first a section

from the

right-hand column and next one from the left-hand column, as had

which the writer wished his manuscript to be
first column and all the sections
The following table will make
of the second column together.
plain what is, according to Elhorst, the original arrangement of
the prophecy, and how from it, in his opinion, the present disorder
been the order
read, put

arose

It

in

the sections of the

all

:

™
'^5> Chap u

s/S//?

Chap.

iii.

1-5.

Chap.

iii.

6-1 1.—

Chap.

iii.

12.

Chap.

vii.

1-6

Chap.

vii.

7-12, 14-20.

Chap.

v. 1-7. __

Chap.

v.

will

'

___

8-14.*^

-Chap.

ii.

6-11.

Chap.

ii.

12, 13.

Chap.

vi. 1-5.

Chap.

vi.

Chap.

iv. 1-4,

'Chap.

+

6-16

iv.

vii.

9-14.

by the

i

within

lie further thinks that chaps, vi

originally preceded chaps, iv

present position

13.

6-8.

be perceived that Elhorst does not draw chap,

the scope of his hypothesis.
vii

„

1_5-

‘

and

v,

and accounts

additional hypothesis that

and

for their

some copyist

found the prophecy on four pieces containing chap, i, chaps, ii, iii,
chaps, vi, vii, chaps, iv, v, respectively. By mistaking the sequence
of the third and fourth pieces he made them exchange places.
A
misunderstanding on the part of still another copyist is assumed
to explain the displacement of vii. 13.

While

in principle accept-

ing Stade’s view of a postexilic redaction of the genuine prophecy,
Elhorst

is

much more moderate than

* The Cambridge Bible for

Stade in

SchooU Mico.h (1882),
,

p. 34.

its

application.

,
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Even cliaps. vi and vii in their entirety are
The only piece given to the later writer is

vindicated to Micah.

chap. iv. 9-14-fv. 8.
This must be postexilic, Elhorst thinks, because it predicts an
attack upon Jerusalem subsequent to the Babylonian captivity.*

Between the
ance of Yol.

discussions ol Ryssel and Elhorst falls the appearof the'

ii

new

edition of

Kuenen’s Historisch-Kritisch

Onderzoek (1889). Here Stade’s hypothesis is still characterized
as “a most singular opinion,” the validity of his arguments
derived from the universalism in

iv.

of Bethlehem and Ephrathah in v.
the Mazzeboth and the

same time the influence
admission that in chap.
Israel’s

Asherim

1-3, from the identification
1,

from the polemic against

prophecy, whilst

the

of Stade’s criticism is perceptible in the
iv.

6-8 the captivity and the cessation

existence form the point

national

At

in v. 9-14, is denied.

also iv.

departure of

of

of

the

11-13 leave the Assyrian period far
seq., and Zech. xii, xiv.

behind and remind us of Ezek. xxxviii,

With much

hesitation

Kuenen concludes

that iv. 9 seq., 14-v.

5,

pronounced form than the present one) may
have descended from Micah. Of a later exilic and postexilic date
are iv. 6-8, 11-13, and the redaction of v. 9-14.
Chaps, vi.
6-8, (also 9-14, in a less

was written in all probability during the reign of Manby Micah. The close of the book, vii. 7-20, translates us into the Babylonian captivity ,f
Though this position of Kuenen marks a considerable advance
beyond that taken seventeen years before in his debate with Oort,
it was soon rendered conservative by the steady movement of
1— vii. 6

asseh. but not

criticism toward the denial of

and v in

Wellhausen

toto.%

Micah’ s connection with chaps, iv

in 1892 finds that

ii.

12, 13, presup-

pose the exile and the diaspora and simply prefixes to

The only passage

1-v. 14

iv.

which he
the
without
9-13.
might
This, he admits,
makes serious reserve is v.
Curiously enough even here
difficulty be assigned to Micah.
Wellhausen seems to be non-committal in regard to the authorship
vi. 1-6, he says, fit excellently into the time of
of vi. 1-vii. 6
Manasseh and that Micah wrote them is not impossible. On the
other hand, in vii. 1-6 marks of affinity with Malachi and the
title

of appendix.

in reference to

;

*

De

f

Historisch-Kritisch Onderzoek,

t

One more defender

Profetie van Micha, pp. (55-108.

deboer

(

ii,

pp. 3(19—380.

of the authenticity of the entire

De Letterkunde

des

Ouden Verhonds

1893,

points this author sides with Ryssel, although showing

prophecy arose

pp.

some

174-183).

in

Wil-

On most

inclination to follow

mentioned above. An earlier treatise of
Wildeh ier on Micah (1884) is not accessible to me. The genuineness of chaps,
lie assigns
i-v was further upheld by Pont in Theologische Studien (1888, 1889).
vi. 1-vii. 6 to the reign of Manasseh and vii. 7-20 to the postexilic age.

Kuenen

in his rejection of the passages
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out.
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in the introduction to Robert-

son Smith’s The Prophets of Israel (1895), thinks that “ with
regard to the Book of Micah, it is becoming more and more
doubtful whether more than two or three fragments of the hetero-

geneous collection of fragments in chaps, iv-vii can have come
from that prophet.” Volz recognizes no more than iv. 9-10 a 14
,

The last-mentioned passage

genuine remnants.

v. 9-14, as

;

bears,

however, at present, a different meaning from that intended by
the prophet, who simply predicted the destruction of military

power and

of cultic objects because in these the national life

was

embodied, and not from any reform motive. In ver. 14 he thinks
that not the Gentiles but Judah was threatened by the prophet in
Volz is also willing to admit
the original form of the verse.
hidden
some genuine words of
there
may
be
that in v. 4 seq.
Micah, but these are
Chaps,

and

exilic

:

now beyond the

possibility of restoration.

b
10 -18, v. 6-8, are of one author
they were inserted to break the force of the genuine

12 seq.,

ii.

predictions of

doom

iv.

6

in

whose neighborhood they stand, while for
Chap. iv. 1—4 was prob-

seq.,

the same purpose v. 9-14 was rewritten.

ably added in the time of Deutero-Isaiah.
4a

A

postexilic

poet

and
8,
that
regard
Volz
acknowledges
in
to
the
details of the
v. 4 seq.
composition of chap, iv seq., no certainty can be reached. But
that the greater part does not come from Micah is absolutely
interpolated iv.

v. 1, 3,

.

Still later accretions are iv. 5

certain in his view.

In conclusion of this historical review the present views of
as formulated in the volume from his hand on the Minor

Nowack,

Prophets in the Handkommentar zum Alten Testament, should be
As stated above, in 1884 this critic entered the lists

noticed.

against Stade, not merely in oppositiQn to the latter’s analysis,

but equally to defend the genuineness of the greater part of
It is significant of the drift of present-day critichaps, iv and v.
cism toward the acceptance of Stade’s principles that in this newest
exposition of Micah

all the fundamental points, which the author
had contested with such skill and vigor thirteen years before, are
now abandoned. To be sure, Nowack still endeavors to vindicate
a
iv. 9, 10
14-j-v. 9-13 for Micah, but even this is qualified and
Besides, from a doctrinal
greatly weakened by a “ perhaps.”
point of view the retention of these fragments is quite unimpor,

tant,

whereas the surrender of the other pieces

more

is

of far-reaching

however, is the fact that this
change of opinion is not justified by any refutation of the author’s
own former arguments. Apparently the difference between now
and then is due to the greater force with which the a priori princiconsequence.

Still

significant,

r
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method appeal

pies of Stade’s

The

to the critical consciousness of the

have remained what they were, but the relative
times.
weight of all objective data has decreased in the same proportion
as the idea of development has become the predominating factor
in shaping the modem views on prophetism and the prophetic
facts

literature.

We

now proceed

to consider the bearing of the disintegration of

Micah’s book on the main principles of the

and also the a posteriori grounds, which,

The

analysis.

Here

it

critical

hypothesis

claimed, justify the

is

Within

discussion divides itself into three parts.

the limits of chaps,
13.

it

only one passage

i-iii

is

involved,

viz.,

ii.

12r

the Messianic element (whether in the wider im-

is

personal or in the specific personal sense depends on the exegesis)

whose right to a place among the ideas of Micah is disputed. Of
the two following chapters scarcely anything is left intact, and the
doctrinal interest at stake concerns four points

of the

idea

universalism

of

Messianic hope

;

(3) the pre-Ezekielian

;

cal idea of a world-attack

upon Zion

;

:

(1)

of the

that

(2)

The

antiquity

fully developed

origin of the eschatologi(4)

the pre-Deuteronomic

date of the polemic against certain features of the popular cult.

The debate about the authorship
derives

of

chaps, vi and

vii,

finally,

Biblico-theological interest from the testimony w'hich

its

the closing section

7-20), if genuine, bears to the promissory

(vii.

outlook of early prophecy.

Chap.

ii.

12, 13, contain the

prediction of the reassembling of

and their triumphant breaking forth under the leadership
of their king.
The grounds on which this passage is pronounced
late are partly derived from the contents and partly from the conall Israel

nection.

As

to the former,

it is

claimed that the historical situa-

tion reflected in these verses is not that of the age of Micah, but

the exile.

of

As

to the latter,

it

is

deemed psychologically

inconceivable that the prophet himself should have passed with-

out

transition

from

the

fierce

tone

of rebuke

and the stern

announcement of evil characterizing his previous discourse to the
note of comfort and promise which

is

struck in these verses.

It

has been suggesled that these objections may be removed at one
stroke by finding here, instead of an expression of Micah’s own
hopes, an illustration of the deceitful hopes preached by those
false

to

prophets whom, according to ver. 11, the people delighted

hear.

This view

r

has been revived in

w as held long ago by Aben Ezra, and
modern times by such writers as Roorda,*
r

The false prophet admits that Jerusalem may be
cannot be conquered, because the enemy will be
compelled to raise the siege when numberless troops of warriors under the leader*

Roorda explained

as follows:

besieged, but maintains that

it
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Ewald,* * Kleinert,f and others.

Bat according

to

iii.
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11, the false

prophets would not even consider the possibility of evil coming upon
Israel

:

by admitting

that the people were to be reduced to a remnant

they would have in principle passed over to Micah’s standpoint, and
their further assurance that Israel

would be reassembled again can-

not have been quoted as a fundamental point of difference between

them and the

true prophets,

w e assume
r

unless

that

positively contradicted every prospect of restoration,
will maintain.

tion

of

Nor can

vers. 12, 13,

the kind of prophesying

the latter

which no one

be said to form an

referred to

illustra-

in ver. 11.

The

prophesying “ of wine and strong drink ” must relate to a promise
of more realistic and sensual pleasures than that of the reassembling of scattered Israel.

Even

the proposed solution were not beset with

if

difficulties, it

main open

would

still,

in this

are

wont

much

these

We

must, therefore, enquire what force there

Of the naive form in which certain writers
as if every literary representation of the exile

argument.

to press

it

as present must invariably involve

we may

all

as the ordinary exegesis, re-

to the criticism that the situation presupposed is that of

the age of the exile.
is

just as

actual historical presence,

its

dispose without further ceremony.

fact that in certain
jects itself into a

instances

more or

the

less distant

events as present or even past.

an undeniable
pro-

time so as to view future

The only question can be whether

the starting-point for such a mental process
historical perspective of

It is

prophetic consciousness

Micali.

Now

is

given in the general

the prophet clearly pre.

undoubtedly genuine portions of his book a captivity
not merely of Ephraim, but also of Judah, on a no less extensive
This
scale than that actually brought about by the Chaldeans.
is indeed denied by Robertson Smith, with whom Cheyne exBut what the latter calls a “ capital argupresses agreement.;}:
diets in the

ment ” is very far from convincing. The text of chap. ii. 5, from
which Robertson Smith infers that after the judgment the congregation of Jehovah remains, is highly obscure and uncertain; perhaps the words on which the argument hinges belong to the sixth
verse. §

In

ver. 4 the

made

whole people are

to utter the lamenta-

God Himself stream together to protect the walls and to heat back the
enemy.
* Ewald assumed that Micali originally wrote the words in the margin as an
example of false prophesying, and that against his intention they were afterwards
put into the text by a transcriber.
t Kleinert sought to make the above interpretation plausible by rendering the
As Ityssel
closing words of ver. 11, “and were to prophesy to this people.”
shows, this rendering is excluded by the construction.
Introduction, p. xxvii.
t The Prophets of Israel, 2ed., pp. 290-292
\ Cf. Nowack's Commentary in loco.
ship of

;
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tion that their portion

is

removed and

Does

their fields are divided.

not this presuppose a national captivity

In

?

i.

16 also the sub-

though not explicitly named,' can be none other than the
personified nation.
That the nobility of Israel, “ the glory,” will
flee to the cave of Adullam (i. 15) by no means excludes a captivity of the mass.
Nothing of course can be inferred from chap,
Even if we explain the dislike to military equipment and
v. 1.
city civilization voiced in i. 13, v. 10, 11, from the prophet’s rural
sympathies, it by no means gives us the right to infer that his
preference for the country districts and their inhabitants must have
led him to believe that these would escape from the impending
captivity.
In general it may be doubted whether, after Amos
and Hosea and Isaiah had plainly foretold a deportation of the
people en masse and a sort of prophetic tradition had been formed
on this point, Micah could have easily introduced a modification in
regard to such a standing feature of the prophecy of judgment.
If the evidence of exegesis plainly proved this, we should have to
accept it but this is far from being the case.
There is no need,
ject,

,

;

therefore, in order to escape the exilic dating of our passage to

follow Ryssel’s explanation,

who maintains

that the exiles are not

here represented as constituting the whole of Israel, but that the

“

totality of

Jacob,” of which the prophet speaks,

is

the result of

the reunion of the Grundstock which has remained in Palestine

with the exiles returned from among the Gentiles.
Decisive
is that the assembling evidently takes place in

against this view

the foreign land, whence also the assembled forces march forth.

Kvssel himself so conceives of

it,

but without reconciling this

representation with the exegesis of ver. 12* proposed by him.
far as I see, a reconciliation could be effected only

the thought that the Grundstock

first

march

So

by supplying

to the foreign land to

deliver their exiled brethren, and then, reunited with these, march

back

But

to Palestine as described in ver. 13.

writer’s meaning, he could hardly

have

if

such had been the

failed to state

it

in explicit

terms, since the idea, being quite novel, does not readily suggest
itself.*
It

must be granted

* For tlie various
compares Hos. ii. 1,

then, without reserve, that the exile forms

possibilities of interpretation

cf.

Elhorst, pp. 43-48.

Kyssel

But even if “the children of Israel” in ver. 10 be here
referred to Northern-Israel, and the gathering together of Israel and Judah of
ver. 11 he understood as taking place in Palestine, it should be remembered that
2.

Hosea’s perspective, especially in the
stage of prophecy than that of Micah.

first

part of his book, represents an earlier

To him the

exile of

Judah had not been as
more

clearly revealed as to the latter, so that his picture of the restoration could
easily

assume the form

of

a bringing back of exiled Israel to Judah.

case of Micah such indefiniteness of speech was no longer possible.

In the
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go

critics

too far in asserting that this background must be the real historical

and cannot be the imaginative situation
himself, and out of which he spoke
Micah
projected
which
prophecy of restoration. That the exile as it actually came

situation of a later writer,

into
his

about

the description ought certainly not to be used as an

fits

argument against

way betravs

its

authenticity.

Nothing appears which

a later standpoint or acquaintance with

in

any

later facts

than those well within the range of vision of the eighth century.
Stade indeed thinks that the words reveal affinity to

Isa.

lii.

15,

Jer. xxxi. 8, while points of contact with genuine Messianic ora-

Waiving the question of the
of course taken for granted by Stade, this

cles of Isaiah are lacking.

exilic

origin of Isa.

critic

lii,

himself will not claim that the passages cited are the models

upon which the writer of Micah

The

ii.

12, 13,

similarity of thought and expression

is

framed his prophecy.
of so general a kind

that from a mere comparison nothing can be determined about the

sequence of the three passages.
pressed the above opinion,

it

As

to

Isaiah, since Stade ex-

has become more and more recog-

nized that the Messianic prophecies in

viii.

23-ix. 6 and xi. 1-9

have for their background the captivity of the entire remnant of
Israel and the cessation of the Davidic dynasty ruling in the
prophet’s time.
There are other utterances of Isaiah, such as x.
20, xi. 11, still more closely resembling Micah ii. 12, 13, but
unfortunately these are excluded by the critics from the genuine

work of the prophet.
After having ascertained that in the contents of the passage
there

is

its genuineness, we are qualified
how much weight can be attributed

nothing prejudicial to

determine more precisely

to
to

drawn from its connection with what precedes or
show that a prophecy might have been
spoken or written by Micah is not equivalent to a demonstration
that he must be the author. Just as little, however, does a lack of
considerations
follows.

close

Of

course, to

connection of itself prove the presence of an interpolated

would seem a sound principle of criticism that, in a
text where the contents are unobjectionable, three things are
piece.

It

make out a clear case of interpolation (1) it should
be shown that no transition of thought is discoverable (2) that a
later writer could have some adequate motive for inserting the
passage where it stands
(3) that after its expulsion from the
context the preceding and following words make plausible connection.
Especially the second and third of these requirements
should be rigidly insisted upon. Not to do so would mean to
ignore the possibility that some genuine part of a prophetic book
required to

:

;

;
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may have become

displaced and strayed into an environment where
appears foreign to the writer s momentary tread of thought
without being foreign in principle to his general circle of ideas.

it

Now turning to the case in hand, we find that the difficulty of
explaining the transition from ver. '11 to ver. 12 furnishes the
whole basis of the
that this difficulty
still it is

critical

is

contention.

Granting for a

in reality as great as

it

And

the other two conditions are complied with.
First of

can be discovered.

out to be,

prove the later origin of our passage unless

insufficient to

been done.

made

is

moment

all,

no reasonable motive

The general explanation,

this has not

for the insertion

that the later writers

used to append their work in such places where .they felt the need
of taking off' the sharp edge of an exceptionally severe prediction
of

judgment by

stance.
ver.

Ver. 11

a
is

qualifying promise, does not apply in this in-

not the climax of a threatening passage, nor

10 sufficiently severe in

remedy.

Immediately

its

is

tone to have called for such a
ii.

5 would have been the

proper place for interpolating a promise.

Stade has suggested a

after

i.

1G or

twofold motive from which the insertion might be explained.

He

thinks that perhaps some reader referred vers. 8-10 to crimes
perpetrated on fugitives from northern Israel, and thereby was

induced to add a prediction about the gathering of the scattered
Or a contrast to ver. 9 may have been intended

Ephraimites.

where the taking away of Jehovah’s glory from the young children means to drive them into idolatry by expulsion from Jehovah’s land hence the remnant of Israel receives the promise that
Gentiles who serve idols.
it will be gathered from among the
Micah, however, does not use Jacob and Israel elsewhere with
The later writer,
SDecific reference to the northern kingdom.
therefore, in order to make his meaning plain would have been apt
And as to
to speak of Ephraim as the subject of the promise.
the second suggestion, if such a subtle antithesis had been actually present to his mind, he would surely have stated in so many
words that the gathering of ver. 12 was to be from among the
Gentiles, and would involve the restitution of Jehovah’s glory to
:

the exiles.

And

after

all,

one cannot help asking

if

the later

writer considered the connection of thought between Micah’s words

and his own sufficiently lucid, why should not Micah himself
have been of the same opinion ? If a contrast of this sort is
actually implied, there is no reason for asserting that Micah can

have had nothing to do with it, except the a priori one that the
contrast between threatening and promise is foreign to early
prophecy.
But, although no plausible motive can be assigned for an inter-
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we might perhaps be perremoval of vers. 12, 13, the
This, howcontinuity of the discourse left nothing to be desired.
ever, is by no means the case.
Chap. ii. 11 does not read as it
intended to close the section which begins at ii. 1 or at ii. 6. This
polation at this precise juncture, yet

suaded to assume one, in case

after the

acknowledged by those of the critics who believe that the
appended passage has been allowed to extrude the genuine conclusion.
If ii. 11 and iii. 1 were to be closely connected we would
expect the prophet to have more formally indicated by the use of
a personal pronoun that he considered his own announcement of
judgment as the direct opposite to the prophesying of wine and
is

On

strong drink of the other seers*
13, are

the other hand, if vers. 12,

genuine words of Micah, the transition from them to

by means of the simple

is

perfectly natural.

As

iii.

C.

1
B..

Michaelisf has well said, its force may be paraphrased as follows
“ But while we are yet but too far away from the longed-for
:

which have just been promised,

times,
viz., in

order to complete the

list

I

say in the meanwhile,

of the iniquities of evil princes

and teachers begun in chap, ii.”
Stade has taken special pains to prove that the expulsion of the
passage under review is imperatively demanded by the symmetrical structure of the remainder of chaps, i-iii, considered bv

him

a single discourse.

He

maintains that

iii.

parallel to

1 is

ii.

8, inasmuch as in each of these three statements Micah
defines his attitude over against the sinful rulers and the false
prophets.
Consequently iii. 1 ought to follow immediately upon
ii. 11, just as ii. 7 follows immediately upon ii. 6 and iii. 8 upon
iii. 7.
There is no reason to deny that in a general sense the
sequence of thought is thus correctly indicated. But the symmetry is not so perfect as Stade believes. That the obscure words
in ii. 7 are spoken by the prophet and define his attitude toward
the persons rebuked and threatened in the foregoing is denied by
many commentators. It is perhaps even more probable that ver.
7 contains the words of the sinners instead of giving the answer
of Micah.
In that case the parallelism with iii. 1 would entirely
disappear.
And, as Ryssel has already pointed out, iii. 1 does not
bring so much Micah’s “ Stellungnahme ” in reference to his

7

and

iii.

opponents,

as

rather a

new

description

Stade’s synopsis of the contents of chap,

ii

upon by leaving out altogether the item
self-assertion over against the sinful rulers

of

their

wickedness.

can thus be improved
of Micah’s prophetic

and

seers.

If ver. 7

be taken as words of the sinners, a perfect parallelism results
*

Cf.

iii.

t Quoted

oSlNl.
-where a similar contrast is marked by
by Hengstenberg, Christology (English translation),

8,

i.

411.

:

ii.
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8-9 describe the

sin, ii. 3-5 and ii. 10 announce the
and ii. 11 finally speak of the resentment which
the prophecy of evil awakens in those against whom it is directed.
But, as will be perceived, on this scheme Stade’s conclusion that
iii. 1 must have followed immediately upon ii. 11 no longer bolds.
Tt might be said, to be sure, that if ii. 6, 7, is the end of section
But as section 3,
1, then ii. 11 ought to be the end of section 2.

1-2 and

ii.

judgment,

ii.

consisting of

6, 7,

iii.

1-12

is

enlarged over against the two preceding

ones by the introduction of new elements, and has subjoined to
promissory discourse in

itself a

iv. 1 seq ., so

the prophet might

well advance in section 2 beyond the limits of section 1

by

ap-

pending the promise of ii. 12, 13, which in point of proportion and
progress of thought places it midway between what precedes and
follows.

After

all, it still

in the prophet’s

remains an open question whether a transition

mind between

psychologically conceivable.

It

and 12 cannot be made
must be admitted that we cannot

vers. 11

back upon the writer’s desire to produce a rhetorical contrast,
for ver. 11 coming between breaks the force of the contrast.
No
solution can be considered satisfactory which does not take its
point of departure in ver. 11.
Here we have the thought that
those who make sensual delights the theme of their message find
it easy to gain the popular ear.
Now this thought was calculated
to awaken in Micah a sense of the disadvantage under which he
labored owing to the character of his own message. He had no
bright prosDect to hold out either for the present or the immediate

fall

future.
infinitely

Nevertheless he was conscious of being the herald of an
higher and farther-reaching hope, the hope of salvation

judgment. What is more natural than that under the circumstances he should give utterance to this consciousness for his
own relief, though fully aware that a salvation thus conditioned
on previous calamity would have no charm for his hearers. There
is nothing irrational or unworthy of a true prophet in such a train
of thought.
The expression of it becomes still more intelligible if
we assume that vers. 12, 13, did not constitute part of the spoken
after

discourse, but were added afterwards, when, in

committing the same

to writing, the prophet could give freer vent to his feeling.*
Passing on to the discussion of chaps, iv and v, we may again
divide the objections raised against the prophecies here grouped

together into two classes.

On

the one hand,

it is

alleged that the

* In reference to the various attempts to find for ii. 12, 13, another more suitable
Book of Micah, cf. Ryssel, p. 213. Ryssel thinks Steiner’s proposal to

place in the

put the verses after
between iii. 11 and
<<

thrift

(

1893),

p.

iv.

12.

251.

8 not without plausibility.

On

this cf. the criticism of

Elhorst places our passage
Rosters. T/ieologvtch

Tijd-
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sections cannot possibly be

that of Micah, and that the several pieces presuppose entirely
different situations out of

On

the other hand,

ments

is

it is

which or

for

which they were written.

believed that the connection of the frag-

so defective and clumsy as to exclude every idea of

its

thought in the mind of a single
author.
The disorder is such that it can be understood only as
the result of a more or less complicated process in which the
earlier material passed through several hands and was increased
by a number of additions or rewritten for the purpose of altering
representing a continuity of

its

original meaning.

The

and the possibility of correlating it
been dealt with
in a previous article.
As regards Micah in particular, the undisputed part of his prophecy offered no occasion for any direct deliverance on Jehovah’s relation to the Gentile world.
The only
passage throwing light on the prophet’s views touching this point
is chap. i. 2, where all peoples, the earth and its fullness are called
upon to hear God’s witness against them. An attempt has been
central idea of iv. 1-5,

to the thought of the eighth-century prophets, has

made

to limit the part of the peoples, in the transaction described,

Jehovah’s exercising rule
over them would not be implied.*
But if the words meant,
“ Let the Lord God be a witness among you,” those against whom
the witness is to be borne would also have been named. The pasto that of witnesses, so that the idea of

sage does prove, therefore, that Micah believed Jehovah concerned
in the conduct

and destiny of the other nations and that the pre1-5 were not

suppositions for the universalism expressed in iv.

wanting

in his thought.

prophet found

it

But

it

proves more than

this.

If the

necessary to state at the very opening of his

prophecy that the divine judgment was directed against the Gentiles as much as against Israel, is it likely that he would have
allowed this conviction no further influence on the character of
his message ?
If, as the critics believe, iii. 12 is the end of his
genuine discourse, there is a remarkable incongruity as well as
disproportion between the announcement of the text and the further working out of the sermon. +
Ver. 4, wanting in Isaiah, Stade considers too sentimental in its
* Cf. Kosters, Theologisch Tijdschrift, 1893, p. 263.
thinks that all the passages quoted from Isaiah as bearing on
f Kosters, l. c
,

no more than than that Jehovah surpasses in power the gods
and is able to protect his people from their attacks.
Isaiah,
however, not merely teaches that Jehovah can protect Israel from other Dations,
but also that Jehovah summons and biings these nations to execute judgment
upon Isiael, which is quite a different matter, and goes far beyond the theology
this question prove

of the Gentiles,

Kosters would ascribe to that prophet.
I-aiah.

And

this is true of

Micah

as well as of

,
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He compares

tone to be of an early date.

Lev. xxvi. 3-5, Deut. xxviii. 1
late date fixed

by the

2

Kings

xviii. 31,

Waiving the question

seq.

critics for Leviticus

of the

and Deuteronomy,

it is

hard to believe that Micah cannot have appreciated the blessings
of peace and expressed his appreciation of them in a proverbial
form.

Chap. iv. 6, 7, stand in a line with ii. 12, 13, so that only a few
words of comment are required.
Undoubtedly here, also, the
exile

is

presupposed, but not in any form which would imply that

the author

knew

it

from actual experience.

sheep “halting” and “driven

same words

Zeph.

in

The

figure of the

recurs with the use of the

and with the use of one of them in
as these must have been familiar
their appearance wherever the figure of the
19,

iii.

Inasmuch

Ezek. xxxiv. 16.
terms of pastoral

away”

life,

is perfectly natural.
Even if the
by these prophets to the gathering of
dependence, which we do not believe, there

shepherd and his flock appears
application of this figure
Israel proves literary

no reason

is

The

why

the original should not be recognized in Micah.

abounds

prophet’s discourse

rural surroundings (cf.

ii.

12, 13

in
iv.

;

figures derived
3,

12, 13

4,

;

from

v. 6, 7

his
vi.
;

and the original way in which the idea of the
shepherd is brought in connection with the pastoral antecedents of
David as the t} pe of the Messiah in v. 1, 3).* Attention has also
“ a remnant,” in
been called to the technical use of
“
a strong nation,” this expresStanding parallel with
ver. 7.+
There
sion, it is said, must be a title of honor and promise.
15

;

vii. 1, 2, 4, 14,

r

would be something strange in this only if we did not know that
had obtained a fixed meaning
with Isaiah already the term
in which it was associated not merely with the judgment of the
present, but likewise with the restoration of the future.

Still fur-

ther, exception is taken to the idea of Jehovah’s kingship as
dependent on Zech. xiv. 9. To this the answer has been given

Since
is protected by its prominence in Isaiah.
was identified with Israel’s national existence, the
restoration would naturally assume to the prophet the form of a
renewal of Jehovah’s rule over Ilis people, which had been sus-

that

this

idea

this kingship

pended by the captivity.
In vers. 8-10 little is found by the
attach.

In

reference to

fact, vers. 9,

10

a

critics to

are the one fragment of chap, iv in

whose possible or plausible genuineness

sensus has begun to form

itself.

As may be

cal survey given above, Oort, Ivuenen,
* Cf.
+

which suspicion can

Nowack, X. A. W.,

Nowack, Volz, concede

1884, p. 280.

Kos'ers, Theologiach Tijdschrift

1893, p.

a certain con-

seen from the histori-

2(5 4.

it
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Micah; even Wellhausen is not positive in expressing the
Against ver. 8 Stade advances the trite argument that “ the former dominion” presupposes the cessation of

to

contrary opinion.

the Davidic kingdom.
8-10 from one hand

Nevertheless Stade himself considers vers.

on his own interpretation the later
writer artificially transports himself backwards into the time of
Micah as his apparent present and out of it projects himself into
the Chaldean crisis as his ideal present.
Why then, supposing
always that Micah could imagine a restoration at all, should we
deem him incapable of going through the same mental process in
•the opposite direction ?
In ver. 10 those critics who uphold the
genuineness reject the words, “ and shalt come even unto Babylon,” as a gloss added ex eventu.
In so far as this opinion results
from anti-supernaturalistic bias it would be useless to argue
;

against

it.

a gloss is
treat

in ver. 9

That there

nothing external to mark the clause as

is

shown by the

fact that other critics, like Stade,

the whole context as a vaticinium ex eventu

objectionable in

it

difficulty is further

and

found in Jer. xxvi.

Jerusalem predicted
the Assyrian crisis

treat it as of one piece
19,

,

who

find nothing

with the

rest.

A

where the destruction of

Micah iii. 12 is represented as referring to
under King Hezekiah, and as having been

in

averted by the repentance of people and king.
But, as Ryssel
and others have shown, whatever may have been the prophet’s
own meaning or the ultimate divine intent of the prophecy, it was
quite possible for Micah’ s and Jeremiah’s contemporaries to connect
the idea of deportation to Babel with an Assyrian invasion.
It
would be rash, therefore, to conclude that in Jeremiah’s days either
the whole prophecy of chap. iv. 9, 10, or at least the words
referring to Babylon were not known A
With vers. 11-13 we reach that part of the chapter in the
denial of whose genuineness the recent critics, however varying
their views in other respects, are unanimous.
As vers. 9, 10 a are
recognized as the one fragment which may perhaps be from Micah,
so this piece is before all others recognized as the one that must
be late. A difference is, however, to be observed, as to the ground
* Though there

is nothing about the disputed clause to suggest its spuriousness,
should not, on the other hand, be allowed to prejudice against the genuineness
of its surroundings those who find it unacceptable on a priori grounds.
The
it

three words can be taken out without destroying the sense of

“ Thou shalt dwell in the field
view mean that the daughter

•

;

there shall

what remains.

Jehovah redeem thee,” would on

this

Zion must be reduced to a state of helplessness
and utter exposure, symbolized by the open field as over against the fortified city.
This thought is in full harmony with Micah’s judgment on fortresses and cities
elsewhere.
Hosea ii. 1G would be a parallel.
Cf. Kuenen, in Theologisch
Tijdschrift

,

of

1872, p. 298, against a proposal of

gloss also the following

words up

to ver.

1

1.

De Goeje

to include in the alleged
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on which this judgment is based by the several critics.
While
Stade proceeds on the principle that the whole idea of an attack
of many nations upon Zion is post-Ezekielian, most of the others
take the position that, while the contents of vers. 11-13 in themselves admit of Micah’s authorship, yet the contradiction between

them and what immediately precedes renders

it

psychologically

impossible that both should be from the same writer.

Undoubt-

edly Stade’s view has the advantage of greater consistency.

In

the consciousness of the early prophets as at present defined, there

hardly a place for a prediction of this type.

is

For not merely

are the defeat and the destruction of the Gentile nations that attack

Zion foretold, but in ver. 11 their hostility is represented as inspired by the desire “ to profane ” her, i. e., to prove by the conquest of Zion that her claims to special sacredness and inviola-

unfounded.* We have here, in fact, the same thought
which underlies Ezekiel’s prediction of a world-attack upon the
bility are

holy city, and those unwilling to believe that the early prophets
ascribed such a sanctity to Zion should follow Stade in rejecting

own merit, altogether apart from the question
whether they can be reconciled with what precedes or not.
But this observation in reference to ver. 11 also points out the
way, we believe, in which the deeper harmony between the two
apparently conflicting utterances here placed together must be

the verses on their

Evidently the point of view from which the prophet
approaches the conflict of the world-power with Judah is a twosought.

fold one.
In so far as this conflict is viewed as a matter between
Jehovah and the people and as intended for the punishment of
Israel’s sin, it must result in captivity. In so far as it is viewed as a
matter between the nations and Zion in its religious significance,
the issue must be destruction for the Gentiles, because in Zion
they attack Jehovah
We know how in Isaiah these two modes
of viewing the conflict and of forecasting its issue go side by side

from almost the beginning until the end of his ministry, and that
the recent critical attempts to eliminate this dualism from Isaiah

Why, then, should the appearance of the same phenomenon in Isaiah's contemporary Micah
cannot be considered successful.

make

us despair

11-13

is

precisely as

monizing of

*

C

Isa.

x. 5-19,

9, 10,
f.

?

Keil’s

iii.

The harmonizing of Micah iii. 12 and iv.
difficult and no more difficult than the har2G,

v. 13,

vi. 12,

on the other hand.

Commentary

on the one hand, and

That

in

viii.

Micah the two reprc-

in loco.

view from which the whole prophecy of veis.
le
seen fiom the closing words of ver. 13; the
d
n
ay
be
gain and rubstance ol the rations are deYotc d to J»liovah, t. e., to His sanctuaiy.
because they attempted to iob Him and to defile His dwelling-place.
t

That

11-13

this is actually the point of

vti.'h<s to

UDders-toc
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sentations stand in closer proximity than in Isaiah should not

prejudice us against their genuineness, because
that they occupied the

same

we need

not assume

position in the prophet’s

relative

which this mode of viewoutcome might attach itself
were given to both Isaiah and Micahin the expedition of Sennacherib, of the year 701.
The developments of this crisis offered a

The

oral discourse.*

historical facts to

ing the conflict and of anticipating

its

the principle here proclaimed as having-

striking illustration of

Thus we can maintain that the prophecy

validity for all time.

preserves its contact with the history of the people of

own

prophet's

God

in the

age, while yet through the clearly realized typical

import of these contemporary events

is

it

made

to

extend beyond

these and to cover the remote future.

In chap.

iv. 14-v. 4, several

things are believed to indicate a

than the age of Micah. As stated above, Stade has
renewed the objections at one time raised by Oort against the asso-

later date

Bethlehem and Ephrathah and against the description of
Bethlehem as “ little to be among the thousands of Judah.” The
data of this controversy are as follows
Jer. xxxi. 15 and 1 Sam.
x. 2 prove that Rachel’s grave tvas situated not far from Ramali

ciation of

:

on or near the border of Benjamin. Now it is inferred from Gen.
xxxv. 19 fcf. xlviii. 7) that Ephrath lay in the neighborhood of
the sepulchre of Rachel.
Consequently it cannot be identical with
Bethlehem, and the words in Genesis making this identification
must be a gloss. The explanation of Noldeke and Dillmann, to the
effect that there may have existed two grave-pillars of Rachel, one
near

Ramah and

another near Bethlehem-Ephrath

Genesis refers to the

whilst Jeremiah and

,

and

that,

E

in

the author of

have in mind the former, is rejected by Stade, besupposed to deal exclusively with localities on the border of the two Rachel tribes
Joseph and Benjamin. f
Further, there could not have existed a grave-pillar
of Rachel in Bethlehem because the inhabitants of that place
1

Sam.

latter,

cause

x.

E

2

in his narrative is

—

did not trace their descent from
* Another way of removing the conflict

Thus Hengstenberg

Rachel.
is to

But,

if

the testimony

take the two prophecies as referring

9, 10, the Babylonian captivity
Maccabean conflict; in ver. 14 the Roman oppression.
Others, like Caspari and Keil, while not assuming a precise chronological
succession, yet insist upon placing the event of vers. 11-13 as an eschatological
episode between the exile and the Messianic developments de-cribed in ver. 1 seq.
The weakness of this exegesis lies in its rendering of nn>l in ver. 11 as “ then,

to different limes.

predicted

;

finds in vers

in vers. 11-13, the

:

whereas in

vers. 9

and 14

it

“now” and designates the
“nows” are correlated they must

obviously means

’

writer’s

be renSince the three
dered alike in each case.
t This would not apply to Gen. xlviii. 7, which is assigned to P,but Stade gives
everything after ipi to the redactor who copied from the passage in chap. xxxv.
real or ideal present.
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E

of

for the identity of

there

Bethlehem and Ephrathah

falls

away,

reason to examine critically the other passages in which

is

These are (1) 1 Sam. xvii. 12, where
“ that Ephrathite of Bethlehem Judah.”
This
verse, Stade thinks, has been so seriously meddled with by a later
hand that its beginning is entirely out of joint PITH must at all
events be removed, and, this being so, the preceding ’jVlGtSl may
as well be thrown out as a redactorial addition.
(2) Ruth i. 2,
the two are associated.

Jesse

is

:

called

:

these passages are claimed to prove nothing because the

iv. 11:

Book

Ruth

(3) Three passages in 1 Chronicles,
iv.
and
4:
here
Ephrathah appears as the wife of
19, 50,
Caleb and the mother of Hur, and is explicitly connected with
Bethlehem. Stade maintains, however, that Bethlehem’s connection with the clan Caleb does not rest on ancient tradition and both
form and contents of the passages belong to the postexilic period.
He also appeals to the fact that the adjective
means, in
all passages except 1 Sam. xvii. 2, “ the Ephraimite,” which ren-

of

chaps,

ders

is

postexilic.

ii.

it

known

probable that the place called Ephrath

in preexilic

times as the grave of Rachel lay on the border of Benjamin,

i.

e..

Ephraim. The conclusion of the whole is according to
Stade that Micah v. 1 appears to stand on a level with Ruth and
In regard to the other point,
Chronicles, two postexilic products."
the smallness predicated of Bethlehem, he refers to Neb. vii. 26,
where the men of Bethlehem and Netophah are given as 188, a
so that this feature likewise would point to a postsmall number,
in

still

—

exilic writer, f

In answering

all this the one essential point should be kept disfrom the accessory questions which have clustered around it
This one essential point is
in the course of the controversy.^;

tinct

* Z. A. W., 1883, p. 4 seq.
t

a

Thus the question whether

gloss is entirely immaterial.

f Z. A. 11'., 1884, p. 293.
the words DTI/fO X1H in the Genesis passages are

We

do not believe this assumption necessary.

Goeje’s explanation, given in a previous note, seems quite satisfactory.

I)e

It is signi-

Sam. x. 2 is the name Ephrath mentioned
But even if the disputed words are a gloss
and express a mistaken identification of Bethlehem-Judah with the Ephrath near
which Rachel was buried, the glossator could not have made the mistake unless
Bethlehem had been called Ephrath in his day. The whole question, therefore,
Jeremiah nor

ficant that neither in
in

in 1

connection with Rachel’s grave.

reduces

itself to this,

— whether this designation as

into ancient time or

was a novel usage.

it

was then current reached back

Equally immaterial

is

the question

whether the original reading in Mic. v. 1 is Beth Ephrathah or Bethleheui-Ephrathali.
According to Boorda the first Hebrew text was nrnax jV 3 and the original
’

rendering of the Septuagint corresponding to this olxo ? Eippaftd.

Then Orp JV3

was written in the margin of the Hebrew in explanation. A copyist took this to
mean that TV3 should be read DnS fi"3 and made the change. Thus originated the
present Hebrew text.
A comparison of the original Septuagint with it suggested
as a compromise ByfD.iifi ol/.o$ E<ppaftd, which is the present Greek text.
’

-
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whether it can be proven that Bethlehem had nothing to do with
Ephrath orEphrathah in the time of Micah. But how can this
?
Let us suppose for a moment that Stade is justhrowing out the “ Ephrathi ” in 1 Sam. xvii. 12,* and
in declaring Ruth postexilic.
This by no means settles the question.
It only yields the negative result that there remains no

be established

tified in

preexilic passage from which

we can prove that Bethlehem was
This

early times associated with Ephrathah.

in

is

something

quite different from furnishing the positive proof that such an

have existed. Still further, though Chronicles
and Ruth is considered so by modern critics, at any
rate they bear witness to the fact that in that period Bethlehem
sustained a close relation to Ephrathah. This being so, what
right have we to assume that not only the usage but the origin of
the usage must be postexilic, and that it cannot reach back into
association cannot

is postexilic

In one case only could such a conclusion
?
were possible to explain from well-known,

the eighth century B.C.

be

justified, viz., if it

specifically postexilic data
arose,

motive

or,

what amounts

how

to the

the association or identification

same

thing, to assign a definite

and Ruth to
This has not been done nor can it

for the interest of the writers of Chronicles

bring the two names together.
be done.

To quote the words

Kuenen

of

“It

:

will not easily"

head of any man that the Chronicler’s statements
concerning Ephrath and her children are explainable from any"

•enter into the

subtendency.f

On

this point the Chronicler gives us simple facts

Oort’s hypothesis
form chosen by himself.”
offered at least the advantage of explaining what interest the
postexilic writer had in transferring the name Ephrath from the
house of Saul to that of David, but this hypothesis has been so
entirely overthrown by Kuenen that even the author would not
in a genealogical

think of reviving

As has been

it

at the present

day".:};

Stade contends further that the smallness
predicated of Bethlehem can be understood only from the stand
Roorda’s conjecture

stated,

may

possibly be correct.

It is equally possible,

the Septuagint text contains an explanation of the

Hebrew

as

it

however, that

now

stands.

In

that case the latter may well be original.
Cf. the combination Bethlehem- Judah.
* There is more reason to believe that T\13N belongs to the original text (what1

may be the truth about HI and that the words OH ? JV33 were added either
by the writer or by a later hand to guard against the misinterpretation of 'max
as “ Ephraim ite.”
Cf. Theof Kuenen, of course, makes 1 Chron. ii, as a whole, a tendency-piece.

ever

)

logisch Tijdschrift, 1872, p. 49.
1 No weight can be attached to Stade’s argument, based on the constant use of
"max = Ephraimite, because this adjective may well have borne a double meaning.
Indeed this must be assumed on Stade’s own theory, since the word must

have belonged to both the place Ephrath and the larger territory

of

Ephraim.
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Though

point of a postexilic writer.

it

is

true that the

men

of

Bethlehem and Netophah appear in Neh. vii as among the least
numerous of the contingents there enumerated, yet we have no
certainty that this relative smallness of the family resulted from
It may have existed before.
The writer of Micali v.
had a special motive for emphasizing this smallness. Obviously
the thought was in his mind that the house of David when giving
birth to the Messiah would be reduced to the former state of

the exile.
1

from

insignificance, naturally resulting

which

it

its

numerical smallness, in

existed before David’s elevation to the throne gave

among

highest rank

the families of Judah.

it

the

In other words, the

Bethlehem in Micah v. 1 serves the same purpose
served by the peculiar phrase, “ the stock of Jesse,” in

description of

which

is

Isa. xi. 1.*

In two other respects, v. 1-3 have been declared out of harmony
with their surroundings. Nowack, in criticising Stade’s analysis,
remarks that in iv. 11-13 there is no room for the conception of a
Messiah since the total destruction of the Gentiles leaves nothing
to be done by Him.
And v. 2 is out of agreement with iv. 11-13
Both,
because in the latter passage no “ giving up ” is expected.
difficulties are

11-13.

met

in principle

If the perspective

by our remarks made above on

here opening up before the prophet

iv.

is

determined by the antithesis between Jehovah and .the Gentiles,
and has its historical background in the Sennacherib-crisis, we at
once understand

and the

why

the idea of Israel’s surrender to the nations

figure of the Messiah find no place in

in the nearer fulfillment of

it.

But, although

prophecy the Messiah plays no
by the profaning hands of

this

part and Zion appears as yet untouched

the Gentiles, this by no

means excludes

its also

finding a fulfillment

developments which presuppose the deliverance from
exile and the appearance of the Messiah on the stage of history.
Chap. v. -f, 5. are said to be inconsistent with the preceding
context because they make no mention of the Messiah, whose
11
seven shepherds” and the
place is here rather taken by the
“ eight principal men.” Stade, who raises this difficulty, has him-

in

later

self

suggested the solution,

* Cf. Yolz,

p.

67,

who admits

that these verses do not describe

viz.,

that an indirect polemic against the Davidic

must be implied. Elhorst thinks he has discovered a way in which the
identification of Bethlehem and Ephr.itbah may be postexilic and yet Micah the
nobility

Reading Beth-Ephrath, he suggests that David’s family, though
came originally from Ephrath, near Ramah, and was for
this reason called Ephrathite.
A postexilic copyist then would have made the
mistake of identifying Bethlehem and Ephrath. The difficulty about this is that
Micah, a Juda;an prophet, would hardly have designated the royal house by a

author of

v.

i.

residing in Bethlehem,

name

recalling its Ephraimitic descent.

1893, p. 263.

Cf.

Rosters,

Theologisch

lijdschrift,
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the beginning of the Messianic period, but an episode during

The shepherds and

course.

principal

men

its

are servants of the

Messiah.
This simple explanation cannot be discredited by forcing the meaning of the words, “ and this shall be peace,” as if
these of necessity must introduce a description of the opening of

the Messianic era, which description would then differ from the one

contained in vers. 1-3.

Next we

between v.
mere remnant

briefly notice the contradiction discovered

6 and iv. 11-13, in so far as in the former passage a

of Jacob

is saved out of the judgment, whereas in the latter the
daughter of Zion as such is promised victory over the many nations
assembled against her. By abandoning the genuineness of v. 1-8,

and placing it on a line with iv. 11-13, Nowack has himself
acknowledged that the inconsistency is merely apparent.
The late writer to whom he attributes vers. 6-8 knew, of course,
that the daughter of Zion, who was in the future to destroy the
many nations, consisted of the remnant of preexilic Israel.
A still further lack of agreement has been pointed out between
v. 6-8 and iv. 11-13, on the one hand, and the universalistic
prophecy, iv. 1-5, on the other hand. The first two passages
breathe a spirit of hostility against the Gentiles, whereas the last
is inspired by a sentiment of peace and good-will toward all
nations.
If the point of comparison in the figure of the dew and
rain in v. 7 be the refreshing and fructifying influence to be exerted by the remnant of Jacob upon the peoples, the writer must
have thought that these two attitudes could go together, since they
implicitly

are placed in close proximity here as represented

by the

figures of

and ver. 8 respectively. If the other exegesis be adopted,
which finds the points of comparison with the dew and the rain in
the prospective numerousness of the remnant and their sole
dependence on Jehovah, even then ver. 8 does not exclude the
ver. 7

ultimate realization of the ideal expressed in

The

last point in chap,

iv.

1—1.

v we must touch upon concerns

vers.

These verses contain a prediction that the objects of idolatry and the implements of war will be taken away from Israel.
It is conceded by Stade, Wellhausen and others that as a whole
the prophecy fits into the age of Micah.
But it has become
generally accepted among adherents of the modern view that the
prophetic opposition to the Mazzeboth and Asherim in particular
dates from the time of the Deuteronomic reform.
The Isaianic
reform under Hezekiab, so far as it is historical, aimed only at the
abolishment of images. Josiah in his day still found an Asherah
in the temple at Jerusalem as well as at Bethel.
The fight
against Mazzeboth and Asherim did not begin until the Bamoth
were made an object of attack. From Hosea iii. 4, x. 1, 2,
9-14.
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Isa. xix. 19,

Stade endeavors to show that in the estimation of

the early prophets

Mazzebah

is

=altar, no better, no worse.

xvii. 8 proves nothing to the contrary, because the style is

thy of Isaiah aud the contents do not

The manner

fit

Isa.

unwor-

into the circle of

his-

which the author of Micah v. 9-14 throwstogether into an indefinite category “ graven images,” and “ Mazzeboth,” and “ Asherim,” betrays that he does not speak from
experience, whereas the author of Deut. xii. 3 still stands sufficiently near the old cultus to distinguish sharply between its
ideas.

in

various objects.

Those who are

one with Stade in their general conception of

at

the origin of the Deuteronomic movement, and would yet uphold

the genuineuess of our passage, have replied to this reasoning that

movement must have had
and found earlier isolated defendants, and that
nothing hinders us from counting Micah among the number of
these.
Although Isaiah did not oppose the Mazzeboth and
Asherim, Micah shows himself independent enough of his great
contemporary to warrant the surmise that in this point he may
have differed from or advanced beyond him." But this reply does
not meet the real difficult}".
As Stade has been quick in pointing
out, the condemnation of Asherim and Mazzeboth in chap. v. 12
is not introduced as something new and unprecedented.
The passage becomes intelligible only if we can place back of it a long
polemic against the objects whose extermination is here predicted.
This leaves us no other choice than either, with Stade, to find this
earlier opposition in the Deuteronomic movement, which means tothe principles of reform enforced in that
a previous history

deny the passage
of the

men who

Micah

to

;

or to assume

it

in the prophetic labors

preceded Micah, which will mean that the pro-

harmony
The passages in the early prophets which mention the Mazzeboth are Hosea
iii. 4, x.
The Asherim occur in Isa. xvii. 8
1, 2, Isa. xix. 19.
only where they are named in conjunction with the Hammanim
Besides this a reference to the Asherah has
or “ sun-pillars.”
been found in Hosea iv. 12, where Jehovah complains that His
phetic attitude on this point was from the very

first

in

with the principles of the reform under King Josiah.

people ask counsel at their stock and that their staff declareth

unto them, since the

whoredom has caused them

spirit of

and they have gone awhoring from under their God.f
* Xowack, Z. A.
f

IF..

Pout finds in Mic.

i.

1884, p. 284

;

to err,

Of these

Elhorst. p. 52.

7 an allusion to the immoral significance of the Asherim.

This possible allusion -would become an explicit reference if, with Wellhausen, we
were to change ITJJjtK in msttt, a conjecture which has much in its favor the
term “hires” appears strange between “graven images” and “ idols,” and the
“ burning with fire” goes well with the Asherim which it is proposed to substitute.
;

RE C EXT CRITICISM OF THE EARLY PROPHETS.
we must leave out of account Isa. xvii. 8,
sidered by recent critics an interpolation.

since

811

this verse is con-

That in Hosea iv. 12
alludes to the Asherah is not impossible, but far from certain.*
From Hosea iii. 4 many writers have inferred that Hosea took no
special offense at the Mazzebah because it is here placed on a line
with sacrifice as such, and with the two other pairs of king-prince,
That this conclusion is unwarranted appears
ephod-teraphim.
from the fact that Hosea elsewhere openly condemns all images,
and must, therefore, have opposed the teraphim on this principle
The sense of the passage is simply
alone if for no other reason.
that all the representative forms of civil and religious life will be
Whether these forms are in the
taken away from Israel.
prophet’s view legitimate or illegitimate is not stated.
In an
indirect way we learn, however, that they must have been partly
of the one, partly of the other category.
For ver. 4 gives in
literal terms what ver. 3 expresses in terms of the figure.
Now
the figure implies two thoughts
(1) That Hosea’s wife shall be
separated from her lovers
(2) that she shall be separated from
her legal husband also. If ver. 5 is to correspond to this, the same
two elements must be included in it, and the prophet must have
conceived of some of the things mentioned as illegal.
Of course
it is not possible to go further and prove from the words themselves that the Mazzeboth in particular fell under his disapproval.
Chap. x. 1, 2, speak of the Mazzeboth after a condemnatory
fashion, and place them on a level with the many altars.
It is significant that not the multiplication of the Mazzeboth, but the
And inasmuch as the
building of them as such is reflected upon.
multiplication of the places of worship was certainly connected by
the prophet with the paganizing influences at work among Israel,
this passage rather favors the conclusion that he considered the
Mazzebah likewise an adjunct of the Baal-cult and for that reason
opposed it. +
The total silence of the early prophets on the Asherah (apart
from Isa. xvii. 8 and our passage in Micah) deserves attention.
That we have no right to construe it as implying approval or
indifference is plain.
Otherwise Jeremiah might with equal warrant be quoted in favor of the Asherah, since he never names it
The probexplicitly and the Mazzebah only in chap, xliii. 13. +
able explanation is that the Asherim were so closely associated
:

;

* Kosters, Theologisch Tijdsehrift 1893, p. 267, suggests that the reference may
be to the use of Teraphim, and that the Asherah canuot be meant, because the
latter had nothing to do with the giving of oracles.
,

t By mating
Mazzebah here
1 Jer.

ii.

27

Isa. xix. 19 late,

the critics admit that the interpretation of the

must be allowed.
no more decisive or explicit than Hos.

as a symbolic stone

is

iv. 12.

4

,

t
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with pronounced and avowed idolatry as to require no special condemnation beyond that included in the general polemic against the
Stade has indeed objected to this on the ground that by
connection of the Asherah with Jehovah

latter.

several passages the

worship is placed beyond question, and has even gone to the length
of denying the existence of a goddess Asherah, with whom the

wooden Ashera would have been associated, except in the imagBut this last position has been made
untenable by the testimony of the El-Amarna letters.
A goddess
Asherah more or less closely identified with Ashtoreth did exist.
Of course this does not disprove that the ignorant idolatrous mass
of the people also brought the wooden Asherah into connection
with Jehovah, but it makes it at least highly probable that the
prophets whose perception of the specifically pagan element in the
popular cult was unquestionably keen would have been aware of
the derivation of the symbol from the goddess, and consequently
ination of the later writers.*

opposed

Hosea’s opposition to the use of the

it.

title

Jehovah furnishes an analogy
The contents of vers. 9-14, apart from the reference
zeboth and Asherim,

fit

Baal for

to the

Maz-

better into the eighth century than into

any other period. This is true especially of the announcement
that the horses and chariots and fortified cities, ?. e., all warlike
implements, will be done away with. The condemnation of witchcraft and images also has its most striking parallels in Isaiah.
It
the recognition of this by such critics as Kuenen and Wellhausen that has given rise to the double-faced hypothesis that
vers. 9-14 in their original form are from Micah and that the Deuteronomistic condemnation of Mazzeboth and Asherim was introduced by a later redactor of the piece. This proves that in all
is

other respects the passage bears the impress of the time of Micah.

No

literary signs of redaction

* Geschichte des Vo Ike* Israel
Alterthums,

i,

i,

whatever are discoverable.

pp. 184, 460.

Cf. also

This

Meyer, Geschichte des

p. 248.

t Cf. Wolf-Bandissin in Herzog’s Real Eneyclopo’die, 3d ed., 2d Vol., Art.
“Astarte” and “Aschera,” p. 158 Tiele, Geschiedenis van den Godsdienst in de
;

Oudheid

i,
,

p. 286.

view given above regarding
E of the Hevateuch,
assigned to this same period, are supposed to have changed the Mazzeboth into
memorial stones for the purpose of obliterating their original meaning. Since no
such attempt is made in reference to the Asherim, J and E must have either
thought that these were more innocent than the Mazzeboth, which is impossible to
believe, or must have thought them too inherently pagan to admit of a similar
1

The

critics

have

all

the

more reason

to take the

the prophetic silence on the Asherah. since their J and

idealization.

If

.T and E is to be explained from the utter disapthe si’ence of the early prophets be construed in

then the silence of

proval of the Asherah,

the same manner?

why cannot
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part of the hypothesis simply serves to get rid of an obnoxious
element in an otherwise unobjectionable context.
We must now briefly review the difficulties found by the critics
in the concatenation of the various pieces that compose chaps, iv
causes
and v. The first seam is located in iv. 5, where the

O

Stade thinks the connection effected by means of it
presupposes in the writer’s mind the reflection that the foregoing
difficulty.

prophecy had not been fulfilled. That is to say, if we understand
Stade aright, the sentence introduced by ’D was intended by a
later writer to give the reason for the unexpressed thought of that
Whatever may be
writer that vers. 1—1 had not yet come true.
thought of the possibility of this exegesis, it is certainly not the
most plausible one. If we place the emphasis of the verse on the
words, “ for ever and ever,”

it will be seen to affirm the truth
of the foregoing prophecy and to yield a perfectly natural connection.
This promise will surely be fulfilled, because Israel is the

last

only nation which will not need to change its God.* After this
statement has brought the prediction of universalism to a fitting
close, the transition to vers. 6-8 as to another aspect of the eschatological hope is easily effected by the general term, “ in that
day.”

In regard to vers. 9-1-1

interpretation of

doubtedly the

first,

of both ver. 7 and ver.

seq.

everything depends on the

“nows”

Unin vers. 9, 11, 1-1.
marks a contrast to the opening phrase
inasmuch as the prophet returns from

the three

6,

This contrast, however,
need not be pressed to the extent of limiting the HflJ/ to the
writer’s historical present
it rather comprehends everything this

the remote future to the nearer present.

;

coming age. Why
should not be allowed this
wider sense when by common consent of the critics the phrase
Ninn DV3 is indefinitely used of the whole eschatological future,
is hard to see.
The only question is whether Micah could so use
it, and this depends ultimately on whether the conception of the
Messianic age had made a sufficiently deep impression on his mind
side of the

to compress all preceding developments for his perspective into

On

view of the matter the three visions relating
to the pre-Messianic history stand between the two eschatological
prophecies of iv. 1-8 and v. 1-8.
The grouping of the three is not
determined by chronological reasons, but by the natural sequence
of the main thoughts embodied in each.
The promise of the
restoration of the kingdom to the daughter of Jerusalem suggests
the previous departure of this kingdom, the ensuing exile and
the deliverance from Babylon. By force of contrast the prospect
of the indignity and pain to be inflicted by the world-power upon
one scene.

*

Cf.

Kuenen

this

in Theolorjisch Tijdschrift, vi, 290.
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the daughter of Zion calls up the vision of vers. 11-18, where

Zion appears victorious over the nations.
14-v.

8,

In the third scene,

iv.

the same contrast between humiliation and victory

worked out with

special reference to the present ruler

future Messianic king, and thus the discourse returns to

of departure in iv.

Nobody

its

point

but enriched by the personal Messianic

8,

is

and the
ele-

deny that this is at least a plausible development of thought. That the material might have been distributed
as well, or perhaps to better advantage from the point of view of
ment.

will

logic or historical sequence, does not prove that its present arrange-

ment would have been unnatural or impossible to the prophetthis must be added that there are several recurring phrases and
Foreconstructions which closely link together the various pieces.
most among these is the repetition of the words, “ many
nations,” which has already induced Stade to ascribe the three
pieces in which these occur to one author.
Further, “ Mount

To

Zion,” or “ Zion,”

and “ the
daughter of Zion ” to iv. 8, 10, 13
in iv. 11 points back
to
fD in ver. 10 ilfW) opens the sentence in both iv. 8 and
v. 1; the address, “ be in pain and labor,” in iv. 10. is entirely
like that in ver. 13, “ arise and thresh ;” the phrase, “ the name

common

is

to iv. 1-5

and

iv. 6, 7,

;

;

of Jehovah,” appears in

iv. 5 and v. 3;
in iv. 14 points
back to
in iv. 8
the coincidence in the figure of the
shepherd between iv. 6 and v. 3 has been already commented
upon.
In ordinary cases these resemblances would be considered
;

sufficient to

make

As

out a strong case for unity of authorship.

the critics have to explain them on the assumption that the
later writer or writers purposely assimilated their work to the
it is,

older material they wished to enlarge upon.

But,

of form they exercised such care, the question

if

in a matter

becomes

the

all

more pertinent why in the more iveightv matter of the harmony
and connection of thought they could be so artless and careless
as the critical

view implies.

It is

much

easier to believe that the

prophet himself used this freedom in the grouping of his scenes

than that the

later redactors

or interpolators,

who

professedly

wrote in order to harmonize his work with extraneous data either of
history or of hope, should have failed to obliterate as
possible

all

much

as

discrepancies of representation.*

* This point has been rightly insisted upon by Elhorst, pp. 46-48, 54-53. Elhorst
Kuenen succeeds in making out a much bet-

has also shown that neither Stade nor

ter continuity of thought than exists at present.
Stade’s iv. 1-4, 11-v. 3, 6-14 is
hardly more rational than the text as it stands. Especially np>’ and v. 2 cause
difficulty on St ide’s view.
Kuenen’s hypothesis does not explain what was the
motive for the insertion of iv. 6-8, and the removal of these verses leaves the subject

addressed in ver.

!)

in

doubt.

Nowack

finally

and Volz do not make

clear
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is the only one which requires comYolz believes that it breaks the continuity between ver. 1 and' ver. 3, and must have been inserted at
an even later date than the already postexilic piece, v. 1, 3, 4\
His reasons for this opinion are the following. While Jehovah is
the speaking person in ver. 1, He is spoken of in the third person

In chap, v the second verse

ment

in this connection.

Or, if
be referred to the writer, the incongruence
remains between the subjects of NV’ and DJfV. Further, accord-

in ver. 2.

ing to ver.
1

the Messiah

2,

He comes

boru in exile, whilst according to ver.

is

out of Bethlehem.

Yer. 2 does not place the figure

The

of the Messiah sufficiently in the foreground.
1

and 3 does not look forward

the Gentiles.
in

in ver. 2 is meaningless.

QJJT nor the conception

context.

The

Isa. ix. 5,

and

writer of vers.

long period of oppression by

to a

m

of the

1

?’ finds

Neither the suffix
explanation in the

interpolation rests on Isa. vii. 14, and perhaps
is

due

on

to a desire to account for the delay in the

Messiah’s appearance.

The

may be

of these reasons

first

disposed of by a reference to

such passages as Isa. iii. 1, 4
Micah vii. 18-20. Yer. 2 does
anything about the Messiah’s birthplace, but simply
makes His birth, or rather activity, the terminus ad quem of
;

not state

Israel’s surrender to the

Gentiles.

The

interpolator could not

have possibly meant to say with ver. 1 before him that the Messiah was to be born in exile.
If ver. 2 is a mere definition of
time, we do not expect it to dwell on the figure or work of the
Messiah.
That the writer of vers. 1, 3, knows nothing of a period
“
of
giving up ” is indicated by nothing.
? makes perfect
connection
it states as the reason Avhy the Messiah must come
from Bethlehem that the present royal state of the house of David
shall come to an end through exile.
Finally DJjV is without

P

1

:

antecedent only

if vers.

1-3 are violently torn out of the context

and placed by themselves.
is

given in

14 or ix. 5

In the text as

is

it

stands the antecedent

That the verse presupposes

iv. 14, 11, 9, etc.

no argument against

its

Isa. vii.

genuineness for those

who

maintain the Isaianic origin of these passages.

Chap. v. 9-14 have been objected to on the ground that, while
from their present position the import of these verses ought to be

them.*
promissory,

it

is,

in point of fact, of a

being said that Israel
specified,

minatory character,

it

not

voluntarily relinquish the objects
*
This overwill exterminate

will

but that Jehovah

how the words which they tentatively concede to Micah could have existed in or
been reduced to their isolated fragmentary state, nor do they make intelligible
the process through which this nucleus passed so as to attain its present size and
composition.
* Rosters, IheOlogiscli Tijdschrift, 1893, p. 205.
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looks that in ver. 13 the voluntary relinquishment on Israel’s part
implied in the words, “ thou shalt no more worship the work of
thine hands.”
The ideal Israel is here addressed, who over against
is

the wicked mass would consider even the violent extirpation of
idolatry and of the implements of

war a blessing. It should also
be noticed that according to ver. 15 this act will secure Israel’s
safety in the judgment which is to come upon the nations.
The last section of Micah’s book in which we are interested,
chap.

7-20, does not call for such

extended discussion as it
and v. Although the promise
in this case follows quite abruptly on the denunciation of vii. 1-6,
} et it is carefully adjusted to the latter by the statement that a
severe punishment must precede its fulfillment. Only over against
“ the enemy,” the world-power, Israel is righteous. Now the
question is, whether the standpoint of the speaker is the exile of
vii.

seemed necessary

to give to chaps, iv

r

reality or the exile anticipated in imagination.

served that the writer does not speak for his
the

name

it

him

easier for

should be obperson, but in

This self-identification with Israel

of the people.

have made

It

own

to forget

may

actual present and to

his

So

enter into the spirit of a future situation.

far as

we know,

nothing has been pointed out inconsistent with this interpretation
of the piece. On the other hand, the critical exegesis has been
quite uncertain in defining the situation of the writer.

was thought that the
omission of

all

At

reference

unfavorable to this view.

to

Babylon

in

ver.

12

first it

But the

exile satisfied all the requirements.

decidedly

is

Hence, and in order to explain the

broad contrast between Zion and the Gentile world, it has been
found necessary to bring the prophecy down to the postexilic

But here again

period.*

Nehemiah when

go beyond the time of

ver. 11 forbids to

the walls were built.

Was

it

as natural at that

time to predict the return of the exiled people in the terms of ver.
12 as

was from the standpoint of Micah

it

?

The same

applies to

the prayer for the restitution of Baslian and Gilead in ver. 14, inasmuch as the depopulation of these regions must have been fresh
in the memory of the prophet.
The words, “ as in the days of
old,” explain themselves from the fact that not so
session,

as the

of these regions

passing

into

the

much

the pos-

possession of

uppermost in the writer’s mind. Cf. ver. 15, “ as in the
thy coming forth out of the land of Egypt,” etc.
Nowack renders ver. 14 b “ which dwell solitarily in the wilderness
in the midst of fruitful fields,” and thinks that this proves the
writer’s standpoint to be postexilic, because Israel is here represented as returned from exile but in possession only of the waste
Israel, is

days

of

,

* Cf. Giesebreclit, Beitrar/e zur Jesaia-Kritik. p. 217.
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fruitful regions are occu-

Apart, however, from the uncertainty of

evidently a progress in the discourse between

is

which predicts the return, and Id, which pictures the situwhich the returned exiles will find themselves. This
situation is explained by ver. 13
when they come they will find
the land desolate hence the further prayer that the ancient conditions may be restored.
in
Thus it is unnecessary to give
ver. 13 the sense of
earth,” a rendering which makes the
ver. 12,

ation in

:

;

px

statement come in very abruptly.*

The

closing part of Micah’s book,

its

if

genuineness can be

vindicated, will be seen to have an important bearing on the origin

of the

monotheism of the early prophets. According to the critimost widely accepted form, the monotheistic

cal hypothesis, in its

tendency of these writers Avas a correlate of the conviction that
Jehovah would deal Avith Israel on the principle of strict justice.

God of righteousness pure and simple, Jehovah
appeared unique among the gods, therefore the only God. Micah

Specifically as the

vii.

18-20 formally reverses

because
“ Who

He
is

a

this reasoning.

refuses but because

God

He

like unto thee,

Jehovah

is

unique not

delights to exercise grace

that

passeth by the transgression of the remnant of his heritage
retaineth not his anger forever, because

:

pardoneth iniquity, and

He

He

?

delighteth in mercy.

He

Avill turn again, and haAr e compassion upon us
He Avill tread
our iniquities under foot and will cast all our sins into the depths
of the sea.
Thou Avilt perform the truth to Jacob, the mercy to
Abraham, Avhich thou hast sAvorn unto our fathers from the days
;

:

of old.”

Geerhardus Vos.

Princeton.

* Kyssel has already called attention to the following points of contact between
vii.

7-20 and the other parts

ver. 13 cf.

ii.

7

and

iii.

4

;

of the

book

:

nSq*

'O' in ver.

14

the contrast between Zion and the world

cf.
is

v. 1
bbjfO
conceived of
;

the
ver. 12 cf. iv. 8 b
same manner as in iv. 11-13 t>’
14 recalls iv. 6 and v. 3.
Little can be built on the play in
ver. 18 on the name of Micah (“who is a God like unto Thee?”).
The critics
might make use of this to explain how the later prophecy came to be put on the
in vii. 10 after the

shepherd-figure of

name

of

Micah.

;

vii.

;

f-

VI.

HISTORICAL

AND

C

RITICAL NOTES.

“THE SUM OF SAVING KNOWLEDGE.”
When

the Scotch covenanters were groaning under the rod of perse

who were

cation, not a few of the wrestling remnant,
their testimony with their blood,

made

privileged to seal

special reference in their dying

Sum of Saving Knowledge. The youthful James Stuart,
who suffered at the Gallowlee, in 11581, says: “ I adhere to
the glorious work of Reformation, Confession of Faith, Larger and
Shorter Catechisms, Acknowledgment of Sins and Engagement to

speeches to The
for example,

Duties; though they be abused and misconstructed

by many.

And

I

Sum

of Saving Knowledge, wherein is held forth the life
religion.”*
While most Presbyterians, it is to be hoped,
of
marrow
and

adhere to The

know something about the Confession of Faith and the Catechisms,
few, it is to be feared, know anything about either the Acknowledgment

still

so highly prized by our suffering sires, The
Fewer
still could tell by whom the latter
Sum of Saving Knowledge.
hold
a place among the Westminster
was drawn up, or how it came to

of Sins, or that

little treatise

Standards.

When

of Dunlop’s Collection of Confessions was pubwas greeted with such loud complaints because it did
not contain The Sum of Saving Knowledge that in the second volume,
issued three years later, the Table of Contents was followed by an “ ad-

the

first

lished in 1719,

volume

it

,

vertisement,

’

’

in

which its omission was explained by the publishers, who
it “ was written by Mr. David Dickson, when he was

were informed that

and that it never had
Before
pub lick approbation of the Assembly of the Church.”
Dunlop’s first volume was published the indefatigable Wodrow had

Professor of Divinity in the University of Glasgow,
the

formed a design of gathering materials

He unfolded

for the

biographies of Scottish

James Stirling, of the
Barony Church, Glasgow, “and desired him to dash doun in write what
he kneu, and had heard from old ministers befor and since the Revolureformers and ministers.

tion.”

his plan to

In the bulky response which this appeal evoked there

statement:

went sometimes

to the

made

peice

that

little

Craigs, about the

we

have, called the

* Cloud of Witnesses, 1714, p. 144.
references to the Sum.

High Kirk

Summ

Other ten

made dying
+

is

the

“It’s said by some that Mr. Dickson and Mr. Durham

Wodrow's Analecta Maitland Club,
,

iii,

9,

10.

of Glasgou,

and

’
of Saving Knowledge. ’

at least of the Scottish

martyrs

;

“
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THE SUM OF SAYING KNOWLEDGE.'

The “ Craigs ” thus

modern necropolis of Glasmore explicit and more
Wodrow had previously received
authentic information from Patrick Simson, who had been ordained minister of Renfrew seven years before the restoration of Charles the Second
who had lived through the long period of persecution (being first
“ outed ” and afterwards “ indulged ”)
who had been happily readmitted to his old charge at Renfrew; and who was spared to minister to
referred to are those in the

gow.

fuller,

;

six-and- twenty years after the Revolution, to

flock there for full

his

become Moderator of the General Assembly, and father of the Church
of Scotland.
Once and again Wodrow testifies to his exact and tena“ the last of the antecious memory, and at his death describes him as
diluvian

Presbiterian

ministers

in

this

Thomas

Mr.

save

Church,

Warner. ”*
Simson’ s oral statement is thus set down by Wodrow:
“ Mr. David Dickson. He and Mr. James Durham dreu up The Summ
of Saving Knouledge, in some afternoons when they went out to the
Craigs of Glasgou to take the air, because they thought the Catechisme
too large and dark; (and, if I be not forgot, my informer, Mr. P. S.,
was their amanuensis,) and the application was the substance of some
sermons Mr. Dickson preached at Inneraray, written out

my Lady

at the desire of

The only doubt which Wodrow here expresses is,
whether Simson had said that he was the amanuensis of Dickson and
Durham in the preparation of the Sum. As Simson lived six years after
Wodrow made the entry in his notebook, the matter was probably again
mentioned by him.
At all events, when, at a later date, as will be seen
below.

Argyle.

Wodrow

’

’

y

prepared a statement for the press, he entertained no

Sum

doubt whatever that the two divines dictated the

to his informant.

Dickson’s Latin lectures to his students on the Westminster Confession

having been translated and issued by George Sinclar
of his own,

with the

title,

Truth's

Victory over

induced to write a short account of Dickson’s

life

in

1684 as a work

Error,

Wodrow was

as a Preface to another

That Preface (dated Eastwood, 5th January, 1726) appears in
editions of Truth's Victory, viz., 1749, 1787
and 1790; and the bulk of it was reprinted in the second volume of the
edition.

at least three subsequent

Wodrow

Society Select Biographies.

“ the holy and learned Mr.

In

Durham”

it,

Wodrow,

after telling that

was earnestly recommended by

and magistrates of Glasgow, and “ ordained
minister to that city,” adds: “ Great was the friendship and familiarity
between these two eminent lights of this church there and among other
effects of their familiar conversation, which still [i. e., always] turned
upon profitable subjects and designs, we have the sum of saving knowledge, which hath been so often printed with our Confession of Faith and
Dickson

to the Presbytery

;

This, after several conversations, and thinking upon the
and manner of handling it, so as it might be most useful to
vulgar capacities, was by Messrs. Dickson and Durham dictated to a

Catechisms.
subject

reverend minister,
*

who informed me, about

Wodrow’s Analecta,

ii,

305.

the year 1650.
f Ibid.,

It
i,

was the

160.

—
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deed of these two great men, and though never judicially approven
t

his church, deserves to

this

statement

be

much more

read than

I

fear

it

by
From

is.”*

may be inferred that during the seventeen years which
Wodrow wrote down Simson’s reminiscences, he had

it

had elapsed since

notwithstanding his unremitting inquiries into the history of the Church

—

-met with nothing to shake his belief in the story of the
The Sum of Saving Knowledge. Nor had honest John Howie,
his Scots Worthies, drew almost the whole of his life of Dickson,

of Scotland

origin of

who, in

including the account of the origin of the Sum,]- from

Wod row’s Preface

of 1726.

Though Wodrow

Sum “ hath been

declares that the

so often printed

with our Confession of Faith and Catechisms” prior to 1726, he neither
gives a

way

list

of the editions containing

it,

Two

nor explains how

it

found

its

Covenant
Edinburgh in
”
1681, and George Martine, who “ glorified God in the Grass- market
1684
in
— specially mention the Sum as being in the same book as the
Confession and Catechisms. |
Smith’s remarks show that not only the
Sum, but also the Causes of the Lord' s Wrath against Scotland, was bound
up with at least some copies of the Confession and Catechisms by 1681.
That famous tract, however, was never attributed to the Westminster
divines.
Its introductory sentence was quite enough to prevent such a
mistake.
Still, its mere presence in the volume might have suggested
that some of the other documents in the book were not derived from
Westminster; and therefore there must have been another reason for
supposing that the Sum had its origin there.
That reason may be found
in the title of the Sum itself, and more especially in the mispunctuation
into that symbolical volume.

—Walter

of the

Smith,

who

of the martyrs of the

suffered with Cargill at the Cross of

title.

The “ advertisement ”

in the

second volume of Dunlop’s Collection of

Confessions not only states that the

Sum was

never publicly approved by

the General Assembly, but adds that, “ some

by Mistake referring the

words, Agreed uj>on by the Assembly, etc., to the brief
Doctrine, which ought to be referred to
Catechisms, caused print

Catechisms,

etc.,

and

it

in

since that

j

Bioyraphia Scoticana,
Smith says “ My dear
:

of Christian

and

Holland, with the Confession of Faith,

Time

* Truth's Victory over Error, 1749,
f

Sum

the Confession of Faith

it

has been frequently printed with

p. xviii.

1775, p. 267.
friends, I leave this as

my

last

make
Suinm of

advice to you,

use of that book which contains the Confession of Faith, Catechisms,

Saving Knowledge, Practical use of Saving Knowledge, Directory for Worship,
Martice’s
the Causes of God’s Wrath, etc.” [Cloud of Witnesses, 1714, p. 17).
words are “ I agree with and allow of that excellent book, called the Confession
:

of Faith,

with the Larger and Shorter Catechisms, Sum of Saving Knowledge,
And particularly I adhere to and allow of the two Cove-

Directory for Worship.
nants, both National

and Engadgement
[Ibid., p. 201).

and Solemn League and Covenant, Acknowledgment of Sins
forenamed book ”

to Duties, with all others contained in the

THE SUM OF SAVING KNOWLEDGE."

“
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The writer then proceeds to
who complained of its omission in the
be pleased to communicate any Document

them, as having an equal Authority.”

throw out a challenge

volume: “ If they’ll

first

proof] of

e.,

[/.

to those

having been composed by the Assembly of Divines

its

was ever approved by the Assembly of the
The
printed in the third Volume.”
having been printed in Holland was probably

at Westminster, or that

it

Church

shall be

of Scotland

it

,

edition thus referred to as

name nor

that of 1679, which has neither printer’s

place of issue, but

bears an unmistakable resemblance to those covenanting books which

ConSum, the
National Covenant, the Solemn League, the Acknowledgment of Sins,
the Directory for Public Worship, Propositions concerning Church Government, and the Directions for Private Worship.
In all, it extends to
460 pp. and the pagination is continuous to the end. The Sum in it
(unlike the Larger and Shorter Catechisms and the Directory) has not a
were printed

in

Holland during the persecution.

It contains the

the Larger Catechism, the Shorter Catechism,

fession,

the

,

separate title-page, but the

title is

thus displayed:

A

Summe

Brief

of

Christian Doctrine,

contained in

Holy Scripture

&

liolden forth

in the Confession of Faith

and Catechisms.
Agreed upon by the Assembly of Divines
at Westminster, and received by the
Generali Assembly of the Kirk of
Scotland

:

A
the

glance at this

title

“ advertisement”

clears

in

With the

Use

cal

up the statement made by the writer

Dunlop’s

Catechisms

is

no doubt a printer’s

perpetuate

if

it

Sam

first
is

The
and

full

it

of

an impor-

stop after the

word

would certainly tend to

did not originate the notion, at one time prevalent, that

which was destined

As

error,

also reveals

was a production of the Westminster divines and had received

the formal approval of the

not

and

Collection,

tant slip which he does not point out.

the

practi-

thereof.

Church

to find its

of Scotland.

way

into

many

But

this printer’s error,

subsequent editions, was

perpetrated in that of 1679.
well

known, no third volume of Dunlop’s

issued; but the challenge in the second

unanswered.

It

Collection

was not allowed

was ever

to pass altogether

was avowedly because “some things of no small moment,

belonging to such a Collection, and in use to be printed and bound with

former editions of our
others,

W estminster

Confession, are left out

;

and that

which have no pretense thereto, are inserted,” that, in 1725, the

of the Covenanted Reformation issued a volume comprising:
“ The Confessions of Faith, Catechisms, Directories, Form of Church
Government, Discipline, etc., of publick authority in the Church of
Scotlaud,” etc., etc.
In the “advertisement” which follows the title-

favorers

page the publishers explain that:
21

;

:

,
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“ They have not troubled the reader r\ith any private composures, except the
of Saving Knowledge and the Practical Use thereof, if it deserve no better
character than that of a private composure, which for more than seventy years
has constantly been published with our Westminster Confession and Catechisms.

Sum

was never yet condemned, in any head or article thereof, by any church-judicabut, on the contrary, has met with such approbation in the hearts and consciences of the Lord's people, and been so universally received, as if it had been a
publiek standard, that now it may pass for such by common consent it being A
It

tory

;

;

Sum

of Christian Doctrine, contained in Iloly Scripture, and held forth in
the Confession of Faith and Catechisms
and will be quarrel’d by none, who

brief

hold the mystery of faith in a pure conscience, and go aside neither to right
nor left-hand extremes.

hoped the inserting

it is

And
it

there being nothing of that kind in the Collection,

sion’d the leaving out Calvin’s,

Again

in the

Table of Conteuts there

The Sum

XIII.

“ This copy

of. tho’ want
and the Palatine Catechisms.”

will not be disapprov’d

is

of

room has occa-

this entry:

of Saving Knowledge.

Page 392.

agreeable to the edition, printed at Edinb. anno 1650, by Gideon
Litbgow, printer to the University of Edinburgh, and bound with our Confession

and Catechisms printed the same year

of Faith

The

is

;

compared with other copies.”

separate title-page, which occupies p. 393, does not contain the

“ Agreed upon by the Assembly of Divines at Westminster,
and received by the General Assembly of the Kirk of Scotland.” It

statement

:

simply runs thus:

The

Sum
of

Saving Knowledge
or.

a Brief

Sum

;

of

Christian Doctrine,

contained in the

Holy

and

Scriptures,

holden forth in the foresaid Confession of Faith, and Catechisms
;

together with

The

Practical Use thereof.
[John vi. 37 quoted.]
Edinburgh
Printed by Thomas Lnmisden and John Robertson,

MDCCXXV.
It

is

quite true that the

Sum was

volume as the Confession and Catechisms
this edition in the British

Sum

is

by Litbgow

printed

Museum [3504

There

in 1650.
a.

3]

.

In

thus given

A

breef

Sum

of

Christian Doctrine,

contained in

Holy

Scripture,

and holden

forth in the Confession

of Faith and Catechisms.
Agreed upon by the Assembly of Divines at Westminster, and received
by the General Assembly of
the Kirk of Scotland.

it

the

in
is

the

same

a copy of

^title

of^the

“

THE SUM OF SAVING KNOWLEDGE

In this copy the

Sum

Catechism ends with
is
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immediately follows the Shorter Catechism, which

The Sum

258, being the last page of sheet L.

p.

My

M.

not paged, but begins on sheet

friend, the

Rev. John Stur-

Edinburgh, has also a copy of this edition.
Like the British
.Museum copy, its pagination ends with the Shorter Catechism on p. 258,
and the signatures at the foot of the pages after that are in continuation
rock,

There

of those of the Catechism.

— the

however, this important difference

is,

Catechism, instead of being followed by the Sum,

is followed by
Family Worship. It also has the Solemn League and
Covenant; but it does not, and apparently never did, contain the Sum.
It may therefore be inferred that Lithgow did not regard the Sum as
an essential part of the book, and did not include it in all the copies of
his 1650 edition.
It will be noticed that the British Museum copy of

the Directions for

that edition has the

same blunder

Sum

as the

1679

than

this of

Lithgow’ s, I

As

edition.

am

in the

punctuation of the

of the

title

Sum

can trace no earlier copy of the

I

strongly inclined to believe that

it

was the

its punctuation which first led people to imagine that the Sum
was “ agreed upon by the Assembly of Divines at Westminster and
received by the General Assembly of the Kirk of Scotland.”

blunder in

Sum has

In the 1652 edition of the Confession, the

a full title-page:

The

Summe
of

Saving

Knowledge
with the
Practicall use thereof.

[John vi, 37 quoted.]
Edinburgh,
Printed by the heirs of George
Anderson, anno 1652.

The

half-title is

the 1650 edition,

“A

Brief

Summe

of Christian Doctrine,”

and with the same error

pagination also stops with the Shorter Catechism on
three leaves of the

Sum

p.

258

;

etc., as in

In

in punctuation.

it

the

and the

first

are the last three of sheet L, the earlier leaves

which sheet are occupied by the Catechism.
In both of the Ediuburgh editions of 1671 (printed by Swinton and
Brown), the Sum follows the Shorter Catechism, with which Catechism

of

the pagination stops; but in each of these two editions the end of the

Catechism and the beginning of the
Sum has a full title-page, “ The

the

the Practical use thereof,”

John

vi.

Sum

is

on the same sheet.

Summe

of

In both,

Saving Knowledge, with

37, etc.

In the edition of 1688 (no printer’s name or place), the Edinburgh
edition of

1689 (John Reid), and the Glasgow edition of 1693 (Robert
is continuous, and in each the title of tliejSW runs

Sanders), the pagination
thus:

“

of 1679,

A

Brief

Sum

of Christian

and with the same error

Doctrine,”

etc.,

in the punctuation.

as in the edition
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Iu the Glasgow edition of 1714

continuous throughout the volume.

Sum

of Saving Doctrine,”

and

(Hugh Brown),
The

the pagination

Sum

of the

title

so on, as iu the

1679

is,

is

“A

also

Brief

and with

edition,

the same error in punctuation.

In the London edition of 1717 (printed for Cruttenden and Cox), the
pagination

Sum

is

also continuous,

and the

sub-title of the

Sum

same error

is,

“A

Brief

and with the

of Christian Doctrine,” etc., as in the 1679 edition,
in punctuation.

These are

all

the editions of the Confession, containing the

Saving Knowledge, published before Dunlop’s

Collection,

enquiry I have examined personally or by proxy.*

markable feature

which

Not the

in these titles is the persistence of the full

theNvord Catechisms.

In later

editions,

however, this

is

Sum

of

for this
least

re-

stop after

amended.

the Edinburgh edition of 1744 (Lumisden and Robertson) the

In

full stop

becomes a comma.

In the Glasgow editions of 1749 (John Hall), and
1752 (James Knox), it becomes a colon; as it also does in the Edinburgh edition of 1756 (E. Robertson).
Nearly all the Scotch editions of the Confession, printed after Lith-

gow’s 1650 edition, contain the Sum.

There

however, at least one

is,

notable exception, that printed at Glasgow by Robert Sanders in 1675.
I

do not remember any early edition of the

Sum

issued as a separate

publication.

Though now ignored and

neglected, the

Sum

exerts an influence for good even over those
of

Benefits which believers

it.

of Saving

Knowledge

still

who may never have heard

drew directly from

it

iu }oast generations

now indirectly passed on to the present. For example, the saintly
McCheyne regarded it as the work which first of all wrought a saving
change in him and though he, too, is dead, by him it still speaketh.
are

;

FAMILY INFLUENCE
If

D.

Andrews, Scotland.

St.

my

readers

IN

Hay

Fleming.

THE GOSPEL OF MATTHEW.

who have accustomed themselves

to study the Scrip-

tures with the eye of the Christian apologist would peruse thoughtfully the last chapter of the

Gospel of Matthew, and attend to the

impression made upon their minds, I venture to think that most
of them would find it to be one of surprise, if not of disappointment,
With
at the evangelist’s treatment of the resurrection of our Lord.

first

such a wealth of material on this great subject as we must suppose
an apostle of Christ to have had at his disposal, it does seem astonishing that Matthew should have been satisfied with occupying only
* Mr. Carruthers, whose Confessional knowledge and bibliographical zeal are so
me with elaborate notes concerning some of the
rarer editions of the Con ressioa and Catechisms in his own library and in the

-well-known, kindly furnished
British

Museum.
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with the narrative of Christ’s rising from the dead, and

of His showing Himself alive to His friends, and of His final instructions to His disciples to engage in the grandest enterprise ever un-

dertaken

;

not to speak of the evangelist’s relating at some length in

the same brief chapter the attempt of the Jewish high priests to explain

away

the evidence that Jesus must have risen from the dead.

If

we

prompting of unwarranted curiosity, the question why
Matthew confines himself to the recording of only two out of many
appearances of the risen Saviour, we cannot so easily refrain from
asking ourselves why he should select the two particular appearances
which he narrates the one being to two women in or near Jerusalem, the other to the disciples in Galilee.
To account for this very
remarkable choice of matter in one of the most important portions of
sacred history is a tempting problem in this age of critical investigation of the contents and sources of the Gospel.
Such inquiries have
been ardently pursued by unbelieving scholars. But they can legitimately and profitably occupy the reverent attention of Christian students who have full faith in the divine inspiration of Holy Scripture.
Our first business is to settle the family to which Matthew the
apostle and evangelist belonged. The Hebrews had no family names
What a source of perplexity this fact has proved to
as we have.
commentators is well known. Each Jew bore a single name, which,
in ordinary circumstances, was accounted a sufficient designation.
When it was judged necessary to distinguish him more particularly,
the name of his father, or, occasional^, that of his mother was added
For the same purpose, his occupation, or
to his own proper name.
some peculiarity attaching to him, might be specified. Thus Matthew
designates himself “Matthew the publican” in his Gospel (Matt. x.
repress, as the

—

He thus identifies himself with the Matthew referred to in the
preceding chapter (ver. 9), whom, while sitting as a publican at the
It does not adplace of toll, Jesus had summoned to be His follower.

3).

mit of reasonable doubt that the publican called Matthew (Matt. ix. 9)
is the same publican that is called Levi in Mark ii. 14 and in Luke v. 27.
The identification of Matthew with Levi should not be called in ques-

by any one who carefully compares these passages and their surAnother identification which I have to propose may not
be so readily accepted. Mark (ii. 14) calls Levi “the son of Alphae-

tion

roundings.

In the next chapter (iii. 18), in giving a list of the apostles, he
appends to the name of the second James enrolled among them the
same addition, “the son of Alphaeus.”
I submit that in these circumstances the reader of Mark’s Gospel ought to assume, in the
us.”

absence of countervailing considerations, that the Alphaeus of the
third chapter is not a different person from the Alphaeus of the sec-

The presumption

is decidedly in favor of the view that one and
This
mentioned in the two adjacent places.
point I do not claim to be a matter of certainty. But assuming it, as
I may well do, as a working hypothesis, if I am able to show that I

ond.

the same Alphaeus

is
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can explain by it certain difficulties and peculiarities of Matthew's
Gospel which cannot otherwise be satisfactory accounted for, its
truth will be experimentally verified.

We

meet frequently

the son of Zebedee,

in the

who

is

Synoptic Gospels with a certain James,
always named there in conjunction with

John

his brother.
Again, in Matt. xiii. 55 and Mark vi. 3, the
people of our Lord’s own country are introduced as saying of Him

that

He was
But

added.

the brother of James and of three others

James

this

is

not one of the persons of

gelists themselves profess to

name

whom

the evan-

They only

anything.

relate

whose names are
give his

quoting the language of astonishment indulged in by the
people who were acquainted with the family relationship of Jesus.
But all the Synoptists give James, the son of Alphteus, as one of the
apostles.
The}’ have much to tell of the apostles in general, and
when they speak of the apostles as a body they are, of course, to be
in

understood as speaking inclusively of this James. Hence, when the
name of James, the son of Alphaeus, in
their list of apostles, speak afterwards of one James as of a person presumably well known to their readers and when it is certain that this
James is not the apostle, the son of Zebedee we are warranted to
understand by this James none else than the other apostle, the son
of Alphaeus, of whom the evangelists might reasonably suppose their
When Luke, who does not, as Matthew
readers would readily think.
and Mark do, quote the remark of Christ’s countrymen about a certain James being His brother, tells us (xxiv. 10) that Mary, the
mother of James was, with Mary Magdalene, of the women who
told the apostles what they had seen at the sepulchre, it may safely
evangelists, having given the

;

;

,

be assumed that this James is the apostle, the son of Alphaeus. That
he was not James, the son of Zebedee, is clear from the fact that
(xxvii. 55) expressly distinguishes Mar}- his mother from the
mother of the sons of Zebedee. Besides mentioning James, the son of
Zebedee, and (vi. 16, R. Y.) James, the father of an apostle Judas,
Luke had not made the faintest allusion to any other James than the
This James then, to the mind of Luke,
apostle, the son of Alphaeus.
must have been the son of that Mar}’ who was the companion of Mary
Magdalene when she received the angelic message. Thus, it would seem
pretty clearly made out that if Alphaeus, the father of Matthew, was
the same Alphaeus who was the father of the apostle James, then that
Mary, the mother of James the woman who has so prominent a place
in Matthew’s narrative of the resurrection, must have been the evanMatthew himself first describes her as
gelist Matthew’s mother also.
the mother of James and Joses (xxvii. 56). Mark first speaks of her
as the mother of James the little, and cf Joses (xv. 40); Luke first
introduces her to us simply as the mother of James (xxiv. 10). Thus
if we consulted only the first three Gospels, it would appear highly
probable that the “other Mary,” who is associated with Mary Magdalene in the latter part of the Gospel of Matthew (xxvii. 56, 61, xxviii.
1-10), was one to whom this evangelist stood in the relation of son.

Matthew

,
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But we turn now to the Gospel of John, xix. 25. There we read
there were standing by the cross of Jesus his mother, and his
mother’s sister, Mary the wife of Clopas,and Mary Magdalene” (R.V.)
We confine ourselves here to the question, Is this Mary, the wife of
Clopas, to be identified with the mother of James, the son of Alphaeus,
and so the woman who is represented by Matthew and Mark as a witness with Mary Magdalene of our Lord’s crucifixion ?. In other
words, are Alphaeus and Clopas only varjdng forms of the same Hebrew name ? To the mere English or Greek scholar this would seem
most unlikely, but they who are familiar with the modifications which
Hebrew proper names have undergone in passing into Greek find it
possible to see in ’Al<paZo<; and K).w-a<; Greek l’epi’esentations of the
one Hebrew name "abn, a name known to the Talmudists. After comparing at considerable pains proper names as they appear in the Hebrew text of Chronicles, Ezra and Nehemiah, with their Greek repre:

“But

sentatives in the Septuagint Version, I

am

prepared to recognize

Alphaeus and Klopas forms of the one Hebrew name.
letter

Cheth

is

in

The Hebrew

often altogether omitted in the Greek substitute for a

Hebrew proper name.

The same Greek letter Chi stands frequently for
both Cheth and Caph. In Nehemiah iii. 6, the Hebrew Cheth is represented by the Greek Kappa. Even the softer aspirate He is represented
by Kappa

in 1 Chi’on.

i.

21.

Gesenius sees no insuperable philologi-

cal objection to regarding pf1 as appearing in Kappai , Carrae, and
nL
?B as appearing in Kakayrjvyj.
There is an Aramaic word Kulba,

meaning an axe, from which Holtzmann would derive Klopas. The
same Aramaic word means also a fool. I do not think Holtzmann’s
view likely to be largely followed.

greatly prefer the view main-

I

tained by such scholars of the seventeenth century as Cappel and

—

Lightfoot and Spanheim the view which I have set forth. The
judgment of St. Jerome, who was a good Hebraist, is not to be despised; and he made Alphaeus and Clopas variant names of the same
person.
Clopas is not to be confounded with Cleopas. The latter is
a contraction of Cleopatros, as Antipas

Cleophas of the A.V.
critical editors are

We

in

now

John

xix. 25,

is

of Antipatros.

Clopas

is

Instead of

the reading on which

agreed.

can draw, then, from the Gospel of John a confirmation of the

result reached

by a study of the Synoptic Gospels,

viz.,

that

James

the apostle, the son of Alphaeus, had for his mother that Mary, the

mother of James and Joses, whom Matthew makes an equally conspicuous figure with Mary Magdalene in connection with our Lord’s
death and resurrection.
Mary the wife of Clopas was Mary the
mother of James, who, with Matthew, had Alphaeus for father.

When I conceive of the evangelist Matthew as the son of that Mary
who, with Mary Magdalene, bore so prominent a part in the events
by him as following the death and resurrection of the Lord,
then his selection of material in his last chapter, which was before so
strange and perplexing to me, appears beautifully natural and approrelated
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priate.
He could, doubtless, have told much of what he had himself
witnessed relating to the risen Redeemer. But, humble man that he
w as, he keeps himself in the background, and gives the narrative
which he had often heard his mother tell in the family circle.
Mary
T

Magdalene and she came to the sepulchre.
The stone is rolled away
and an angel is seated on it. His glorious appearance is described in
words which, we may well believe, Matthew had heard from the lips
of Mary his mother.
The women of the Bible under strong emotion
express themselves in elevated language, partaking of the parallelism
Hebrew poetry. “ His appearance was as lightning, and his raiment white as snow and for fear of him the keepers
that characterizes

;

Take these words as a quotaand the objection which critics make to
the style of them, as unlike that of Matthew, falls away.
Then how
vivid and graphic is the report of what the angel said to the two women
How fitting, if conceived as coming from the mouth of “ the
other Mary.” “Fear not ye, for I know that ye seek Jesus, which
hath been crucified. He is not here; for he is risen, even as he said.
Come, see the place where the Lord lay. And go quickly, and tell his
disciples, He is risen from the dead and lo, he goeth before you
The evanlo I have told you.”
into Galilee there shall ye see him
gelist does not say that the two women delivered to the disciples this
message of the angel, but the carrying out of their commission is understood as a matter of course. Unfortunately the ninth verse, as it
stands in our Authorized Version, would make it appear that the intervention of Jesus Himself prevented the women from doing as the
angel had so urgently charged them. “ And as they went to tell his
disciples, behold, Jesus met them, saying, All hail.” But the Revised
did quake, and become as dead men.’’

tion of his mother’s

own

tale,

!

;

;

;

Version, following the correct text, here reads simply, “And behold,
Jesus met them, saying, All hail.” And this amended version leaves
us at liberty to think that it was after the
word that Jesus himself met them.

disciples

to them, Fear not

and there

;

go,

shall they see

tell

my

me.”

“My brethren.” where the

women had brought
“

Then

the

saith Jesus un-

brethren that they depart into Galilee,

The

fact that Jesus uses the words,

angel had said

“

His disciples,” shows how

accurately the language of each is here reported.
Thus one-half of Matt, xxviii (vers. 1-10) is taken up with relating
matters which, to our mind, formed part of the personal experience

whom we

have supposed to be the mother of the evangelist.
She and the other women were the only human beings who could
have furnished the information at first hand. She was his source.

of her

We

have seen that Matthew in the first half of his last chapter
speaks of a double solemn advertisement of a meeting with the disciples in Galilee, coming first from an angel and afterwards from Jesus
He had previously stated how the Lord, before His death,
Himself.
promised that He would, after He should rise again, go before the
disciples into Galilee (xxvi. 32).

The

evangelist’s narrative, then, of

”

;
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meeting in Galilee, we might reasonabty expect
and we arc not disappointed. Other appearances
of Christ might be omitted, but not this one.
We may, indeed, deem it passing strange that Matthew should not
speak also of other manifestations of the risen Lord to the disciples
but this one, after all the notice of it that had been given, could
hardly be left unrecorded by him. So after narrating the report of
the guard set to watch the sepulchre, and the arrangement made
with them by the high priests (vers. ll-15j, the next thing related by
Matthew is (ver. 16), “ But the eleven disciples went into Galilee unto
the mountain where Christ had appointed them.”
this thrice-promised

to find in his Gospel,

Those who remember how Matthew begins his third chapter with
And in those days cometh John the Baptist preaching,
etc., after the statement in the preceding verse that Joseph
came
(with the young child) and dwelt in a city called Nazareth,” will not
be embarrassed by this sudden transition to Galilee, and the passing
over of a number of intervening days in which important events
occurred. It is an unwarranted conclusion of certain critics that the
message of the angel to the disciples that Christ should be seen by
them in Galilee excludes the supposition that He could have appeared
to them in or near Jerusalem, as is stated in the other Gospels. This
consideration, if it had the force assigned to it by some commentators, would prove too much.
It would equally exclude the appearing
of Jesus to Mary Magdalene and the other Mary which Matthew himThat meeting announced to take place in Galself relates in ver. 9.
ilee was evidently of a very solemn and public character, for which
Galilee would be much more suitable than Jerusalem or its neighborthe words, “

‘

‘

hood.
It is a

very erroneous notion that the evangelists must have related

they knew on subjects which we rightly esteem very important, or
that they always give a complete exhibition of the evidence of every
all

grand fact they would have men believe.

What

xx. 30, xxi. 25, ought to correct this opinion.
single

example to show

its

misleading character.

is

written in

I will

Mark

John

give only a
(xvi. 7) de-

scribes Galilee as appointed to be the place where the disciples should

see Jesus, but he does not say a

Him

word about

their actually meeting

he had not known that the appointed rendezvous in Galilee did take place, he would have suppressed the anthere.

Yet surely

gelic notice of

if

it.

might enlarge on what I might call “ family influence traced in
the composition of the Gospel of Matthew,” but I must be very brief.
I

Who, when
lar

his attention is directed to

it, is

not struck with the singu-

expression which Matthew twice employs in his Gospel

“
;

The

mother of the sons of Zebedee”? (xx. 20, xxvii. 56). I have never
met with a parallel to it, nor have I ever seen an attempt to account
May not this be the explanation ?
for its remarkable peculiarity.
Matthew, knowing that James was the elder of the sons of Zebedee,
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would naturally mention his name before that of his brother John;
but as he would begin to write or speak, “ the mother of James and
John,” he would feel that the first words of the description, “ the
mother of James,” would naturally suggest his own mother; and,
therefore, instead of saying, “the mother of James and John,” he resorted to the uncouth way of designating this woman, “ the mother of
the sons of Zebedee.”
Where Matthew writes (xxvii. 56), “ Mary the mother of James and
Joses,” Mark has (xv. 40) “ Mary the mother of James the little
(row ftcxpoui) and of Joses.”
It is of no consequence to the question
before us whether we understand the specification “ the little ” to refer
to the stature of

James or

to his age, or to his standing in the church.

any case a characterizing addition to his name which would
be used only by one outside the family to which he belonged. Therefore, it is employed by Mark and not by Matthew.
To give a homely
illustration
I knew several brothers, one of whom was much smaller
in size than the others.
His name was very commonly augmented by
an epithet equivalent to that one which Mark attaches to the name
of James, but this epithet was not used by any member of the household.
So Mark, an outsider, might speak of James “the little,” but
Matthew would not find it natural to make this distinguishing addition to the name of his brother James.
It is in

:

Pittsburg, Pa.

Dunlop Moore.

VII.

REVIEWS OF
RECENT THEOLOGICAL LITERATURE.

I.

— APOLOGETICAL

THEOLOGY.

Divine Immanence. An Essay on the Spiritual Significance of Matter.
By J. R. Illingworth, M. A. Xew York The Macmillan Company,
:

1898.

8vo, pp. xvi,254.

This essay has for its postulate, Xatural Religion; for its assumption,
Evolution, in some soit, as the law of life and for its aim, to prove that the
Incarnation is the congruous climax of such a progressive natural development. It runs along the line of the modern immanental theology, and yet
it safeguards itself pretty well against the errors into which this line too
easily and too often leads. Matter and spirit are known only in combinaWhether or not they are
tion and therefore cannot be completely known.
essentially different, they are, in experience, distinctively and persistently so.
Spirit uses matter, but matter never uses spirit therefore spirit is the final
cause of matter. This is held, we understand, not as a metaphysical necessity, but as an empirical inference.
The second chapter is devoted to citations from all literature showing
that the chief influence of matter upon mind is a religious influence. This
religious significance could be discounted upon one of two grounds only
either it is an illusion, or the faculties which perceive it are untrustworthy.
As to the former, before deciding whether it be an illusion, we must first
decide what is reality. The author’s answer, in substance, is that it is permanent relation to personality. But, if this be correct, the sensible aspect
of matter is just as real as the scientific, for it is as permanent, and, indeed,
As to the second objection, it is gratuitous to
is it not more universal ?
assume that the faculties which feel the religious influences of nature are the
because, as the author insists, cognition is not properly
less trustworthy
regarded in each case as rational or as emotional, but rather, in every case,
as personal. Xo faculty can say to any other, “I have no need of thee;”
The two objections having been
all are coordinated in the personal unit.
met, we infer a spiritual presence in all nature. The truth lies somewhere
between Deism and Pantheism, and it is a fine phrase which the author gives
us when he calls the latter “ materialism grown sentimental.”
In interpreting the relation of this presence to nature, we have but one
This combines transcendence of matter
criterion, i. e., human personality.
with immanence in matter. Our conception of the thing must be anthropomorphic or nothing.
;

;

:

;

:
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is

The interest of the argument culminates in the fourth chapter.
immanent in nature, He is immanent in man for man is a part of

This points to the Incarnation

— not that

sity of a historical Incarnation

;

it

If

God

nature.

involves the metaphysical neces-

(though the author

is none too explicit on
that point), but only that it prepares the way for belief in it. “While in
proportion as we are enabled to recognize this progressive manifestation of
God in matter, we are prepared to find it culminate in His actual Incarnation, the climax of His immanence in the world ” (p. 91).

The most striking thought in the book is this, namely If the Incarnation
be held to be improbable, being miraculous, it must not be overlooked that
the Incarnation is not at all, in the ordinary sense of the word, miraculotis.
miracle is commonly understood to be an interruption of a usual order,
something out of line with its kind, but in the sphere of the Incarnation
there is no usual order, there is no kind. “An event which is ex hypothesi
unique the sole and only possible occurrence of its kind has no usual
order with which to come in conflict.” The Incarnation is essentially personal, and, rightly interpreted, supports its accompanying miracles, rather
than they it. As Browning has it
:

A

—

—

“

The acknowledgment

of

God

Accepted by thy reason, solves
All questions in the earth

The Incarnation

in Christ

for thee

and out of

it.”

redemptive, both anthropologically and cosmically, because the true order has been broken, sin is avopia. Miracles are, therefore, not impertinent interferences with nature’s harmony, but a restoration
of harmony already lost. In this view, new meaning is given to the virgin
birth, the resurrection and many of the “cosmical ” miracles of our Lord.
The old objection to miracles, based upon the uniformity of nature, is
becoming passe as the mind is coming more and more to accept the conception of the unity rather than of the uniformity of nature. This change is a
distinct gain, for while the one is a mechanical the other is a spiritual conception. Remembering the earlier position reached, that matter is for the
use of spirit, and the latter, that spirit is immanent in nature, it is plain that
all a priori objections to miracles disappear.
The chapter on the sacraments pushes this thought further, and, 'while the
author is very properly cautious here, he still tries to make out that the
Incarnation opens the way for the time-honored regard for sacrosancts in
particular times and places. He is consistent with himself in saying that
wherever an immanent spirit is specially realized, i. e., is personally apprefuller development of this thought,
hended, there that spirit specially is.
with very necessary qualifications, would have been more satisfactory to the
reader. This much may be all right in any case matter is always subordinated to spirit, therefore the religious influence of the sacraments is as real
is

A

:

as that of material nature.

The practical value of the doctrine of the Trinity appears in that the
Incarnation revealed God as love. We are told not that God is loving, but
that God is love. Love is with God an essential and eternal attribute. But
love is social, it involves communion, a self-giving, and, therefore, a plurality of persons in the Godhead.
The book should be helpful and stimulating. It aims not to antagonize
but to absorb natural religion. The author is not unmindful of the risks he
takes in attempting to present such a religious teaching in its philosophical
connections. But if philosophy is to be a rational interpretation of what we
know, then the cognized verities of our religious faith must have some place
This essay aims to vindicate our faith in the Incarnation
in its wide scope.
in its relation to our conviction of

God’s immanence

in nature.

The

task is

—

,
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one, and, on the whole, it is well done. It is a delicate thing to
between the Scylla of entirely ignoring natural theology a humor of
a large element of recent thought and the Charybdis of ignoring everything
•else— either pantheism outright, Natura naturans, or naturalism outright,
Natura naturata. All truth is one and self-consistent. God’s relation to
the natural world is a truth and we do well, if possible, to understand it.
God incarnate in Jesus Christ is a truth 6 ).6yo$ adp^ lylvszo and we do
well to know it. These two truths cannot contradict each other they must
coordinate with each other; rightly interpreted, they must illuminate, and,
in some degree, interpret each other and every essay like this, in this direction, reverent, devout, scholarly and sympathetic, should be welcomed as
enriching the faith of the Church of God and confirming her affectionate
•confidence in her Divine Lord and Redeemer.

a worthy

—

steer

—

—
;

;

Henry Collin Minton.

San Francisco.

II.— EXEGETICAL

THEOLOGY.

A Dictionary of

the Bible. By John D. Davis, Ph.D., D.D. With
Many New and Original Maps and Plans and Amply Illustrated.
Philadelphia The Westminster Press, 1898. 8vo, pp. 802.
:

This most excellent volume richly deserves the commendations which have
been bestowed upon it in every quarter. It is the carefully prepared work
of a thoroughly competent scholar and is admirably adapted to the needs of
In the range of subjects treated it bears favorall students of the Bible.
able comparison with much larger works of the same description. Smith’s
Dictionary of the Bible in three thick and heavy volumes has under the letter
C (selected at random as a specimen of the whole) actually fewer articles,

we except those relating to persons and places named exclusively in the
Apocrypha, than this moderate volume of Dr. Davis. While the titles for
the most part run parallel, Smith has the following which Davis has not,
viz.: Ceiling, Chaff, Chain, Chebel (a Hebrew, not an English word), Chest,
Children, Citizenship, Clay, Coffer, Collar, Commerce, Conduit, Cooking,
Cord, Corner, Curtains, Cuttings in the Flesh. But on the contrary Davis
has the following, none of which are in Smith Cananaean, Casemeut, Castanet, Cattle, Caul, Chamberlain, Champaign, Chaphenatha, Chapman,
Charity, Chemarim, Chithlish, Christian, Church, College, Conversation,
Corruption Mount of, Council House, Creation, Creeping Thing, Cricket,
Cushite, together with Caph and Cheth to explain to English readers the
titles to sections of Ps. cxix. The dictionary of Dr. Davis has the advantage
moreover, of being adapted to the Revised as well as the Authorized Version, giving the names of persons and places in the forms found in both
and it is careful likewise to indicate the pronunciation and the signification
of proper names. It also has the advantage in the uniform ability of its
articles, while dictionaries prepared by a multitude of contributors vary
greatly in the character of their articles, some being of real excellence and
others comparatively worthless. One of the marvels of this book is that so
much solid learning can be packed in so small a compass. There is no waste
of words, no superfluity of verbiage. All that is to be said is said directly
and tersely, in a perfectly clear and intelligible style without rambling and
without obscurity. He who has not the time nor inclination to peruse long
dissertations will here find the substance of what he wants to know put
briefly and distinctly before him.
It is accompanied too wflth abundant
if

:

;

illustrations in the

way

of

maps

specially prepared, representations

of
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scenery from sketches made upon the spot, pictures of natural objects and
figures portraying ancient life and usages from contemporary monuments.
These are not inserted for ornament merely, but for the purpose of instruction, to give more distinct and vivid ideas of the subject in hand than can
be conveyed by any mere verbal description.
The charm of the whole is the accuracy of the statements and the candor
and fairness manifested in dealing with disputed points. While there is no
parade of learning, the results of the latest and best scholarship are everywhere presented. It may be accepted with confidence as embodying the
fruits of the

known
among

and the utmost that is now
In matters that are at present in dispute
frankly stated, the arguments urged on differ-

most recent and

reliable researches

of the subjects treated.

scholars this fact is
ent sides of the question at issue are candidly and succinctly exhibited, and
the opinion of the author as to the state of the controversy is honestly
given. Those who hold a different opinion will not agree with his conclusions, but no objection can be made to his method or to the fairness with

which he

which he opposes. His position is throughout
There is no obstinate adherence to the old simply because it
is old, when it can no longer be honestly defended.
But on the other hand
there is no chasing after novelties, however plausible, simply because they
are new no impatience of old-established views, which have stood the test
of ages, and which are as valid now as ever. A reverent and believing attitude is maintained toward Holy Scripture. Its declarations are accepted as
Its books are accepted as the product of the men whose names they
true.
bear. The sacred history is not reconstructed in accordance with modern
revolutionary speculations but its truth is vindicated in a manner to show
that the author’s faith is no weak irrational credulity, but a conviction resting upon solid and intelligible grounds.
The moderate compass of this volume, the lucidity of its style and the
states the opinions

conservative.

;

;

thoroughness of its scholarship must render it very widely serviceable. It
will prove a welcome boon alike to all who are engaged in the study of the
Bible, from the pupil and teacher of the Sunday-school to the intelligent layman, the theological student and the clergyman who wishes a ready answer
to questions as they arise. We augur for it a wide circulation such, as it
well deserves.

William Henry Green.

Princeton.

General Introduction to the Old Testament The Canon. By
:

William Henry Green,

D.D., LL.D., Professor of Oriental and Old
Testament Literature in Princeton Theological Seminary. New York
Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1898.
:

“ The righteous shall hold on his way, and he that hath
wax stronger and stronger.” “ They shall still bring forth

clean hands shall

fruit in old age
they shall be fat and flourishing.” These descriptions apply to Prof. Green.
Within the last three or four years he has laid the Church of Christ under
deep obligations by publishing The Higher Criticism of the Pentateuch and
The Unity of Genesis. To some readers this third volume may perhaps be
the most acceptable. There is room for difference of tastes, or for the feeling of different wants, in supplying which he has done noble service. Is it
too much to hope that health and strength may he granted that so he may
stdl make contributions to the cause at once of sound theological learning
;

and of practical religion ?
His aim is to deal as far as he can with a wide and important branch of
study

known

as General Introduction to the

Old Testament.

The questions
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asked about the Bible often disturb the plain believer.
to ask

them and

to answer

them

And
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yet

it is

lawful

and there are states of society,
which these questions are sure to be put, with
is

desirable

;

of which the present is one, in
an imperious demand for an answer. At the foundation of these questions
we come upon the subject of the Canon of Scripture. What books are in
it ?
How have they come to be separated from all other writings ? This
volume is almost engrossed with these questions, only they are answered in
the reverse order, as more convenient. After explaining the use of this
word Canon to designate the body of writings which constitute the divine
and authoritative rule of faith and practice (pp. 9, 10), Dr. Green tells how
this Canon was formed.
There are, indeed, two senses in which the formation may be understood, as it is the act of God or as it is the act of man.
In its highest and strictest sense the Canon was formed by the act of God
whether immediately, as His voice was heard by Israel at Sinai, or whether
through those who were recognized as His messengers. Either way this
Word of God at once became the rule. “He that despised Moses’ law died
without mercy.” “He that heareth you heareth me, and he that despiseth
you despiseth me.” “Let him acknowledge that the things that I write
unto you are the commandments of the Lord. But if any man be ignorant,
let him be ignorant.”
This last passage reminds us that, if the Word of
God is to be of universal and permanent use as a rule, its form ought to be
written. There are many evidences of this in Ex. xvii. 14, Deut. xxxi. 9,
Compare also Isa. xxx. 8, 9, xxxiv. 16, and repeated commands to
24, etc.
Jeremiah to write his prophecies; also Dan. ix. 2. The prophets wrote what
God revealed to them, as the law of Moses had been written and the people
were held bound to read and acknowledge all those writings as divine. As
soon as a message from God took a written form it became a canonical
writing, according to the very meaning of this expression. And it seems
idle to contend that canonicity was an attribute attached to a book at some
later time. Dr. Green almost begins his discussion by pointing out the mistake necessarily involved in such a contention (pp. 26-28). He then has little difficulty in refuting the supposed guiding principles of those who are
imagined to have formed the Canon.
When the act of God in forming the Canon is overlooked or misapprehended, an exaggerated importance is attached to the act of men in forming
or closing it. Extremely little is known about this human act, which has
led troubled souls into so many speculations. God closed the Canon by
ceasing to send inspired messengers. Men formed the Canon by acknowledging that this and that book had been given as a divine rule and they
closed the Canon when they gave up hope of additional messengers from God
and made profession that they had given up that hope.
There are curious questions which may be raised about this closing of the
Canon on the human side. For instance, as to when these books began to be
united in a single volume (Green, pp. 204, 205). The Hebrew Bible, as we are
accustomed to see it, appears invariably in three sections, which may naturally be called three volumes, known as the Law, the Prophets, and the Writings, or Hagiographa if we use a Greek term. These three sections consist
of twenty-two books, perhaps so arranged to aid the memory, according to
the twenty- two letters of the Hebrew alphabet. Yet there is a slightly
different arrangement into twenty-four books, perhaps in accordance with
the twenty-four letters of the Greek alphabet (Green, p. 89). In the English Bible there are thirty-nine.
But the difference is entirely a matter of
arrangement, as, for example, the twelve Minor Prophets are counted one
book. The first section of the Scriptures is the Law, the five books of
Moses. The second section, the Prophets, contains eight books in two
;

;

;

;
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equal subdivisions. For Joshua, Judges, Samuel and Kings (these last two
forming each an undivided book) are called the Former Prophets, while the
Later Prophets, namely those to which we restrict the name, are Isaiah,
Jeremiah, Ezekiel and the book of the Twelve or Minor Prophets. The
third section, which contains Daniel among others, requires more particular consideration, which Dr. Green gives.
He expounds andupholds (pp. 80-86) the opinion long prevalent, or perhaps
universal that the Old Testament is the Bible of the Jewish Church, and
the division into three sections rests on fundamental ideas in that Church.
The first section is the Law or the books of Moses, the mediator between
God and Israel, the founder of the Theocracy or combination of State and
Church. The second section is the writings of the Prophets, men with a
high official position in the Theocracy. Whether they preserved the lessons
of the past, or scrutinized the present, or unfolded the future, they were the
same ministers of God, authoritatively linking providence with grace and
bringing out and applying the Law to the people in ever new circumstances.
Moses himself had welcomed the activity of such prophets in his own time,
and he had promised that they should also arise after him. In the so-called
Former Prophets the historical element greatly preponderates, and the writers are anonymous.
In the books named the Later Prophets, the history occupies an extremely subordinate place and the authors’ names are carefully
given, even when these writers are otherwise unknown, because while they
were ministering they must have been well known and must have taken the
responsibility of their utterances. This is seen in the contest between Jeremiah and Hananiah recorded in Jer. xxviii. The third section was composed
of the writings of private men, that is, men who had not the official position of prophets in the Theocracy, however high their secular position might
be perhaps kings like David and Solomon, or men of such high rank at
heathen courts as were Daniel and Nehemiah, and, perhaps, Ezra. Whether
our Lord gives the name, “ The Psalms,” to the entire third section in Luke
xxiv. 44, 45, is difficult to decide. Dr. Green repeatedly denies it.
An old tradition attributes the arrangement into these three sections to
Ezra. That it was made early, and that it was tending to become antiquated
among those who were losing the theocratic spirit, or had lost it, seems
probable from the appearance of other arrangements of the books. The only
one of these which need be mentioned here is the arrangement in the Septuagint Version, which naturally was accepted in the early Christian
Church, and which has ever since remained in undisturbed possession, as
seen in our English Bible. And the loss of the theocratic spirit, in some
cases also an unhappy revolt from it, may well have secured popularity for
the other account given of the formation of the Canon. It is this The
three sections bear witness to three successive movements in this direction
the second and the third additions to the original Canon, the Law of Moses,
being due to the later composition or reception of those other books (see
Green, pp. 20-22, 96-98). This hypothesis is examined by him carefully and
effectively.
There is no historical evidence of such successive enlargements
of the Canon. To most people it will seem manifestly condemned by its
teaching that the third section began to take shape only in the Maccabean
age, say B.C. 160-140, and remained uncompleted till A.D. 90 or later. The
arguments most pressed are that several books in the third section were not
composed till long after Ezra’s time. This has been argued with special
eagerness and confidence in the case of Daniel, with the additional consideration, that if this book had been known at the time when the volume of
the Prophets was formed, it would have been placed where it stands in the
English and other Bibles. There have been three vindications of the book
:

—

:
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by Robert Anderson,

J. E. II.
given by Dr.
Green (pp. 56-76), and he also deals, and at some length, with Ezra, Nehemiali and Chronicles, and with the Maecabean Psalms.
It may be added that there would need to be very definite testimony to one
singular critical operation. It is the settled belief of those who are known
to press this account of the Canon, that the Book of Joshua w*as a part of
that work which has been commonly called in every age, “ The Pentateuch,”
but which they call “ The Hexateucb.” It must have been an interesting
and ticklish operation when Joshua was amputated. Nor in the history of
the New Testament Canon can there be alleged anything analogous to this

Thomson and John Kennedy.

But an

excellent

summary

is

threefold enlargement of the Jewish Bible.

Whatever obscurity hangs over the details of this subject, it is undeniable
Hebrew Bible is stated three times in the
Preface to the Book of Ecclesiasticus, whose date cannot be later than about
B.C. 138, but which we are inclined to connect with the earlier Ptolemy
Euergetes, eighty years sooner, in spite of the Revised Version. The most
detailed statement is the well-known Talmudic passage, on which Dr.

that the fixed threefold division of the

Green animadverts (pp. 94-96). It is difficult to understand, but no doubt
gives a prominent place to Ezra. Dr. Green is particularly happy (pp. 37-

it

with the testimony of Josephus, that the books of Scriptures
were written from the time of Moses to that of Artaxerxes, the Persian king,
who gave the commission to Ezra; “that from Artaxerxes until our time
everything has been recoided, but has not been deemed worthy of like
credit with what preceded, because the exact succession of the prophets
JO) in dealing

ceased.”

The later chapters of the book are in Dr. Green’s best stj le, clear, exact
and instructive, on the indefiniteness alleged against the contents of the
third section on the Canon of Christ and His apostles on the Canon of the
Christian Church; on the condemnation of the Apocrypha from internal
evidence, and on the order and number of the canonical books. On these
chapters much might well be said did space permit.
;

;

George

Free Church College, Glasgow, Scotland.

C.

M. Douglas.

Tiie Prophecies of Jesus Christ. Relating to His Death, Resurrection
and Second Coming, and Their Fulfillment. By Dr. Paul Schwartzkopff, Professor of Theology, Gottingen. Translated by Rev. Neil
Buchanan. Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1897. Pp. xi, 328.
This volume is a translation of the fourth and last part of the author’s
work, entitled “ The Revelation of God in Jesus Christ, its Content,
Range and Limits.” He published the fourth part first and thus it came to
be translated alone. The whole work has since been issued in German but
the part before us is sufficiently independent to be reviewed as well as published by itself. We have found it both a painful and interesting book
painful because of the frankness with which the author maintains the fallibility of our Lord in much of His teaching
interesting because, with its
combination of reverence and free criticism, it is a fair and able representative of a school of thought now widely prevailing, and which calls itself
evangelical. While wholly rejecting the Church doctrine of Christ’s person, and affirming of Him a human consciousness alone, with many defects
incident thereto, the author writes in a devout spirit and stoutly maintains
that in Christ there has been given the only real revelation of God and that
Christ Himself is the only Mediator of salvation for men. We are getting
to be quite familiar with this combination of belief and unbelief, which not
99
;

:

;
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long ago would have seemed utterly foreign to any calling themselves evanDr. Schwartzkopff, like many “ Ritsclilians,” holds that the
authority of Jesus was rooted in His perfect sinlessness. By it He was congelical.

scious of ethical union with God and so of being in the deepest sense
the Son of God. This involved also His Messiahship. He knew Himself to
be sent to reveal to men the love of God which He Himself enjoyed, and by
this revelation to open to them the immediate possibility of enjoying the
same and thus becoming the reconciled children of God. Whatever, therefore, Jesus realized, within the sphere of His moral and religious consciousness of life with God, is and must be truth. That is the authoritative revelation of God to us. But at the same time this moral consciousness of Jesus
was enveloped in many forms of thought, natural to a man of His age and
race, which were transient and unauthoritative. That alone in His teaching is authoritative which is essential to His moral consciousness. The form
is often fallible, and it is the work of criticism to distinguish the divine and
human, the infallible revelation and the fallible vesture of it. The test of
what is essential consists in its permanent religious value for the conscious
reconciliation of man with His loving Father. This reconciliation in turn
consists merely in a change of mind on man’s part through the acceptance
of Christ’s message about God. The author assumes that there is no need
of a sacrificial atonement. Having assumed what is necessary for man’s
salvation and what is not, he regards this as the essential element in Christ’s
revelation. Like others of the same school, he appears to be quite unconscious of the gross petitio principii of which he is guilty. But with this view
of revelation, he is prepared to point out the errors into which Jesus fell.
The Lord’s limitations appear, e. g., in Ilis'acceptance of Ps. cx as Davidic
and His belief in personal evil spirits. By the same criterion, also, our
author would test the record of the Gospels. The fourth Gospel is quite
untrustworthy and the synoptics have to be sifted. The present book was
written to illustrate how the divine and permanent should be separated from

the human and fallible, by critically examining Chiist's predictions of His
death, resurrection and second advent. Prof. Schwartzkopff has long been
a student of Old Testament prophecy. The subject, therefore, is congenial,
and he has applied to our Lord's prophecies a searching examination on
“ advanced ” critical principles. It is interesting to notice his results.

He discusses first Chiist’s prediction of His death. His view is in brief
that Jesus did not begin His ministry expecting to die, though He did expect
opposition. The violence, however, of the opposition which He encountered,
reflection on the fate of the older prophets, finally the death of John the
Baptist, forced on Him the conviction that a ministry like His could not
but end in His destruction. The idea gradually dawned on Him, though
many have supposed (cf. Mark ii. 7, 20). It became clear when
His refusal to be king alienated even some of His disciples (John vi), and
was first explicitly avowed by Him at Caesarea Philippi. Jesus, however, saw
more than the mere ceitaintyof His death. He came to realize that His
death was necessary in order that He might accomplish God’s will. He was
aided to this conclusion especially by Isa. liii and Jer. xxxi. Anxiously questioning in His soul the divine will, He must also have received the assurance, which our author calls a revelation (pp. 38, 39), that such was the will
of the Father. He finally realized that He could save men only by dying.
His thought evidently was, as the institution of the Supper shows, that His
blood was to be the seal of a new covenant. He viewed His death, therefore,
as a ransom, by which He meant that through the supreme revelation of
divine love, which His death contained, the means would be provided of
enabling men fully to realize God's love and so to be reconciled to Him.
earlier than
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garden does not disprove
to a natural
human struggle. Neither does the cry on the cross disprove it. We should
rather lay stress on the words “ My God.” In fact Christ’s expectation of
death during the latter part of His ministry was distinct and vivid. He
even saw that it would be by crucifixion (Mark viii. 34). The reason He did
not proclaim it publicly was because the only motive for proclaiming it at
all was the need of preparing His disciples for it.
Of course, this view of the matter is not new. Our author is even more
conservative than many who have written on the subject. But his view is
open to several fatal objections. It is based on an open repudiation of the
historic value of the fourth Gospel (cf. John i. 29, ii. 19, iii. 14, 15). It even
lias to exscind the testimony of Luke, who records the prediction of Simeon
(ii. 34, 35), and represents our Lord as beginning His Galilean ministry with
a distinct prediction of the unbelief of Israel (iv. 24-27). The author’s view
in the

Christ's sense of the necessity of His death, but

is also psychologically inconsistent

;

since,

if

was due only

Christ declared the necessity of

His death only to His disciples to prepare them for the emergency, the presumption is that His previous silence on the subject was determined, not by
His own ignorance of the future, but by their needs and capacities. And

what is evidently the true explanation. Jesus, for the sake
had first to reveal the true nature of His kingdom. He could
not have done His work in Galilee if He had begun with the announcement
of His death. Revelation must advance step by step with the history, for
this leads us to

of His work,

given. How can we trust at all the revelaHimself began His work under an illusion concerning its most vital point ? What guarantee have we that His later conclusions were more correct than His original premises ?
Our author next discusses Christ’s prediction of His resurrection; and
here again both his admissions and his negations are surprising. Our Lord,
he says, distinctly foretold His resurrection, and this is not incredible since

whom
He

the sake of those to
tion given in Jesus,

it is

if

He evidently shared the common

Pharisaic belief in a resurrection. It was,
moreover, impossible for Him to believe that He, the Messiah, would die,
unless He expected to live again. He must, also, as the Gospels record, have
spoken of it to His disciples. But can the form of His prediction, as reported
(in the Gospels, be relied upon ?
Our author replies yes, at least in the form
in which Mark records it, “after three days” (Mark viii. 31, ix. 31 [R.V.],
Matt, and Luke have “ the third day ”). What, however, did
x. 34 [R.Y.]
Jesus mean by this ? He shared the common belief that at death the righteous would go to Paradise, and would at the resurrection return to earth
clothed in new bodies to enjoy the glorified kingdom. He did not expect to
go to Hades, for our author maintains that Jesus identified Hades with the
place of punishment. His prediction, therefore, simply meant that He too
would return to earth at the resurrection, to be the head of the glorified,
theocratic kingdom and the expression, “after three days,” was taken from
Hosea vi. 2, and simply meant that the resurrection would not be far off.
He meant that “ death would not destroy His personal life, but would set it
free for an eternal life. In the second place, that He would in a short time
rise from the dead for the purpose of setting up His kingdom ” (p. 80). Undoubtedly, also, like the Pharisees and Paul, He expected to obtain a glorified body.
Our author is somewhat in doubt whether this expectation of our
Lord’s has sufficient “ religious value ” to be accepted as part of His revelation. On the whole, however, he is disposed to admit that the glorified soul
must have some corporeity, though this is not to be explained by the vulgar notion of the revival of the buried body, even in the case of Christ.
But now comes the difficulty. This prediction of Christ’s the disciples
;

;
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misunderstood and believed that their Master meant that He would rise on
the third day after His death. Moreover, says our author, as soon as Christ
died, the disciples began to expect His resurrection on the third day, and
this expectation explains their confidence that He had risen
So it must be
admitted that some manifestations of the living Christ were given to them,
which they interpreted as proof of His resurrection. As to what those
manifestations really were, the author expresses himself with hesitation.
He distinguishes between a subjective and an objective vision, and thinks
that a good deal may be said in favor of the former, for the disciples
!

expected the resurrection

(as,

he thinks,

therefore, psychologically prepared

e.

<7

.,

John xx.

8 shows),

and were,
an

to interpret a subjective vision as

outward reality. At the same time a bodily appearance of the depaited
Lord is not impossible, for modern spiritualism claims to have proved
similar phenomena, though the author thinks its testimony not conclusive.

What is the evidence? He
not sufficient to prove the bodily appearance
of Christ. Even the “ five hundred brethren ” may have been deceived
by the hypnotic power of enthusiasm. Even the express testimony of
Peter and Paul is not sufficient, for they may have mistaken a subjective
vision for an objective. The vision of Christ seen by Paul may thus be
explained, for it must be admitted that before His conversion Paul was
already impressed by the possible Messiahship of Jesus and the truth of
Christianity. In fact none of the testimony absolutely demonstrates the
objectivity of Christ’s manifestations, and the disciples’ state of mind was
such as to make them ready to explain subjective visions as objective facts;
while the empty grave may be explained by supposing that some unwise
disciple quietly stole the Lord’s body.
Prof. Schwartzkopff concludes
The

question, therefore,

is,

maintains that the latter

says our author,

is

it makes no difference whether
The important thing is that He lives.

Christ appeared in bodily form or not.
Yet the Professor is, alter all, disposed
This he does on the
to believe that He did appear in a spiritual body.
ground of his private opinion that the dead have bodies, and, therefore,

that

But His
it was natural for the Lord to have one and to appear in one.
body was not the same that had been buried. What really became of the
latter we do not know.
We are told, however, that “ the coming forth of
Jesus’ body from the grave must at any rate not be conceived in the crass,
sensuous way in which we meet with the idea among the common Jewish
people, and even paitly in the synoptists ” (p. 155).
We have reported this argument with some detail, because it boldly states
that

every resource of those who refuse to accept the fact of our Lord’s real resurrection. As the author admits, apostolic Christianity was in his view
built on an illusion; though he thinks that does not destroy the religious
value of the Christ Himself. The Professor seems to us a melancholy example of those who see every possible argument except the plain and natural
one. He magnifies every possible doubt with the effect of destroying the
proper inference to be drawn from the evidence as a whole. Having

proved that every strand in a rope might break when weighted separately,
he concludes that the rope is insecure. But, besides this, the premises of
his argument are open to criticism. Thus it would seem quite improper to
affirm that Christ identified Hades with Gehenna (p. 75), and, therefore, did
not expect to go thither, while the disciples shared “the vulgar Jewish
view ” (p. 109), and, therefore, believed Ilis manifestations to them implied
that He had risen from the dead. Not to say that these shades of Jewish
opinion cannot be fairly used as the basis of explanation, since we really
know too little about them, we may observe that the evidence (Mark ix. 43.
45 47, with Matt. xi. 22-24) on which Christ’s opinion is made to rest is
,
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wholly inadequate; that since it is admitted that He expected resurrection,
it matters not what He called His future abode, for His life was to be manifested in a restored body and, finally, that it is extremely improbable that
He would have instructed His disciples about His future on the assumption
of views which they did not share and which He must have known they did
not share. Thus the basis which our author tries to lay for the misunderstanding of Christ by His disciples gives way upon close examination. Nor
does the author’s explanation of Christ’s phrase “after three days ” stand
examination any better. Prof. Schwartzkopff himself says (p. 69) that Matthew and Luke, in using “on the third day ” where Mark has “ after three
days,” show that “ no sharp opposition was felt ” between the phrases. The
”
fact is the phrases were synonymous. In Mark xiv. 1, “after two days
means “ the next day.” Mark, therefore, used the phrase “ after three days ”
;

same sense in which Matthew and Luke used “ on the third day,” and
there is no ground for supposing that Christ Himself, even if the language
was suggested by Hosea, used the phrase in any other sense. Again, when our
author builds his theory of the appearances of Christ after death on the premise that the disciples expected Him to rise, he as distinctly flies in the face
of the evidence as when he ventures to repeat the old rationalizing hypothesis that Saul of Tarsus had already become impressed with the truth of
Christianity before his “ conversion.” If there is any point on which the
testimony is plain and clear, it is that the disciples either wholly forgot
Christ’s predictions or paid no heed to them until the resurrection had taken
place. John xx. 8 only shows that John was the first apostle to grasp the
evidence of the empty tomb. Luke xxxiv. 21 contains the only intimation
in the

that any remembered Christ’s prediction and that appears to have been
called forth by the report by the women of the angel’s message. The
“ psychologist ” who seeks a subjective basis for the disciples’ faith in the
resurrection of Jesus must simply invent His facts. The extant evidence
certainly gives him none to go upon. Thus Prof. Schwartzkopff seems to
us guilty of misrepresenting the evidence as well as of misinterpreting it.
Christ certainly did predict His resurrection on the third day and, just as
certainly, the disciples did not expect it. Nor can we read with patience the
suggestion that the empty tomb may be explained by a theft of the body
and that the five hundred brethren might have been deceived. Even this,
however, is more acceptable than the bold argument that the physical resurrection of the Lord is not an essential part of Christianity. Then, indeed,
were the apostles “ false witnesses of Christ.” They made the resurrection
not only a fact but a great doctrine. But, alas, to the modern theologian
the apostles have been shorn of their authority. Yet, what wonder, when
even the Lord Himself is convicted of error ?
;

For to this last result does our author come in his discussion of Christ’s
prediction of His second advent. The apostolic Christians, he says, expected
Christ to return in their generation. Hence, he thinks it probable that
Christ had so taught and the synoptists confirm this. They represent Him
as teaching that the kingdom of God had indeed already come in Him, the
Messiah, and that it consisted essentially in the spiritual sovereignty of God
over man. Yet, of course, its perfect form had not yet appeared. This
would be reached not by a gradual development, but by God’s direct interposition (cf. Mark xiii. 32, Acts i. 7).
When then He realized that He must
die, He looked for the perfect establishment of the kingdom at His second
advent. Moreover, Jesus expected the perfect kingdom to take the form of
a physical transformation of heaven and earth, in which there would be a
theocratic renewal of the world, with Himself, having been raised from the
dead, as the King and Judge (p. 219, etc.). The apostles were to preach

—
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Jews till He returned
of the fact that universalism
to the

(cf., e. g.,

was an

Matt.

x. 5, 6, 23)

essential part of

;

for Jesus, in spite-

His idea of

religion,

did not contemplate a direct mission to the Gentiles (pp. 222-225 ; Mark
xiii. 10 is conveniently said to be an interpolation).
In the perfected theocracy. indeed, Gentiles would be included, but by being absorbed in “ Israel.”

Of

its details our author says that Jesus thought and cared little (p. 233)
Only, the kingdom was to be on the earth in a glorified state.
But now when will this glorious reappearance take place ? This is the
main point. Our author declares that Jesus taught explicitly that it would
take place in that generation. The passages relied on are the familiar ones
Mark ix. 1, xiii. 30, xiv. 62; Matt. x. 23. Mark ix. 1 is especially the fundamental proof-text. No other meaning than an eschatological one can be
allowed. Mark xiv. 62 is the next in importance. “ Ye shall see” shows
that Christ expected his accusers to behold His advent in glory and the
ax' apn (“ henceforth ”) of Matthew’s report (Matt. xx. 64), which indicates that Christ did not refer to His second coming exclusively, must be
stricken out as a gloss. In Mark xiii. 30, the declaration that the Parousia
would be in that generation is said again to be explicit Matt, xxiii. 26 v
where the same words are definitely applied to the destruction of Jerusalem,
not being allowed to control the interpretation of the other passage. Mark
xiii. 31, however, is too bold an error for even our author to accredit to
Jesus, so he considers it a gloss (p. 265). But all the commands to “ watch ”
evidently implied that the disciples might see the Parousia. Of His coming again in that generation Jesus was certain. His ignorance only pertained to the exact “ day and hour ” (Mark xiii. 32). Thus He was deceived
as to the time of His second advent. That does not destroy, however, the
religious value of His prophecy. It does, indeed, raise the question whether
He may not have been mistaken in respect to the form, as well as the time,
of the Parousia. Our author admits that He may have been. But even that
matters not. In fact we begin to wonder whether anything matters, and
whether Christ will return at all. We are hardly reassured even by our
author’s closing words (p. 320), “ He reigns among the perfected even now,
and will one day rule over the whole of humanity in a new' and glorified
world.”
Now, so far as the particular passages above cited are concerned, they are
•

;

old straw' which has been threshed again and again. The possible interpretations of them, consistent with the truthfulness of our Lord, may be
learned in any commentary. It is more important to remark that our

author’s interpretation of Christ’s teaching is vitiated by his refusal to
recognize the Lord’s expectation of development in the kingdom. This is
partly due to the practical rejection of the fourth Gospel. With it as a
guide we must hold that Christ foresaw His ” coming ” partly realized in
the w’ork of the Spirit, This does not, as our author says (p. 170), “ take the
place of the early Christian hope of the second coming,” but supplements
and interprets the promises of both the fourth Gospel itself and the synopBut in the synoptics, also, the idea of the development of the kingtics.

dom

is

A

broad
The parables clearly present it.
Christ’s teaching will not press the possible

present.

pretation

of

and fair intermeaning of a

to His teaching as a whole.
foresaw both the external and internal development of the kingdom, including the work among the Gentiles
and that Ilis fundamental idea of the way of salvation precluded the
notion that the kingdom would be established either in a Jewish theocratic
form or by a miraculous interposition of God, but rather by the power of

few

r

isolated passages, but will relate

When

this

is

done,

it

will appear that

them

He

;

His truth and

Spirit.

It

is

more reasonable,

as w'ell as

more reverent,

to
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harmony with

when

the contrary course frequently
necessitates a violent sifting of the language of the evangelists.
Perhaps we have reviewed this book at too great length. Yet it is so honest an effort to state the truth and so dangerous in its conclusions, that it
is worthy of an extended notice.
Back of all its special discussions there
lies the fundamental error that the authority of Christ inheres only in what
the author chooses to regard as that teaching which has universal and permanent religious value. This is a principle which at present is tearing down
the whole structure of historic Christianity. But who shall decide what
statements of truth have universal and permanent religious value ? If even
Christ is infallible only in part, who shall tell us when He really is infallible ? And how shall we test the infallibility of our interpreter of the fallible Christ ? Christianity has historically built on the infallibility of Christ
and the apostles. When the latter are shorn of their authority, it is to be
expected that the Master will be of His.
Princeton.
George T. Purves.
these controlling

ideas, especially

The International Critical Commentary.

A

Critical

and Exe-

Gospel According to St. Luke. By the
Rev. Alfred Plummer, M.A., D.D. New York: Charles Scribner’s

getical

Commentary on

Sons, 1896.

the

Pp. lxxxviii, 590.

Dr. Plummer’s commentary on Luke's Gospel has already established
a standard work. It is worthy of mention now, because there are
few commentaries which every student of the New Testament more certainly ought to possess. It will drill him in that careful study of words
which is especially needful and too often neglected. It fills a place of its
own among commentaries on the Gospels. Cautious and in the main conservative in criticism, it directs the reader to the text itself and opens to him
the real spiritual treasures concealed in the dry earth of grammar and
lexicography. The Introduction is brief, but satisfying. Luke’s authorship
of both the Gospel and the Acts is defended along the usual lines. Dr.
Plummer shows no predilection for modern analyses of the Acts and is
happily content with the evidence which has always been deemed sufficient
to support the traditional view. We only note in passing his interesting
suggestion (pp. xx, xxi) that Luke may have made Paul’s acquaintance in
Tarsus, while the former was studying medicine. The “ sources ” of the
Gospel are likewise discussed with reserve and caution. The first-hand
origin of most of Luke’s information is recognized. When he wrote, however, the common evangelic narrative, used by all three synoptists, was
probably already in writing. But while its use by Luke is presupposed, his
use of Mark is doubted, still more his use of Matthew. Dr. Plummer has
evidently not been carried away by the prevalent “ two document ” hypotheHe thinks Luke’s use of Mark is possible, but that some phenomena are
sis.
against it, especially his omission of Mark vi. 45-viii. 9. It is still less probable that he knew our first Gospel. While Dr. Plummer admits that Matitself as

thew and Luke “ used the same collection or two similar collections of
Oracles,’ or Sayings of the Lord ” [we wish that he had not made these
titles interchangeable], yet he affirms that “ this collection can hardly have
been a single document,” and that “ a book of Oracles must not be hastily
assumed ” (p. xxiv). This is certainly a wise caution for the phenomena
may be explained if we assume that there was no special collection of
“Oracles or Sayings” at all, but that the current evangelic narrative,
1

‘

’

;

previous to the composition of our Gospels, contained both the teaching of
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Christ and historical matter. Luke had also, as Dr. Plummer goes on to
information peculiar to himself. He had, however, no
“ Ebionitic source,” and the charge against him of Ebionism is finely refuted.
That some of his sources were of Aramaic origin is made probable by his
strongly Hebrais'ic style in certain sections. In the “ common tradition ”
this Hebraism is much less than elsewhere
whence it is to be inferred that
the current Gospel was in Greek. In all parts, however, Luke works over
his material in his own way, and his individualities of style and viewpoint
appear everywhere throughout his books.
Dr. Plummer inclines to date the Gospel about 75-80 A.D. He rejects
the argument for a later date founded on the alleged use of Josephus;
and, while feeling the force of arguments in favor of even so early a date
as 63, thinks them not conclusive. His acceptance of 75-80 is based partly
on the report of Christ’s eschatological discourse, but mainly on the
allowance thus made of sufficient time for “many” to “draw up narratives ” according to the statement of Luke’s preface. The supposition that
Paul in 1 Tim. v. 18 quotes Luke’s Gospel is dismissed as incredible (p. xlv).
But, as Dr. Plummer himself points out, Luke’s report of Christ’s discourse
contains elements which are most easily explained by supposing that it was
written before the destruction of Jerusalem and all that we know of the
diffusion of the evangelic narrative in the Church tends to show that it was
early and rapid, so that the seventh decade of the first century is not too
soon for the composition of the Gospel, if we once admit that Luke did not
use Mark and Matthew. That the Gospel was written for Gentiles is proved
by many considerations drawn from the writer’s style and vocabulary, his
omissions and explanations. The evidence for this is finely exhibited. Dr.
Plummer also recognizes that Luke meant to write real history. The old
“tendency” interpretations of both the third Gospel and the Acts are
unequivocally rejected. In this Dr. Plummer is certainly in line with. the
best investigators. The more Luke’s statements are tested externally and
the more his method is studied internally, the more accurate and intelligent
does he appear.
In dealing with the plan of Luke’s Gospel, Dr. Plummer seems to us to
represent a little too strongly the evangelist’s claim of chronological order.
That he sought such order in the main is evident; but, within his larger
divisions, Luke seems largely and consciously controlled by didactic considerations and the
of the Preface, judging from its use elsewhere
by the same writer, may describe order of almost any kind. In the first
twelve chapters of Acts also, and especially from chaps, viii-xii, Luke's
arrangement is more obviously didactic, perhaps we should say philosophical,
than chronological. Dr. Plummer’s analysis of the Gospel, because no
doubt of his refusal to recognize a didactic purpose, is not satisfactory. It
Neither should the section ix. 51is hardly more than a table of contents.
xix. 28 have been termed “ Ministry Outside Galilee,” since some of its
say, sources of

;

;

events certainly occurred in Galilee.
But Dr. Plummer shows his strength and is of vast service to the student
when he treats of Luke’s characteristics, style and language. This whole
section is a rich mine where the results of scholarly scrutiny of the Gospel’s
details, united with fine appreciation of its literary qualities, are compactly
stored. Valuable word studies and lists of words illustrating Luke’s usage
are given, as well as lists by which he may be compared with other New
Testament writers. We are enabled to realize “ his great command of Greek

and his very un-Greek use of Hebrew phrases and constructions.” II is
Hebraisms and other peculiarities are carefully classified. The table on p.
Ixvi, illus rating his usages as compared with Matthew and Mark, is specially

.
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Altogether, tliis part of the Introduction, though dry enough in
appearance, will repay the most careful reading.
The integrity of Luke’s Gospel is next briefly defended and its relation to
list of MSS. of the Gospel is given, which, howMarcion’s is explained.
ever, is not wholly complete. We miss 1ST. and P. The commentary was
prepared before Blass’ discussions of the Lucan text were published, and so
no notice is found of them. This is a great pity; though we have received
from the commentary as a whole the impression that Dr. Plummer’s interest
lies rather in the grammatical and exegetical spheres than in the textual.
Finally, in relating the literary history of Luke’s Gospel, Dr. Plummer
finds the earliest clear evidence of its use in the Didache, the Gospel of Peter
and the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs, the last of which he assigns,
we are glad to say, to the period A.D. 75-135.
list of commentaries is
appended, beginning with the homilies of Origen and coming down to 1895.
The commentary itself is exceedingly condensed and must be read with
the Greek Testament in hand. It is just the kind of book to be put into the
hands of those who need to be trained in careful exegesis. Its greatest value
lies in its grammatical and lexical notes.
We must content ourselves, however, with calling attention to some of the opinions expressed on larger
points. Thus Dr. Plummer considers that Luke’s statement about the governorship of Cyrenius raises a difficulty which we must as yet leave unsolved
though the possibility of error on this point does not impeach the evangelist’s
general accuracy even in the matter of the census. He does not admit, however, that Luke is certainly in error even as to the date of the census (p. 50)
He hesitates likewise to date “ the fifteenth year of Tiberius ” from the
coregency with Augustus, though he admits it to be possible (p, 81). The
genealogy of Christ given by Luke is said to be Joseph’s, not Mary’s. The
truthfulness of the narrative of Christ’s temptation is firmly maintained.
The “Early Judaean Ministry,” related by John, is accepted as necessary to explain the synoptic account of the beginning of the Galilean
ministry (p. 105). It is doubtful, however, whether the visit to Nazareth
related by Luke was identical with or different from that related by Matthew
and Mark (p. 118) and in like manner the call of the four disciples in Luke,
which was the occasion of the first miraculous draught of fish, cannot be
certainly identified with the call recorded in the other synoptics (p. 147).
The “ Sermon on the Plain ” (Luke vi) should not be identified with “the
Sermon on the Mount ” (Matt, v-vii). It was a similar sermon spoken on a
different occasion. The similarities of the two may be explained by the
natural tendency of a preacher to repeat important truths (p. 176). In vi.
35, the reading /xijdkv dnsXTtiZovTss is properly accepted and the rendering of
R. V. “ never despairing ” is ably defended. The motive of John the
Baptist’s inquiry is well explained as arising mainly from Christ’s failure to
“ cleanse his threshing-floor ” by judgment (p. 202). Ch. ix. 27 (“ There be
some of them which stand here which shall in no wise taste of death till
they see the kingdom of God ”) is referred to the destruction of Jerusalem and not, except typically, to the second advent (p. 250). In x. 18, the
translation of A. V., “ I beheld Satan as lightning fall from heaven,” is
preferred to that of the R. Y. (“ fallen"), and the teaching of the verse
is admirably explained.
Entoutrtov in the Lord’s Prayer is derived from
The
Inub'j and understood to mean “ bread for the coming day ” (p. 296).
suggestive.

A

A

;

;

—

—

lesson of the parable of the Unrighteous

Steward

and a wise caution given against the abuse

of details in the interpretation of

is

judiciously explained

parables (p. 380). The interesting fact is pointed out that the parable of
the Tounds was probably suggested by contemporary history, viz., the visit
of Archelaus to Rome to obtain his kingdom and the embassy of the Jews
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When dealing with the account of the Last Supper,
Dr. Plummer takes several positions which seem to us doubtful. He locates
the death of Christ on the 14th of Nisanon the supposed authority of the Fourth
Gospel, and believes with Westcott that the Last Supper was celebrated a
day before the regular time for the observance of the paschal meal (p. 491).
The discussion of the difficulties connected with Luke’s account of the
Eucharist is very meagre (p. 496). The textual question in little more than
stated.
On the current text, Dr. Plummer is disposed not to identify the
two “cups ” mentioned by Luke. The phrase, “ do this is remembrance of
in opposition (p. 438).

me,” is defended from the sacrificial interpretation. On the other hand, a
note quotes from Dr. Briggs (The Messiah of the Gospels) to the effect
that the omission of the phrase in Matthew and Mark points to the view that
at the Supper Christ did not direct its observance, though He may be supposed to have done so after His resurrection. It must be confessed that on
this, as on several other points, Dr. Plummer hardly makes his own opinion
clear.
He often is disposed to leave important questions hanging in the air.
In regard to the last chapter of the Gospel, Dr. Plummer maintains that
there is nothing to prove that Luke intended to assign all of its contents to
the day of the resurrection. Probably new occasions were intended for the
instruction beginning at vers. 44 and 50. At the same time he thinks that
Luke was not aware, when he wrote his Gospel,' of the precise interval between the Resurrection and the Ascension. This assumption seems to us
wholly gratuitous. The condensation of the last chapter is sufficiently
explained just by the assumption that Luke already knew what he was
going to include in his following book.
Princeton.
George T. Purves.
Christ.

By Edmund

Translated by Louise Seymour Houghton.
ner’s Sons, 1898. Pp. xii, 277.

Charles Scrib-

The Death and Resurrection of Jesus
Stapfer.

the third and last volume of the work which its author, Prof.
Stapfer, of the Protestant Theological Faculty of the University of
Paris, has entitled, Jesus Christ : His Person, His Authority, His Ministry.
The first two volumes have already been reviewed in these pages (Vol. ix,

This

is

Edmund

In the present volume the author notes the fact that the period of
it is designed to cover, namely, the last six months, is
that of which we have the most copious records. But we are met with the
affirmation that they swarm with petty contradictions. This fact, however, does not disturb the author. He writes “ It is true that for the object
which I have in mind these differences are of minor importance. I have
already said that I am not relating the life of Jesus, but simply seeking to
discern His thought. I desire to speak of what w ent on in His soul. In
this last volume, as hitherto, I shall treat of His person, how He understood
Himself, of His authority, what authority lie attributed to Himself, and
obedience unto death, even the
finally of II is work, which was a work of
death of the cross.’ I shall particularly ask what were the special interests
of Jesus during these last days, and I shall show that He was occupied in turn
by two great thoughts, antithetical to one another, the persuasion that a
violent death was approaching Him very nearly, and the invincible hope
p. 764).

Jesus’ ministry which

:

r

‘

it would be spared Him.”
Dr. Stapfer claims for his work that it takes “the humanity of Jesus
seriously.” His contention is that the Church’s teaching has led away from
a true conception of Him. The picture presented by our author is but a
continuation of that given in the former volumes. Jesus has risen to a

that
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higher plane, but is still tossed hither and thither by hopes and fears. He
had hoped that He might win the nation to His views, but He now quite
despairs of accomplishing that end. Almost each new day shapes His course
anew. By this treatment Dr. Stapfer has succeeded in portraying a character often totally different from the majestic personage of the canonical
Gospels, who months before His death had freely conversed concerning “ the
decease which He was to accomplish at Jerusalem.” The question which
constantly forces itself on one is this, Has Dr. Stapfer not merely presented
a creation of his own imagination ?
With reference to the Resurrection of Jesus, Dr. Stapfer has much to say.
He firmly believes in its reality, but he takes the nowadays popular
method of belittling historical facts. To him the subjective persuasion that
Jesus is alive for evermore is vastly more important than all historical evidence. And yet we are led to wonder how that subjective effect could ever
have been produced had there not been an objective historical fact on which
to base it.
It cannot be denied that Dr. Stapfer’s entire work is one of no little
interest.
It is well written and the subject is reverently handled.
cannot doubt the author’s sincerity, no matter how much w e may dissent from
his views. But the vast majority of Christians will refuse to accept his
picture as being a faithful or truthful reproduction of the features of the
Jesus of the evangelists. His portraiture ignores many essential and wellestablished facts of the Gospel history, and is sadly marred by the preconceptions of the author. For this reason the work cannot be regarded as
contributing to a better understanding of the Word who became flesh and

We

r

dwelt among men.

San Francisco

John H. Kerr.

Theological Seminary.

The Earliest Known Coptic Psalter. The Text, in the Dialect of Upper
Egypt, edited from the Unique Papyrus Codex Oriental 5000 in the British Museum, by E. H. Wallis Budge, Litt.D., D.Lit., F.S.A., Keeper of
the Egyptian and Assyrian Antiquities in the British Museum. 4to, pp.
xiv, 154. (London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Triibner & Co., 1897.) About three
years ago, a stone-box was dug up by some Egyptian peasants, containing
two carefully protected Coptic volumes one containing ten homilies by
fourth-century fathers, and the other a complete Coptic Psalter in the dialect of Upper Egypt.
There have been known heretofore only fragments
of the Sahidic Psalter and the uniqueness of the present volume has led
Mr. Budge to have it printed in what, for all practical purposes, may be described as this facsimile edition. The volume contains nothing but an exact
presentation of the text and a short descriptive Preface. The MS. appears
to belong to the sixth or seventh century, but has been repaired in some places
since. It contains the whole Psalter including the Apocryphal Psalm cli.
It is written in a fine and bold but careful hand, on 156 leaves containing one column each of 31 or 32 lines. Mr. Budge’s volume, with its
careful transcription, beautifully printed, illustrated by collotype plates,

—

:

—

Grammar of the New
it at the full disposal of the learned world.
Testament Greek. By Friedrich Blass, Dr. Phil., Dr. Th., Hon. LL.D.
Dublin, Professor of Classical Philology in the University of Halle-Wittenberg. Translated by Henry St. John Thackeray, M. A., Examiner in the
Education Department. 8vo, pp. ix, 340. (London Macmillan & Co.;
places

:

New York: The

Prof. Blass’ Grammatik cles
eutestamentlichen Griechisch appeared from the well-known press of the
Gottingen publishers, Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, in October, 1896. It

Macmillan Company,

1898.)

N

has met with immediate appreciation and bids fair to take

its place,

as the

;
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standard hand-grammar of New Testament Greek, by the side of Schmiedel’s
enlarged edition of Winer, published by the same house, as a
kind of extended thesaurus of the same subject. The German original
was fully reported upon in this Review by Dr. J. H. Thayer (Vol. viii, p.
551), and we need not now do more, for all that concerns the character of
the work, than refer to that searching notice of it. The book was well
worth translating into English and merits a place by the side of the English
Winer and Buttmann, which have for a generation been the recourse of
English students of the New Testament. And the translation here offered
by Mr. Thackeray leaves nothing to be desired in the way of either accuracy or clearness of rendering. It gives us a thoroughly satisfactory English Blass.
In one way, indeed, it is almost too satisfactory a volume that
is, elegance has been studied in the book-making rather more than economy,
and it may be feared that the high price which has thus necessarily been
pnt on the volume (fourteen shillings in England, and $4.50 in America,
as over against the five and a half marks of the German) will lead those who
read German to prefer to purchase the German edition. In every other respect the English is a decided improvement on the German, and affords
pleasure to both eye and hand in the use of it. Mr. Thackeray has pretty
closely confined himself, to be sure, to reproducing his author in clear and
distinct English. He has not enriched his pages with the additional notes
by which Dr. Moulton made his Winer so valuable a book. Only an occasional note occurs now and then— just enough to show that, had he been inclined to, Mr. Thackeray could very easily have greatly increased the value
of the work as an aid in exegesis. We have noted instances on pp. 64, 67,
117,173, 175, 176 referring us to Lightfoot for a discussion of i-touatos,
recording the occurrence of r.Xo<prjpopeiadat, jn the LXX, referring us to
Sanday-Headlam and Gifford for the construction of Rom. xi. 31, throwing
doubt on a conjectural emendation of Blass’ in Gal. iv. 13, adducing a punctuation of Westcott and Hort’s which would void an instance adduced by
Blass, and pointing out a construction of Matt. xxvi. 60 which would render a
conjectural emendation of Blass’ unnecessary. Mr. Thackeray was well
advised, however, not to overburden his text with such notes. Blass did
not intend his work as an exegetical manual, but as distinctively a compressed hand-grammar and it is by the multiplication of such notes that a
work is transformed from the one into the other. With Schmiedel’s Winer in
our hands we do not so much need another exegetico-grammatieal thesaurus, just now, as we do just such a brief and comprehensive treatise as Blass’
provides. We welcome the English translation of it and wish it a wide usefulness.
The Parallel Psalter. Being the Prayer-Book Version of the
Psalms and a New Version, arranged on Opposite Pages. With an Introduction and Glossaries. By the Rev. S. R. Driver, D.D Litt. D., Regius Pro-

new and much

:

—

,

Examining Chap(Oxford At
of the Psalms which Dr.

Hebrew, and Canon of Christ Church, Oxford
the Lord Bishop of Southwell. 16mo, pp. xliv,

fessor of
lain to

;

486.

:

the Clarendon Press, 1898.) The new translation
Driver offers us in this welcome little volume has been made, not in the
interests of elegance, but in those of exactness and it is printed not with the
hope of superseding the Prayer-Book Version in the use of the churches, but
with the desire of supplementing it in the use of the individual, in the matter
of apprehending the meaning of the Hebrew. The Prayer-Book Version
has been made, therefore, the basis of the new version, which departs from
it only when faithfulness to the meaning of the original demands it; exces:

sive literalness of rendering has been avoided, while yet the distinctive features of the original have been as far as possible reproduced and the text
;

of the Massoretic recension has been in the main followed, though not with-
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out resort to occasional corrections from the Versions and even from conjecture.
The Introduction gives the history of the Prayer-Book Version and
investigates its character and value, and then describes the nature of the new
translation here attempted and explains the author’s standpoint and purpose.
Two glossaries are appended to the volume the one of which explains
on the basis of the Hebrew, a select list of words and phrases of frequent
occurrence in the Psalter, while the other explains a select list of the more
distinctive archaisms occurring in the Prayer-Book Version. The new
version is accompanied by a series of brief notes giving alternative readings

—

or renderings, referring to parallel passages, or offering brief explanations.
This version itself is, of course, scholarly and exact, and (perhaps not so
much, of course) generally clear and in good taste. It will not fail of its
as a corrective of the sense of the Prayer-Book Version and is
worthy of a place by the side of the recent renderings of Drs. Cheyne and De
Witt and the earlier ones of Drs. Kay and Perowne as helps to the interpretation of the Psalms. Occasionally, however, there is offered a rendering
which seems needlessly rasping to every canon of taste as this of Ps.
“ And they put God to the proof in their heart, by asking food
lxxviii. 18

mission

—

:

for their appetite;'' or the repeated use of the adjective “ puissant.” Dr.
Driver seems rather to plume himself on the conservatism of his work. He
reassures his readers by the remarks that “ it contains no distinctively new
rendering of any passage,” and that he supposes that “in substance the
great majority of his renderings will be found ” in the preceding versions
named above. And he speaks of the Massoretic tradition as “ in the great
majority of the cases unquestionably correct.” That he has not been able to
look upon it as “ infallible ” should go without saying. It is another question whether the corrections he introduces somewhat sparingly into it will
permanently commend themselves to scholars. The mistake which writers
of Dr. Driver’s school make as to conjectural emendation of the Biblical text,
is in supposing that it needs only to be vindicated in principle.
Nobody, however, doubts its validity in principle. The trouble is that the practice of it
in a well-preserved text does not commend itself to sober experience.
We
suppose that Dr. Driver’s position in this matter is about that of Baethgen,
and that he would subscribe to the rebuke of the excessive resort to conjecture which Baethgen pi ints in the Preface to the second edition of his
Commentary on the Psalms. Wide experience in textual emendation, and a
broad acquaintance with its history, would lead one to go much further in
the direction of restraint, however, than either Baethgen or Dr. Driver seems
prepared to follow. Conjectural emendation has chance of real success only
in very corruptly transmitted texts, and at the hands of very thorough and
living knowledge of the language to which a text belongs. In carefully transmitted texts, in a language only mechanically (that is, scholastically) known,
there is not a ghost of a chance of successfully emending the text by conjecture.
In such circumstances even to pronounce a passage to be corrupt is
the extremity of boldness, while to emend it conjecturally is hopeless rashness.
Let us say it frankly we do not believe the man lives who is competent to
emend the Hebrew Psalter conjecturally, and we think it far more likely that
the difficulties met with in its interpretation which tempt to conjectural
emendation are due to deficiencies in the equipment of its interpreters than
that they are due to ante-Massoretic corruption in the text. Opinions as to
this will differ, however
and we know of no one whose conjectures would
appeal to us more favorably than Dr. Driver’s. For our part, however, we
think the translator of a book like the Psalms should be very chary of confusing
himself with the composer of it, and we think that any resort to conjectural
emendation of its text is far more likely to result in alteration than in
1

:

;
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The Epistles of Paul in Modern English.
Paraphrase.
Stevens, Ph.D., D.D., Dwight Professor of Systematic
Theology in Yale University. 16mo, pp. ix,331. (New York Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1698.) One naturally turns to this well-printed little volume with
good expectations the idea of setting forth the condensed, involved, nervous,
restoration of

it.

By George Barker

:

:

fervid letters of Paul in a paraphrase couched in

modern English is a good
one. and Prof. Stevens’ previous studies have well prepared him for undertaking such a task. That the work he has given us is scholarly and useful
goes without saying. We are bound to confess, however, that it is not all
that we were led to expect from the title-page, and does not fully meet what
have looked for from Prof. Stevens. The words, “The
Modem English A Paraphrase,” seemed to prepare us for
a complete transference of the thought of the apostle into the plain English
of modern use something better than the current translations because in
more easily comprehended English, and something better than any translation because a paraphrase gives opportunity for bringing out all the thought
more fully than a “ literal or verbal translation ” can. There is indeed a
caveat in the Preface: “It is obviously impossible to represent in a paraphrase every shade and turn of Paul's thought. To do that w ould require
a commentary, and I have wished to avoid the danger to which commentaries are exposed, namely, that of obscuring the general sense by the elaborate treatment of details. I have therefore constantly aimed to bring into
clear relief the central idea, the essential substance, of Paul’s arguments
and exhortations. If, in doing this, minor phases of his thought have sometimes been neglected, it is believed that the omission is justified in the interest of simplicity and clearness.” This hardly prepares us, however, for a
“ paraphrase ” which confines itself to the general course of the argument,
with the omission of numerous elements of the complete thought; which is
so inconsistent with itself in its treatment of similar passages as to suggest
caprice in the determination of what is and what is not to be reproduced
and which is certainly inadequate as a presentation of the tone and spirit of
the apostle’s speech. We need not go beyond the first page to find these
deficiencies fairly illustrated.
Here in the representation of the opening
words of the First Epistle to the Thessalonians: “ I, Paul, and my companions, send to you Thessalonians our Christian greetings and good wishes.”

we might

fairly

Epistles of Paul in

:

:

‘

’

r

;

The reader

is apt to demur that this is inadequate as a representation of
Paul’s address to this letter he may see no gain in obscuring the facts that
the letter was written not in the name of all Paul’s “companions,” but in
the names of two specified ones of them— to know which is useful in undeistanding certain subsequent allusions in the letter; that it is addressed not
to “ the Thessalonians ” in general, but specifically to the infant Christian
:

“church of the Thessalonians ;” and that the greeting rises far above mere
“ good wishes ” into a specific prayer for “grace and peace ” for the readers.
He will probably, however, be inclined tentatively to waive this demurrer,
and trust for the time the author to judge what are “ minor phases of the
apostle’s thought,” which may be properly suppressed “ in the interest of
simplicity and clearness,” so that the “ central idea,” “ the essential substance,” may be “ brought into clear relief.” But puzzlement comes at once
w’hen, on comparison with the rendering of the addresses of the other epistles, he discovers that Prof. Stevens’ judgment as to what shall be thus
obscured varies inscrutably from one to the other. The greeting to the Second Epistle to the Thessalonians, for example, though in the Greek verbatim
the same with that of the first letter (except for some added words which do
not now come into consideration), is so rendered as to recognize the fact that
the letter is addressed to the church, and that the “ wishes ” of the apostle for
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“ grace and peace.” In the greeting to the Epistle to the
Colossians, the “ good wishes ” appear more properly as a prayer and the
“ grace ” is varied to “ favor.” The several addresses are given, indeed, so

his readers concern

;

is left to infer that what is included in and what
omitted from them has been matter not of careful thought but of momentary accident and he will not fail to note that the tendency is always to
lower and weaken the high tone of the words. And this, he is apt to conclude
before he has finished reading a page, is characteristic of this paraphrase.
Think of the cool statement that the Thessalonians had “ adopted the belief
in Chiist’s second coming,” standing for the main thought of 1 Tliess. i. 10
Think of Paul coolly remarking in Rom. ix. 19 “ But this view will provoke
the objection ” as if his doctrine of the divine election could lie in his
mind as “ a view!” The reader will have, then, an initial disappointment to
overcome in using the book. Once having overcome that, and adjusted himself to what he has in his hand, he will however find it a scholarly aid to the
study of the Epistles, not always lising to their high level of feeling or penetrating to their depths of meaning, not always apprehending even the essence
of their thought aright, but giving, in the main matter of the general
course of the argument, an honest man's honest guidance to its perception.
The Modern Reader’s Bible. Presented in Modern Literary Form.
Edited with Introduction and Notes by Richard G. Moulton, A.M., Ph.D.,
Professor of Literature in English in the University of Chicago. Twentyone Volumes. Small 16mo, in box. T New York The Macmillan Co., 1896The various volumes of “ The Modern Reader’s Bible,” which have
1898.)
come separately from the press during the last two years, have now, on the
completion of the series, been gathered by the publishers into this attractive
collection.
It will not be necessary to repeat here what has already been
said, in the notices of the several volumes, as to the manner in which the editor’s aim has been carried out a reference to the several notices will suffice
(see this Review for October, 1896, p. 727 January, 1897, p. 147; April,
July, 1897, p. 560 January, 1898, p. 177 April, 1898, p. 337
1897, p. 326
July, 1898, p. 525; January, 1899, p. 156). Apart from the detailed criticisms suggested in these previous notices, it may be fairly repeated, however, that the plan on which the volumes are framed is a most excellent one,
the object held in view an admirable one, and the execution of it successful,
The several books of the Bible are here set forth in a way calculated to emphasize their literary form, to exhibit their literary characteristics, and to
convey to the reader some sense of their literary merits. It is not merely
that the reader is emancipated here from the disturbing effects of the chapter
and verse divisions which often confuse thesense— but that regard has been
had to purely literary form in the presentation of the material on the page,
and that the introduction and notes instruct and lead the reader to its proper
appreciation and estimation. The handy size and mechanical excellence of the
volumes render the use of them a pleasure and so concur to the usefulness of
the series.
Die Gleichnisreden Jesu. Von D. Adolf Jiilicher, Professor
der Theologie in Marburg. Zweiter Teil Auslegung der Gleichnisreden
der drei ersten Evangelien. 8vo, pp. viii, 643. (Freiburg i. B., Leipzig und
Tubingen Verlag von J. C. B. Mohr [Paul Siebeck], 1899.) The first part
of this treatise discussing the general questions connected with the Parables of Our Lord appeared some eleven years ago. After so long an interval the promise of an exposition of the Parables according to the principles
there laid down, is fulfilled in this bulky volume. It offers “ no house-book
for the Chiistian family, no practical exposition of Jesus’ Parables, but simply a scientific commentary on all the Parabolic sections of the Synoptic gospels.” This Commentary is, of course, prosecuted on the presuppositions

differently that the reader

is

:

!

:

—

:

:

;

;

;

;

—

:

:

—

—

;
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involved in Jiilicher’s theory of the origin of the Synoptcs, and is far from
confining itself to a simple study of the text of the parables as they lie before
us in the Gospel of Matthew, or of Mark, or of Luke.
Jiilicher would say
he was not interested so much in the current reports of what Jesus said, as
in what Jesus actually said
and in the reports only so far forth as they convey this to him. Others will think that it is a pity to undertake to rewrite
Jesus’ parables after an interval of two thousand years, and will be more inclined to trust Matthew’s version, say, than Jiilicher’s. Be that as it may, this
study of the parables as recorded in the Synoptics with a view to understanding .Jesus’ parabolic teaching, must be placed alongside of Weiss’ studies
in the Synoptic gospels as one of the most thorough pieces of work called
out by the modern attempt to reconstruct the Synoptic gospels.
As such it
has value even to those who wholly disagree with its fundamental standpoint and its whole method. In its very mistakes it is instructive
in its
failures perhaps most instructive of all.
;

:

—

III.— HISTORICAL

THEOLOGY.

Les Origines Historiques de la Theologie de Ritschl. Par Henri
Schoen, Lie. Th. Paris: Librairie Fishbacher, 1893. 8vo, pp. 158.
The author, within the brief compass of this volume, gives a careful and
admirable survey of the historical relations of the Ritschlian theology. As
the title indicates, the purpose of the volume is neither critical nor expository, though it becomes so at times.
The writer approaches the subject in a
friendly and appreciative attitude, from which we should judge that he
belongs to a school of French theologians of strong Ritschlian tendencies.
The need of such a treatise is evident. The theology of Ritschl is significant, not merely because of the character and ability of its author, but
because of the fact that he knew how to express at the favorable moment
that which was in the air, and for the proper expression of which the world
was waiting (p. 7). “ A century earlier, his work had been impossible; a
half century later it had been accomplished without him ” (p. 7). Ritschl is
the theological man of destiny for whom the way had been prepared by many
predecessors. In a sense, he is the beginning of a new era, but more significantly he is the end of a series of thinkers, combining by a powerful
synthesis the results of the labors of others. “The system of Ritschl,” as
Harnack says, “ is the fruit of the labors of evangelical theology during two
hundred years ” (p. 9). To neglect this fact is completely to misunderstand
the system. “ Some critics have presented the theology of the Master of
Gottingen as an isolated system, having neither father, mother, nor
genealogy
In following this method, not only could we not explain
the secret of his influence, but we could not comprehend the evolution of
The writer, therefore, proposes “ to seek out, even in
his thought ” (p. 10).
the least details, all the ideas which our author could have found in one
or the other of his predecessors or contemporaries.” This furnishes the
general point of view of the work.
Chap, i takes up “ The Philosophical Premises.” Here we find that
Kant and Loize are the philosophical progenitors of Ritschl. The preponderating influence, however, is that of Kant, while the Lotzian influence
was a constantly diminishing quantity. “ In the judgments of the Practical
Reason we have the first presentiments of the celebrated “ Werthurteile,” or
judgments of value, which will play a capital part in all the theology of
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Kitschl ” (p. 23). On the Lotzian side we reach the same general result.
“
can only study that which is in relation with us, or enters into

We

We have
us by the very fact that we study it
very clearly described the judgments of value of Ritschl of which the practical judgments of Kant appeared to be the point of departure” (pp. 25,
But, in this synthesis, Ritschl i3 unfaithful to the spirit of Lotze. “ In
26).
place of seeking, as Lotze, a union between the material and spiritual
worlds, Ritschl commences by establishing between the two domains a distinction as fundamental as that of Kant
This dualism traverses all
his theology
All religion rests, in the last analysis, on judgments of
value, that is to say, on affirmations of which the peculiar character is to
express, not the essence nor the state of things, but their qualities, their
value for us” (p. 33). This is the philosophical basis of Ritschlism.
Chap, ii is on the “ Theological Method,” the “ most original ” part of the
system. To it, says the author, the young school owes its success. It is “ to
relation with

reject metaphysics

and natural

religion

from the peculiar domain of dog-

matics, to announce that the faith of the Christian

is

independent of the

and accidental results of philosophy, of historical criticism and of
the natural sciences, and to make religion rest solely on the divine revelation ” (p. 36).
But this principle is the result of an evolution, for Kant,
Tieftrunk, Schleiermacher, Menken, Schneckenburger and Biedermann had

variable

contributed to this end. Ritschl simply adopts their conclusions. It is
true that he passes beyond them in his effort to do justice to both the Old and
New Testaments, and in his emphasis of the value of the life and character
of the early Church. This is his chief contribution. “ To disengage the pure

all

Christian doctrine from this union with the pagan cosmology is the mission
which Ritschl sets for himself. The Reformers have only succeeded in part.
It was reserved, according to him, for modern theology to recover the true
teaching of Jesus ” (p. 48).
“ The Idea of God ” is the theme of chap. iii. The Kantian criticism of
the proofs for the being of God forms the basis of the Ritschlian doctrine.
The affirmations of the Practical Reason suffice, though Ritschl does at first
attempt to import a scientific value into this idea. “Starting from the
premises of Kant, Ritschl commences by correcting his master, and returns,
little by little, to him toward the end of his career, thus abandoning one of
the most original points of his doctrine of God.”
The discussion of the attributes of God follows the line beginning with
Socinus. The love of God is exalted at the expense of the other attributes.
The attack upon the traditional view is represented by Wegscheider, Steinbart, d’Eberhard, Schleiermacher, Hofmann, Diestel and others. From
these arise “ two factors which will play an important part in the Soteriology of Ritschl the divine justice reconciled with the mercy that pardons,
and the entire Church considered as the object of this pardon ” (p. 59). The
:

God is the dominant principle of the system, and the divine wrath
means nothing more than the annihilation of the finally impenitent. “ The

love of

notion of divine justice rendering to each man according to his works is an
idea foreign to the Bible ” (p. 68). All the attributes derive from the love

and whatever does not square with this is rejected.
Chap, iv is concerned with “The Person of Christ.” The rationalistic
view of Christ as “ the hero of humanity,” and the Kantian idea of a
“ moral ideal ” have had but little influence upon Ritschl, though the Kantian view of an “ideal preexistence” will have a considerable place in his
Christology. The special inspiration, however, comes from De Wette and
Schleiermacher. According to the former, “The Christ is man to the eye
of reason, He is God from the ideal point of view of feeling” (p. 78). Bey-

of God,

23
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schlag furnishes Ritschl with the exegetical excuse for his view of Christ’s
preexistence. With this in view, it is asserted that, “like Schleiermacher
and De Wette, Ritschl starts from the work of Christ. With the liberal
theologians, he emphasizes the historic person of Jesus of Xazareth. Like his
predecessors of the eighteenth century, he would cling to the expression of
the synoptic Gospels. Instead of discoursing with the disciples of Hegel on
the nature of the Logos, he seeks to understand the Saviour better in stud.ving the people among whom He lived and the Messianic hopes of the Old

Testament.” Starting thus, we are now to understand that the emphasis is
placed on the person and not on the doctrine of Christ upon His work, and
the impression that He makes upon the Church. And “ Ritschl' s originality
;

have conserved some of the terms of the traditional orthodoxy while transtheir sense” (p. 85).
The author finds it difficult to reconcile such
striking originality with common honesty.
is to

forming

Chap, v treats of “ The Kingdom of God.’’ It is in this notion that our
theologian finds the solution of the problem of liberty, the principal end of
the preaching of Jesus, the means to man’s attaining unto salvation and
sanctification” (p. 87). The presentiments of this theory are to be found
in Kant’s “ moral association,” in Schleiermacher’s use of the phrase as the

means for the expression of religious emotion, in Theremin's “ divine kingdom,” conceived as an ultimate principle in theology, according to which the
relation of God to man and the work of redemption are to be interpreted.
Among the immediate precursors of Ritschl, namely, Holtzmann, Lipsius
and Wittichen, this notion had a larger and larger place. In this connection,
Ritschl's eclecticism is very prominent. His own view is that this kingdom
is supernatural, universal, invisible, distinct from the Church, though
realized in the world. “ The kingdom of God is the most perfect revelation
of God Himself, which began long before Christ appeared on earth, of which
Christ and all Christians are a part, and all thus are revealers of God.”
The “ Kingdom of Sin ” is treated as opposed to the kingdom of God. In
his views of sin, Ritschl was preceded and influenced by Sender, who introduced into Germany the objections to the traditional doctrine advanced by
Whitby, by Eberhard and Toellner, by Kant and Schleiermacher, the latter
as usual furnishing the most cogent parts of the theory. In addition to these,
and later, Thomasius, Xitzsch, De Wette, Lange, Ebrard and Baur furnished
their quota of influence. “ The originality of Ritschl is not to have been the
It is to
this he finds with his predecessors.
first to reduce sin to ignorance
have formulated this thesis in a way that could be used in his Soteriology, in
saying that all sin susceptible of pardon is considered by God as a degree of
;

relative ignorance .”

on the doctrine of Justification
thus stated “ To reject the theory of
judicial equivalence, to distinguish the demands of the code from those of
the moral law, to make the old notion of redemption conform to the moral
bases of responsibility and of human liberty, to show that it is man and not
God that it is necessary to reconcile, and, at the same time, to preserve to
”
the death and the life of the historic Christ their soteriological character
“
Ritschl
prepared.
seems
thoroughly
For this the way had been

The culmination

of all this

and Reconciliation.

(p.

1

is

in chap, vii,

The problem

is

:

15).

have foreseen that his principal merit in the eyes of posterity would be to
ha\e reunited in a new synthesis the results already attained by some of his
These were, in general, the Socinian and Arminian
predecessors.”
theologiaus, Toellner, Kant, Tieftrunk, De Wette, Schleiermacher and Hofto

mann.

The treatment of the subject is admirable in plan and execution. The
special references to the literature of the discussion are lull. To the under-
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standing of the Ritschlian system as a whole, this volume is an admirable
preparation. The lucidity and grace of the author’s style, and the system,
accuracy and proportion of the book combine to make it a welcome addition
to the literature of Ritschlism.

Ottumwa

,

Frederick W. Hinitt.

la.

Die moderne Forscliungii ber die Geschichte des Urchristentums, a lecture
by Prof. Arnold Meyer, of Bonn, delivered at the First Congress on the
Science of Religion, in Stockholm, 1897 a sort of continuation of the
World’s Parliament of Religions, opened in Chicago, 1893 seeks in its
enlarged, printed form (Freiburg i. B., Mohr, 1898) to give the results of
critical study in the field of primitive Christian literature, especially the
writings of the New Testament. It sets out at once with the Ritschlian
assertion that the primary object of inquiry here, “is not faith in Jesus as
the Son of God, but the faith of Jesus Himself in His mission and His relation
to God. Jesus, the author and finisher of our faith,” is the “ fundamental
object of investigation in primitive Christianity.” All of which means that
Jesus and all Christians are saved the same way, by faith in God the chief
difference being that Jesus knew this so well that He can teach it in a marvelous way to the rest of us who were very ignorant of it. Of course, if this
be true, the apostles are not authoritative, because they at once bring in the
“ Verschiebung,” which puts faith in the Person of Jesus in place of trust in
God through the words of Jesus. But, as a matter of fact, both the apos-

—

—

;

tolic

teachings and

member

of

all

Christian experience show that Jesus
He is not a Christian at all as
;

His own Church

is

not the

we

are.

first

He

is

Saviour, we are the saved ; He is Lord, w e are His subjects. His friends, but
always related to Him and God in a very different way, as different as
redeemed are from their Redeemer. Meyer practically admits that such is
the New Testament view ; but then explains it away as history “ spiritualized ” by the first disciples.
After the resurrection, they saw all His life in
the glorious colors of that event; though how the deserted, despondent disciples ever “ spiritualized ” the dead Jesus into the glorified Christ is not
T

explained. He agrees with Harnack that within one generation Jesus had
so impressed men that “ they declared Him to be equal with God,” and such
faith “ set the whole world in flames.” This faith of the apostolic Church

a “ much-rubbed glass,” through which the light from Jesus is refracted
it shows the “ glory of the face of God in Jesus :” hence
the way to study primitive Christianity is first to examine this faith in Christ,
so as to reach finally the faith of Christ. In other words, the question is:
“ How are Christianity and Christ related ?” How did the Christianity of
the apostles spring out of that of Christ ? He finds this “ process of steriliis

;

also like a prism

zation ’’going on in the New Testament, where mystic views of baptism*
the Lord’s Supper and ordination, also literal inspiration and “ the essential
all have their roots.
Paul is
found to be the perverter of the teachings of Jesus. He “ first taught the
preexistent, divine Christ,” and naturally made prominent the death of Jesus
as the end of His coming from heaven. Paul was a man “ full of contradictions,” and easily did himself what he blamed the Judaizers in Galatia for
doing, “ removed unto another gospel.” Contrary to all that Ramsay has
proven, Meyer follows Jiilicher in making the Acts a “ Lucanizing ” of Peter
and Paul it is a “ catholizing ” of things, to explain away the divergence of
Paul from primitive Christianity. How Pierson, Loman, Steck and others
tried to explain Paul, but all in vain, is described.
Paul will not fit into the
“straight lined development ” of these critics, who will not accept “the
miracle of such a contradictory personality.” A supernatural conversion

features of the Christology of the Church,”

;

;
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seems to explain it but Steck cannot accept such a “ half or whole miracle.” He finds our Paul to be the “ result of a long development,” a product of ‘‘philosophic thought and the Greek Old Testament.” It looks as
if Paul has become a myth
and how then are we to reach Jesus through
him ? Other critics, however, have admitted a historical Paul, for the
apostolic fathers and Justin clearly support him. The Epistle to the Galatians, dissected by Steck. Clemen and others, comes out Pauline.
Hence,
most critics build on Paul's Epistles, helped by the “ we ” passages in Acts
and from this material make a way to the teachings of Jesus beyond. The
interpretation of Paul thus critically reached is called “ the greatest masterpiece of modern investigation,” toward which Baur, most of all, then
Ritschl, and especially Holsten, Weizsiicker, who put Paul in the centre of
the apostolic age, A. Sabatier, who traced the development of Paul,
Pfleiderer, who separated the Jewish and Hellenistic in Paul, Liidermann,
Weiss. Beyschlag, Sanday and Bruce, all contributed. Meyer then outlines
the development of Paul, according to the critics, with suggestive points
from Gunkel and others. The chief question arising here is: How to
relate the Rabbinical theology in Paul’s mind with the new views which
came with his conversion ? Further, how much Greek influence did he
Many writers are quoted to reach the result that Paul’s eschatology
feel ?
was “ a peculiar mixture of Jewish eschatological and Greek speculative
thought.” His doctrine of the atonement is also colored by Greek ideas.
Meyer continues his critical account over all the other New Testament writings, to reach the basis of Christianity in the Ritschlian Eindruck of Jesus
“ To be borne along and seized by this impression is primitive Christianity .”
Here we reach the faith of Jesus, which Baldensperger shows was of the apocalyptic sort. A good resume is given of the views of Haupt, Schmoller,
Jesus did not at first expect to die. Recent views on
J. Weiss, Bousset, etc.
the Lord’s Supper are described, especially that of Spitta, who sees no reference to Christ’s death in the Supper, It is not a Passover supper. Meyer
concludes that in any case the “ Lord's Supper is a monument of the victorious faith of Jesus, who in the face of death comforted Himself and His
followers with the prospect of the near kingdom of God.” The faith of
Jesus, then, is filial trust in the Father in Heaven. Hence, “ the Lord’s
Prayer is the oldest and the characteristic confession of faith of the Church.”
The essay closes with a defense of the historical critical method (pp. 82-94),
;

;

:

and as a

brief

summary

of recent discussions

is

very valuable.

Das Ver-

Romischen Kirche zu den Kleinasiatischen vor dem Niccenischen
An Inaugural Lecture by A. Behrends, of the University of Dor-

h'dltniss der

Konzil.
pat. Pp. 26. (Leipzig Deichert, 1898.) This is a study of the early estrangement of the Eastern and Western Churches, which, as Ritschl first pointed
out, rested upon a fundamental difference respecting Christianity itself.
The sources of information for the ante-Nicene age are sparse, but Behrends
The
finds even in Clement and Ignatius proof of fundamental differences.
Easter controversy and baptism-of-heretics question indicate the diverging
“
views. Polycarp appealed to the apostles ; Anicetus of Rome to the custom
as apostolic
was
good
as
if
Roman
usage
as
him,”
before
presbyters
of
authority. The sic volo, sic jubeo spirit had already entered the Roman
Church. Nay, Paul in his Epistle to the Philippians speaks as if the Church
:

Rome felt itself quite independent even of him. No apostle is claimed as
source of Roman authority. This sense of independence led to rapid organization in the Church of Rome and here was the home of the monarchical
Episcopate, as Sohm argued. Behrends traces the growth of this spirit in the
third century. In the Easter controversy, this Church held first that it decided on terms of Church fellowship, and secondly that Christendom must be

of

:
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united not only by one faith and one organization, but also by one custom.
Similar things are proven by the baptism controversy, and this essay sheds
light on the very early self-consciousness of the Roman Church.
Wallis
Budge, in his Earliest Known Coptic Psalter (London, 1898), tells of a Coptic
MS. (Mus. Brit. Oriental 5000), which was discovered with a Psalter in Upper Egypt two years ago. The MS., which is a fragment, beginning with
p. 281 and running to p. 454, contains ten hitherto unknown (apparently) sermons, two by Apa Johannes, Archbishop of Constantinople, the first on
“Repentance and Temperance,” the second on the “Blessed Susannah;”
three by St. Athanasius, of Alexandria, on (1) “ The Spirit and Judgment ;”
(2) on the term “ farov in the Gospel of Matthew,” that the kingdom of
heaven is like unto a rich man who went out early to get laborers for his
vineyard and (3) on “ The Soul and Body: ” a discourse follows by the Archbishop Theophilus, on “ Repentance and Temperance :” two homilies by
;

Nathemios Proclos, bishop of Kyzikos, both delivered in Constantinople,
one when the heretic Nestorius was put into the bishop’s chair in Kyzikos,
the other in reply to the “ disgraceful views ” of Nestorius, that Christians
should fast on the holy forty days then a sermon by Eusebius of Ctesarea
in Cappadocia on the “ Canaanite Woman,” and one by Basil of Cmsarea in
Cappadocia, on “The Fulfillment of the Time, King Solomon, and the Death
of the Body.” Until these homilies are published w e cannot judge fully as
to their value but the majority of them seem to be new to us, and may shed
fresh light on such movements as Nestorianism.
Chicago Theological Seminary.
H. M. Scott.
:

r

;

Die griechischen christlichen Schriftsteller der ersten drei Jahrhunderte
herausgegeben von der Kirchenvater-Commission der konigl.-preussischen
Akademie der Wissenschaften.
Origines Werke.
Erster und zweiter
Biinde. Die Schrift vom Marturium, Die Schrift gegen Celsus, Die Schrift
vom Gebet. Herausgegeben im Auftrage der Kirchenvater-Commission,
etc., von Dr. Paul Koetschau, Professor am Grossherzogl. Gymnasium in
Jena. 8vo, pp. xcii, 374, 545. (Leipzig: J. C. Hinrichs’sche Buchhandlung, 1899.) In the issue of this- Review for January last (p. 163, etc.), an
account was given of the great undertaking of which these two goodly volumes are a part. It is no less than the publication of new critical texts of
the whole series of the Greek Fathers the term being interpreted, moreover, in the most generous sense. The work is undertaken under the auspices of the Berlin Academy of the Sciences, is prosecuted under the direction of a most competent committee appointed by that Society, and is being
carried out by the great house of Hinrichs in Leipzig. All these circumstances combine to give us every confidence of its worthy execution, in point
both of scholarship and the bookmakers’ art. The first fruits of the series
and assure us that we shall now at
fulfill every reasonable expectation
length obtain a satisfactory edition of the Greek patristic writers. The
first issue of the series, consisting of the opening volume of the work of
Hippolytus, appeared in 1897, and some account of it was given in the January number of this Review. The present installment consists of the first
two volumes of Origen’s works, and again in scholarly presentation of the
text, in the careful prolegomena, in the type, paper and presswork, is all that
preliminary study on The Text-transmission of Origen's
one can ask.
Work Against Celsus had been published by Dr. Koetschau in Gebhardt’s
and Ilarnack’s Texte und Untersuchungen (vi, 1) and now the fruits of
that study are given us in a text of the work which, may, perhaps, be
described as the first really critical recension of it that has been published. In the prolegomena not only are the usual topics discussed the

—

:

A

—

—
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time of writing (248, with Neumann, of whose striking studies on Origen
Koetschau makes copious use), place of writing (Ctesarea), object (to meet
the Avishes of his friend Ambrose), contents and disposition of material, history of the text, MSS. aud editions; but occasion is taken to record in a
brief, clear and comprehensive way the facts revealed not only in this book
but also in the others included in these volumes with it, concerning Origen’s
knowledge of Greek literature and antiquities, of the Bible and early Christian
literature, of Greek philosophy, and also his theological system.
The two
smaller pieces edited here with the treatise against Celsus have in common
Avith it the character of rapidly written works prepared for the sake of Ambrose. If the books against Celsus reveal Origen’s learning more fully than
the others of his works, these doubtless lift the veil from his innermost religious feelings as none others do and give us a finer picture of the inner
man than can easily be obtained elsewhere. That on Martyrdom, which was
written at Caesarea in 235, is here for the first time presented in a complete
text.
That on Prayer, which was written at Caesarea, doubtless somewhere
about 233 or 234, is edited from a new transcript of the best MS. Doubtless
enough has been said to show that these volumes register a distinct advance
on all that has preceded them in the presentation of Origen’s text. Let us
quote a single passage from the Prolegomena, as a sample of how crisply
and carefully the questions treated there are dealt with. We select the account of Origen’s attitude toward the Bible. It will be understood that
the statements made are supported and illustrated in a numerous body of
copious footnotes, which are omitted here.
“Concerning the attitude of Origen to the Bible in general, I can give here only a few intiThe books of the Holy Scriptures are generally designated fts :a fiift/Ia, ypa<prj

mations.
(

ypatpat ) or ypdp/iaza, those of the Old Testament.

rzakaid ypatprj or z.alata

ypappaza.

In the Books against Celsus the name -ci/.aid dia.ftrjy.rj is not given to the
Old Testament, though it occurs twice in the treatise on Prayer. The Old Testament is so dis’
tinguished from the New Testament that the former is named -a).aia and IouSaixd

ypappaza,
elxac

the latter

:Z£T:i(TT£upiya.

za pszd zov Trjaoov ypatpivza

r.a'i

iv

zal$ ixxkrjffiat? ftsta

As parts of the Avhole Origen enumerates: iuayysktxai -apafSolai,

(zoD) vo/iou xa'i zijs TouSaixfjs [trzoptas ypaiprj, at zivv dizoazokutv <pova !..
The Gospels are once called jzdizspai ypavai obviously in contrast with the itakaiai.
“ The whole Bible, from Moses to the Gospels is, according to Origen. inspired by the Spirit
of God, and is therefore free from errors and contradictions. That the Books of the Old Testament are written by the Holy Ghost, the Jews and Christians agree, though they are in discord as to the interpretation of special matters in them. The Books of Moses are composed
by the Divine Spirit dwelling in Moses. The whole Pentateuch, inclusive of Deuteronomy, is
referred to Moses as its author. The Apocrypha are used and cited by Origen just like the
other Scriptures. Only once, in the treatise on Frayer, does a doubt occur to him as to the
Book of Tobit and the Song of the Three Children (in Daniel) neither stands in the Canon of
the Jews; he therefore adjoins to the examples derived from them others taken from the canonical books. He is aware of the differences between the Hebrew and the Greek texts of the
Old Testament in many passages he adduces the Hebrew text for comparison, though the
Greek text of the LXX. remains for him the inspired and determining one.
ij

,

:

;

“Just as little as with the books of the Old Testament does he use literary-historical criticism
with reference to those of the New. He prizes these even more highly than those, inasmuch
as the truth is hidden in the Old Testament, but shines in the New Testament with clearligbt.
The books recognized by the Church as canonical are canonical for him too, and are all
ypdtjjiaza, i. e., filled with the Holy Ghost. Though he speaks of the Gospels
fts'ia
received in the Churches, he neA'ertheless certainly knows also uncanonical Gospels at least
he adduces sayings of Jesus which are not found in our four Gospels. AVe observe how unset.
Of the Epistles,
tied then the distinction was between canonical and uncanonical material
those of the Apostle Paul, to which also, according to Origen, the Epistle to the Hebrews
belongs, are most frequently mentioned. The First Epistle of John is twice mentioned in the
treatise on Prayer, and, indeed, is cited (which is not without importance) without indication of
the number, as rj xaftuktxij zoo /(orivvuu i-tazokrj.
:

We shall

return on a later occasion to these most Avelcome volumes.
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Account of the Chief Persons,
from the First Century to the

Select Bibliographical References.

By

Wallace Nelson Stearns, A.M., B.D. With an Introduction by J. H.
Thayer, D.D., Litt.D Professor in the Divinity School of Harvard Uni,

8vo, pp. xviii, 176. (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1899.)
“ This little book,” we are told by Prof. Thayer in his Introductory Note,
versity.

“ originated in an actual want, and is an attempt to meet it.” It finds its
reason for existence, therefore, in a practical need, not in a scientific purpose and that it may be properly appreciated, it must be estimated from that
point of view. From any scientific point of view, it would present something of a puzzle for, though it obviously represents much careful labor
and is unusually accurate among works of its class, its precise compass and
the selection of its material its omissions and commissions alike— offer
some inexplicable problems. But the history of its origin and the indication of its purely practical purpose go far toward clearing these up. It
seems that the students in the New Testament department at the Harvard
Divinity School felt the need of some concise and handy reference-book to
the names constantly met with in the study of the early history of the New
Testament and this need was supplied by “ a chronological list of the more
noteworthy men and writings belonging to the first three Christian centuries.” Afterwards this was broadened to include the “ leading Greek and
Latin writers of the Patristic Period.” And then again this was broadened
so as to reach to the Reformation. Selection has been the keynote throughout rather than completeness and the test applied has been that of usefulness to the primary student. Obviously there is a variable element introduced here. What are the names that the “ primary student ” most needs
to know ? and what aredhe things he most needs to know about them ? The
critic is embarrassed at the outset by the inevitable differences which will
show themselves in the replies offered to these questions. He may be
allowed to say at once, however, that, in his view, the broadening of the
scope of the book beyond its original purpose was a mistake. “Names of
especial use to students of the history of the New Testament ” here, there is
at least an intelligible principle of selection.
It is difficult to discern
any in the present broadened undertaking. He may be allowed to add that
the actual compass given to the volume is another mistake. Why should a
“ Patrology ” be made to come down to the period of the Reformation as
this proposes to do, or to the year 1600 as this actually does ? There is confusion here, not only of three very distinct periods, but of several very distinct interests, and thus of totally different points of view and principles
of selection so that the reader is fairly bewildered to know what he may
look for and what he may not look for within the volume. A book of reference which offers you no real hint of what you may properly expect to find
in it is rendered thereby nearly useless. One finds here, for example,
Luther and Zw'ingli Melanchthon and Calvin: but he does not find Bollinger or Buzer, Peter Martyr or Cranmer or Knox. He makes up his mind
that he is not to look for secondary Reformers and then stumbles at once on
Beza. He concludes that Beza is inserted on account of his important
work on the New Testament and is confirmed in this by finding Erasmus
but he finds no mention of Cardinal Ximenes. Then he stumbles accidentally on Arminius and wonders on what ground he is given a place especially as he finds the other originators of departures from Protestant doctrine
conspicuous by their absence: here, to be sure, is Schwenkfeld, but not
Osiauder and not Socinus and not Servetus and not Castelio.
He drops
back gladly to the early centuries where the alphabet is fuller, and rejoices in

—

;

—
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one feature of the book that meets his unqualified approval, viz., that
“ particular attention has been given to the numerous recent discoveries in

which have hardly as yet found their
Here he does not look in vain, and he is
very apt to wish that the book had been confined to the really patristic
period and had worked that field a little more thoroughly throughout. The
literature cited under the several names is in general judiciously chosen
though here, too, there are some puzzles. Much of it is German and scientific
much of it is on the other hand very primary. There are not many
cases (it is to be hoped) where the note is as unsatisfactory as under the caption “ Apostolicum ” which, by the way, is the only form in which the
early Christian literature, accounts of

way

into the current histories.”

:

—

Apostles’ Creed

indexed, while the Apostles’ Creed is the only creed indexed. Here we read simply “ P. Schaff, The Creeds of Christendom,
third edition, 2 Vols., ’81 Herzog
i, 741.”
Leave aside the inaccuracy of
is

:

1

;

,

the reference to Schaff will any one fancy this an adequate selection from
the voluminous and important recent literature on the Apostles’ Creed
either for the beginner or the more advanced student ? It is only the use
:

this kind, however, that will determine its usefulness.
At first
does not impress us as any improvement on a good one-volume
Dictionary of Religious Knowledge like that published by Dr. S. M. Jackson, a few years ago except in so far as the new discoveries in early
Church History of the last ten years have been incorporated and a Dictionary of Religious Knowledge has the very great advantage over it that it
includes many more names and tells much more about each. The value of
the book is enhanced by a number of charts and tables.
History of Dogma.
By Dr. Adolph Harnack, Ordinary Professor of Church History in the University, and Fellow of the Royal Academy of Science, Berlin. Translated
from the Third German Edition by Neil Buchanan. Yol. v. 8vo, pp. xx, 331.
(London: Williams &Norgate; Boston: Little, Brown & Co., 1899.) This
excellent translation of Harnack’s great Dogmengeschichte is rapidly and hapHere we have the first of the three volpily approaching its completion.
umes which will give us the contents of the large concluding volume of the
German original.
e are happy to observe that in it the confusion of chapter
numbers and the obliteration of Harnack’s careful scheme of division, of
which we complained in the earlier volumes, have been corrected. The distribution of matter in this volume reproduces that of the original. Some minor
faults of translation still, however, nowand then, offend or confuse. We were
astonished to read in the Preface, for example, such a sentence as this “ I

of a

book of

sight

it

—

,

:

W

:

have spent a great deal of time on the preparation of a Table of Contents.”
That’s odd, we said, and so turned to the German. There we learned it was
the “ Index,” not the “ Table of Contents,” which had cost Harnack so
much labor. We may wonder a little at even that but it is not so absurd
as the translation would make it. Again, “ the reformed system,” “ the reformed conceptions,” on p. xi, will surely confuse there is so little knowledge of the “ Reformed Churches ” abroad, even among those who (apparently without knowing it) are members of them, that their very name is
not recognized as a name when it is seen! There has been much criticism
of Harnack’s treatment of the Post-Reformation section of the “ History
of Dogma,” under the caption of “ der dreifache Ausgang der Dogmen:

:

—

geschichte ” as exhibiting three “ Ausgiinge des Dogmas.” The readers
of the English, translation may find it difficult even to discover what he
means. The translator at least does not seem at all sure of the import
of the phrase. On p. 3 we find it rendered, with admirable non-commiton p.
ment to any theory of its implications, “ the final stages of dogma
xii, it stands, “ the final offshoots of the History of Dogma;” on p. xi, we
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read, “ the threefold outcome of Dogma
and on p. vii (by Dr. Bruce) we
read, “ the Issues of Dogma.” No volume of the series will yield in interest
to this. It covers the history of Dogma in the west from Tertullian to

The hand
no part of his whole work
does Harnack write with more grasp of his subject or more illuminatingly
than on Augustine, whose epoch-making character he fully appreciates.
Of course he writes from his own point of view which is ever that of the
sharp controversialist. But the wary reader will allow for this. In this
volume, too, he enlivens his pages with all sorts of allusions to purely modern matters, losing no chance to score a controversial point even on subjects
foreign to his task. Thus, for example, speaking of Gottschalk’s opponents
(p. 297), he cannot deny himself this thrust at some of his “friends, the
enemy,” of to-day “ Men at that time disputed about predestination, just as
positive ’ theologians to-day quarrel among themselves about the right of
historical criticism. Some defend this right, others would restrict or
abolish it but even the former don’t really believe in it, since they take
care not to carry out its conclusions.” This is the kind of thing we are accustomed to look for in the Prefaces to German theological books: Harnack
likes to put it also into the body of his books. Not that he excludes it on
that account from his Prefaces. There is an instance in the Preface to
this volume
where he bitterly animadverts upon those “ ecclesiastics
among Protestants ” who “ arrogate to themselves the monopoly of ‘Christian theology on the title-pages of their books ” the reference being to the
series of theological monographs publishing by Drs. Schlatter and Cremer for
the last two years, under the title of Bdtr'dge zur Fdrderung christlicher
Theologied' The retort lies close at hand, of course, that the name of “ Scientific theology ” has long been so arrogantly claimed as their peculiar posCharlemagne, and

it

treats

it

as finding iis centre in Augustine.

of a master is observable everywhere

:

and

in

—

:

‘

;

—

—

’

session by writers of the type of Harnack. that some other name requires to
be adopted by others and perhaps the selection of that of “ Christian theology,” may conduce by recalling the authority of that great name, to
sobriety of treatment and to rendering less likely to intrude into the work
done under its guardianship the evils of that one-sided and subjective method
which has so long reigned supreme in the sphere of the so-called “ Scientific
theology.” Some such retort will accordingly be found to be made in the
Preface to the third volume of the Beilrdge in question. And surely, the
reader of Harnack’s own book will say, with eminent right.
Dr. Marlin
Luthers Sdmmtliche Schriften, herausgegeben von Dr. Joh. Georg Walch.
Vierzehnter Band. Vorreden: Historische und philologische Schriften:
Auslegung des Alien Testaments ( Schluss ). Neue revidirte Stereotypausgabe. 4to, pp. xxvi and coll. 2194. (St. Louis, Mo.: Concordia Publishing
House, 1898.) The contents of this fourteenth volume of the St. Louis edition of Luther’s works in German differ more than usual from those of the
corresponding volume in Walch. This volume in Walch, along with the
collection of Luther’s Prefaces and Historical and Philological Pieces, contained the Latin Version of the Bible which was published anonymously at
Wittenberg in 1529, and has been ascribed to Luther. This translation was
necessarily omitted from an edition of Luther’s works in German and the
space occupied by it is given to the expositions of the Old Testament
Prophets from Obadiah to Malachi, left over from the sixth volume, which
newly recovered expository material had swelled beyond the capacity of one
volume. This exegetical matter occupies about three-fifths of the present
volume, which, for its larger part, appears, therefore, as a supplement to volume sixth. The former portion of the volume, however, contains the mate-

—

,

rial of

the

first

half of this

volume in Walch

— only, of

course, sifted

and
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corrected with the same diligence to which the material of all the volumes
is subjected for this new issue.
It is naturally a rather odd collection of
stuff which is here brought together
Luther’s Prefaces to the various parts
:

the Prefaces with which he introduced expositions of Biblical books prepared by others (thirteen in all) ; the Prefaces he
furnished to works by others’ hands (fifty-four in all) and the Prefaces he
of his Bible (fifty-four in all)

;

;

—

provided to collections and editions of his own works (seven in all) followed
by eleven pieces on historical and philological subjects. The Prefaces have,
of course as Prefaces are wont to have— a revelatory function and lay sides
of this many-sided man before our eyes the other pieces make known to us
his activities iu other than the religious sphere. The important portion of
this volume is naturally, however, the extended exposition of the minor
prophets from Obadiah on, which it contains. The text of the whole is
edited with Prof. Hoppe’s wonted care.
Free St. Matthew's Church Glasgow.
Record of Fifty-five Years. By George Ernest Philip, Session
Clerk. 12mo, pp. xii, 214. (Glasgow David Bryce & Son, 1898.) A history of a local church, like this, appeals primarily, of course, to the local
constituency; but, for all that, such are the seeds of history. Mr. Philip’s
account of Free St. Matthew’s, Glasgow, is particularly interesting as bringing before the reader a typical instance of the formation and development
of a powerful Free Church in Scotland. The minister of St. Matthew’s
the Rev. Peter McMorland, the successor of Edward Irving in Regent
Square, London, who had been translated to Glasgow in 1839 did not go out
with the “fathers ” of 1843. Free St. George’s, therefore, was established
without the leadership of an outgoing minister, and remained until the end
of 1844 without a pastor. Since then its “ apostolic succession ” embraces
but four names Dr. Samuel Miller, Dr. John Watson (now of Sefton Park
Church, Liverpool), Mr. Charles A. Salmond (now of South Morningside,
Edinburgh), and Dr. James Statker, who still holds the helm and guides
the church in the multiform activities which the final chapter on “ St. Mat-

—

:

,

A

:

—

—

:

thew’s of To-day ” outlines for us. It is an exceptionally able line of pastors: and the fruits of their labors have evidently been rich. The book is
interestingly written and is illustrated with portraits and views.

I

St.

V.

—SYSTEMATIC

THEOLOGY.

Paul’s Conception of Christ; or, The Doctrine of the Second
Adam. The Sixteenth Series of the Cunningham Lectures. By David
Somerville, M. A., Minister of Roseburn Free Church. Edinburgh:
T.

&

T. Clark, 1897.

8vo, pp. xvi, 330.

These lectures are a serious and suggestive contribution to the literature
of the Pauline Christology. They are highly marked by specialization of
theme and consistency of treatment. Related questions are almost wholly
ignored. For example, they have nothing to say of the polemical origin of
Paul’s ideas or of the influence of contemporary philosophy in moulding his
thought.
The lecturer essays, in part, the “leading task of Modern Theology,”
namely, to recover the New Testament picture of our Lord. He plainly
sympathizes with the discontent with traditional modes of viewing the subHe gives a qualified assent to the cry, “ Back to Christ;” for if that
ject.
means an ignoring of apostolic interpretation of Christ, it means a loss of
much that is vitally essential to the true conception of His Person and
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Work. He rebukes the disposition of Wendt and others to make Christ’s
teaching
the one norm ” in testing what is distinctively Christian, and he
regards apostolic testimonies as a continuation of the revelation of God in
Christ. Indeed, Jesus’ work was not to teach, but to live. “Heroes are
not their own heralds.” Christ was not His own interpreter.
And yet, Paul’s references to the historic Christ are very scant; not on
account of his ignorance, but that Paul’s was an entirely different point of
view. His was the Christ of his own consciousness, his own experience. It
was not to history or to philosophy that he went. The Risen, the Exalted
Christ was the only Christ for him though there was in his conception no
;

disagreement with the Jesus of the synoptics.
Paul’s conception of Christ, though true, was not exhaustive.

Testament presents two others.

The

Epistle to the

The New
Hebrews has for its

standpoint the Exaltation of Christ; the Gospel of John, His Incarnation.
As against these, Paul’s controlling point of view is that of the Resurrection of Christ. Combining these, we have the complete Scriptural threefold conception of Christ— as High Priest, Logos and Second Adam which,
stripped of Greek and Hebrew limitations as it is, is adequate for every possible religious need of man.
The subtitle of the book is an index to its distinctive thought. The
author states “the root conception of Christ ” in Paul’s mind as follows:
“ He is at once the Pneumatic or Spiritual Man, in whom the Holy Spirit
of God is operative as the very principle of His Personality; and the Man
who is the Son of God, the embodiment, through his full participation of the
This, with
life of the Father, of the Glial relation of man to God ” (p. 35).
a religious interpretation not a metaphysical one is the thesis which the
lectures are designed to support.
In conceiving of Christ as man, the question at once presents itself, What
is it to be human V Ideally, human nature has two parts, spirit and flesh
as
it actually is, however, Paul denies to human nature the Spirit of God.
Sinful man is incomplete. Jesus, the ideal man, possessed the Spirit.
Being
thus uniquely the Spiritual Man, He was the Son of God. We are to think
of Him “ as a human Son of God,” for He alone fulfills the idea of humanity
and is thus qualified to be the First-born of many brethren and the Author
of Sonship to His people. Rom. i. 4 teaches that as long as Jesus was in
the flesh, He was the Son of God in weakness, but when He was raised from
the dead, He was determined to be the Son of God “ in power ” lv Suvdp.ec.

—

—

—

;

— “ only

—

that can be in man and was in
Christ which man was made capable of sharing with God.” Hence Paul’s
conception of Christ as the Archetypal Man, the Prototype of a new race.

Man,

then,

is

essentially

capax Dei

The third lecture discusses Paul’s interpretation of the death of Christ.
In general, to be sure, it was the Revelation of God’s love to man. Without
question, however, Paul regarded that event as, in some important sense,
the accomplishment of the salvation of his people. Here two questions
emerge. First, the relation of Christ’s death to the forgiveness of sin, and,
second, to the attainment of a moral ideal. In considering the first, the
lecturer steps very softly. Vicarious atonement, drawn from Rabbinism
and supported by metaphysics, is pronounced unsatisfactory. When we read
Gal. iii. 13, we must bear in mind that Paul had two notions of law,
the broad and the narrow, and that he was here referring to the temporary
Jewish system of legalism. No dogmatic conclusions can be drawn from
this, therefore.
Neither can the sacrificial idea be regarded as the Pauline
In Rom. iii. 25, Ikaaryjpiov is to be taken as a verbal adjective and
one.
so means “ that which serves the purpose of propitiation.” This is the lecturer’s choice from the unavoidable dilemma of “ either taking UaiTTTjpiov
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as a noun signifying definitely a propitiatory victim, or as a neuter adjective
signifying generally a means of propitiation.”* To find the true answer, we

must go to the latter half of the fifth of Romans. Here the analogy between the First and the Second Adam is completely set forth. Assuming
racial solidarity, Christ begins a new period in the history of humanity.
In the vexed question of the interpretation of the “all” representing the
respective constituencies of the two Adams (Rom. v. 18), we are told that
this new organic relation holds ideally of mankind as a whole and “ becomes
a reality in those who connect themselves with Him by their personal
faith, and with the New Humanity of which He is the Head.”
In this
light the efficacy of Christ’s death appears. It was the supreme act and
manifestation of obedience to the will of God “in order that communion
between God and man might be restored.” His death was necessary to
restore that lost spiritual element to sinful man, and this necessity was
so axiomatic to Paul that he never thought of asking why.
Indeed, here is
what may be called “ a satisfaction ” in that the death of Christ had infinite
worth in God's sight. If we insist upon asking why, we are told that herein
we meet “ an ultimate fact.”
To the other question, as to the ethical value of Christ’s death in attaining
our ideal, the answer rests in the mystical, organic union between Christ aud
His people. In virtue of this identity, in His death they die unto sin aud in
His resurrection they are made alive unto righteousness and to God.
In the lecture ou “ Christ the Life and the Lord of the New Humanity,’’
the immanence and transcendence of Christ is affirmed. Paul’s Pneumatology and Christology were one. “ The Lord is the Spirit.” This identity
is cautiously called “ practical.”
There was a mystical relation between
Paul and Christ such as it is really hard to overstate and yet the lecturer
says, properly, that there was a coexisting independence. The locus classicus
is Gal. ii. 20, but we are bidden to remember that these words of Paul must
never be taken in a psychological or metaphysical sense. The perils of Mysticism are well pointed out and we are told that in Paul’s thinking the
Lordship of Christ, xupiorr^, was the safeguard against them. Paul called
Christ “ Lord ” hundreds of times. In his vocabulary, the Father is 6 Osu$
and Christ is xuptos. The only instance in which Paul calls Christ 0s o? is
open to critical dispute. It is the well-known passage, Rom. ix. 5. Inasmuch as the relevancy of the passage is contingent upon the placing of a
comma, the author waives the question. Nevertheless, he plainly leans to
the view that the direct reference is to Christ, although he is the more willing to forego the discussion because the whole tenor of the Pauline writings
is indisputably in support of the same conclusion.
Certainly there is a prevailing attribution of divinity to Christ. He “stood in the place of God.”
Paul’s doctrine on this point is more fully exhibited in the Epistles of the
Captivity. Here he applies two very significant new terms to Him, namely,
the “ Fullness of God ” and the “ Image of the Invisible God.” The former
was against the idea of the Essenes that the fullness of God consisted in the
hierarchy of angels and the second, as against all emanations, to emphasize
the thought that Christ is the revelation of God’s hidden nature.
Paul’s Christology was soteriological in sc far as it had any interest or
value to him. The question of a pre-incarnate Christ was to him wholly a
speculative one. Paul was concerned with Christ as he is in relation to us,
not as He is in Himself. Nevertheless, it cannot be denied that he frequently
conveys the impression of his belief in the preexisting Christ. Here we are told
that but three views are possible. The fiistis that of a Preexistent Heavenly
The second
uopa/oi>.
Man, based on 1 Cor. xv. 47 j osdrspos d>0pui-o?
:

:

* Prof.

Bruce's

SI.

Paul's Conception of Christianity, p. 168.

;
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human nature in time. This is the
metaphysical and is beset with grave
difficulties
The Reformed theology believes in a Logos totus extra Christum
et totus in Christo
the Lutheran rejects the extra Christum. The third
theory is that of a Preexisting Christ, “ not as man nor as God, but as God
and Man in essential union.” The Incarnation was simply the revelation of
the essential oneness of the Divine and the Human. In so far as the lecturer feels free to have any positive views on the subject, he seems to favor
“ The religious truth to which this view seeks to give expresthis last one.
sion is of priceless moment, but the intellect ual form in which it is expressed
eludes our grasp, and the truth seems imperiled when we make our faith in
it dependent on our apprehension of the form ” tp. 211).
In the closing lecture the value of Paul’s interpretation of Christ is emphasized.
It probably embraced “ elementsof truth that were not present to the
consciousness of the Person Himself who is thus interpreted ” (see pp. 229,
Paul’s view-point cannot be exactly ours. We need the Gospels. We
233).
need to know the Historic as well as the Exalted Christ. Paul’s view was onesided
he knew the Heavenly rather than the Earthly Christ. But we need
Paul’s view, too both are necessary to a full conception of the Christ of the
Hence the lecturer takes issue vigorously with Dr. H.
intelligent believer.
Van Dyke who, in his Yale lectures, declared that beyond the living words
and speaking life of the historic Jesus we need not go.
Such is a brief synopsis of these seven lectures. After reading them, it
requires no expert to pronounce the author’s remark in his Preface supererogatory when he tells us that he is largely under the influence of the theological method of Albrecht Ritschl. Indeed, we should say that the volume
is the embodied result of the use of that method in a certain line of Biblical
full critique of the book therefore would involve a review of the
study.
informing principle of the Ritschlian tendency for after all the book is
more theological than critical, more doctrinal than exegetical. The controlling idea in this study is that of the agnostic philosophy, baptized into a
theology. Our author has all of Mr. John Fiske’s horror of metaphysics. It
is actually puerile in him again and again to caution the reader that this or
that is to be taken as true only in a religious sense, but not intellectually,
not metaphysically. Can any doctrine be religiously true, but otherwise
false? Is a Pre-incarnate Christ to be believed in religiously, but intellectually to be doubted or denied ? It may be a reaction from Rationalism,
or from Ecclesiasticism, or from preserved Hellenism, but it is a reaction
which is essentially nonsense to imagine a barbed fence enclosing the sacred
precincts of religion within which sound philosophical criteria or pure scientific method shall never be permitted to enter.
The lectures evince throughout the proper Ritschlian disgust with dogma.
Where the faith of the Church of God has been deepest and strongest, there
we are cautioned that a necessary skepticism is our highest rational hope.
The method, as already shown in outlining the lecturer’s thought, makes
debris of such venerable doctrines as the Atonement, the Trinity and, we
must add, the Deity of Christ. If it has not taken away our Lord, at least
we do not know where it has laid Him.
The vicious notion of “value-judgments” is made the movable basis of
Paul’s conception of Christ. And this principle is of no restricted applicaIf Jesus has the worth of Lord to any man, then to that man Jesus
tion.
is Lord.
If Christ takes the place of God to him, then Christ is God.
This
religious relativity of knowledge makes every man the measure of the truth
distinguished writer of this school
of God. And this is characteristic.
says, “ Thus, in the -work which Christ does upon us, w e get a view of His
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Person which can only be expressed in the confession of His Deity. We
to understand Jesus to be the divine act of forgiveness, or, in other
words, we see Him to be the message through which God comes into communion with us and so we recogDize in His human appearance God Himself drawing us to Himself.
This thought, that when the historical Christ
takes such hold of us, we have to do with God Himself this thought is certainly the most important element in the confession of the Deity of Christ
for any one whom He has redeemed.”*
We believe that this method is full of peril in Biblical interpretation. In
the most cautious and reverent hands, it opens the way, as in these lectures,
to grave confusions; and in reckless and radical hands it means a giving

come

;

—

over of the faith delivered to the saints. The mind will not long rest content
with the empty husks of agnosticism. If we cannot somehow know things
as they are, then we cannot know them at all. If Jesus Christ is not, in very
truth, the Eternal Son of God, then we mock ourselves and prostitute our
reason when we call Him such. In religion, if anywhere, the soul has a
right to be sure that it is dealing with realities and not with mere phenomena,
mere appearances. History being witness, such a cosmical theology has in
it elements which in time develop into either stolid indifference or bold
Man worshiping,
denial. There must be some better solution than that.
praying, believing in God, is still man. He must know’ that there is a firm
foundation beneath his feet or he will not think it worth while to take the
trouble to stand. There must be something w’rong with a method that
Great
constantly warns off philosophical scrutiny and intellectual tests.
and many have been the evils which philosophy may have inflicted upon the
Church but because men's minds are capable of philosophical error we shall
not therefore deny them the capacity for philosophical truth. The cure for
a bad metaphysics is not no metaphysics, but a sound metaphysics.
It is perilous to tamper with a sound epistemology, particularly in the
sphere of religious truth. Faith flourishes in the soil of cognized truth, not
in dark regions wholly unapprehended. In their sober moods and tenses,
men cannot be hoodwinked into believing in a God from whom they are
hopelessly insulated or concerning whom they can know absolutely nothing.
In these lectures there is much that is true and helpful so much that it is
with sincere regret that we are forced to say that, in our judgment, this
vitiating principle which, in its multitudinous forms, is so prevalent in contemporary theological thought, has left its subtle but prevasive blight upon
;

;

the whole.

We

cannot do better, in closing, than to quote from a dist inguished fellowof the author who, though highly competent to speak, is nevertheless generous in his judgment and moderate in his expression of it and
yet this is his view of the Ritschlian method of handling the sacred doctrine
of the Deity of Christ
“ For the older view of the true Deity of the Lord, it substitutes, as we
have seen, a ‘God-head’ of religious value of Revelation-worth. But
God-head it proposes is no real Deity at all. It hides under a veil of
this
words the fact that Christ was simply a uniquely constituted, exceptionally
It asks us to value as God one who is not God in fact.
endowed Man
It will not allow’ us even to inquire into what or who Christ really is, on the

countryman

;

—

‘

’

ground that this would involve ‘metaphysics.’ .... If Christ is coessenwith God, let the marvel be confessed. Let it be admitted that His
Personality has a supernatural and truly divine root; that the time-form of

tial

His existence was not the original one that His relation of Sonship to the
Father is eternal, and interior to the very life of the God-head. Then we
;

*

Herrmann’s Communion with God, Stanton’s Translation, pp. 1U,
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a clear conscience, and

Henry Collin Minton.

Francisco.

H. Holtzmann, Pround Dr. G. Kruger, Professor in Giessen.

Theologischer Jahresbericht hearusgegeben von Dr.
,

fessor in Strassburg, Elsass,

Siebenzehnter Band, enthaltend die Literatur des Jahres, 1897.
Dritte
Systematische Theologie, bearbeitet von E. W. Mayer, Troeltsch,
(Berlin und Braunschweig, 1898.)
Sulze and Dreyer. 8vo, pp. 501-675.
This part of this indispensable annual review of theological literature covers,
under the name of “ Systematic Theology,” a much wider sphere than that
of dogmatics. The first section of it, for which Dr. E. W. Mayer, Professor in Strassburg, cares, is divided into four subdivisions, treating in turn
of the works for 1897 in (1) Encyclopsediaand Methodology, (2) Apologetics,
(3) Philosophical Theology, Cosmology and Anthropology, and (4) Philosophical Systems and General Schemes. The next section, cared for by Dr.
E. Troeltsch, includes a very comprehensive material subdivided into seven
subdivisions, but collected under the general title of “ Philosophy of Religion
and Fundamental Theology.” Then comes Dogmatics, in the two great subdivisions of “Separate Topics” and “General Treatises ;” it is cared for by Dr.
E. Sulze, Pastor in Dresden-Neustadt. Finally we have the works on Ethics
treated by Dr. Otto Dreyer, Oberkirchenrath in Meiningen. It will be
observed at once that the distribution of the material runs on no firmly
drawn and mutually exclusive lines the same book might well seem to
fall equally into the hands of Mayer, Troeltsch and Sulze and in numerous
cases is adduced and even estimated by more than one of them sometimes
with unharmonious results. Among the writers in this volume Troeltsch
seems the most widely read, and to have wrought most diligently on the
material the year’s publication has brought to his table: Sulze’s contribution, however, is especially helpful on account of the care with which he has
handled the somewhat limited materials with which he deals, and the readable
form into which he has cast his remarks. No one can afford to be without this
comprehensive index of the world’s theological literature though it could
“ His Divine
be wished it were prepared somewhat more objectively.
Majesty ” or, Tiie Living God.
By William Humphrey, S. J. 12mo, pp.
“ Studies in Theology.” V.
xxiii, 441.
(London Thomas Baker, 1897.)
God : Nature and Attributes. By Randolph J. Foster, D.D., LL.D.,
Bishop of the Methodist Episcopal Church. 8vo, pp. xxxvi, 280. (New
York: Eaton & Mains, 1897.)
Beitrlige zur Forderung christlicher
Theologie, herausgegeben von D. A. Schlatter und D. H. Cremer. I. 4
Die Christliche Lehre von den Eigenschaften Gottes. Yon D. H. Cremer.
8vo, pp. 111. (Giitersloh C. Bertelsmann, 1897.) Here are three treatises on
the “ Locus de Deo,” which have in form as little in common as could well
be imagined, although in substance they do not draw so far apart. Dr.
Cremer opens his treatment with a complaint against the scholastic method
as applied to this matter: “The unfruitfulness of the section on the
Attributes of God in its treatment thus far in dogmatics and church instruction is an open secret. In no section of dogmatics are the traditions of the
scholastics less set aside, nowhere is the solution of the problems formally
sought more after the scholastic method of analysis of the idea than here.
Men are continually asking whether it is possible to ascribe attributes to
God, whether there is anything real in Him that corresponds to them, how
can the problem of the congruence of Will and Power in Him be solved and
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the like, as if we still had to do with the irreligious notion of pure Being or
the Absolute, even though they shamefastly represent the Absolute as merely
logically the first element in the idea of God.” Father Humphrey, on the

other hand, simply revels in scholastic form. He has borrowed, he tells us,
the bulk of his material from the lectures of two of his teachers at Rome
twenty-seven years ago Fathers Franzelin and Palmieri. They in turn had

—

evidently sat to some purpose at the feet of the subtle thinkers of the Middle
Ages. Xot that there is not a modern flavor also pervading the book in the
old forms of thought the perennial doctrine of the great God is expressed for
the use of men of our day, too. The odd title given the book is derived from
li
the spiritual exercises of St. Ignatius,” and the object of the author in
using it is to “ crystallize in three words the idea of the infinite sovereignty
:

and sovereign prerogatives of that absolute Monarch Who is man’s Master
because He is man's Maker.” The doctrine of God presented is the common
Jesuit one, scientia media and

all
but just because it is presented in scholasguarded with great care and developed with marked subtlety.
For those who will not read Aquinas, the reading of this little book will
bring a very special gain in clearness of thought and precision of statement
about the Divine nature. Dr. Foster's book, continuing his series of studies
in theology, presents the most marked contrast with Father Humphrey’s in
there is nothing of the concise precision of the latter’s
style and method
method here, but rather a mass of somewhat verbose, semi-popular discussion
illustrated by long quotations. It is the ordinary Arminian doctrine that is
foreknowledge is real even of contingent events, but is an indeset forth
pendent attiibute of God and does not rest on His will justice is goodness
directed by wisdom, and it is an essential element in it as such that it cannot
It is a pleasure to see Dr.
tolerate suffering inflicted for no end of love.
Foster rejecting the extreme position of Dr. McCabe that free acts are
incapable of being foreknown, but he certainly falls into some paradox in
defending his own position. The medium of his explanation of God’s foreknowledge of free events is the Divine eternity God knows the universe,
“ not simply by knowing His own purpose, but by actual cognition of the
universe itself aud this before it existed.” “ He was actually existing from
eternity, at the point of time when creation arose, and in all the time which
creation occupies but if He was and is present Himself or existing in all that
time, then the events of that time are always matters of real and direct cog” “ Events are not coexistent with His eternity, but His eternity is
nition.
coexistent with all events.” We fancy that a course in scholastic theology
like that which has formed Father Humphrey would produce clearer thinking as to the idea of eternity and its relation to acts in time. It is into a very
different and much higher region that Dr. Cremer transports us. The
specialty of his discussion is, renouncing scholastic distinctions, to treat the
divine attributes on the basis of revelation and from the point of view of
Redemption the point of view dominant in the Biblical record.
fine Biblical color pervades the whole discussion, which, however, is presented nevertheless from the basis of modern German theology, and takes
its starting-point from the conception that we can only know what God is
for us and not at all what God is in Himself. “ The idea of the Attributes
of God now defines itself more exactly, if we hold in view the nature of God

tic

forms

;

it is
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—

;

:
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as

it

A

discloses itself in its revelation in Christ.

The nature

of

God

is

that

God, which makes Him what He is for us, the Lord of
In this sense and
all things, the source of life, our sole and eternal support.
only in this sense does there exist for us a knowledge of the nature of God,
not in the sense of philosophical speculation, which seeks to show how it
comes that God is.” “ We must therefore connect our declarations concern-

which makes

Him
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ing the nature of God more closely and directly with His revelation in Christ.
In it He manifests and exhibits Himself as One who is entirely Love, not
merely has and cherishes, but is, Love, who will be and is all that He is for

us and with us, and will have Himself for us, or who is wholly bound up in
this to wish to be and to be for us and in communion with us.” Dr.
Cremer’s centrum for theological thought is thus quite distinctly anthropo-

—

and not theological: and from this centre he treats this
This point of view has its limitations as the reader of the booklet
will soon discover but no one will read it without deriving from it stimulus
An Outline of Christian Theology, By William Xewton
and information.
Clarke, D.D., Professor of Christian Theology in Colgate University,
Hamilton, X. Y. 8vo, pp. ix, 486. (Xew York: Charles Scribner’s Sons,
A notice by Dr. James I. Good was given of this volume in a recent
1898.)
number of this REViEWr (April, 1898, Yol. ix, p. 351). It is not necessary to
add anything further now, except to call attention to the fact that the book is
now issued afresh by the firm of Charles Scribner’s Sons. Those who wish
to consult a fluently written presentation of the theology of the subjective
school could not do better than turn to this interesting volume.
Outlines
of Doctrinal ITieology. I3y A. L. Graebner. 8vo, pp. v, 288. (St. Louis, Mo.:
Corcordia Publishing House, 1898.) This volume is not a reasoned treatise,
but consists of a series of brief definitions, supported by an array of Scriptural
texts.
It is simply the reduction to print, in other words, of the dictation
paragraphs and supporting texts of the author’s lectures in the Concordia
Seminary at St. Louis. It is, of course, Lutheran to the core, of the Missouri type. The texts are not so warily chosen as in Strong’s Systematic
Theology and the language of the definitions is sometimes a bit awkward.
But it gives in brief form the outlines of a complete Lutheran system with
its Scriptural basis.
Our Redemption : Its Need Method and Result. By
Frederick A. Xoble, D.D., Pastor of Union Park Congregational Church,
Chicago. l2mo, pp. 282. (Xew York, Chicago and Toronto: Fleming H.
Revell Co., 1897.) There seems to be a great need to-day of a clear and
thoroughly thought-out presentation in brief popular form^of the central doctrines of Christianity.
It is something like this that Dr. Xoble has essayed
in this volume.
He divides the material into three sections. The first, corresponding to the term “ its need ” on the title page, treats of “Redemption made necessary by sin and its consequences ” and dwells in turn on the
“fact and ground,” “the universality,” “ the self-registry and disclosure,”
and “ the punishment” of sin. The second concerns itself with “How
Redemption is secured,” and speaks in turn of there being “ no power of
logico-soteriological
locus also.

:

,

,

—

self-recovery
sin,” of

difficulties in the way of the full pardon of
made by Christ for sin,” and of “ the human
from sin.” The last section treats of “ Redemption in

from sin,” of the

“ the Atonement

condition of salvation
the new spirit and the outlook it furnishes,” and its four divisions are given to
“ the redeemed sinner nourishing his own spiritual life,” “in his daily walk,”
his work for the kingdom,” and “in heaven.” The point of view is
thoroughly evangelical, and the matter is presented in a winning and often
in a really forceful form.
The defense of the true nature of sin as an
offense against the holiness and justice of God, of the true idea of punishment as the reaction of holy justice against moral evil, and of the true
nature of the atonement as an expiatory work of a substitute, is strong,
sound and powerful. We welcome the book as a wholesome popular exposition of the evangelical system, and could only wish that it attained in all its
suggestions the full height of that consistent Calvinistic conception which
alone presents a stable evangelicalism. It would seem, however, that Dr.
Xoble’s Theology and Anthropology are not quite as perfect as his Soteri-

“in
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:

of these,

however, there are only underlying hints in this good book.

Our Penal Substitute. By Robert L. Dabney, D.D., LL.D.
12mo, pp. 115. (Richmond, Ya.: Presbyterian Committee of Publication
[1898].) This useful little book will be valued not only as a legacy from
Dr. Dabney, now gone to his reward, but also for its own sake as a clear,
strong and incisively written defense of the central principle of the Gospel.
Dr. Dabney saw with surprise and pain the inroads which the Socinianizing
Christ

unwillingness to accept the Biblical doctrine of the substitutional sacrifice of
is making in our modern Church life and thought, and gave some of
his latest hours on earth to writing this defense of the Gospel of the blood of
Christ. Of course it is well done no one could have done it better all of
Dr. Dabney’s keenness of logical analysis, vigor of expression and firmness
of handling are here. Special attention is given to the irrationality and
inconsistency of the assault and to its roots in a utilitarian theory of punishments and a misunderstanding of the doctrine of imputation. It should be
added that the contents of the volume represent the second course of “ Otts
Lectures,” delivered at Davidson College, North Carolina.
Christ
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The New Testament Church. By Rev. W.

H. H. Marsh.

Introduction by Franklin Johnson, D.D., University of Chicago.
delphia American Baptist Publication Society, 1898. Pp. 544.

With
Phila-

:

This vigorous polemic

is

a reminder of the serious differences that exist

That our author is evangelical, no one
can doubt. His estimate of the Scriptures as a complete revelation of the
will of God, of the atonement of Jesus Christ, of the dependence of the
Church upon the Holy Spirit, of the need of individual regeneration, and of
the dangers of error and corruption which confront the modern Church,
indicates a firm hold upon the fundamental verities of our common faith and
wins our warmest approbation. But when he passes to the discussion of his
theme and sets forth his views upon the Church, the Ministry and the Sacraments, his divergence goes far to neutralize his accord with us. His doctrine is set forth under the stress of intense personal conviction, with no
effort at harmony, and in rather sharp conflict with not only the Reformed,
but the Lutheran, the Anglican and the Methodist conceptions of the Church
and her Ministry and Sacraments. One is obliged regretfully to concede
that the forces of evangelical Christendom are divided upon issues which, if
not fundamental, are for practical purposes of first importance. The perusal
of Mr. Marsh’s book has deepened in us the conviction that in the pending
controversy with Ritualism the issue is really a three-sided one, and that
while in some phases, such as regeneration, we rejoice to own the fellowship
of our Baptist brethren, there are others, such as the Church, in which, as
between the two, we must accord that fellowship to the Ritualist. The
Ritualist exaggerates the visible Church, but the Baptist disintegrates it.
to-day

among

evangelical Christians.

clmose, we prefer exaggeration to disintegration.
appears in the terminology adopted. This is great
the volume proper, but is accentuated by the opening sentences of
enough
the Introduction, in which it is announced that (p. xi) “there are three
great types of church government in the Christian world they are monarchy,
oligarchy and autonomy.” Somewhere within these three terms, Dr. Johnson must intend to place the Presbyterian polity and yet not one of them
covers our representative system of government. The division, therefore, is

For

ourselves,

An

if

we must

initial difficulty

m

:

;
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an impossible one for the purposes of serious controversy, and is a misleading
one if the volume be intended only for circulation among Baptist churches.
Our author avoids this unfortunate division, but he adopts uniformly the
word “autonomy ” to designate the polity of Baptist churches, as a substitute for the recognized terms “congregational” and “independent.”
These terms, indeed, are lacking in precision, but the proposed innovation
is, if anything, more confused than they are.
So far as we know, there is
no authority for the use of this word in discussions on church polity and
the analogy from its use in civil polity is clearly against its restriction to the
congregational form of government. Dr. Francis Lieber, who is quoted
with approval by our author (pp. 45, 46), has defined political autonomy as
implying “ that a country must have the right, and of course the power, of
establishing that government which it considers best, unexposed to interference from without, or pressure from within.” In this general sense, Baptist churches are no more autonomous than the Presbyterian Church.
Mr.
Marsh will hardly expect us to read into the term his private meaning.
The argument centres very naturally in the doctrine of the Church which
is advanced.
The only Church recognized is “ the New Testament Church,”
and this the author holds to be “ a creation of the Holy Spirit. It was in no
way identified with the theocracy, or with the synagogue. It perpetuated
nothing before it. It came into existence while the theocracy yet was. It
was formed while the temple was standing, and its ritual as imposing as in
any previous era that of Solomon possibly not an exception” (p. 112).
This conception is amplified throughout the volume. The Old Testament
Church was “a legal fiction” (p. 19), and the synagogue was “in radical
antagonism ” (p. 64) to the New Testament Church. The author recognizes but two senses of the word ixxkrjaia in the New Testament, the one the
invisible church, and the other the “ local ” church and within one or the
other he endeavors to compress the New Testament teaching upon this subThe value of his conclusions rests, of course, upon New Testament
ject.
usage, and in a work evidently designed as a polemic we look for a careful
discussion of that usage. The word kxxbjaia is found in the New Testament twice in the sense of “assembly” (Acts xix. 32-39), and more than
one hundred times in the sense of “ church,” and the Scriptural doctrine of
the Church can be gathered only from a thorough study of these passages.
We have looked in vain for such a study in this volume. The author gives
only eleven references to the word Lxxkrjaia, and these fail to afford any adequate statement of the usage. The value of the volume for other than
denominational purposes is thus seriously impaired. Further, it needs only
a slight study of the New Testament usage to show that these two senses
are inadequate. Mr. Marsh makes no reference to Acts vii. 33, where
Stephen mentions “ the Church in the wilderness,” which must have been
“ a legal fiction,” or to 1 Cor. xv. 9, Gal. i. 13, Phil. iii. 5, in which Paul
confesses that he had persecuted “ the Church of God.” Evidently he had
in mind something more than the “local” church at Jerusalem.
The
visible church in its collective sense, its unity, is implied, not only in these
passages, but in such as Eph. iii. 10.
Mr. Marsh limits these ringing
words to the “ local ” church at Ephesus, and tells us (p. 273) that “it was
for that church Paul prays that it may be strengthened with power through
His Spirit in the inward man; that Christ may dwell in their hearts.”
Only the stress of debate could lead one thus to narrow this eloquent
apostrophe to the Church Universal. The “local ” church at Ephesus was
not large enough to take in the fullness of this conception, and Mr. Marsh
is evidently conscious of it, for he says of these words, “ these of course
were for all the churches ” (p. 273). The apostle, however, is writing of
;

—

;
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“ the Church,” aud

if the local body at Ephesus was intended, Mr. Marsh
without warrant for applying these words to other “ local ” churches.
Either they were limited to the Christians at Ephesus, or else there is a
third sense of the word which Mr. Marsh will not acknowledge. This sense
is fully set forth by Vitringa in a sentence which Mr. Marsh is careful to
Following at once upon the sentence
omit from his quotation (p. 87).
quoted by Mr. Marsh, Vitringa says, “ When, for example, believers are
scattered through different parts of a country so that they have no opportunity for meeting together, then indeed they cease to be m>’, a aovaywyij ;
but they do not cease to be a 7np, an Ixxlr^la. In other words, they do not
in such a case cease to form one body which is united together in the
very closest bonds by the Holy Spirit and faith ” (De Synag., 1696, p. 88).
This sense of the word “church” in New Testament usage presents a
difficulty to the Baptist theory which Mr. Marsh apparently cannot relieve.
We have no space to follow the application of the author’s theory of autonomy to the different questions of church life and work. The difficulty we have
pointed out inheres in his argument throughout. We note only his application
of it to church membership (p. 188). He says that for Baptists “a regenerated
church membership underlies their theory of the New Testament church.
Their entire distinctive denominational superstructure is based upon it.”
Upon this he gives a warning against the superficial examination of candidates for church membership, in which we very heartily agree but he fails

is

;

to

meet the dilemma which

his theory presents, that either all

members

of

Baptist churches are regenerated, or else that the Baptist church which
has within it one unregenerate member is not a New Testament Church.
This theory, of course, excludes from the Church the children of believing

all

They have no place in the “New Testament Church.” The
index contains no reference to children, the family, or the Sabbath-school,
all of which goes to show how far the Baptist conception of the Church
differs from that of other evangelical bodies. This affords an insight into the
statistics of the Baptist Year Book for 1898 which shows 43,397 churches in
the United States with 4,055,806 members and only 22,529 Sabbath-schools
with a total membership of 1,801,053.
We note a number of misprints, such as Dodds, Cloag, Barnard, Plumtre,

parents.

,

modern commentators also apziaovdyuiyo$ (p. 65).
mars the author’s pages. He refers to the late Dr. Charles
Ilodge as (p. 18) “ excogitating a sophism.” No one who knew that transparent personality, or had imbibed the spirit of his writings, would have

for the

One

names

of leadiug

;

acrid phrase

coined such a phrase, even in the stress of controversy.
W. S.
Chicago.
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Plumer Bkyan.

Threshold of the Sanctuary. Being Short Chapters on PrepaHoly Orders. By B. W. Randolph, M.A., Principal of Ely

ration for

Theological College, Hon. Canon of Ely, Examining Chaplain to the
London and New York Longmans, Green & Co.

Bishop of Lincoln.

:

This small, unpretending volume seeks to lead candidates for ordination in
the Church of England “ to think more seriously of, and to prepare more
thoughtfully for ” it. The author fears also, “ lest the attention given to
teaching, preaching, organizing, the external side of the
practical work
priestly life should overshadow that deepening and strengthening of the
character, that formation of a disciplined and prayerful habit of life, that
’

‘

—

—

steady development of the spirit of docility, reverence and love, without
which to engage in the manifold activities of parochial life is so precarious an
enterprise.” The book is very suitable for its purpose intelligent, compre-

—
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liensive, faithful, ever-searching, devout, sympathetic, earnest;

and

it is

written in an easy, plain and direct style. Much of it, to the great profit of
themselves and their congregations, might be “read, marked, learned and

inwardly digested ” by all our Presbyterian pastors. This is true of eight
chapters out of the thirteen— on the vocation, the answer to God’s call, a theological college, prayer, intercession, the daily office, meditation, study and
the pastoral spirit. Even that on self-discipline contains the usual wholesome counsels, which will always bear repetition, and there is nothing in it
objectionable save the teaching about fasting on Friday and the exhortation
to consider the “ dedicated and virgin life ” of celibacy.
But the writer is a High Churchman, moderate, yet decided. The book
is dated: “Feast of the Name of Jesus,” and in the chapters on the
Priesthood, Repentance and the Holy Eucharist, the doctrines of the
school are stated in their wonted clear and plausible manner.
Thus
“As in nature, though God made us, yet our life came as through our
parents; so in grace our supernatural life, though it comes from God,
comes through the instrumentality of others. This is the principle which
underlies all the sacramental and sacerdotal system of the Church.” Thus
“ And if you are ordained, God
Baptism and Confirmation.
it is in
will be constantly using you to give supernatural gifts to others i. e.,
God will give to others His gifts through you.” Under repentance, one
clause is devoted to confession to God, and pages to pressing confession
The eucliarist is the “great privilege of the Priesthood,”
to the priest.
the “ highest and most characteristic act of a priest,”
its celebration
jt is “ the Christian service,” and the “ Church of England believes that
though Ilis Body and Blood are ‘ naturally ’ in heaven, yet they are spiritually, supernaturally or sacramentally present in Holy Communion: that
they are there independently of our faith and in virture of consecration.”
While the Bible occupies a large and powerful place in the chapter on meditation and study, it is not appealed to— only Episcopal authorities— on behalf
of these doctrines. At the same time, the universal priesthood is unmentioned and God’s direct forgiveness of sins. One wishes that the learned
Principal would read Hooker’s great sermon on justification, as well as the
doubtful fifth book of the Polity, from which a quotation, and that an unfair
one, is made in favor of the Anglican confessional. In view of the new
High Church section of “ Higher Critics,” it is interesting to read what
Canon Randolph has to say on this great present day question
:

“ The advance of modern criticism lays some serious obligations upon us in connection with
the study of the Bible. On the one hand, we ought to know at least the outlines of what is
being said both in England and in Germany as to the date and composition of the various
books of the Old Testament. We ought, for the sake of the educated people whom we may
meet, to know, for example, what Wellhausen and Kuetien, and those who follow them in this
country, have said or are saying. On the other hand, we must beware of accepting in a wholesale way all that the most advanced critics have put forward. Much of what are often spoken
of as the conclusions of modern criticism would be far more accurately described as speculations, or assumptions, or improved theories, about which the prudent man will suspend his

judgment.
“ For the

last fifty years the criticism of the Old Testament has been in a constant state of
fluctuation—the position attained one year has had to give place to quite a different theory a
year or two later; and there is little sign that any finality has even now been reached.
“Everything in this connection suggests caution to those whose office it is to instruct others.
Our people, thank God, believe still largely in the Bible. Do not let us have to answer before
God for having shaken their faith in its inspiration and veracity, because in a careless moment,
or, still worse, from motives of pride, we have told them that some great scholars have said that
neither the ark nor the tabernacle had any real existence, and that the miracles of the Old
Testament are not true.”

Lincoln University.

George

B.

Carr.

;
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VI.— MISSIONARY LITERATURE.
Christian Missions and Social Progress. A Sociological Study of
Foreign Missions. By the Rev. James S. Dennis, D.D., Students’ Lecturer on Missions, Princeton, 1893 and 1896: Author of Foreign Missions After a Century Member of the American Presbyterian Mission,
Beirut, Syria. In two Volumes. Vol. I. Fleming H. Revell Company, 1897.

8vo, pp. xvi, 468.

This volume, as the title informs us, is the first of two in which the author
intends to embody, in a much expanded form, the lectures delivered by him
before the students of Piinceton Theological Seminary in the spring of
1S96.
An earlier course, delivered in 1893, had already been presented to
the Christian public under the title, Foreign Missions A fter a Century. In
doing Dr. Dennis the honor of asking him to become a second time their
lecturer on missions, the students of the seminary requested that, if agreeable to him, he would treat the question of the sociological bearings of
missions. Acceding to the request. Dr. Dennis spared neither time nor
pains in fulfilling his task. He perceived at once how broad was the scope
of the inquiry suggested, and how necessary it was, if he was to prosecute it
with success, that he should have at command material at once abundant
and trustworthy. This he endeavored to secure not only by availing himself of the permanent and periodical literature of missions and a long list of
works devoted more or less directly to sociology, but also by sending out to
three hundred missionaries, representatives of every portion of the nonChristian world, a circular-letter of inquiry directed to the elucidation of
the several features of his subject. The outcome of this patient preparation was a course of six lectures, having for their titles respectively, “ The
Sociological Scope of Christian Missions,” “ The Social Evils of the NonChristian World,” “ Ineffectual Remedies and the Causes of Their Failure,” “Christianity the Social Hope of the Nations,” “ The Dawn of a
Sociological Era in Missions,” and “ The Contribution of Christian Missions to Social Progress.” Of these lectures the first four are embodied in
the volume before us. They appear, as already remarked, in a form far more
expanded than was possible to oral delivery. They are enriched with copious notes, containing references to the authorities relied on, and in many
cases extended quotations from them. At the end of each lecture there
appears an elaborate and valuable bibliography. How extensive these are
will appear from the fact that they cover in the aggregate twenty-seven
octavo pages. The volume contains also about a hundred reproductions of
photographs of persons, buildings, groups, and scenes, illustrative either of
the social evils of the non-Christian world or of some phase of the work of
missions for the counteracting of these evils.
Dr. Dennis, we are glad to say, is a missionary first and a sociologist afterwards. Heartily as he has thrown himself into his subject, he has never forgotten that the sociological aspect of missions is not its primary but only one
of its subordinate aspects. He has not been led away by the cry, which
seems to have misled some excellent men at home, that “the mission of
Christianity in the world is not to save individuals out of the wreck but to
save the wreck.” He believes that the primary ends to be sought in missions are the spiritual ends, and that the primary sphere of their operation
He has no fault to find because the results
is the individual heart and life.
of missionary effort upon society have appeared later and been recognized
more slowly ; nor even that, when recognized, they should often be regarded
as to a certain extent incidental. If he magnifies his theme, it is not by ex-
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and

spiritual effects.

alting the social effects of missions above their religious

importance is to be seen, not by comparing or contrasting the sociological
with the evangelistic side of missions, but by showing, on the one hand, hov
sore is the need for some remedial force in heathen society, and, on the
other, how well adapted Christian missions are to be such a remedial force.
With regard to such questions as these, Dr. Dennis believes, and beyond
doubt rightly, that there is no argument like a fact. And this indicates the
characteristic feature, indeed we may say the crowning excellence, of his
book. He has felt that it should be, and he has endeavored to make it, a
Its

r

great storehouse of fresh, well-certified, pertinent, and typical facts. It is
and purpose that in the present volume two
hundred and eighty-one out of four hundred and forty-eight pages are given
to the lecture on “ The Social Evils of the Non-Christian World.” These
the author divides, for purposes of convenience, into groups, as follows I.
The Individual Group (evils affecting primarily the individual, and, secondarily, society through the individual). II. The Family Group (evils
affecting primarily the family, and, secondarily, society through the family).
III. The Tribal Group (evils which pertain to inter-tribal relationships, and
find their origin in the cruel passions of savage life).
IV. The Social Group
(evils which are incidental to the social relationships of uncivilized communities, and are due to lack of intelligence or the force of depraved habit).
V. The National Group (evils which afflict society through the misuse of
the governing power). VI. The Commercial Group (evils incidental to low
commercial standards or defective economic methods). VII. The Religious
Group (evils which deprive society of the moral benefits of a pure religious
faith and practice).
Under each of these groups is included a number of
evils; thus, for example, under The Individual Group, come: (1) Intemperance, (2) The Opium Habit, (3) The Gambling Habit, (4) Immoral Vices,
(5) Self-torture, (6) Suicide, (7) Idleness and Improvidence, (8) Excessive
Pride and Self-Exaltatiou, (9) Moral Delinquencies. Under the Social
Group again we have: (1) Ignorance, (2) Quackery, (3) Witchcraft, (4)
Neglect of the Poor and Sick, (5) Uncivilized and Cruel Customs, (6) Insanitary Conditions), (7) Lack of Public Spirit, (8) Mutual Suspicion, (9)
Poverty, (10) The Tyranny of Custom, (11) Caste.
It will be apparent, of course, that such a classification of social evils involves some repetition but this tends rather to truth than to falsity of total
impression, inasmuch as it shows how thoroughly pervasive in the life of
heathenism many of these evils are. Specially noteworthy are the sections
devoted to Child Marriage and Widowhood, Cannibalism, Tyranny of Custom, Caste, and Idolatry.
It is manifestly with reluctance, even with pain, that the author thus
holds up the mirror to the horrid face of non-Christian society. He shows
no desire to exaggerate or distort the image. On the contrary, he is most
careful to note exceptions and abatements where he can. But when he has
done all that can be done in these directions, the facts, which the number
and character of the witnesses whom he calls put beyond question, are
heart-rending, and it is made only too plain that after all the centuries
every imagination of the thoughts of man’s heart is only evil continually.
This sad impression is heightened by the review wfflich follows in the next
chapter on “ Ineffectual Remedies,” which have none the less been more or
less looked to as sufficient answers to the desperate cry of heathen society.
These are secular education, material civilization, legislation, patriotism, and
the ethnic religions. By a thoughtful consideration of the operation of these
forces in just those lands where they have been longest or most mightily at
work— notably, of course, in India, China, and Japan and specially by a
in accordance with this feeling

:

;

—
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dispassionate estimate of the sociological value of the great world religions
other than Christianity, as this is revealed both in what they are and in what
they have wrought after having had free scope through centuries, it is made
evident that no one of these remedies, nor even all of them together, can be

looked to as sufficient to effect social renewal. And here Dr. Dennis passes
from the negative to the positive and constructive side of his task. Having
shown how many and serious, how deep-rooted and far-spreading, are the
evils which affect non-Christian society, and how ineffectual in view of
these evils are other remedial forces, he sets himself to the more congenial
work of showing that Christianity, as represented and applied in Christian
missions, is fitted to furnish, and as a matter of fact does furnish, the true
remedy. In the closing chapter of the present volume, entitled “ Christianity the Social Hope of the Nations,” he endeavors to set forth the adaptations
of Christianity, both in itself and in contrast to the ethnic faiths, to meet
these social needs. This it can do, in the first place and fundamentally, because of its supernatural character. It, and it alone, offers to human society,
caught in the meshes of the terrible evils already depicted, help from without and from above. And in particular, Christianity has a social gospel for
the nations because it offers the perfect and final solution of the problem of
sin, because it provides new and powerful motives to social progress, because
it puts forth a new estimate of the worth of the individual, because it holds
up a higher and purer standard of social ethics, because it is the source of
new moral forces, particularly the impulses to missionary and philanthropic
From this confident conviction with regard to the adaptation of
effort.
Christianity to the needs of heathen society Dr. Dennis refuses to be shaken,
either by the criticisms of social extremists who are dissatisfied with what
they regard as the indifference of the Church of Christ to the social evils of
Christendom, specially those that are of an economic sort, or by the
claim of those who deny the exclusive character of the religion of Christ,
and regard it only as one among many world-religions, or as the highest and
best of them. As to the one, he is content to suggest that a religion with
such an origin and history as that of Christianity needs no revolution in
either doctrine or method in order to grapple successfully with the social
problems of to day. Time and patience are sure to show her the answer.
With respect to the other, he deems it sufficient to point out that he who insists on regarding the ethnic faiths and Christianity— and here Christianity
includes Judaism, out of which it sprang as alike results of a general evolutionary process, must confront the fact that the evolution in the two cases
has been in diametrically opposite directions. In the one case there has been
evolution downwards from truth to error, from monotheism to polytheism,
from higher to lower standards of morality in the other there has been a
divinely guided evolution upward, in doctrine from the partial to the
complete, in institution from the preparatory to the final, in morals from the
imperfect to the perfect. Such is the author’s faith with regard to the worth
from the sociological standpoint of the religion which Christian missions
endeavor to substitute for the ethnic faiths. If one who had the pleasure
of hearing the lectures here reproduced may anticipate the volume still to
come, it may safely be said that it will bring forward a strong array of facts
to justify this faith, showing how already, in every land which missions have
touched, social conditions are changing for the better, giving not uncertain
promise of a time when there shall be, not only a new heaven, but a new
earth wherein dwelletli righteousness. The book, when thus completed, can
hardly fail to take its place beside the Ely volume on Missions and Science
as the standard work of reference in its own department.

—

;
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Christianity and the Progress of Man, As Illustrated by Modern
Missions. By W. Douglas Mackenzie, Professor in Chicago Theological Seminary. Fleming H. Revell Company.
12mo, pp. 250.

No

how strikingly similar is the title of this book
volume reviewed above. Nor is this a misleading
resemblance. The two books have one theme, they approach it from the
same point of view, they depend upon the same facts for proof and illustration, they reach the same conclusions. That this is the case can hardly be
one can

fail to

observe

to that of Dr. Dennis’

otherwise than gratifying to the authors, as

it is

certainly reassuring to the

Indeed Prof. Mackenzie gives expression to the satisfaction which he feels. On p. 17 of his book he has written, “ In attemptfriends of missions.

ing to present the evidence for my conclusions in the following chapters
nothing like a full account of the facts has been aimed at. To describe the
phenomena of missionary experience with anything like completeness would
require the prolonged labors of a specialist in this wide and ever-extending
field.” And he adds in a note, “ Since these chapters were written I have
been allowed to see the proof-sheets of part of a work which exactly answers
the description suggested above. It is entitled, Christian Missions and Social

The

author, the Rev. J. S. Dennis, D.D., is indeed a specialist in
and has spared neither time, energy, nor expense to make
his work as complete as possible.” His own aim, Prof. Mackenzie tells us,
has been to draw from various countries and the work of various societies
illustrations which should derive their evidential strength from the fact that
Progress.

this department,

they are typical, and that each could be multiplied from the history of modern missions a hundred or a thousand times. The relation of the two books
to each other, and the distinctive value of each, is thus made obvious. Both
deal with the same facts, the facts, namely, with regard to the sociological
effects of foreign missions in the present century.
The one, however, presents these facts in the greatest detail the other adduces only a typical fact
here and there. Both found upon these facts an argument for the truth of
Christianity, and particularly for the validity of its claim to be the one exclu;

sive and universal religion for man. But in the one the presentation of this
argument is rather incidental to the exhibition of the facts, in the other the
statement of the facts is made only in proof and illustration of the argument.
That argument, as Prof. Mackenzie presents it, is briefly as follows: Christi-

anity alone of all religions has been able without the exercise of physical force
or external prestige to propagate its life amongst all races and classes of men.

nature as a religion and in its actual operation, it alone can claim
The spread of Christianity during this century
has shown us both the means through which, and the manner in which, it
is taking hold of the life of humanity.
Through the gift of the Scriptures,
which present a common basis and a supreme standard of religious ideals and
experience to all men through the work of education, which this religion
has naturally stimulated, and which it finds necessary to its own true life
and deepest influence through the work of transforming individual moral
character, which Christianity has from the beginning accounted its supreme
visible task through the impulse which it has given to what we call the
civilization of savage races, an impulse which, so far as we can see, they
were not receiving, and were not likely to receive from any other source
through these various instrumentalities Christianity has proved itself a living
force of universal significance. We see this force drawing all nations together
through one common faith and worship, through the possession of one moral
ideal and one eternal hope.
We see it fitting men to sustain the positions of
r
trust in which the growth of civilization places them.
e see it molding

Alike in

its

to be a universal religion.

;

;

;

:
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and so making human progress possible, wherever man
breathes and this Gospel is preached. In fact this force has been, before the
eyes of this generation and on a scale unequaled in history, acting as the
their characters

principal cause of that something

we

rejoice in as

the progress of

which we all feel to be a reality, and which
These achievements the Christian

man.”

religion has wrought, according to its own teaching, only as it has been able
to bring men into actual, conscious, personal fellowship with God through

Jesus Christ.
this religion,

This consciousness of fellowship with God is the heart of
without which all its doctrines and precepts lose either their

meaning, or their efficacy, or both. It is the realization of this fellowship
which, according to their own testimony, has sent all the thousands of missionaries into the fields of heathendom and stimulated tens of thousands of
men and women in the home land to follow them with their sympathies,
their prayers, and their gifts. Further, the missionaries have found that
into this experience of a fellowship with God, identical in nature with their
own and that which was attained by the apostles, multitudes of heathen men
and women and children are now entering. The experience of this relationship with God begins to transform character, and as character is transformed civilization makes progress amongst all peoples. The task of the

man who would show

that Christianity is false is to prove that this widespread realization of fellowship with God is unreal, that this chief factor in
human progress is a delusion. He must either show' that God does not exist,
and that therefore there can be no fellowship with Him or, if this be too
hardy an attempt, he must bring forward some adequate explanation of
Christian experience that shall leave God out of the account. Until such an
explanation is presented, he must concede the reality of this fellow'ship, and
in conceding this must admit the essential truth of the Christian religion.
In setting forth this argument, Prof. Mackenzie touches most illuminatingly upon many phases of missions. Though he has never been a missionary himself, he is the son of missionary parents, who, as his dedication
makes us aware, “ have labored together in South Africa for the past forty
years.” The influence of this missionary lineage appears upon every page of
his book in a sympathetic insight into the life and work, the burdens and joys,
the trials and triumphs of the missionary. It appears, too, one cannot but
believe, in a strong and sober optimism with regard to the outcome of the
missionary enterprise. For it was long ago remarked that none are so sanguine of the ultimate triumph of the Gospel in heathen lands as those w'ho
have given a lifetime to labor on the field.
Chalmers Martin.
Princeton.
;

The Growth of the Kingdom of God. By Sidney
Missionary of the A.B.C.F.M. in Japan.
Pp. xv, 320.

a

L. Gulick, M.A.,
Fleming H. Revell Company.

The germ of this book, so the author tells us, was an address delivered to
company of Japanese young men, and intended to lead them to an im-

by setting forth
growth and influence and the transformations it had wrought in the life
and thought of Western nations. Acting upon the advice of his missionary
brethren he developed the address into 'a book and translated it into
partial consideration of the claims of the Christian religion

its

—

Japanese. He begs that these facts that it was intended primarily for a
Japanese audience and had a distinctly practical aim— may be kept in mind,
and ventures the hope that by reason of them its value may prove not less
but greater. And indeed one cannot but be of the opinion that this is a
better book, fairer, more fundamental, more convincing, because of the
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author’s position as a missionary, and a missionary among a people so alert
as are the Japanese to all the questions connected with the nature and
sources of Western civilization.

Himself a product of that civilization, he
can speak of it with intimate knowledge as one whose life and work have
long been cast in an oriental and heathen environment, he may be expected
to attain a truer perspective, to possess more obvious and, on the whole,
more accurate standards of comparison, to be better able to realize and
analyze that subtle moral atmosphere in which the men of Christian lands
live and move and have their being, and of the reality and influence of
which they are, for that reason, so often unconscious, or but half conscious.
Whatever may be thought of the naturalness of such an expectation, the
fact remains that Mr. Gulick has been able to treat his theme in a fresh,
;

give his book a place of real value among the
those that deal with the gesta Christi as revealed in
nineteenth century civilization. The book addresses itself immediately to
the claim so often and so loudly made, and with so much effect sometimes,
large
increasing

fair,

way that
number of

will

even in Christian lands, that the Christian religion has begun its decline,
that it no longer has the hold upon human life that it once had, and that it
is destined ultimately, if not indeed soon, to disappear from the earth.
How
diligently this cry is being repeated in mission lands, and how much easier
it is to convince the men of those lands that it is true, is known to every student of missions. This assertion Mr. Gulick undertakes to confute. He
undertakes to show, in a manner to put his conclusions beyond all question
to a fair-minded reader, whether Japanese or European, that just the reverse
is true
that the kingdom of God and by this he means not the Church of
Christ simply, but all that embodies and expresses the influence of Christ in
human affairs not only has grown in the past, but is growing to-day as
never before. This growth he endeavors to exhibit in four main directions
“(1) the growing number of those who claim, whether truly or not, to
believe the teachings of Jesus; (2) the increasing understanding of those
teachings by those who claim to believe them (3) the increasing obedience
to the spirit taught by Christ and (4) the increasing influence of those
teachings and that spirit, even on those who make no claim to believe or
follow them.” In proof and illustration of the extensive growth of Christianity he presents, first, a number of statistical tables showing the absolute
and relative increase of the adherents of Christianity from the beginning
until the present, and the growth of Christian, and, particularly, Protestant
nations in power, wealth, intelligence, and influence. He then does the same
thing, in a much more detailed way, with respect to the advance made by
Christianity, in modern times, first in Great Britain and then in the United
States. This is measured in a great variety of ways by the number of
church members and adherents, regarded absolutely and relatively to the
increase of the population by the increase in church buildings and sittings,
and in the number of the clergy and of lay workers of all sorts by the
growth of gifts to religious and charitable causes by the rise of auxiliary
agencies of all kinds, such as the Sunday-school, the Y. M. C. A., the Salvation Army, the various brotherhoods and societies and by the courage and
success with which the new and arduous conditions resulting from the modern industrial movement and the massing of the population in cities are
being met, and the vigor with which mission work is being prosecuted at
home and abroad. The impression made by the statistics upon these several
points is greatly helped by a series of charts presenting them in graphic form.
In the remainder of his book Mr. Gulick speaks of the advance of the
Christian world in the comprehension of Christ’s teaching, in the practice of
His commands, and in influence upon the world outside the church. In

—
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dealing with the first he reviews the history of the Church and sets forth
the contribution made by each great period of her history to the understanding of Christian truth. The present century, he thinks, will be notable for
being the first to give due emphasis to the bearing of Christ’s teaching upon

and national life. In particular, he believes that our age has attained a
truer comprehension than any previous one of the status of the heathen, the
duty of missions and the true motives to their prosecution, the worthlessness
of asceticism, the true method of charity; that it evinces progress, too, in
social

making the doctrines

of God’s love

and Christ’s sympathy the true staple

of preaching, in adopting an apologetic that, while

it

does not neglect the

argument from miracles and prophecy, lays even greater stress upon the
moral character of Christ and the moral truth of the Gospel, and a theology
that makes Christ more central in doctrine, worship, and the Christian life
in exhibiting a truer unity of believers and in rendering a more practical
;

;

recognition to the command to love one’s neighbor as oneself.
The most notable chapters in the book, however, are those which set forth
the growth of the kingdom in influence. The story is old to our ears, but as

Mr. Gulick tells it, it seems new even to us; and one can well understand
something of that deeper impression which a Japanese would receive as he
learns in how marvelous a degree the civilization of Western lands, which he
is so anxious to see reproduced in his own, is permeated and dominated by
the teaching of Christ, and how unmistakably the influence of this teaching
and of Christ Himself is growing from generation to generation, one
might almost say from year to year.

—

—

Chalmers Martin.

Princeton.

Strategic Points in the World’s Conquest.

The Universities and
By John R. Mott.

Colleges as Related to the Progress of Christianity.

With Map of

Ilis

Journey.

Fleming H.

Ilevell

Company. 12mo,pp.

218.

This book is the record of a tour around the world made in the years 1895Mr. John R. Mott, so widely known as a leader in the Inter-Collegiate
Y. M. C. A. and the Student Volunteer Movement for Foreign Missions.
The tour was undertaken in response to invitations to be present in the
national student conferences of Great Britain and several Continental countries, and also from workers among students in India and Japan to visit
those countries in the interest of their work. The journey as finally accomplished occupied twenty months and included twenty-two countries, among
them Turkey, Greece, Syria, Egypt, Ceylon, India, several provinces of
Australia, New Zealand, China, Japan, and the Hawaian Islands. In the
course of it one hundred and forty-four universities, colleges, and schools
w’ere visited, and twenty-two conventions or conferences were held, in which
w ere gathered over fifty-five hundred delegates, three-fifths of whom were
students or teachers representative of three hundred and eight institutions of
learning. The remaining two-fifths were missionaries, native pastois, and
other Christian workers. The objects of the journey were both general and
special— in general, to quicken spiritual life among the Christian students of
these Various lands and to stir them up to a new measure of prayer and
Bible study and effort for the religious welfare of their fellow-students in
particular, and as a means to these general ends, to plant, or develop where
already planted, the same forms of organization for religious life and work
that have proved useful among the students of the United States, Canada,
and Great Britain. The specific points urged were that each institution
should have an organization of its Christian students which should be in
general like the college Y. M. C. A. of an American college, and should in
97 by

r
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particular endeavor to further regular devotional habits, systematic Bible
study, aggressive work for the conversion of their fellows, and the pledging

men to give their lives to religious work that all such associations in
any given country should be joined together in a national union and that
such national unions should be led to seek membership in the World’s Student Christian Federation. In all these directions Mr. Mott had remarkable
success. Christian associations were organized in seventy institutions, and
a number already organized were put upon a more efficient basis. These
associations, new and old, were united into national unions, as follows
India and Ceylon, uniting twenty -two associations; Australasia, (Australia
and New Zealand,) with twenty-five; China, with twenty-seven, and Japan,
with twenty-eight. Each of these national organizations was affiliated with
the World’s Student Christian Federation, which had been formed at Vadstena, Sweden, by representatives of the national or international associations of America (United States and Canada), Great Britain, Germany,
Scandinavia (Norway, Sweden, Denmark, and Finland), and also certain
mission lands. This Federation is not intended as a substitute for the
of

;

;

national organizations, but is designed merely to federate those already
and others as they shall be formed, with the object of “ uniting the
Christian forces of all universities and colleges in the great work of winning
the students of the world for Christ, of building them up in Him, and of
sending them out into the world to work for Him.” Since its organization
the Federation has grown to include sixteen such national or international
organizations. It held a conference last year at Williamstown, and another
the past summer at Eisenach, Germany. Among other results of Mr. Mott’s
tour were the hopeful conversion of more than five hundred young men,
including Buddhists, Hindus, Mohammedans, Confucianists, Skeptics, and
Agnostics. Twenty-two hundred persons pledged themselves to devote the
first half-hour of each day to prayer and devotional Bible study
“ keep the
morning watch,” as it is called and three hundred “ volunteered,” that is,
dedicated their lives to Christian work. To the account of his tour, with
its record of travels, meetings, conferences, and results, Mr. Mott adds
several brief chapters of personal impressions of mission work, particularly in
existing

—

—

and Japan. It is natural, in view of his errand, that the work of
education in missions should seem to him to be of special importance and
that he should make a strong plea for increased effort along that line. He
is much impressed also, and no doubt with only too good reason with' the
terrible temptations to which students in non-Christian lands are exposed,
but also with their accessibility to Christian effort and the hopefulness of
Mr. Mott’s book, therefore, is full of inspiration. What
all such effort.
interest it has excited may be inferred from the fact that it passed through
four editions in five months. It is the more to be regretted, therefore, that
in it he should give such emphatic expression to a doctrine of the Holy
Spirit’s operation which is of doubtful truth. “ If,” he writes in his chapter
on Impressions of India, “ we had come to India at all skeptical about the
doctrine of the baptism, or filling, of the Holy Spirit for service, all doubt
would have been removed. There must needs have been made such supernatural provision as this for the man sent to work in a field like India. The
man who does not know what it is to be filled up to his present capacity
with the Holy Spirit had far better not go to India. Of all the missionaries
we have met, the men and women who are leaving the largest and most lasting mark on their generation are those who are under the sway of the Spirit
of God ” (pp. 107, 108). So again with regard to the missionaries of China,
“ There is great longing for an outpouring of the Holy Spirit and many are
living the Spirit-filled life ” (p. 167). And once more, in speaking of qualiIndia, China,

—

—
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fications for missionary labor in

man.”

Xow

Japan, “ Above

all,

he should be a Spirit-

Mott is in these passages
using the phrases “ Spirit-filled,” “outpouring of the Holy Spirit,” “ under
the sway of the Spirit of God ” in the very special sense put upon them by
such teachers as the Rev. F. B. Meyer, and that what he is insisting upon as
a prerequisite to a successful missionary career is that special and peculiar
experieuce which they speak of as “ the baptism of the Holy Spirit for serfilled

it

is

quite obvious that Mr.

May it not be sufficient to point out, on the one hand, that this
experience is taught to be a conscious experience, and on the other that this
teaching is very new, and to ask whether it is possible that the results of the
century of missions results which alone made possible those others secured
by Mr. Mott on his tour were wrought by men who never had any such
conscious experience, and must therefore be regarded as lacking one great
Mr. Mott would say the great qualification for missionary work ? In insisting in all their organizations upon an evangelical basis of doctrine, and in
urging private devotion, systematic Bible study, aggressive Christian work,
and devotion to the cause of missions at home and abroad, Mr. Mott and his
associates are standing upon the catholic ground occupied by all the disciples of Christ. Can as much be said of the tendency illustrated in the
above quotations to tie their work to a new and special teaching with regard
to the work of the Holy Spirit ?
Chalmers Martin.
Princeton.
vice.”

—

—

—

A

Concise History of Missions.

By Edwin Mtjnsell Bliss, D.D.,

Editor of The Encyclopaedia of Missions.
16mo, pp. 321.

Fleming

II.

Revell Company.

Dr. Bliss has rendered a valuable service to the cause of missions in giving
us this book. Just now, when missions are being so widely studied, such a
concise history, if well done, should fill a very useful place. And this is well
done. In its happy combination of brevity with comprehensiveness, its wellconceived plan, and its clear and readable style, it is all that such a short
history should be. Dr. Bliss orders his material into three parts. The first
part, “General History,” “traces the development of the missionary idea
and spirit in the Church itself.” Under this head there are brief chapters
on Apostolic and Medieval Missions, Roman Catholic Missions, Early Protestant Missions, British Missions, American Missions, and European and
Other Missions. In these chapters are set forth the providential influences
that led to the awakening of the missionary spirit in these several ages and
countries, the formation of the various societies, and the development of
their work.
part, “Development of the Field,” “takes up the different
sketching the progress of both their occupation and development.”
This includes chapters on Xortli and South America, Africa, The Levant,
India, Southeastern Asia, China, Japan-Korea, and the Pacific. In these
the attempt is made not only to follow the progress of the missionary occupation of these great fields by the several churches and missionary societies,
but also, and most successfully, to differentiate each one of them with
reference to the problems it presents, the special difficulties to be overcome,

The second

fields,

and the measure of success already attained.
Part iii, “ Organization and Methods of Mission Work,” sets forth “the
organization and methods adopted in the prosecution of the work as they
have been developed historically, from the very simple forms of the apostolic
age to the more elaborate and somewhat complex system now in use.” In
this part are chapters devoted to The Object and Motive of Missions:

—
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Work; Agencies on the Field; Methods — EvanZenana and Medical Work; Education— Bible Translation
Christian Literature Church Formation Self-support Social Development.
Dr. Bliss disclaims “ any attempt to discuss the relative value of different
methods or the comparative success at different times and in different
Organization of Mission

gelization;

;

—

—

He regards his function to
fields ” beyond stating certain evident results.
be that of the historian and not that of the critic. None the less he moves
with so firm a step and so confident a touch among these difficult questions
of method and administration as to make one feel sure that he has definite
and well-digested opinions about most of them, if indeed one is not enabled
to guess what they are. And certainly as the son of a missionary, as himself for a term of years associated with his father in the work of the American Bible Society in the Levant, as the editor of The Encyclopaedia of Missions, and the missionary editor of The New York Independent, he is entitled
to have opinions, and his opinions are entitled to respect. It is pleasant to
believe that his book will have wide use as a text book in colleges and theological seminaries, by mission bands and study classes, by the Endeavor
Societies and the Student Volunteers, and that wherever it is used it will
make not only for what is true in the history of missions, but also for all
that is Scriptural and approved by the best experience in method and organization at home and abroad.
Princeton.

Chalmers Martin.

Western Mission. By the Rev. S. G. Wilson, Author of
Persian Life and Customs. With Map and Illustrations. Presbyterian
Board of Publication and Sabbath-school Work. 12mo, pp. 381.

Persia:

The year 1896 marked the close of a quarter of a century since the Persian
Mission was transferred from the American Board to the Presbyterian Board.
In that time the geographical limits of the mission have been greatly
enlarged, the stations increased from one to six and the missionaries from
eleven to fifty-nine. The one mission has been divided into two, known as
the Eastern Persia Mission and the Western Persia Mission respectively.
The history of the Eastern Mission having already been sketched in a volume by Rev. James Bassett, formerly of Teheran, Mr. Wilson contributes
the present volume as a history of the Western Mission, which comprises the
stations at Urumia, Tabriz, Salmas, and Mosul.
(The station at Mosul has
been abandoned by the Board since this book was printed.) For a description of the field and the social and religious conditions prevailing among its
people the author refers us to his earlier volume, Persian Life and Customs.
In this he sketches the history of Christianity in Persia, the conditions of
work at the several stations of the
mission and among the several peoples, particularly the Nestorians, Armenians, and Jews. Chapters are devoted also to Armenian wedding customs,
school work, medical work, famine relief, the cholera epidemic of 1892, Bible
translation and distribution, intemperance, and themissionsof otherchurches.
Much light is thrown upon the condition of the degenerate Nestoriau and
Gregorian churches. It is a dark picture of ignorance, superstition, intolerance, and immorality on the part of both clergy and people. By contrast
the “ evangelicals,” as those who have come under the influence of the missionaries are called, with their simple worship, their knowledge of the Bible,
their moral lives, their aggressive zeal, and their steadfastness under persecutions, appear in most favorable light.
Mr. Wilson’s book abounds in ancedotes illustrative of these and other
characteristics of the people among whom he has been laboring
Protestant
religious liberty there, the progress of the

—

,
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Xestorian, Gregorian, Jewish, Moslem, and Kurdish. Many of these incidents
would be more telling had the author been more careful to explain the
meaning of the Persian words which he uses, and the allusions to Persian
customs. Thus, though one reads (p. 22) of Shiahs and Sunnis and Babis,
he looks in vain for any statement of the points in dispute between them ;
though there is frequent reference to tomans, no hint is given of the value of
a toman though one reads of a Jazia tax, and a Jasan ceremony, and of
lootes, and of an injil, and a Sipah Silar, and of the Muliaram excitement,
one is left entirely to conjecture as to the meaning of these unfamiliar terms,
and so in many other instances.
Mr. Wilson’s book suffers a good deal through careless proof-reading.
For example, on p. 7 1, one reads Medbery for Medbury’; on p. 80, 4 Haman
;

‘

‘

’

Hallock for Homan Hallock
on p. 112, triune ’ immersion for trine
immersion; on p. 122, ‘peeling’ for ‘pealing’; on p. 317, Shemanists for
Shamanists ’; on p. 335, then for them.’ In several places the reader is
misled by misplaced commas or by faulty paragraphing. On p. 343 a footnote
refers him to Vol. ii. pp. 8, 9, but without giving the title of any work. No
doubt the fact that Mr. Wilson was in Persia while his book was being
printed accounts to some degree for these and similar errors, but most of
them might have been avoided by more careful proof-reading.
’

4

4

4

4

4

4

’

4

Chalmers Martin.

Princeton.

A Life for Africa.

’

’

Rev. Adolphus Clemens Good, Ph.D., American
By Ellen C. Parsons, M.A.,
Fleming H. Revell Company,

Missionary in Equatorial West Africa.
Editor of Woman’s Work for Woman.
1897.
Pp. 316.

The subject of this biography was born in western Pennsylvania, December 19, 1856. His father was a farmer, of German blood his mother was of
Scotch-lrish stock, and before her marriage was a school-mistress. Both
were earnest Christians. Young Good received his education first at Glade
Run Academy, at his birthplace, then at Washington and Jefferson College,
and finally at the Western Theological Seminary, Allegheny. Accepted by
the Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions, he was appointed, by his own
desire, to the Gaboon Mission, West Africa, and sailed for that field in Sep;

He was at first stationed at Baraka, at the mouth of the Gaboon
the beginning of 1885, he removed to Kangwe, a station on the
Ogowe river, one hundred and sixty-five miles by the river from the sea.
Here he spent seven busy and fruitful years, itinerating by boat along the
Ogowe and its connecting waterways, superintending a rapidly growing
church, training native helpers, laboring at the translation of the New Testament. His term here was interrupted by a brief furlough in the United
States, by a tour of inspection on behalf of the Board in the Liberian field,

tember,
river.

1882.

At

and by a three months’ journey to Paris. This last, also made by direction
of the Board, was for the purpose of arranging for the trausfer of the
to the Societe des Missions Evangeliques, a step made necessary by the insistence of the French colonial authorities that the French
language must be used in the mission schools. This transfer was finally
effected in 1893. Meanwhile, the missionaries, thus thrust out from their

Gaboon mission

field, planned to open a mission to the tribes of the interior, using Batanga,
a port in German territory, one hundred and seventy miles north of Gaboon,
as a base. With this object in view, Dr. Good made two journeys of exploration eastward from Batanga, which was already a mission station and the
centre of a successful work among the coast tribes. The result was the
opening in June, 1893, of a station at Efulen, seventy miles inland from
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Batanga. From this station Dr. Good explored the new field, making
acquaintance with the people the wild Bulu picking up their language,
preparing a dictionary and a translation of the Gospels, and ever keeping on
the alert for a site for another station still further inland. This he had found
atEbolowe, sixty-eight miles to the southeast of Efulen, and he waspreparing to occupy it when death overtook him December 13, 1894, at the age
of thirty-eight years. He was buried at Efulen, and his grave is marked by
a bronze monument, erected by the church in Montclair, X. J., who had for
several years supported him and claimed him as their missionary.
But this brief recital of facts and dates gives no adequate notion either of
Dr. Good’s character and work or of Miss Parsons’ admirable qualities as
his biographer. The strenuous note which she strikes in her title,
Life
for Africa conveys no false impression. It is a strong character which her
pages set before us resolute, clear-eyed, cherishing high ideals, giving himself up entirely, holding nothing back, humble, tactful, loving, capable of
large things in short, an ideal missionary for any field, but most of all for
Africa, with its enormous difficulties, physical, climatic, intellectual, moral
and spiritual. Into the spirit of the man Miss Parsons has entered deeply,
and she writes with a compression, a sympathy, a depth of strong but
strongly restrained feeling that avails to set the reader down beside Dr. Good
himself on the Ogowe or at Efulen, and make him not merely spectator but
sharer of his labors, his trials and his triumphs. His life, as he lived it, was
fraught with manifold blessings to the sons and daughters of Western Equatorial Africa.
The story of his life, as she tells it, is sure to be a blessing to
many sons and daughters of Christian America.
The book is embellished with an excellent portrait of Dr. Good and about
a score of pleasing illustrations from photographs. There is also a specially
prepared map of the Bulu country and two appendices, one setting forth Dr.
Good’s services as an entomologist, the other embodying the substance of a
paper written by him on the superstitions and religious ideas of Equatorial

—

—

A

,

—

;

West

Africa.

Chalmers Martin.

Princeton.

TIL — GEXERAL LITERATURE.
Education and Modern Secularism.

By

the Rev. C.

W. Formby.

Longmans, Green & Co., 1896. 12mo, pp. 101.
English Secularism. A Confession of Belief. By George Jacob
Holyoake. The Open Court Publishing Company, 1896. Pp. 146.
secularism, Mr. Formby does not mean the creed which is formulated
Mr. Holyoake’s English Secularism. He says “ The word secularism
is used as a general term expressing any and all of the various shades of
worldliness, which mean a practical renunciation of the claims and restraints
of Christianity. It is used as a collective name for the numerous forms of
irreligion, which will be seen to be secondary symptoms of indifference or
unbelief.” The secularizing influences he holds to be “Xatural Disposition,” “ Environment ” and “ Education and Training.” It is with the last
of these three that this little book deals.
Mr. Formby undertakes to show that deficiencies of religious education
are chiefly responsible for the progress of secularism in our times. This he
does, by considering “the effect of the other possible causes ” named above
by “a review of some results directly connected with religious education ;”
and by “ an examination of the theory and principles involved in training the

By

in

:

‘

’

;
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The book is written from the point of view of an
Englishman, and of a minister of the Established Church. A few things
said, therefore, are not appropriate on this side of the Atlantic
but these
can easily be put aside.
e regard the book as a good presentation of a
subject which needs to be considered just now in all parts of the Christian
world. When the kingdom of heaven has fully come here on earth, shall all
religious teaching be excluded from the public schools ? What say Drs.
Abbott and Gladden ? Until it has come, is it adequate to leave religious
education, as is now so largely done, to the one hour of a Sabbath-school,
with its untrained teachers and imperfect methods, while for five days of
the week secular knowledge is imparted by the very best teachers that can
be trained for the work and with the very best methods and appliances ?
It is quite another sort of secularism, of which Mr. Ilolyoake himself is
proud to be the founder and chief apostle. He defines it thus “ Secularism
is a code of duty pertaining to this life, founded in considerations purely
human, and intended mainly for those who find theology indefinite or inadereligious capacities.”

;

W

:

quate. unreliable or unbelievable. Its essential principles are three 1. The
improvement of this life by material means. 2. That science is the available Providence of man. 3. That it is good to do good; whether there be
:

other good or not, the good of the present life is good, and it is good to seek
that good.” He also divides the opponents of Christianity into three
classes the dissolute, the indifferent and the intellectually independent, and
addresses the gospel of “ secularism” to the last of these three. The object
:

it, he says, is to teach man the physical laws on which health depends,
the moral laws on which happiness depends, the intellectual laws on which
knowledge depends, the social and political laws on which national prosperity
and advancement depend, and the economic laws on which wealth depends.
All this is to be done, however, without God, or Bible, or Christianity, or

of

institutions of religion, and to be done exclusively with reference to the

present world.

Of Mr. Holyoake’s book, it is to be said that it professes to welcome the
investigation and to acknowledge truth from whatever source it
comes. It even warmly commends such books as that old favorite, Pearson
on Infidelity. One can discover in the course of the discussion a hunger of
the soul for something better than these miserable husks on which mere animals are fed. We may hope that if Mr. Holyoake could see Christianity in
the light in which Dr. Abbott and Dr. Gladden present it, he might welcome
At present, his
it as that which he has been seeking, but has not found.
creed is of the earth, earthy, and without foundation in reason and wholly
freest

a delusion.

Hanover

D.

College.

W. Fisher.

A Manual

of Ethics. By John S. Mackenzie, M. A., Professor of
Logic and Philosophy in the University College of South Wales and
Monmouthshire. Third Edition. University Correspondence College
New York Hinds & Noble, 1899. Pp. xvi, 456.
Press.
:

This hand-book belongs to the University Tutorial Series, and is designed
primarily for the use of private students. The style and mode of treatment
are well suited to this purpose. Though confining itself to the elements, the
book abounds in valuable foot-note references to the fuller literature of the
subject.

The author is an idealist.
ment, and yet he tells us that

The book has

He
all

tries to

ethics

omit metaphysics from his treatin the end rest on metaphysics.
Psychological Aspects of Ethics;

must

four parts, as follows: (1)

—
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(2) Sociological

and

(4)

(3) Theories of the Moral Standard,
His survey of the various ethical theoHis temper is admirable and there is a pure and

Aspects of Ethics;

The Concrete Moral

ries is judicious
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and

fair.

Life.

healthy tone throughout the book.
Particularly his attitude toward Christianity is reverent and altogether
commendable. He is right often where his more radical confreres are
wrong, either in manner or matter, or both. Witness his sound ethical
valuation of the evangelical doctrine of conversion and his orthodox treatment of the three theories of punishment.
The author’s general view which, by the by, is a representative one— may
be given in his own words: “It (i. e., the ethical ought) is rather to he
regarded as the voice of the true self within us, passing judgment upon the
Conscience, from this
self as it appears in its incomplete development.
point of view, may be said to be simply the sense that we are not ourselves;
and the voice of duty is the voice that says, To thine own self be true ”

—

’

‘

(p. 254).

The supreme law bids us realize the rational self. The author finds, in
preparing his new edition, that the attempt to teach ethics apart from metaphysics is so unsatisfactory that he is moved to add a new chapter on
“ Ethics and Metaphysics,” in which the idealistic rationale of the ethical
law and standard, after Hegel, Green and the Cairds, is briefly but clearly
presented. It is a mild restatement of the Hegelian dictum that “ the actual is rational, and the rational is actual;” or, as Bradley argues, that the
moral point of view contains the “ highest degree of reality ;” or, again, as
the author himself puts it, “ not indeed that ‘ whatever is, is right,’ but
that ‘ whatever is right, is.’ ”
Henry Collin Minton.
San Francisco.

The Primary Factors of Organic Evolution. By
Chicago

Open Court Publishing Company,

:

1896.

E. D. Cope.
12mo, pp. 550.

It is surprising, among all his multifarious original scientific work, that
Prof. Cope found time to write this general summary of what is meant by

evolution, of the arguments by

which

views on the bearings of the subject.

it is

He

supported and of his
is

own

special

sometimes too much of an advo-

cate to see the opposite side of the case, but his presentation of its positive
side is strong and in many important points he has greatly improved upon
and corrected Darwinism ; as where he writes about variations “ as the num;

:

ber of variations possible to organisms is very great, the probability of the
admirably adaptive structures which characterize the latter having arisen by
chance is very small.” This is not the occasion to go over his arguments on
but whilst recognizing the many unknown factors of
this great question
the process, the world of Biologists are now nearly unanimous in the conclusion that there has been some kind of evolution at the same time they are
very doubtful about its causes and rationale and about the probable lines of
phylogeny.
Cope, of course, includes in his category the human species two species,
for he thinks that the Neanderthal specimens are specifically different from
Homo sapiens, because the Neanderthal skull has a smaller brain-cavity, a
retreating forehead and also a retreating chin and he thinks that DuBois’
find may go with Humo neanderlhalensis, though its chin is not known.
He
would trace the pedigree of man through the Anthropoid apes down to the
.Eocene Anaptomorphus homunculus, a minute animal, which he regards as
a Lemur. Prof. Hubrecht, in his recent lecture at the Princeton Sesquicentennial, agreed in general with Cope’s views, but showed that Anaptomor;

;

;

;
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phus belongs not to the Lemurs, but to a line of its own approaching the
Anthropoid apes, and sharply separated from the Lemurs. Hubrecht stated
that the pedigree of man may be regarded as with ancestors distinct from
those of the present monkeys, and that fresh discoveries amongst Mesozoic
animals are necessary to trace earlier lines of affinity, all of which signifies
that whilst the Eocene Anaptomorphus strongly suggests a line of descent
leading to man, the gap is much wider than men used to regard it, and the

—

intermediate links are all still missing.
Cope’s chief amendment on Darwin is where amongst the causes of variation he includes use, impact, friction, strains and other internal forces,
whilst Darwin’s attention was almost confined to “ natural selection ” or the
influence of external factors. In this Cope’s views, which are called NeoLamarckian, because they were largely presented in Lamarck’s Philosophic
Zoologique (1809), are endorsed by most of the American writers and also
and we think that they are a considerable improvement on
in Germany
Darwin. Cope makes much also of “ consciousness ” as present in all, even
the lowest animals, and as in his opinion having contributed very much towards the evolution of the animal kingdom. His definition of evolution
sharply states the negative part, that it is “ by energies which are intrinsic
in the evolving matter, and without the interference of agencies which are
external to it.” This, when properly understood, is true and important, being the doctrine of continuity of nature in its normal course. But it has
been fancied by many people that it involves an independence of divine control.
We cannot now discuss this subject, except that we put in our caveat
against the deistical gloss. The author himself never obtrudes his religious
sentiments upon us in the whole course of the book but from what we have
often heard from his lips, and from his insisting that variations do not arise
by chance, we would expect his approval of the interpretation of the phenomena in favor of a higher teleology. For ourselves, so far as we are able
to go along with his arguments, their chief charm is where they enable us,
in some measure, to see and admire God's mode of creating and preserving
;

;

His creatures.
G. Macloskie.

Princeton University.

English Meditative Lyrics.

By Theodore W. Hunt, Ph.D.,

Litt.D., Pro-

American Meditative Lyrics etc.
(New York: Eaton & Mains, 1899.) To his

fessor in Princeton University: author of

,

16mo, pp. 157.
pleasant booklet on American Meditative Lyrics noticed previously in this
Review (Vol. ix, p. 559), Prof. Hunt now adds this even pleasanter booklet
on this form of composition in the literature of the motherland. The material here to be dealt with is much more copious, and indeed of higher
quality, and the treatment rises to meet the greater demands made upon it.
The selection of authors to be treated is judiciously made, and the discussions are couched in a sympathetic vein. The several chapters are illustrated by portraits of the authors under view.
Illustrated.
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